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In the past several years, we have seen dramatic advancement
in many application domains enabled by the integration
of Internet of Things and cloud computing, computational
intelligence algorithms, and soft computing methodologies.
This development has resulted in many emerging highly
multidisciplinary research areas typically termed as smart-∗
technologies and systems, including smart-healthcare, smart-
home, and smart-grid, aswell as smart vehicles and intelligent
transportation systems. These new technologies are trans-
forming our society towards a smart world.

This special issue attracted 32 high quality submissions
from countries around the globe, including China, USA,
UK, Korea, Saudi Arabia, Greece, and Algeria. After a
rigorous review process, 18 papers were accepted in this issue.
The research presented in these papers broadly covers the
interesting scope of this special issue, including computer
networking (3 papers), intelligent transportation and nav-
igation (3 papers), computer vision (2 papers), knowledge
discovery (2 papers), scientific computing (2 papers), cloud
computing (2 papers), gesture recognition and authorization
(2 papers), and Internet of Things and machine learning (1
each).

In the area of computer networking, X. Yang et al.
proposed a novel localization algorithm based on Voronoi
diagram and rank sequence in wireless sensor networks; X.
Liu et al. introduced a new program code dissemination
scheme (referred to as FPCD) for wireless software defined

networks; and K.-H. Kim et al. reported a cascade control
based method for queue management in smart-grid IP
networks.

In the areas of intelligent transportation and navigation,
M. Dong et al. described a sophisticated navigation method
using sonar point cloud data for underwater remotely oper-
ated vehicles; Y. Xing et al. proposed a new traffic flow
forecasting method based on extreme learning machine; and
H. Gao et al. proposed a novel lateral control method for
intelligent vehicles.

On computing vision research, H. Wang et al. introduced
a robust automatic target recognition algorithm for large
scene images, and Y. Li et al. reported a novel approach
for scene reconstruction based on metric online monocular
SLAM.

On the topic of cloud computing, Y. Lu et al. proposed
a new workload forecasting model for cloud services, which
is based on random variable learning rate backpropagation
neural network, and X. Li et al. introduced a novel resource
allocation mechanism for cloud workflow systems, where the
resource allocation problem is treated as a market-oriented
reverse auction problem.

Onhumangesture related research, B. Fang et al. provided
a comprehensive report on how to use magnetic and inertial
measurement units to accurately recognize hand and arm
gestures, and A. M. H. Wong and D.-K. Kang proposed a
novel stationary hand gesture authentication scheme using
edit distance on finger pointing direction interval.
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This issue also includes two papers on knowledge discov-
ery. Y. Zhu et al. reported a research on using neural network
basedmachine learningmethods to build a geological knowl-
edge graph. X.Han et al. described how to use fragment based
semantic graph model to perform text summarization.

In addition, this special issue includes exciting works
on using computer programming algorithms to help solve
science problems. P. Shi et al. introduced a novel experiment
platform for materials correction study. The throughput of
the platform was significantly improved by using state of
the art computing vision algorithms. Furthermore, X. Wang
et al. proposed an efficient and simple rigid-fluid coupling
scheme with programming algorithms for particle-based
fluid simulation and visualization.

Finally, Z. Liu et al. proposed a novel sparse representa-
tion method for the class-imbalance problem. Last, but not
least, L. Ding et al. reported a very interesting system based
on Internet of Things that can be used to monitor dangerous
goods in container yards.
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Real-time and accurate prediction of traffic flow is the key to intelligent transportation systems (ITS). However, due to the
nonstationarity of traffic flow data, traditional point forecasting can hardly be accurate, so probabilistic forecasting methods are
essential for quantification of the potential risks and uncertainties for traffic management. A probabilistic forecasting model of
traffic flow based on a multikernel extreme learning machine (MKELM) is proposed. Moreover, the optimal output weights of
MKELM are obtained by utilizing Quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithm. To verify its effectiveness,
traffic flow probabilistic prediction using QPSO-MKELM was compared with other learning methods. Experimental results show
that QPSO-MKELM is more effective for practical applications. And it will help traffic managers to make right decisions.

1. Introduction

Recently, the traffic flows maintain a steady growth in both
urban and rural traffic leading to pollution, accidents, and
congestion. To solve the problems, the intelligent transporta-
tion systems (ITS) are developed by many countries. The
effectiveness of ITS is improved by using a lot of modern
information technologies. According to the prediction period
of time, traffic flow prediction can be divided into long-term,
mid-term, and short-term prediction. Short-term traffic flow
forecasting has become one of the main research areas
of ITS. Prediction of real-time and accurate traffic flow
becomes extremely important for effective traffic manage-
ment systems, including traffic control, traffic induction, and
vehicle routing. The problem induced by the randomness,
nonlinearity, and complexity of traffic flow has compelled us
to search for more reliable techniques to forecast traffic flow.

A lot of short-term traffic prediction algorithms are
proposed in the literature [1–7]. Conventionally, a majority of
study focus on developing accurate point-prediction method
structures and learning algorithms for short-term traffic
flow prediction, but these methods cannot be used for the
quantitative analysis of the uncertainty of the prediction. In

fact, there are lots of traffic variables influencing the results of
traffic flow prediction such as weather, date and time, types,
and flow parameters. The aim of the traffic flow forecasting
model is to utilize these variables to predict the traffic flow.

Because of the chaotic property of traffic flow, mistakes
in prediction are simply inevitable. In other words, forecast
with exact-point value becomes inadequate to describe the
real world information. To deal with the problem, prediction
intervals (PIs) are vital for quantifying the underlying risks
and uncertainties. PIs are a list of ranges including upper
and lower bounds where the targets will lie. On the basis of
the PIs with corresponding confidence level, the quantitative
uncertainties of traffic flow predictions can supply valuable
information to traffic managers for good preparation for the
most severe and excellent situations in advance.

2. Literature Review

The exact point-prediction methods only supply the point
forecasting value, while PIs work as intervals that consist of
upper and lower bounds as well as pointing out the proba-
bility of correct forecast. PIs not only indicate the prediction
accuracy, but also provide a range that targets will locate
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[8, 9]. Some investigations in regression problems along with
interval outputs have been conducted and they are able to be
sorted into two classifications based on the amount ofmodels
they utilized. Studies in the first category use only onemodel,
whereas they bring in other approaches to acquire interval
outputs. These PIs construction approaches are usually set
after a point-prediction model with particular preceding
assumptions. Bayesian [10], mean-variance estimation [11],
and bootstrap [12] are frequently used to obtain PIs. The
main disadvantage of these existing methods is the high
computational requirement. The other category focuses on
learning a twin model; the PIs construction method named
lower upper bound estimation (LUBE) approach is brought
forward in [13]. Nevertheless, traditional neural networks
(NNs) applied in the LUBE approach have the issue of high
computational cost and overtraining.

ELM [14] is brought forward to train single-hidden layer
feedforward neural networks (SLFNs). Although ELM exten-
sively enhances the training effectiveness, fluctuation caused
by the random input and hidden layer weights influences the
steadiness of ELM in the situation of identical training data
as well as model parameter [15]. The method that replaces
ELM hidden layer with a kernel function makes ELM avoid
choosing input and hidden layer weights randomly since
the computation for hidden input is conducted by kernel
function. The problem in ELM caused by random input and
hidden layer parameters is solved byKernel-ELMwhich gains
higher stability by sacrificing the training rate [15]. Moreover,
one kernel function is usually used in the standard kernel
learning algorithms [16]. In our last paper [17], we proposed
a single kernel extreme learning machine- (KELM-) based
probabilistic forecasting method of traffic flow. On the basis
of multikernel learning thought [18], the composites of two
kernels may combine the good characteristics of them and
have better performance than any other single kernel. The
polynomial kernel function and the Gaussian kernel function
are mixed as a kernel function which includes both kernels’
advantages in this study.

A novel probabilistic traffic flow prediction approach
is brought forward based on the multikernel ELM in this
paper, which is applied to construct PIs for traffic flow. Then
the output weights from MKELM models are optimized by
Quantum-behaved particle swarmoptimization (QPSO) [19].
The proposed approach has been examined by the practical
traffic flow data. Accurate prediction results have represented
the good performance of the QPSO-MKELM approach for
traffic flow.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3
the algorithms of framework of MKELM and QPSO are
presented. Section 4 proposes a novel MKELM model to
construct optimal PIs for traffic flow with QPSO.The experi-
ments to verify the effectiveness of the model are carried out
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion.

3. Methodology

3.1. Multiple Kernel-Based ELM. ELM, developed by Huang
et al. [20], is a novel learning algorithm for SLFNs that

randomly selects hidden nodes parameters as well as ascer-
taining the output layer parameters of SLFNs analytically.

In a specified training dataset including 𝑛 samples, (𝑥, 𝑦)
is a training sample.The formula of the SLFNwith𝑁ℎ hidden
nodes is able to be represented as

𝑁ℎ∑
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖𝑔 (𝑤𝑖𝑥 + 𝑏𝑖) = 𝑦. (1)

The output equation of ELM is able to be represented as

𝑦 = 𝐹ELM (𝑥) = 𝑁ℎ∑
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖𝑔 (𝑤𝑖𝑥 + 𝑏𝑖) = ℎ (𝑥) 𝛽,
𝑌 = 𝐻𝛽,

𝑌 = [𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑛]𝑇 , 𝐻 = [ℎ (𝑥1) , . . . , ℎ (𝑥𝑛)]𝑇 .
(2)

According to ELM theory [14], input as well as hidden layer
parameters are able to be randomly distributed as long as
the activation function becomes infinitely differentiable. As
to fixed input weights 𝑤𝑖 and the hidden layer biases 𝑏𝑖, to
train an SLFN is simply equal to figuring out a least-squares
solution �̂� of the linear system 𝑌 = 𝐻𝛽.

The smallest norm least-squares solution of the above
linear system is

�̂� = 𝐻+𝑌, (3)

where𝐻+ represents the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse
of matrix𝐻.

With a user-defined cost coefficient 𝐶, Huang et al.
[15] optimized the computation for the output weights 𝛽.
Among them, when the amount of the hidden nodes is larger
compared to that of train data, the result of 𝛽 is

𝛽 = 𝐻𝑇 ( 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻𝑇)
−1 𝑌. (4)

The hidden layer output of every sample ℎ(𝑥𝑖) is able to be
considered as an nonlinear mapping of samples 𝑥𝑖. Then

𝐻𝐻𝑇 = [[[[[

ℎ (𝑥1)...ℎ (𝑥𝑁)
]]]]]𝑁∗𝐿

⋅ [[[[[

ℎ (𝑥1)...ℎ (𝑥𝑁)
]]]]]

𝑇

𝑁∗𝐿

= [[[[[

ℎ (𝑥1) ⋅ ℎ (𝑥1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℎ (𝑥1) ⋅ ℎ (𝑥𝑁)... d
...ℎ (𝑥𝑁) ⋅ ℎ (𝑥1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℎ (𝑥𝑁) ⋅ ℎ (𝑥𝑁)

]]]]]𝑁∗𝑁
.

(5)

When the hidden layer characteristicmapping ℎ(𝑥) could not
be unidentified, Huang et al. [15] suggested applying a kernel
function. According to theory of kernel function, the kernel
matrix Ω for ELM is able to be described as follows, where𝐾(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is kernel function:

ΩELM𝑖,𝑗 = ℎ (𝑥𝑖) ⋅ ℎ (𝑥𝑗) = 𝐾 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗) . (6)
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So (5) can be deduced:

𝐻𝐻𝑇 = ΩELM𝑖,𝑗 = [[[[[

𝐾 (𝑥1, 𝑥1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐾 (𝑥1, 𝑥𝑁)... d
...𝐾 (𝑥𝑁, 𝑥1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐾 (𝑥𝑁, 𝑥𝑁)

]]]]]
= [[[[[

ℎ (𝑥1)...ℎ (𝑥𝑁)
]]]]]𝑁∗𝐿

⋅ [[[[[

ℎ (𝑥1)...ℎ (𝑥𝑁)
]]]]]

𝑇

𝑁∗𝐿

,
(7)

ℎ (𝑥)𝐻𝑇 = [[[[[

𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑥1)...𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑥𝑁)
]]]]]
. (8)

Then the output function of Kernel-ELM can be represented
as

𝑦 = 𝐹ELM (𝑥) = ℎ (𝑥) 𝛽 = ℎ (𝑥)𝐻𝑇 ( 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻𝑇)
−1 𝑌

= [[[[[

𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑥1)...𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑥𝑛)
]]]]]
( 𝐼𝐶 + ΩELM𝑖,𝑗)−1 𝑌.

(9)

Any kernel function which meets Mercer’s theorem [21] is
able to be a kernel function of KELM. The kernels have their
own advantages and shortcomings, which can be divided into
two types, global and local kernels [16]. In local kernels, only
the data that are close to or in the proximity of each other
have obvious effects on kernel values. The Gaussian kernel
function is an example of a typical local kernel. In contrast,
a global kernel allows data points that are far away from each
other to have obvious effects on the kernel value as well. A
typical example of a global kernel is the polynomial kernel.
In this work, we proposed a multikernel function which is
taking the advantages of the polynomial kernel function and
the Gaussian kernel function. The multikernel function is
described as

𝐾(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗) = (1 − 𝜆)𝐾poly (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗) + 𝜆𝐾𝑔 (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗)
= 𝜆 ⋅ exp (−𝑔 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗2)
+ (1 − 𝜆) (𝑥𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑗 + 1)𝑝 .

(10)

In multikernel function, 𝜆 is an adjusting coefficient between𝐾𝑔 and 𝐾poly. When 𝜆 approximates to 0, the value of 𝐾
approaches 𝐾poly. In the same way, when 𝜆 approximates to
1, the value of 𝐾 approaches 𝐾𝑔. Moreover, the width 𝑔 and
the degree 𝑝 are the kernel parameters of the Gaussian kernel
and the polynomial kernel functions, separately.

For achieving better generalization performance, the four
variables 𝜆, 𝑔, and 𝑝 of MKELM and the punish parameter 𝐶
need to be chosen appropriately.

3.2. QPSO. As an advanced method, QPSO [18] is an intelli-
gence searchingmethod; in themeanwhile, the status of every
particle is illustrated by using wave function when all the
particles are transferred into the quantum space, rather than
the position as well as velocity in traditional PSO [19]. The
particles of QPSO could appear much far away from current
locations according to characteristics of the wave function,
which enhances the possibility of escaping from the local
optimal value. Considering that theQPSOalgorithms include𝑆-sized particle population in the 𝐷-dimensional searching
space, the 𝑖th particle 𝑥𝑖 is renewed based on

𝑥𝑖𝑑 = 𝑃𝑑 ± 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑚best − 𝑥𝑖𝑑 ⋅ ln(1𝑢) , (11)

𝑃𝑑 = 𝜑1𝑑𝑝𝑖𝑑 + 𝜑2𝑑𝑝𝑔𝑑𝜑1𝑑 + 𝜑2𝑑 , (12)

𝑚best = ∑𝑆𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖𝑆 = ( 𝑠∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖1𝑠 ,
𝑠∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖2𝑠 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
𝑠∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖𝐷𝑠 ) . (13)

where 𝑑 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑆, 𝜇 is a random number
distributed equally on (0, 1), 𝛿 is a positive number as well
as ranges from 𝛿min to 𝛿max called the contraction expansion
(CE) coefficient, which balances the local and the global
optimum, 𝑃𝑑 is known as the local attractor of every particle
at 𝑑-dimension on the basis of the trajectory analyses in
[22], 𝑚best is the mean best position, 𝑝𝑖𝑑 is the best previous
position of particle 𝑖,𝑝𝑔𝑑 is the position of global best particle,
and 𝜑1𝑑 and 𝜑2𝑑 are two different random vectors.

4. PIs Model Construction by QPSO-KELM

According to the theory of PIs, when targets lie in the PI
nominal confidence (PINC), the prediction values need to
be in the constructed PIs at the possibility of PINC equals100(1 − 𝛼)%. It can be expressed as

𝑡𝑖 ∈ [�̃�𝛼𝑡 (𝑥𝑖) , �̃�𝛼𝑡 (𝑥𝑖)] , (14)

where �̃�𝛼𝑡 (𝑥𝑖) and �̃�𝛼𝑡 (𝑥𝑖) are the lower borders and upper
borders of the prediction PIs at the nominal confidence level
of the input 𝑥𝑖.

To construct PIs for the traffic flows, the KELM-based PIs
establishing approach can be employed, which is illustrated
in Figure 1. The KELM-based probabilistic prediction model
targets are shown to directly create the upper borders and
lower borders of two outputs. In Figure 1, 𝑈(𝑥) and 𝐿(𝑥) are
the two output vectors of SLFN with respect to the input
sample 𝑥𝑖, 𝜔𝑖 = [𝜔𝑖1, 𝜔𝑖2, . . . , 𝜔𝑖𝑛]𝑇 is the weight vector
connecting the 𝑖th hidden node and the input nodes, and𝛽𝑖 = [𝛽𝑖1, 𝛽𝑖2, . . . , 𝛽𝑖𝑛]𝑇 is the weight vector connecting
the 𝑖th hidden node and the output nodes. Besides, the
determination for reliable PIs of the traffic flow via straight
optimization for both sharpness and dependability will be
demonstrated in the following part.

4.1. Construction of Optimal PIs for Traffic Flow. To assess
the properties of the PIs acquired, the PI coverage probability
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Figure 1: KELM-based PIs construction method.

(PICP) as well as the PI normalized average width (PINAW),
which represents the dependability and the sharpness of PIs,
is utilized in [11]. PICP is a crucial indicator regarding the
dependability for the established PIs, which can be presented
by

PICP = 1𝑁test

𝑁test∑
𝑖=1

𝑐𝑖, (15)

where𝑁test refers to the number for testing data. If the target𝑡𝑖 locates within the 𝑖th lower border and the 𝑖th upper border,
then 𝑐𝑖 = 1, or else 𝑐𝑖 = 0.

In the procedure of interval prediction, the future targets
are anticipated to locate within borders of constructed PIs at
the PINC level. Nevertheless, it is able to be simply achieved
by enlarging PIs from upper or lower bound. Actually, such
PIs are meaningless for making a decision. Among the
publications, PINAW is defined to indicate the PIs average
width quantitatively, which is presented by

PINAW = 1𝑁test

𝑁test∑
𝑖=1

(𝑈𝑖 − 𝐿 𝑖) , (16)

where 𝑅 refers to the targets’ range and 𝑅 is applied to
standardize the average width of PIs in terms of percentage.

To guarantee the high properties of created traffic flow’s
PIs, the output layer parameters 𝛽 of the MKELM model are
improved to lead to higher PICP as well as lower PINAW
value.The extensively utilized coveragewidth-based criterion
(CWC) [11] in (11) can be considered for training the KELM
model:

CWC = PINAW ⋅ (1 + 𝛾PICP ⋅ e−𝜏(PICP−𝜇)) . (17)

In (11), 𝜇 denotes the confidence probability 100(1 − 𝛼)%. 𝜏
works to magnify any tiny discrepancy between PICP and 𝜇,
and 𝛾PICP is a function of PICP and defined as

𝛾PICP = {{{
0, PICP > 𝜇
1, PICP < 𝜇. (18)

When PICP is more than the given confidence probability𝜇, 𝛾PICP = 0 and CWC inclines to be identical to PINAW.

Otherwise, 𝛾PICP = 1 and the function is going to be
calculated by CWC.However, it is difficult to decide the value
of 𝜏 when the CWC function is used.

In this paper, a width deviation rule (WDR) is brought
forward to form a new objective function where the expo-
nential punishment term in CWC will be substituted by the
equation called WD as follows:

𝑓 (𝛽) = PINAW + 𝛾PICP ⋅ 𝜎 ⋅WD

= PINAW + 𝛾PICP ⋅ 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑁test∑
𝑖=1

WD𝑖, (19)

WD𝑖 =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

𝐿 (𝑥𝑖) − 𝑡𝑖𝑈(𝑥𝑖) − 𝐿 (𝑥𝑖) , if 𝑡𝑖 < 𝐿 (𝑥𝑖)
0, if 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 (𝑥𝑖)
𝑡𝑖 − 𝑈 (𝑥𝑖)𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) − 𝐿 (𝑥𝑖) , if 𝑡𝑖 > 𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) .

(20)

The PIs width deviation for each sample can be expressed
in (19). 𝜎 is set to 1/𝛼2 as a penalty coefficient in the
present work. For PICP > 𝜇, 𝑓(𝛽) will be equal to PINAW
which is the same as CWC. Otherwise, the width deviation
information of all samples is considered as a penalty to
describe the sharpness more comprehensively.

4.2. QPSO Algorithm for PIs Optimization. To obtain the
effective interval forecasts of traffic flow, the optimal output
weights 𝛽 of MKELM need to be calculated by using QPSO
algorithm. The properties of acquired PIs are mirrored by
the fitness values of every particle, which is obtained by
computing the aim function in (11). The main steps of PIs
optimization by using QPSO are demonstrated as follows.

(1) Preprocess. Standardize the training samples and testing
samples to [0, 1].
(2) Initialization. The interval prediction model based on
MKELMwith twooutputs needs to be constructed.Theupper
bounds are set 30% higher than the targets. In the same way,
the lower bounds are set 30% lower than the targets. Calculate
the initial output matrix of hidden layer 𝛽int. The particles
position [𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝑑] is initialized by the initial output
weights 𝛽int.
(3) Construction of PIs and Evaluation of Cost Function.
With the initialization parameters, the PIs model based on
MKELM is constructed and the fitness and sharpness are
calculated for each particle using (15) and (16).

(4) Renew the Position of Each Particle. All particles’ locations
are updated in the light of (11)–(13).

(5) Renew 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃𝑔. With the renewed 𝛽, establish a novel
model and assess the fitness values of fresh particles. If present
fitness value is better compared to that of𝑃𝑖, afterwards𝑃𝑖 will
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(a) Overall view of road pieces in Nanning city (b) Enlarged view of part of road pieces in Nanning
city

Figure 2: Roads are split into many small pieces. Road pieces are the basic unit to evaluate or predict.

be renewed. Moreover, if the fitness is better compared to 𝑃𝑔,
then 𝑃𝑔 will be renewed.
(6) Loop. On condition that the largest amount of repetition
has not been achieved, go back to step (4). Or else, the process
ends and the optimal output weights are acquired to establish
MKELM-based model.

5. Application Studies

5.1. Database. The basic data source comes from traffic
information detection system of Traffic Information Center
of Nanning, which covers traffic data from main ways,
minor roads, and branch roads of Nanning in Figure 2. Data
collection is fromApril 15, 2015, toMay 16, 2015. For instance,
even if 2,400,000 training data are generated from May 15 to
May 16, only 1,515,447 different training data are valid, and the
redundancy of it needs to be eliminated. To get an effective
database, the original traffic data need to be processed in
advance. For example, when the speed ismore than 100 km/h,
the sample is invalid and needs to be eliminated. When
flow, speed, and occupancy are zeros at the same time, the
sample also will be removed. Each simulation runs 4-fold
cross validation apart from particular account. The training
samples are randomly divided into 4 same scale subsamples,
where a single one is kept to be the validation data to test the
model, and the rest are utilized to be training data every time.
The detailed sets on May 15 are illustrated in Table 1.

The258 attributes include themost important seven kinds
of features such as date of week, time of day, traffic density,
speed, flow, weather condition, and road logical region in
Table 4. Generally, attributes either point out measurements
for certain continuous scale such as traffic flow for the last
time under this circumstance or demonstrate information
about certain definite or separate features such as date type
within the above characteristics. The characteristics utilized
in this paper blend definite characteristics with real-valued
characteristics and are supposed to be converted to all definite
or real-valued characteristics. In our conditions, all definite
characteristics possess only single value, which is set to be
either 0 or 1. For example, characteristic date type fromMon-
day to Friday is going to be converted to 7 new characteristics,
each of which refers to either 0 or 1 for pointing out whether
it occurs.Therefore, all the characteristics are real-valued and
are able to be equally evaluated.

Table 1: Information of data on May 15.

Training data Testing data Attributes
1,136,585 378,862 258

5.2. Feature Extraction. The traffic features such as flow
parameters, date types, and environmental situations will
be described in detail in the following part. Also the most
relevant features for high prediction precision are selected by
sensitivity analysis.

5.2.1. Feature Description. Actually, the roads are divided
into minor road segments as fundamental components for
assessment and forecast. The road in Nanning city consists
of 18, 041 minor segments. Figure 2(a) illustrates the road
segments in Nanning city, and Figure 2(b) refers to the
enlarged vision of road segments.

For traffic flow prediction, feature extraction is regarded
as a significant part and will impact the forecasting outcomes
directly. It is essential to decide appropriate input variables
for precise predictions. Apparently, some factors affect the
traffic condition of roads, for example, whether there are
traffic lights or not, where the road is, and if a school or
a shopping center is located nearby. However, it is difficult
to obtain these characteristics automatically. Consequently,
these characteristics will not be taken into consideration. We
chose the following characteristics.

(i) Present time 𝑡: categorical, 06:05, 06:10, . . ., 21:55. 191
in total.

Determining how to forecast the traffic flow accurately
within a 5min time interval is critical for ITS because the
cycle of transportation induction is usually 5 minutes.

(ii) Date type: categorical, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 7, 7 in total.
(iii) Weather condition: categorical, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8, 8 in

total; details are shown in Table 2.
(iv) Traffic flow of the last time interval: continuous,

normalization data varying from 0 to 1.

Volume∗ = Volume − Volumemin
Volumemax − Volumemin

, (21)

Volumemax = 1𝑛
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Volumemax,𝑗, (22)
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Table 2: Quantificational disposal of weather factors.

Weather condition Sunny Cloudy Windy Foggy Rainy Thunder storm Snowy Snow storm
Quantificational value 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Volumemin = 1𝑛
𝑛∑
𝑗=1

Volumemin,𝑗, (23)

where Volumemax,𝑗 represents the maximum flow volume of
the 𝑗th day and Volumemin,𝑗 is the minimum flow volume of
the 𝑗th day. In addition, 𝑛 donates the amount of the sample
days.

We define 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 < 100) as the traffic flow at 𝑗th
time interval and on the 𝑖th road (is collected every 5minutes
and 191 indexes per day totally, from 6:00 to 22:00). For the
specific 𝑖th road, [𝑥𝑖,0, 𝑥𝑖,1, 𝑥𝑖,2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖,190]𝑇 is the vector of
traffic flow on one day. Thus vectors of all roads are able to
be described as follows:

𝑥0 = [𝑥0,0, 𝑥0,1, 𝑥0,2, . . . , 𝑥0,190]𝑇
𝑥1 = [𝑥1,0, 𝑥1,1, 𝑥1,2, . . . , 𝑥1,190]𝑇...
𝑥𝑛 = [𝑥𝑛,0, 𝑥𝑛,1, 𝑥𝑛,2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛,190]𝑇 .

(24)

(v) Road logical region: categorical, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 50, 50 in
total.

Physical region, which partly represents the circumstance
of roads, can play an important role in road congestion. For
example, roads nearby the school could usually stay in a good
situation apart from the time when students head for school
on mornings and when the students go back home on after-
noons. At the same time, traffic situation possesses strong
space-time periodicity and area characteristic is supposed to
be taken into consideration. Regrettably, the information of
physical region cannot be automatically obtained by ITS, and
it is easy to transform, particularly in the situation where a
new road is in construction when ITS runs. In this paper,
a logical region is utilized rather than physical region to
demonstrate roads’ circumstance characteristics because of
the inaccuracy of the area labeled by individuals.

In this paper, the𝐾-means algorithm is used to cluster the
logical regions into 𝑘 clusters. The value of 𝑘 is set to be 50 in
this paper.

(vi) Road type: categorical, 1, 2, 3, 3 in total.
This eigenvalue is defined with the numerical value. From

branch way to major road the numerical values are 1, 2, and
3 in order. The higher the road grade, the higher the road’s
standard speed and maximum speed.

(vii) Number of lanes.
The number of lanes represents the road capacity. Under

the circumstances of same traffic flow, the more lanes there
are, the higher the speed is.

(viii) The average speed of all cars on the road section.
Firstly, we calculate the average speed of every car in the

interval of Δ𝑇 on the road section. Then the average speed

Table 3: Five levels of the speed of floating cars.

Speed grades 1 2 3 4 5
Range (km/h) <15 15∼35 35∼55 55∼75 >75

of all cars is attained. In the interval of Δ𝑇, the velocity
measurement sites of the floating car 𝑟 on the terminal road
section are distributed as shown in the figure below.

0 1 2 p. . . . . . . . . . . .

Sequence {𝑡0, 𝑡1, . . . 𝑡𝑝} and sequence {𝑢0, 𝑢1, . . . 𝑢𝑝} are
floating car’s time sequence and speed sequence on the road
section. The floating car’s driving distance 𝑆𝑟 is defined by

𝑆𝑟 = ∫𝑡𝑝
𝑡0

𝑢 𝑑𝑡
≈ 𝑢0 (𝑡1 − 𝑡02 ) + 𝑢𝑝 (𝑡𝑝 − 𝑡𝑝−12 )
+ 𝑝−1∑
𝑖=1

𝑢𝑖 (𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖−12 ) .
(25)

Therefore, the floating car 𝑟’s average speed can be repre-
sented as 𝑈𝑟 = 𝑆𝑟/(𝑡𝑝 − 𝑡0).

If the number of floating cars on the road section at the
moment is 𝑛, the average speed of all cars on the road section
can be written as �̃� = (∑𝑛1 𝑈𝑟)/𝑛.

(ix)The speed distribution of all cars on the road section.
The car speed is distinguished into different levels and

the histogram is used to represent the distribution of speed
data of all floating cars on the read section. The standard of
division is based on the speed distribution of floating cars in
the city (Figure 3). Car speed data is mainly no more than
75 km/h. Therefore, the car speed is distributed into 5 grades
as shown in Table 3.

(x) The average stopping time of all cars on the road
section.

When a car’s speed is below 5 km/h, it is identified as
a stopped car. The floating car 𝑟’s stopping time can be
represented as 𝑇𝑟 = ∑𝑝−1𝑖=0 (𝑡𝐼+1 − 𝑡𝑖)(𝑢𝑖 < 5).

Thus the average stopping time of all cars on the road
section can be written as �̃� = (∑𝑛1 𝑇𝑟)/𝑛.
5.2.2. Input Dimension Reduction. Determining the most
relevant features is an issue of research in itself. Taking
all the factors into consideration will lead to computation
complexity, dimensionality course, and overtraining. There
are three sorts of methodologies for decreasing the input
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(c) The speed distribution in the Branch way

Figure 3: The speed distribution of floating cars in the city on 23rd January 2015.

dimensionality including NNs sensitivity analysis, transfor-
mation, and correlation among features [23]. The correlation
approaches lead to their high computational complexity.
The problem with the transformation approaches is that the
features of the original input no longer exist. To address the
problems, we selected the sensitivity analysis method as the
feature dimension reduction tool in this paper. Sensitivity
analysis concentrates on how a network’s output is influenced
by its input perturbations. Irrelevant inputs are found and
eliminated to reduce data collection cost and improve the net-
work’s performance. The underlying relationships between
the inputs and outputs are found after sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity of an output 𝑜𝑘 corresponding to its input 𝑥𝑖 is
especially

𝑆𝑘𝑖 = 𝜕𝑜𝑘𝜕𝑥𝑖 . (26)

Inputs which affect outputsmost significantly are determined
by examination of themean square average (MSA) sensitivity

matrix 𝑆𝑘𝑖,avg. A minor value of 𝑆𝑘𝑖,avg compared with others
suggests that, as to the special 𝑘th output for the network,
the 𝑖th input cannot remarkably donate per average to the
output 𝑘, and consequently could be probably negligible.The
one input varies up or below the mean while all other inputs
were kept fixed at their respectivemeans.This process was the
repeated for each input variable.

The abbreviations of the chosen characteristics are shown
in Table 4. And outcomes of sensitivity analysis are presented
in Figure 4 in which seven most significant input parameters
are date of week (DW), time of day (TD), traffic density
(DEN), speed (SP), flow (FL), weather condition (WC), and
road logical region (RLR).

When either one or more inputs possess comparably
minor sensitivity compared to others, the NNs’ dimen-
sion could be decreased by eliminating them; meanwhile
a smaller-scale NNs are able to be retrained under most
circumstances successfully.
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Table 4: List of input variables.

Number Variables Abbreviation
1 Day of week DW
2 Time of day TD
3 Traffic density DEN
4 Speed SP
5 Flow FL
6 Weather condition WC
7 Road logical region RLR
8 Road type RT
9 Number of lanes NL
10 Speed distribution SD
11 Stopping time ST
12 Number of vehicles NV
13 Number of traffic lights NTL

Sensitivity of inputs
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Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis of input variables.

5.3. Determination of Model’s Parameters and Its Application
to Traffic Congestion Prediction

(a) Optimization of Multikernel Model’s Parameters. In (7), it
can be observed that the prediction precision of MKELM is
mainly affected by the four variables 𝜆, 𝑔, and 𝑝 of MKELM
and the punish parameter 𝐶. The four variables need to be
selected with optimizing method. Then the problem of how
to choose proper parameters of MKELM can be converted
into optimizing four variables: 𝑥 = [𝑔, 𝜆, 𝑝, 𝐶]. The vector 𝑥
which has the best fitness is chosen in MKELM. In our study,
QPSO is used to obtain optimized parameters. The function
for fitness calculation is

𝑓 (𝑥) = √ 1𝑁test

𝑁test∑
𝑖=1

[𝑡𝑖 − 𝑦 (𝑥𝑖)]2, (27)

where 𝑦(𝑥𝑖) is the predicted value, 𝑡𝑖 is the target, and𝑚 is the
amount of training data.

The main procedures are described as follows:

(1) Preprocesses the original samples and divide them
into training and testing samples.
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Figure 5: Graph of (21).

(2) Initialize the particles position [𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝑑]. The
range of parameters is 𝑥 = {0, 1; 0.04, 100; 0.5, 1.3; 100,300}.

(3) Calculate every particle’s fitness of every particle and
renew.

(4) Compare and update the top fitness value.
(5) If the ending conditions are met, the optimal param-

eters of MKELM are obtained.

(b) Traffic Congestion Prediction Using Optimized MKELM
Model. Driving speed refers to a significant indicator for
judging the road situation. It is simple to obtain average speed
of vehicles via gathering 5-minute speed.We primarily utilize
speed for determining theTrafficCongestion Indicator (TCI).
Equation (28) is the function applied to assess transport
situation while its plot is illustrated in Figure 5.

𝑦 (𝑥) = 100 − 200 ⋅ ( 11 + e−0.46𝑥 − 12) , (28)

where 𝑥 refers to the speed of road segment (unit: km/h),
whereas 𝑦(𝑥) refers to TCI. It can be seen that road situation
becomes worst if the average speed turns to be zero, and
consequently TCI is equal to 100. Otherwise, traffic situation
becomes better as the speed increases. Thus, when speed
inclines to be infinite, the value of TCI inclines to be 0, where𝑦 = 0 is the horizontal asymptote of 𝑦(𝑥).

The output of assessment refers to a continuous value
which changes between 0 and 100.The feasible result indicates
that the speed-TCI model turns out to be rational and be
able to represent traffic status appropriately. The assessment
outcomes satisfy the true condition as illustrated in Figure 6.
In the map, green represents smooth traffic, yellow shows
average condition, and red means the road is congested. Seen
from the image taken by surveillance cameras, the traffic
evaluation accurately reflects the road traffic congestion at
that time. The system creates assessment output every 5
minutes so as to portray the present urban traffic situation for
every road segment. These data gradually become historical.
The historical assessment data are able to be applied to train
forecasting model, and it is clear that a large number of
training data are generated every day. In practice, almost
1,500,000 valuable data are created every day. Large data call
for a proper model with fast speed. It is known that MKELM
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: The comparison of camera results and evaluation results shows that the evaluation model is reasonable.
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Figure 7: Part of regression prediction shows that mixed kernel
model has a great fitting result.

algorithm inclines to offer good generalization feature at a fast
learning rate.

With the optimal parameters of MKELM, we just draw
target values of 50 testing data selected randomly, single
Kernel-ELM predictions, and MKELM, respectively. In stan-
dard single kernel model, the radial basis function (RBF) is
used of which the parameter 𝛾 and the cost coefficient 𝐶
were selected in {20, 21, . . . , 210}. Figure 7 shows that the
multikernel model of KELM has more accurate prediction
results on traffic training data than standard one-kernel ELM.
The difference between the true values and the ones predicted
by multikernel model are very small for most of the cases.

5.4. Study Results and Discussions. In this experiment, the
kernel function of KELM ismultikernel described in (10). For
the parameters of QPSO, the population scale as well as the
amount of repetitions is 200; the values of 𝛿min and 𝛿max are
set to be 0.5 and 0.9.

The main target of the proposed QPSO-KELM approach
is to originate dependable PIs. Moreover, traffic management

Table 5: Comparison of MKELM-CWC and MKELM-WDR.

PINC% Methods PICP (%) PINAW (%)

95% MKELM-CWC 95.86 28.97
MKELM-WDR 95.37 25.09

90% MKELM-CWC 91.04 22.61
MKELM-WDR 90.49 21.45

80% MKELM-CWC 80.93 14.78
MKELM-WDR 80.46 13.97

needs valuable information along with higher confidence
levels. Consequently, it is supposed to be more virtually
significant to acquire high-confidence-level PIs for satisfying
the requirements of traffic management. Diverse levels of
PINC 100(1 − 𝛼)% from 80% to 95% are taken into account
in this research.

(1) Comparison of MKELM-Based Model Using CWC and
WDR. To construct the PIs for traffic flow, whether the rule
CWCor the ruleWDR should be used in theMKELM-QPSO
model needs to be decided firstly.

For the traffic flow, the dependability indicator PICP as
well as the sharpness indicator PINAW of the constructed
PIs at three different confidence levels 80%, 90%, and 95%
is summarized in Table 5. Also the results using CWC and
WDR are, respectively, summarized in Table 5. It is shown
that, at every confidence level, the PICP values of WDR are
closer to the confidence levels than the values of CWC. At the
same time, CWC has a much higher sharpness than WDR
which provides much more accurate PIs. The comparisons
of CWC and WDR in Table 5 show that WDR generates the
higher dependability and sharpness of the PIs. In the rest of
the paper, the criterionWDR is applied to get the optimal PIs
because of its better performance shown in Table 5.

To achieve a better visual effect, we draw the real values
and forecasting PIs, respectively, of 100 testing samples
which are selected randomly. The constructed optimal PIs at
different confidence levels 80%, 90%, and 95% are shown in
Figure 8. Most of the targets have been limited within the
upper and the lower bound. For different confidence levels,
most of the measured traffic flows are limited in the PIs
established by the proposed method, which means that the
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Figure 8: Overall optimal PIs by proposed QPSO-KELM approaches. (a) 95% confidence level case. (b) 90% confidence level case. (c) 80%
confidence level case.

remarkable performancewill satisfy the requirement of traffic
management.

Also the nonstationary and nonlinearity characteristics of
traffic flow are clearly demonstrated in these graphs.

(2) Comparison of Different Methods for Constructing the PIs.
For the sake of further demonstrating the effectiveness of
theQPSO-MKELMmethod, different intelligence search and
learning algorithms are compared using the same dataset.

As to the PIs dependability test, corresponding PICPs
and PINAWs are demonstrated in Table 6. The correspond-
ing PICPs and PINAWs outcomes of diverse methods are

described in Table 6. At different confidence levels, the
dependability indicator PICP and the sharpness indicator
PINAW are summarized in Table 6, which are acquired by
QPSO-MKELM, PSO-MKELM, and GA-MKELM. From the
outcomes of PICP as well as PINAW indices, it is shown that
QPSO-KELM methods offers far more precise PIs combined
dependability (indicated by higher values of PICP) as well as
sharpness (reflected by lower values of PINAW) on the three
various confidence levels.

The SVM, ELM, standard KELM, and MKELM are
compared on the basis of the training time, PICP, and PINAW
at the same confidence level 90% in Table 7. Although the
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Table 6: Comparison of QPSO-KELM, PSO-KELM, and GA-KELM.

PINC% QPSO-MKELM PSO-MKELM GA-MKELM
PICP% PINAW% PICP% PINAW% PICP% PINAW%

95 95.37 25.09 94.32 30.54 93.86 31.07
90 90.49 21.45 89.54 29.17 88.93 29.66
80 80.46 13.97 79.37 22.89 78.86 23.85

Table 7: Comparison of SVM, ELM, KELM, and MKELM at
confidence level 90%.

Algorithms Training times (s) PICP% PINAW%
SVM 19204.86 90.56 23.43
ELM 300.39 87.34 37.57
KELM 811.05 90.84 21.76
MKELM 860.83 90.49 21.45

MKELM cannot compete with the ELM in terms of the
training time, the MKELM provides much more accurate
PIs than the ELM. We can also see that the SVM almost
provides the same PICP and PINAW as the MKELM, but
the training time for the SVM is more than 20000% of that
for the KELM. Overall, the MKELM outperforms the SVM,
the ELM, and the standard KELM. Thus, it is rational to
draw a conclusion that the proposed method is an efficient
probabilistic forecasting approach for traffic flow.

6. Conclusions

In order to develop an effective probabilistic forecasting
method for traffic flow, a novel method on the basis of
QPSO-MKELM has been described to establish the reliable
PIs. MKELM has been developed to establish the reliable
PIs, and the parameters of MKELM are optimized by using
QPSO. The seven features including date of week, time of
day, traffic density, speed, flow, weather condition, and road
logical region are selected as inputs of KELM by sensitivity
analysis. The experimental results have shown that QPSO-
MKELM is an effective method to establish the optimal PIs.
Moreover, the proposed method can offer far more precise
PIs that combined higher dependability and sharpness at
different confidence levels than other methods. Additionally,
successful utilization in practical traffic flowprediction shows
that QPSO-MKELM is an effective probabilistic forecasting
method. In the current paper, only limited traffic flows are
taken into consideration; other parameters such as accidents,
traffic jams, or seasonal variation have not been discussed. In
future study, more possible conditions will be included in a
longer period of time.
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In this paper, we propose an efficient and simple rigid-fluid coupling scheme with scientific programming algorithms for particle-
based fluid simulation and three-dimensional visualization. Our approach samples the surface of rigid bodies with boundary
particles that interact with fluids. It contains two procedures, that is, surface sampling and sampling relaxation, which insures
uniform distribution of particles with less iterations. Furthermore, we present a rigid-fluid coupling scheme integrating individual
time stepping to rigid-fluid coupling, which gains an obvious speedup compared to previous method. The experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

1. Introduction

Physically based fluid simulation is a popular issue in com-
puter graphics and virtual realitywhile having a huge research
and application demand in three-dimensional visualization
and human- computer interactions. More realistic effects
and higher simulation efficiency are the main goals; thus,
reasonable, efficient, and scientific programming algorithms
are needed to design and implement the animation. Two
major schemes are employed for animating fluids: the grid-
based Eulerian approach and particle-based Lagrangian
approach. Eulerian method is particularly suited to simulate
large volumes fluid, while being restricted by time step
and computing time for small scale features. In contrast,
Lagrangian method is suitable for capturing small scale
effects such as spindrift and droplet. Among various particle-
based approaches, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
is the most popular method for simulating fluid due to
computational simplicity and efficiency.

In reality, rigid-fluid interaction widely exists in many
scenarios. As a result, the interesting fluid behaviors emerge
once rigid objects are added to fluid simulation. While
interaction between particle-based fluids and rigid objects
seems to be straightforward, there are still several issues not
well resolved. For one thing, rigid bodies must be sampled
to particles in order to interact with particle-based fluids, but

only a few rigid boundary sampling methods can be directly
employed in rigid-fluid coupling simulation. For another
thing, the computational expenses of rigid-fluid coupling are
considerable. To deal with the increasing demands for more
detailed fluids and high efficiency, we present rigid sampling
and individual time stepping for rigid-fluid coupling and
design a practical and easy rigid-fluid animation simulation
scheme with our scientific programming algorithms.

2. Related Work

Desbrun and Gascuel introduced SPH to computer graphics
for simulating deformable objects [1]. SPHbecame popular in
computer graphics for various fluid phenomena. Monaghan
addressed simulating free surface flows with SPH [2] that
serves as a basis for SPH fluid simulation. Muller et al.
[3] proposed using gas state equation with surface tension
and viscosity forces for fluid simulation, which also bring
compressibility issue. Becker and Teschner [4] proposed
WCSPH employing Tait equation to reduce compressibility.
It significantly increased realistic effects but the efficiency is
limited by time step. As incompressibility expenses compu-
tation time, many improved algorithms were addressed to
enhance the efficiency. Solenthaler and Pajarola [5] presented
PCISPH using a prediction-correction scheme to determine
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particle’s pressure and large time steps which significantly
improved efficiency comparing to WCSPH. Another similar
method that ensures incompressibility by iterative process
is LPSPH [6]. Afterwards, Ihmsen et al. addressed a more
efficient approach IISPH [7]. It carefully constructed pressure
Poisson equation and solved the linear system using Relaxed
Jacobi, which has a great improvement in stability as well as
convergence speed and is particularly suitable for large-scale
scene. Recently, a promising approach for impressible SPH
has been proposed by Bender and Koschier [8]. It combines
two pressure solvers which enforce low volume compression
and a divergence-free velocity field and permits large time
steps that yields a considerable performance gain.

Besides, adaptive method, either spatial resolution or
timediscretization, is anotherway to promote efficiency.They
allot computing resources to regions with complex flow
behavior. Space adaptive methods [9–11] adaptively sample
particle and employ less particles to produce similar details.
Large particles are divided into small particles if high reso-
lution is needed, and vice versa. However, difficulties exist in
reproducing quantity when refining particles, and neighbor
searching is usually the bottleneck. As an alternate to adaptive
spatial discretization, the time domain can be adaptively
sampled as well. Globally adaptive time stepping methods
[1, 12, 13] employ a single time step to adjust each step
for all particles in consideration of CFL condition. Though
each particle has the current smallest time step, it is not the
most efficient way. Locally adaptive time stepping methods
[9, 14, 15] use different time steps for particles. Desbrun and
Cani proposed that each particle evaluates forces depending
on its current individual time step [9]. He et al. [16] adopt
this idea and implement stable simulation of stiff fluids. It
updates position, velocity, and density for active particles and
interpolates for inactive particles. In this paper, we integrate
it to rigid-fluid coupling to reduce the computational time.

For boundary handling in SPHfluid simulation, distance-
based penalty methods were commonly employed [17–19].
Nonetheless, these methods require large penalty forces
which limit the time step and make particles stick to the
boundary on account of lacking fluid neighbors. Frozen or
ghost particles based models are used to solve the problem
of sticking particles [20]. In order to avoid penetration,
more than one layer of frozen particles were used [21], or
the positions of penetrating particles should be corrected
[13]. However, handling two-way interaction is troublesome
since the elevated density near boundary in one phase affects
particles in the other phase. For this reason and for the lack of
fluid neighbors, Ghost SPH [22] solved those problem using
a narrow layer of ghost particles and Akinci et al. employed
boundary particles to correct the calculation of fluid density
[23]. Because Ghost SPH is more time consuming, we use
Akinci’s boundary handlingmethodwhich is simple and easy
to achieve in this paper.

For rigid-fluid coupling, several approaches were pre-
sented up to now. In [24], the fluid is represented as rigid
spheres and switching impulses with rigid bodies. In [25, 26],
the pressure at the boundary is taken into consideration for
two-way fluid-rigid coupling. Then, Oh et al. proposed an
impulse-based scheme for two-way coupling of SPH fluids

with rigid bodies [27]. Becker et al. presented direct forcing
for rigid-fluid coupling [28] which employs a prediction-
correction scheme to enforce particle positions and velocities
to specific values. Akinci et al. presented a momentum-
conserving two-way coupling approach based on hydro-
dynamic forces that use boundary particles to sample the
surface of rigid bodies [23]. We present a rigid-fluid coupling
scheme by integrating individual time stepping to Akinci’s
boundary handling method that gains an obvious speedup
[29].

Rigid bodies sampling includes particle-based methods
and polygonization-based methods. Turk repelled particles
on surfaces to get a uniform sample [30] and also sim-
plified a polygonization through reducing the number of
polygons [31].Witkin andHeckbert employed local repulsion
to make particles spread uniform [32]. Nehab and Shilane
[33] presented algorithm of stratified point sampling. Cook
addressed stochastic sampling of Poisson disk distributions
with blue noise [34]. Blue sampling has the ability to generate
random points and get uniform distribution of sampling
points set.Therefore, the following sampling methods always
have blue noise characteristics. Corsini et al. sampled trian-
gular meshes with blue noise properties [35]. Dunbar and
Humphreys [36]modified Poisson disk sample using a spatial
data structure. Bridson [37] simplified Dunbar’s approach
with rejection sampling and extending it to higher dimen-
sions. Then, Schechter [22] modified Bridson’s approach and
employed it to Ghost SPH. Inspired by Schechter’s approach,
we address sampling method improved by SPH equation that
is more efficient and easy to implement.

3. Particle-Based Fluid Simulation Framework

In particle-based fluid simulation, the forces acting on
particles are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. The
conservation of mass and momentum are written as𝑑𝜌𝑖𝑑𝑡 = −𝜌𝑖∇ ⋅ k𝑖,

𝜌𝑖𝐷k𝑖𝐷𝑡 = −∇𝑝𝑖 + 𝜌𝑖𝑔 + 𝜇∇2k𝑖,
(1)

where k𝑖 is the velocity, 𝜌𝑖 is the density, 𝑝𝑖 is the pressure, 𝜇
is the viscosity coefficient, and 𝑔 is the external force field.

SPHworks by obtaining approximate numerical solutions
of fluid dynamics equations by expressing fluids with parti-
cles. In SPH, the representation of a field variable𝐴 at location
x𝑖 is defined as

⟨𝐴 (x𝑖)⟩ = ∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑗𝐴𝑗𝜌𝑗 𝑊(x𝑖 − x𝑗, ℎ) , (2)

where𝑚𝑗 and 𝜌𝑗 represent particle mass and density, respec-
tively,𝑊(x𝑖 − x𝑗, ℎ) is smoothing kernel, and ℎ is smoothing
radius.

It can be easily derived from the basic SPH equation by
substituting fluid density 𝜌 into (2), that is,

𝜌𝑖 = ∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑗𝑊(x𝑖 − x𝑗, ℎ) . (3)
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Figure 1: Forces between boundary particles and fluid particles.

Therefore, particles’ pressure force f𝑃𝑖 and viscous force f
V
𝑖 can

be written as

f𝑃𝑖 = −∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑗( 𝑃𝑖𝜌2𝑖 +
𝑃𝑗𝜌2𝑗 )∇𝑊𝑖𝑗,

fV𝑖 = 𝜇∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑗 k𝑗𝑖𝜌𝑗 ∇2𝑊𝑖𝑗.
(4)

In this paper, we use Tait equation [4] to calculate the
pressure; that is, 𝑝𝑖 = (𝜌0𝑐2𝑆 /𝛾)((𝜌𝑖/𝜌0)𝛾 − 1), where 𝜌0 = 1000
is the rest density of the fluid, 𝛾 = 7 is stiffness parameter, and𝑐𝑆 is velocity of sound.We use the equation in [23] to compute
viscous force.

4. Boundary Handling for
Particle-Based Fluids

In rigid-fluid interaction, there are three types of forces
among particles: the forces between fluid particles and
boundary particles Forcerigid-fluid, the forces between fluid
particles Forcefluid-fluid, the forces between boundary particles
Forcerigid-rigid, which is shown in Figure 1. In our simulation,
we sample rigid body to obtain boundary particles which is
described in Section 5. Moreover, for the boundary handling
way of rigid-fluid interaction, we implement our simulation
based on thework of [23].The followingwill briefly introduce
boundary handling in this section.

Considering influence of boundary particles, density
formula of fluid particles in (3) needs to introduce weighted
summation influence of boundary particle [23], that is,

𝜌𝑓𝑖 = ∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑓𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗 +∑
𝑘

𝑚𝑏𝑘𝑊𝑖𝑘, (5)

where 𝑓𝑗 and 𝑏𝑘 denote fluid particle 𝑗 and boundary particle𝑘, respectively. The first summation calculates the affection
of adjacent fluid particles, while the second summation
computes the influence of adjacent boundary particles. This
formula can overcome the problem of boundary defects in
SPH fluid simulation to some extent.

Due to the use of boundary particle mass in (5), the
density of fluid particles is incorrect or unstable when the
boundary particle density is set unreasonably or unevenly
distributed. Hence, consider the contribution of boundary
particles to fluid particle by the volume of boundary particles
is Ψ𝑏𝑖 (𝜌0) = 𝜌0𝑉𝑏𝑖 (6)

where 𝜌0 denotes the remaining density of fluid and𝑉𝑏𝑖 is the
estimation value of boundary area volume of corresponding
boundary particles. ApplyingΨ𝑏𝑖(𝜌0) to replace the boundary
particle mass can guarantee the stability.

Thus, (5) can be rewritten as

𝜌𝑓𝑖 = ∑
𝑗

𝑚𝑓𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗 +∑
𝑘

Ψ𝑏𝑘 (𝜌0𝑖)𝑊𝑖𝑘. (7)

The most important interaction between fluid particles and
boundary particles is the pressure. The pressure acceleration
generated by boundary particles to fluid particles can be
computed as 𝑑k𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑡 = −𝑘𝑝𝑓𝑖𝜌2

𝑓𝑖

∑
𝑘

Ψ𝑏𝑘 (𝜌0𝑖) ∇𝑊𝑖𝑘, (8)

where 𝑝𝑓𝑖 > 0 takes 𝑘 = 2. When 𝑝𝑓𝑖 < 0, boundary
particles and fluid particles attract each other; then, we can
adjust parameter 𝑘 (0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 2) to realize different adsorption
effects, and we choose 𝑘 = 1 in our experiment.

To simulate the friction between fluid and container wall
or the interaction of rigid body and fluid, we have to compute
the friction of boundary particles with fluid particles. The
friction is calculated by the artificial viscosity; that is,𝑑k𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑡 = −∑

𝑘

Ψ𝑏𝑘 (𝜌0𝑖)Π𝑖𝑘∇𝑊𝑖𝑘, (9)

where Π𝑖𝑘 = −](k𝑖𝑘𝑇x𝑖𝑘/(x𝑖𝑘2 + 𝜀ℎ2)), ] = 2𝛼ℎ𝑐𝑠/(𝜌𝑘 + 𝜌𝑗).
On account of (8) and (9) that listed the forces for fluid

particles, we can get the forces of boundary particles using
Newton’s third law. The forces generated by fluid particles to
boundary particles are

F𝑏𝑘 = ∑
𝑖

(𝑘𝑝𝑓𝑖𝜌2
𝑓𝑖

+ Π𝑖𝑘)𝑚𝑓𝑖Ψ𝑏𝑘 (𝜌0𝑖) ∇𝑊𝑖𝑘, (10)

where 𝑖 denotes the fluid neighbors of boundary particle 𝑘. It
is the counteracting force of (8) and (9).

For a rigid body, the total force and torque need to be
calculated. This can be separately written as

Frigid = ∑
𝑘

F𝑏𝑘 ,
𝜏rigid = ∑

𝑘

(x𝑘 − xcmrigid) × F𝑏𝑘 , (11)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Surface sampling and relaxation. (a) Surface sampling. (b) Surface relaxation. Black points: newly added sample. Gray points:
surface sampling points. White points: exterior points before being projected to the surface.

Input: Level set 𝜙, radius 𝑟, count 𝑡, constant 𝑒
Output: Sample set 𝑆
(1) for all grid cells 𝐶 that 𝜙 changes sign do
(2) for each 𝑡 do
(3) Generate random point p in 𝐶
(4) Project p to surface of 𝜙
(5) if p satisfies Poisson Disk criterion in 𝑆 then
(6) 𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪ {p}
(7) Break
(8) if no point was found in 𝐶 then
(9) Continue
(10) while new samples are found do
(11) Generate random tangential direction d of surface at p
(12) q← p + d ⋅ 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑟
(13) Project q to surface of 𝜙
(14) if q satisfies the Poisson Disk criterion in 𝑆 then
(15) 𝑆 ← 𝑆 ∪ {q}
(16) p← q

Algorithm 1: Surface sampling.

where x𝑘 is the location of boundary particle 𝑘 and xcmrigid
denotes the mass center of a rigid body. The total force and
torque will be transmitted to the physics engine to handle the
motion of rigid bodies.

5. Rigid Boundary Sampling

Rigid body sampling is the first issue in rigid-fluid coupling
which we have to handle. We propose a rigid body sampling
algorithm which is an extension of Poisson disk method and
sampling method in [22] for rigid-fluid coupling.

For rigid objects sampling, boundary particles are used
to sample the surface of rigid bodies that has several merits.
For one thing, using particles permits us to get a rigid model
that can handle different shapes even with complex geometry
structure. For another thing, the use of boundary particles
successfully alleviates sticking artifacts and makes sampling
uniform.

There are two components in our sampling: surface sam-
pling and surface relaxation. As shown in Figure 2, it first

samples the surface of rigid object image, and then it
improves initial sampling with surface relaxation. In order to
realize the first procedure, it needs fast projection of points to
the surface. Hence, level set method is employed to express
surface geometry with 𝜙 > 0 and 𝜙 < 0 denoting exterior
and interior of rigid objects, respectively, while 𝜙 = 0 denotes
surface of rigid objects.

After obtaining the surface geometry of signed distance
function, we use surface sampling method proposed in [22]
(as shown in Algorithm 1), first, searching seed points on
the surface by checking each grid cell intersecting with
the surface; the details are as follows: projecting random
points from the cell to the surface and stopping when the
point satisfies the Poisson disk criterion, which operates 𝑘
attempts in a cell; when obtaining a seed sample, continuing
to sample it and taking a step of size 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑟 from the
previous samples along a random tangential direction d;
then projecting to the surface and checking the Poisson disk
criterion again. Parameters were chosen as 𝑘 = 30 and𝑒 = 1.085.
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Input: sample set 𝑆, Level set 𝜙, radius 𝑟, count 𝑡, constant 𝑓
Output: relaxed sample set 𝑆
(1) for each 𝑡 do
(2) for each 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 do
(3) compute density 𝜌𝑖(𝑡), average density 𝜌(𝑡)
(4) compute density gradient ∇𝜌𝑖(𝑡)
(5) 𝑑 ← 𝑟 ⋅ |(𝜌𝑖(𝑡) − 𝜌(𝑡))/𝜌(𝑡)| ⋅ 𝑓
(6) 𝑝new ← 𝑝 + 𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝜌𝑖(𝑡)
(7) if 𝑝new outside 𝜙 or came from surface sample
(8) Project 𝑝new to surface of 𝜙
(9) if 𝑝new satisfies the Poisson Disk criterion in 𝑆
(10) 𝑝 ← 𝑝new

Algorithm 2: Modified surface relaxation.

In order to optimize the position of sample points, reduce
noises, and get a uniform distribution set of sampling points,
we need to further improve sampling set with a surface
relaxation step. Inspired by the relaxation algorithmproposed
in [22] and SPH interpolation method, surface relaxation
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. Unlike employing
random testing way in [22], we compel particles to move
according to the density gradient. This ensures that the
particles move to sparse place, so as to insure uniform
distribution of particles.

It starts with the initial particles seed in Algorithm 1 and
attempts to reposition each sample through density gradient.
Next it computes density 𝜌𝑖(𝑡) and density gradient ∇𝜌𝑖(𝑡) of
each surface particles and employs deviation of density 𝜌𝑖(𝑡)
and average density 𝜌𝑖(𝑡) as a coefficient to tune distance 𝑑.
Then, it employs 𝑑 ⋅∇𝜌𝑖(𝑡) to adjust particle locations. Surface
sample candidates are projected to the surface once again and
are reservedwhich satisfies the Poisson disk criterion. Param-
eter t is iterations and f is distance coefficient. According
to SPH gradient formula, particle’s density gradient can be
written as

⟨∇𝜌𝑖⟩ = 𝑁∑
𝑗=1

𝑚𝑗∇𝑊(x𝑖 − x𝑗
 , ℎ) . (12)

On the basis of signed distance field 𝜙, it is fairly convenient
for calculation of steps (7) and (8). If 𝜙(𝑝new) ̸= 0, it means𝑝new is not on the surface. While for projecting particles to
surface, we compute signed distance field gradient ∇𝜙(𝑝new).
Projection formula is

𝑝new = 𝑝 + 𝑑 ⋅ ∇𝜌𝑖 (𝑡) − ∇𝜙 (𝑝new) . (13)

We have done the experiment in 2 dimensions contrast to
the relaxation algorithm in [22]. We randomly generate 100
points in a 0.1 × 0.1 square shown in Figure 3. The red points
represent that it does not meet the conditions of Poisson disk.

Figure 4 shows the relaxation results of Figure 3; the first
row is our method and the second row is the method in
[22]. The column (a) reveals the distribution of points after
relaxation of two algorithms and the red points mean it does
not satisfy Poisson disk condition. Each algorithm iterates 100
times, respectively, while column (b) illustrates the number
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Figure 3: Initial samples in a 0.1 × 0.1 square.

of points that do not satisfy Poisson disk conditions for each
iteration. It is obvious that our method can get a better effect
with a slight concussion. Compared to the method in [22],
the optimization effect is basically the same after 30 times’
iteration using our method while it is the optimal results
of fast Poisson disk method. In addition, our method is
more efficient. In MATLAB environment, all parameters are
the same as mentioned in [22]; our method takes 2.44691 s
while relaxation method in [22] costs 56.44153 s for 100
iterations.

6. Individual Time Stepping for
Rigid-Fluid Coupling

In this section, we propose a rigid-fluid coupling method
employing individual time stepping. As a result, larger time
steps can be used comparing to previous methods and the
overall computation time is reduced. In particle-based fluids,
particles only interact with their neighbors. So permitting
particles to have different time steps is more efficient than
using a global time step for all particles. The individual time
stepping computes time step for each particle and updates
time step asynchronously.
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Figure 4: Relaxation results comparison of our method with fast Poisson disk. (a) Relaxation results. (b) The relationship between iteration
times and points not conforming to the conditions.

6.1. Time Steps. For particle-based fluids, the time step
must satisfies Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition for
numerical stability, that is,

Δ𝑡CFL ≤ 𝜆V ( ℎ
Vmax

) , (14)

where Vmax = max𝑖‖k𝑖‖ is the maximum velocity of particles
and coefficient 𝜆V < 1. In addition, it also has to consider
particles’ maximum acceleration. Thus, the time step must
also meet the condition

Δ𝑡𝑓 ≤ 𝜆𝑓 ( ℎ𝑓max
) , (15)

where 𝑓max = max𝑖‖𝑑k𝑖/𝑑𝑡‖ denotes the maximum force per
unit mass of particles and 𝜆𝑓 < 1. In [13], 𝜆V = 0.4 and 𝜆𝑓 =0.25 are used for PCISPH, while we use 𝜆V = 0.1 and 𝜆𝑓 =0.05 for WCSPH. Instead of using a constant time step, we
adjust time step dynamically as

Δ𝑡 ≤ min (Δ𝑡CFL, Δ𝑡𝑓) . (16)

Thus, the time step for each particle 𝑖 is
Δ𝑡𝑖 = min

𝑗
(𝜆V ℎk𝑗 , 𝜆𝑓√

ℎ𝑑k𝑗/𝑑𝑡) , (17)

where 𝑗 denotes that it iterates all the neighbors.
However, the presented algorithm demands small coeffi-

cients for asynchrony, sowe choose𝜆V = 0.05 and𝜆𝑓 = 0.025.
6.2. Asynchronism. Since each particle has individual time
step, we enforce asynchronous time integration for the
update. To save computing resources, the system time step
is chosen as the minimized individual time step:

Δ𝑡 = min
𝑖
(Δ𝑡𝑖) , (18)

where Δ𝑡𝑖 is computed by (17).
The particle 𝑖 will be updated if it satisfies the condition

𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡𝑖 < 𝑡, (19)

where 𝑡last𝑖 denotes the last update time of particle 𝑖 and 𝑡 is
the system time. It means that if system time is larger than
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(1) while animating do
(2) select active
(3) for each active fluid particle 𝑖 do
(4) find fluid and boundary neighbors
(5) for each fluid particle 𝑖 do
(6) if active then
(7) compute 𝜌𝑖(𝑡), 𝑝𝑖(𝑡)
(8) else
(9) interpolate 𝜌𝑖(𝑡), 𝑝𝑖(𝑡) using 𝑑𝜌𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 )/𝑑𝑡
(10) for each active fluid particle 𝑖 do
(11) compute 𝑑k𝑖(𝑡)/𝑑𝑡
(12) compute 𝑑𝜌𝑖(𝑡)/𝑑𝑡
(13) compute time step condition Δ𝑡𝑖 (Eq. (15))
(14) 𝑡last𝑖 = 𝑡
(15) for each boundary particle 𝑘 do
(16) compute forces (Eq. (10))
(17) for each fluid particle 𝑖 do
(18) compute time step Δ𝑡𝑖 = min𝑗(Δ𝑡𝑖 )
(19) Δ𝑡 = min𝑖(Δ𝑡𝑖)
(20) for each rigid body do
(21) compute total forces, torques (Eq. (11))
(22) pass forces and torques to physics engine
(23) update rigid body
(24) update boundary particles of rigid body
(25) for each fluid particle 𝑖 do
(26) Δ𝑡 = 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 − 𝑡last𝑖
(27) k𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡) = k𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 ) + Δ𝑡(𝑑k𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 )/𝑑𝑡)
(28) x𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡) = x𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 ) + Δ𝑡k𝑖(𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡)
(29) 𝑡 = 𝑡 + Δ𝑡

Algorithm 3: Individual time stepping for rigid-fluid coupling.

the individual time step, particle 𝑖will be set as active particle
and be updated.

Semi-implicit Euler integration is generally used in SPH
simulation. To accommodate for asynchronism, the semi-
implicit Euler integrations can be expressed as

k𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡) = k𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 ) + Δ𝑡a𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 ) ,
x𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡) = x𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 ) + Δ𝑡k𝑖 (𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡) , (20)

where Δ𝑡 is an independent integral time step which is
different from the global time step Δ𝑡. For inactive particles,
(20) is equivalent to interpolation, while, for active particles,
they are semi-implicit Euler integration equations.

6.3. Algorithm. The individual time stepping for rigid-fluid
coupling algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. In this algo-
rithm, particle 𝑖 has several extra variables; that is, 𝑑𝜌𝑖(𝑡)/𝑑𝑡
denotes density derivative, Δ𝑡𝑖 is time step, Δ𝑡𝑖 is individual
condition time step, and 𝑡last𝑖 is last updated time. In the
algorithm, 𝑡 is the system time and Δ𝑡 is system update time
step. Particle 𝑖 is active if 𝑡last𝑖 + Δ𝑡𝑖 < 𝑡.

In order to analyse the proposed algorithm, we imple-
ment the breaking dam with obstacles experiment. The
setting of this experiment is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The setting of breaking dam with obstacles.

Item Value
Simulation domain size 12m × 12m × 8m
Fluid particles 153600
Boundary particles 73585
Smoothing kernel function Cubic splines
Smoothing radius 0.2m
Fluid particle width 0.1m

Table 2: Comparison of experimental results of breaking dam with
obstacles.

Method Total comp.
time

Avg. Δ𝑡
(avg. active pct) Speedup

Constant
steps 175min 0.11ms —

Globally
adaptive 41min 0.46ms —

Individual
stepping 27min 0.23ms (31%) 1.5 (6.4)

We compare individual stepping method to adaptive
stepping and constant steppingmethod in breaking damwith
obstacles scene. The rending results are shown in Figure 5
and the time statistics are listed in Table 2. From Figure 5, the
fluid simulation results are almost not different using three
methods, while in Table 2, we can find that our method gains
1.5 and 6.4 times speedup comparing to globally adaptive
steppingmethod and constant steppingmethod, respectively.
In addition, the average active particles percent of individual
stepping method is 31%.

7. Implementation and Results

All the experiments in this paper are implemented on Intel
3.50GHz CPU with 4 cores. The simulation algorithms
(Algorithms 1, 2, and 3) and surface reconstruction [38,
39] are actualized with C++ language and multithreading
technology. Bullet is used to simulate rigid objects while
OpenMP served as parallelization. Images were rendered
with Blender.

To implement fluid-rigid coupling animation efficiently
and scientifically, we design a fluid-rigid coupling pro-
gramming simulation scheme shown in Figure 6. We firstly
initialize rigid and fluid particles configuration. Then, we do
neighbor search using spatial hashing algorithm for each par-
ticle. Next, the governing equations of fluid, rigid boundary
sampling, and boundary handling are solved as described in
the previous sections. Then, total force and torque of rigid
are calculated and provided to Bullet. After total force acting
on particles is computed, particles are integrated to next
time step using asynchronous update scheme introduced in
Section 6.

In order to demonstrate the validity of the entire fluid-
rigid coupling simulation system, we designed a scene of
dropping multiple small squares into water. The setting and
statistics are shown in Table 3, and the experimental results
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Rendering results of breaking dam with obstacles. (a) Individual stepping method. (b) Globally adaptive stepping method. (c)
Constant stepping method.
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the programming scheme.

are displayed in Figure 7. It can be seen from the diagram that
small squares fall into water and splash water while they are

rotated and inclined by water. Finally, small squares are force
balance and floating on the water.

We realize another fluid-rigid coupling experiment dis-
played in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) is the results in particle
view while Figure 8(b) is the rendering results. The setting
and statistics are illustrated in Table 3. In this scenario, the
breaking dam of water hits the sculpture which is knocked
down and pushed for some distances due to kinetic energy of
water. The motions of sculpture are in line with expectations
which proved that the simulation and calculation of fluid-
rigid coupling system accord with physics laws.

This experiment further proved that our method can
implement vivid fluid-rigid coupling animation simulation
system with high realistic effects. It can be expected that this
animation system can be used in virtual reality domain and
special effects in film and game.

8. Conclusion

We proposed an efficient and simple rigid-fluid coupling
scheme for particle-based fluid simulation. It samples rigid
surface with boundary particles which are used to interact
with fluids. It insures uniform distribution of particles which
requires less iterations. In addition, we present an efficient
rigid-fluid coupling approach combining individual time
stepping with rigid-fluid coupling. Neighbors and forces of
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Table 3: The setting and statistics of fluid-rigid coupling.

Item Cubes fall into water Water shock sculpture
Simulation domain size 12m × 12m × 12m 10m × 8m × 5m
Fluid particles 320 k 873K
Boundary particles 47K 156K
Smoothing kernel function Cubic splines Cubic splines
Smoothing radius 0.05 0.1
Artificial viscosity coefficient 0.05 0.05
Surface tension coefficient 0 0
Rigid body mass 65 kg 1100 kg
Rigid body volume 0.125m−3 18.4 (4 × 2 × 2.3)m−3
Fluid rest density 1000 kg⋅m−3 1000 kg⋅m−3
SPH computing time (1 frame) 0.9008min 8.46min
Surface reconstruction time (1 frame) 74.0 s 261 s
Rendering time (1 frame) 13.85min 8.86min

(a)

(b)
Figure 7: 16 cubes fall into water. (a) Simulation in particle view; (b) rendering results.

(a)

(b)
Figure 8: Water shock sculpture. (a) Simulation in particle view; (b) rendering results.
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particles are updated only when needed, while computing
resources are allocated to complex regions. It obtains an
obvious speedup compared to previous methods. Besides,
this scheme was integrated with rigid body coupling simu-
lation with several scenes which has a good sense of visual
reality. Overall, our method is efficient to compute while the
sampling and coupling algorithm can be applied to other
particle-based simulation or relevant approaches. Future
work would be extending the proposed method to IISPH [7]
or DFSPH [8] as well as large-scale scenarios.
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Knowledge graph (KG) as a popular semantic network has been widely used. It provides an effective way to describe semantic
entities and their relationships by extending ontology in the entity level. This article focuses on the application of KG in the
traditional geological field and proposes a novel method to construct KG. On the basis of natural language processing (NLP)
and data mining (DM) algorithms, we analyze those key technologies for designing a KG towards geological data, including
geological knowledge extraction and semantic association. Through this typical geological ontology extracting on a large number
of geological documents and open linked data, the semantic interconnection is achieved, KG framework for geological data is
designed, application system of KG towards geological data is constructed, and dynamic updating of the geological information
is completed accordingly. Specifically, unsupervised intelligent learning method using linked open data is incorporated into the
geological document preprocessing, which generates a geological domain vocabulary ultimately. Furthermore, some application
cases in the KG system are provided to show the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed intelligent learning approach for KG.

1. Introduction

Geological data is a variety of data and information accumu-
lated in the geological research work and practical activities.
Generally, the types of geological data are in a wide variety,
including geological documents, geological books, geological
information and journals, physical specimens, and electronic
file data [1–3]. Due to the technical reasons, traditional
storage modes may lead to the operations inefficient in
queries, statistics, and updates; then they are not conducive
to the application of checking, querying, and mining, which
means the low ability of data services.

With the increasing economic and society, in the field of
geological survey, geological data sharing service has become
an important tool to measure the level of social and business
management, which is significant in ensuring the sustainable
development of geological work. The features of geological
data include increasing volume, complex type, and long
response time.Aiming at the geological application problems,

the intelligent analysis and deep mining of geological data
could reduce the repetitive working and the risk of geological
survey [4, 5].

In recent years, knowledge service based on the knowl-
edge graph (KG) technology and the search technology of
semantic web has become a research hot spot in information
service. In this case, the KG arises at the historic moment
[6–10]. Drawing KG and conducting intelligent search based
on KG have formed a mature methodology. For example, in
Chinese, Sogou Knowledge Cube is the first KG introduced
into the domestic search engine [11], which makes a reopti-
mization of search results through the integration of massive
Internet fragmented information, and presents the core of the
information to users. Baidu Zhixin is a new generation of
Baidu search engine technology based on its KG [12]. There
are four steps in the process of constructing theKG, including
the named entity mining, attribute-value pair (AVP) min-
ing, upper and lower relation mining, and related entity
mining. Although there are some successful applications, it
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still has room for developing KG, and the applications still
should be further strengthen, especially for the geological
data.

In this article, the KG construction technology is applied
in geology to implement intelligent analysis and deep mining
of geological data. Through an unsupervised knowledge
learning method for open data sources, we not only achieve
self-learning process for a set of documents, but also form
a geology glossary and complete the construction of KG.
Through the research along this topic, promoting the geolog-
ical materials information and social services has important
value for the realization of intelligent geological survey.

The contributions of this article are as follows:

(1) On the basis of linked open data and ontology learning
strategy, we achieve the unsupervised learning and
geological knowledge extraction for geological docu-
ments.Through the processing steps of word segmen-
tation, web crawler, keywords extraction, and relation
extraction, the processing of geological documents
and the deep mining of geological information are
implemented.

(2) Through the use of geological data sample, the geo-
logical ontology library, including entities, geology
dictionary, and semantic link are obtained. Firstly,
we analyze the features of the geological data and
acquire the geological ontology based on the geolog-
ical knowledge extraction. Meanwhile, considering
the specificity of the geological data, we design the
corresponding entities combining with the geolog-
ical dictionary and other specific documents. Sec-
ondly, through the processing of documents and
web crawler using online encyclopedia, an expanded
dictionary of geology and complete interconnection
of semantic relations are proposed.

(3) The KG towards geological data is proposed and the
application system under Browser/Server (B/S) schema
is also achieved.Through the optimization of semantic
relations and the storage of our knowledge base, we
develop a framework for the application of the KG
towards geological data, on the basis of the self-
processing and self-expanding technologies towards
geological documents. Combined with HTML5, JSP,
Servlet, JDBC, and other advanced technologies, a
B/S-based application system of KG is designed to
realize the documents importing and processing, the
intermediate results presenting, and expert interven-
ing.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an analysis for background regarding the features of
geological data and KG.The details of the intelligent learning
scheme for KG, including framework, key technologies,
and algorithms, are proposed in Section 3. Furthermore,
the evaluation for our developed KG is conducted on two
application experiments in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion is
provided in Section 5.

2. Backgrounds

2.1. The Features of Geological Data. In recent years, with the
increasing demand of geological data in production units and
social masses, the geological data services are facing the dual
demands of “digitization” and “socialization.” It is necessary
to improve the contents and methods of geological data ser-
vices, promoting the government departments to adapt to the
development of the situation and achieve the transformation
from the archival results to the service product [13]. Due
to the features of reusability, reprocessing, and long-term
service, the data information in mining industry, which has
been accumulated over the years, could be called “big data.”
Generally, geological data is mainly composed of structured
and unstructured diversity data generated from geological
actions. Its features are summarized as “5V,” that is, volume,
variety, value, velocity, and veracity.

The requirement of maintaining the type and quantity of
geological data grows with the long-term accumulation for
data. It includes various types of electronic file data, such as
documents, maps, database (map database, spatial database,
and attribute database), pictures, charts, videos, audio, which
might be structured, semistructured, and unstructured. Due
to the technical reasons, this storage mode makes data query,
statistics, updates, and other operations to the data not only
inefficient, but also detrimental to the application, such as
check, query, and mining, which leads to the low capability
to the data service. Hence, it is significant to exploring how
to apply the concept and technology of big data to organize
massive geological data in the field of geology effectively and
achieve the corresponding services [14].

Generally, the diversified fragmentation of complex geo-
logical unstructured data is one of the most striking features.
There are mainly three contents that reflect to the data anal-
ysis and mining processing, including the establishment of
content index library, search, and clustering recommendation
[15]. Although it has achieved some results on this aspect [16,
17], with the development of the intelligent geological survey,
multicategory whose content extension organization and
search application are based on geological domain ontology
will be an important direction of geological data repository
construction in the future [18]. In view of this aspect, we
can try to use the semantic link technology based on KG
to eliminate the ambiguity of search, which could make
the search engine use the search based on entity instead of
character string. In addition, the Internet could also be used
to provide rich resources for the KG, in order to realize the
semantic link of big data, intelligent analysis, and mining of
the geological large data accurately and effectively.

2.2. Knowledge Graph (KG). KG is also known as science
knowledge graph, knowledge domain visualization, and
knowledge domains map. It is a series of various graphs
that show the development process of scientific knowl-
edge and the structure relation [19]. It could describe the
knowledge resource and its supporter, excavation, analysis,
and construction and draw and display the knowledge and
the mutual connection between them by using the visu-
alization technology [6, 20, 21]. KG is a research method
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combining the theory and method of applied mathematics,
graphics, information visualization technology, information
science, and other disciplines with metrology citation anal-
ysis, cooccurrence analysis, and other methods to show the
core framework, the history of development, the frontier
domain, and overall knowledge structure of the discipline
through visual graph. It shows the dynamic development of
knowledge and the complex domain knowledge through data
mining, information processing, knowledge measurement,
and graphics rendering.

Most works regarding the KG originated from Google
KG. It is essentially a semantic network. The nodes represent
entities or concepts and the edges represent a variety of
semantic relations between entities and concepts. Moreover,
themotivation of KG is from a series of practical applications,
including semantic search, machine answering, information
retrieval, electronic reading, and online learning. Now, some
companies, such as Baidu, Sogou, have launched their own
KG.

Our researchers have developed many applications
around KG, while illustrating different perspectives in their
process. For example, in the process of visual analysis of
Chinese science literature, it showed the time sequence
distribution, journal distribution, and author distribution of
scientific literature during the past 30 years [22]. According to
cocitation analysis for the authors of the quotation in 24 kinds
of information science core journals, the KG of information
science was drawn [23]. Based on the example of education in
China, KG was drawn to evaluate excellent scientific research
institutions through word frequency analysis, high frequency
author statistics, high yield author cooperative network, and
other methods [24].

In addition to the above applications, many scholars
have also carried out some works in KG. Hook showed
that KG has four purposes (i.e., discovery, understanding,
communication, and education) and six aspects of applica-
tion (i.e., microcosmic display of specific areas, macroscopic
visualization of subject, assisting in the education course
teaching, saving document knowledge in coordination, facil-
itating the use of digital library, and displaying knowledge
dissemination) [25]. It indicated that KG could be used in
displaying the overall structure of the domain knowledge,
analyzing retrieval result visually, grasping the overall knowl-
edge of discipline and evolution situation of visualization
knowledge, and grasping the rapid variation of the knowledge
[26]. Meanwhile, information fusion as a key issue plays
an important role in developing a KG. To deal with this
issue, a novel approach was proposed for exemplar extraction
through structured sparse, considering not only the recon-
struction capability and the sparsity, but also the diversity
and robustness [27]. Furthermore, based on previous work,
a joint kernel sparse coding model was developed to solve
themultifinger tactile sequence classification problem, where
all of the coding vectors were encouraged to share the same
sparsity support pattern [28].

KG applications increase rapidly in recent years, which
cover some disciplines of natural science and social science,
and show the osmotic tendency towards other disciplines.
Drawing KG and mining KG have formed a high mature

methodology. However, the function of KG has not been
fully applied, and the application still needs to be further
strengthened. So far, only little attention has been paid to the
geological data field. Hence, it is necessary and important to
consider these particular objects.

3. Intelligent Learning for Knowledge Graph

3.1. The System Framework. The construction of KG towards
geological data consists of two logical components: knowl-
edge extraction and knowledge management. The for-
mer mainly learns the corresponding geological knowledge
through unsupervised processing and including five steps,
which are word segmentation, frequency statistics, web
crawler, keywords extraction, and relation extraction. The
latter is basically composed of two parts: knowledge graph
storage and retrieval. The specific processes are shown in
Figure 1.

3.2. Knowledge Extraction. Knowledge extraction is a key
step in the construction of knowledge graph, as well as in the
processing of geological documents. Knowledge extraction
in this article, through an unsupervised knowledge learning
method based on an open source, and the geological domain
vocabulary and knowledge graph would be formed through
the automatic learning of a large number of geological
documents. The flow of knowledge extraction is shown in
Figure 2.

Knowledge extraction has three major steps, including
data sources analysis, entity/concept extraction, and relation
extraction.

3.2.1. The Analysis of the Available Data Sources

(1) Text. Texts are themost abundant data source. It is difficult
to learn knowledge from texts due to their nonstructural
property. In this article, we obtain a large number of geologi-
cal professional texts from library.

(2) Internet Encyclopedia. Internet encyclopedias (e.g.,
Wikipedia, Baidu baike, and Baike.com) are the large-scale
free encyclopedias that allow users to edit almost any article
accessible. Through technical tools such as web crawler, we
obtain knowledge from Internet encyclopedias continuously,
which could be updated and expanded automatically.

Although the contents of encyclopedias exist with the
form of web pages, there are still a lot of structured informa-
tion. Since all of encyclopedias have their own classification
system, category labels are used to organize a large number
of entries. In general, each entry has category label, which
could be used to label its own type. In addition, most of
entries have multiple labels. For example, the category labels
of “Steve Jobs” could be “20th-century American business
people,” “American billionaires,” “American computer busi-
ness people,” and many others in Wikipedia.

This article mainly focuses on Chinese information in
Internet encyclopedias.Wikipedia is considered the Internet’s
largest and most popular general reference book. However,
Chinese content in Wikipedia is not perfect. On the one
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Figure 1: The logical structure of knowledge graph construction towards geological data.

hand, the total number of entries is insufficient. And, the
contents of the articles in Wikipedia are also relatively
short, and some parts of them are translated from other
languages directly, which are lacking the expression exactly
in Chinese. Consequently, we make use of Baike.com instead
of Wikipedia as the data source of web crawler in this
article.

3.2.2. Entity/Concept Extraction. Entity/concept extraction
mainly starts from these two data sources. We could filter
out entities or concepts of geology directly by combining
the information after text processing with category labels of
Baike.com. Therefore, the entity/concept extraction includes
four bottom-up steps: word segmentation, frequency statis-
tics, web crawler, and keywords extraction.

The technology of HanLP could be used in the word
segmentation, stop word filtration, and frequency statistics.
Motivated by the TextRank algorithm, word segmentation
used in this article is as follows. First of all, we use HanLP
standard tokenizer to process documents, which are divided
into different parts of speech words. Secondly, the custom
data dictionary and extended stop list are designed. Finally,
we filter out the word with little relevance to retrieving
content and only retain the designated part of speech through
the method of TextRank algorithm. Meanwhile, we also filter
out the stop words, so as to achieve the effect of keyword
extraction.

In terms of web crawler, we mainly consider to crawl
the category labels of entries in the Internet encyclopedia
by an automated tool Selenium, which could open the
HtmlUnit browser, search entries, and access to class label
information via programming by custom. Specifically, the
method for online encyclopedia crawler is as follows. When
we want to get information about a word “𝑛,” we should open
our browser first. Then, we search and open encyclopedia

interface of “𝑛.” We can locate and save category label
elements by XPath finally.

In terms of the keywords extraction, according to the
geological dictionary and the category labels, we could
exactly determine whether the words in the segmentation
results belong to the geological keywords or not. Through
the statistical characteristics of Wikipedia category labels,
we extract some keywords, including geography, mining,
marine, rock, hydrology, environment, natural disasters,
biology, city, air, oil, roads, plants, energy, metallurgy, and
civil. We put all crawled category labels into a map collection.
By calling the containsKeymethod of map, we can determine
whether the collected object contains the keywords, if the
answer is yes, this object is defined as a geological entity.

3.2.3. Relation Extraction. The purpose of relation extraction
is nontaxonomic relation extraction of the association rule
analysis in data mining and the Internet encyclopedia. The
correlation between two geological terminologies is acquired
by association rule analysis. And the category relationship of
terminologies is acquired through crawling Internet encyclo-
pedia.

The basic principle of association rule is that if the
two concepts or entities frequently appeared in the same
unit (e.g., a document, a paragraph, or a sentence), we
could make sure there exist some relationships between
them. We do not care about the specific semantic relations
between two concepts, but the correlated degree between
them. Hence, judging the correlated degree between two
concepts through cooccurrence analysis in a document
is more important. With the increase of the number of
documents processed, there would be a higher correlated
degree if the two concepts frequently appeared together. This
method is also motivated by the process of human reading
and learning. However, this method is just suitable to be
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Figure 2: The flow of knowledge extraction.

employed for dealing with large number of documents; when
the number of documents is small, this method would be
inefficient.

Meanwhile, the purpose of crawling Internet encyclope-
dia is to obtain relationships between concepts and entities
by making use of the open data source in the online
encyclopedia. As mentioned above, here we mainly consider
the category relationships.

Using the above two methods, the rule of our relation
extraction is as follows. In terms of correlated degree, we set a
relational degree𝑅 for each concept, where the initial value of𝑅 is 0. After processing a document, the correlation between
all the words which appeared in the document is increased by
1. The value of 𝑅 updates once in the process of dealing with
document each time. Furthermore, each concept has category
labels as their property.
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Table 1: The attributes of tables in background database.

Table name Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3 Attribute 4 Attribute 5
“articles” ID Content Date Path —
“words” ID Content Frequency Label —
“re words articles” ID ID1 ID2 Frequency —
“re words words” ID ID1 ID2 ID3 Count
“dictionary” Name Label — — —

3.3. Knowledge Management. Knowledge management con-
siders how to show the knowledge acquired through above
steps in a visualized way.Themain technical methods are the
database storage and retrieval.

3.3.1. Database Storage. Considering the actual needs of the
geological field, the system uses MySQL database as the
background database. MySQL database is one of the best
relational database management systems in web application,
which has a small size, fast storage and retrieval speed, and
low cost.

In our system, the entities and relationships acquired
by processing geological documents are stored in a spe-
cial database. Through JDBC technology, the background
database operations, such as CRUD, are allowed. There
are five tables in our database. Table “articles” stores the
information about the documents processed, including ID,
name, added time, and local storage path of documents. Table
“words” stores the information about the words filtered out
from the results of segmentation, including ID, content, fre-
quency, and category labels of words. Table “re words words”
stores the correlation information between two geological
terms.

The attributes of those tables in our background database
are in Table 1.

3.3.2. Knowledge Graph Retrieval. Retrieval can be carried
out by users only after storing the knowledge extracted from
documents in our database. Based on B/S working schema,
the browser makes a post request to the back-end server after
users input the search words. Meanwhile, back-end server
responds to the request, getting the words submitted and the
number of nodes that need to be rendered (it is set to 20 as
a default value). The retrieved words are set to the key nodes
and retrieved in our database. Then, it returns the results to
the browser. The returned contents include ID, content and
category labels of node, and ID of correlated documents.

3.3.3. Backstage Management System of KG. Backstage man-
agement system of KG is designed to facilitate the process of
documents and the operation of database for users, mainly
including login page, geological documents processing page,
and expert intervention page.

Two login modes could be chosen when users enter the
login page by inputting the URL in the browser. Users could
enter the geological document processing page if logged
in as an administrator. Users also could enter the page of
expert intervention if logged in as an expert. The browser
submits the form, includingname, password, and loginmode.

Subsequently, the users authorization would be checked by
server, and users could enter the relevant page after verified.

On the page of geological documents processing, users
could input the document name and storage path. And
background module gets the form data submitted by users
when the button “submit” is clicked on. The background
module enters the stage of document processing and the
results are stored in background database if all of this input
data is valid. On the page of expert intervention, the experts
have the right to add and delete the correlation between
two words. For example, when adding a correlation, the
experts enter the two words in the input box and click the
button “submit.” The browser submits these two words to
the background module, and the background module judges
whether there is a correlation between them or not. If the
association does not exist, the backgroundmodulewould add
a correlation, which is defined as “expert-defined.”

3.4.TheKeyAlgorithms. Theprototype systemofKG towards
geological big data is designed and accordingly implemented
using B/S architecture and HTTP protocol, which includes
natural language processing (NLP), data mining, web appli-
cation development, and other related technologies. Key
technologies and solutions involved during the process of
system development are described as follows.

3.4.1. The Automatic Chinese Segmentation Technology:
HanLP. HanLP is a Java toolkit composed of a series of
models and algorithms, whose target is to promote the
application of NLP in the production environment. HanLP
supports Chinese word segmentation. Its functions include𝑁 shortest path word segmentation, CRF word segmenta-
tion, index word segmentation, and user defined dictionary.
Specifically, they are named entity recognition, keyword
extraction, phrase extraction, Pinyin conversion, conversion
between simplified and complex, and dependency parsing
(i.e.,MaxEnt dependency parsing, CRFdependency parsing).
The characteristics of HanLP are perfect function, efficient
performance, clear architecture, new corpus, and being cus-
tomizable.

(1) TextRank Algorithm. Making the use of TextRank for
Chinese word segmentation mainly includes word segmen-
tation, delete stop words, and iterative voting. The basic
idea of TextRank Chinese word segmentation is as follows:
dividing the original text into sentences first, filtering out the
withdrawal in each sentence, and only retaining the specified
part of speech word. From it, we could get a set of sentences
and a set of words. Then each word would be as a node
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Figure 3: User defined dictionary.

in the TextRank by using the method of matrix iterative
convergence [29].Thewindow size is set to𝐾, and we assume
that a sentence is constructed by the following words:
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all in a window. There is an undirected and unweighted
edge between any two words corresponding to the node in
a window.

With the above composition diagram, we could calculate
the weight of each word node. Then, the iterative formula in
TextRank algorithm is as follows:

WS (𝑉
𝑖
) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑

× ∑
𝑉𝑗∈In(𝑉𝑖)
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where 𝑑 ∈ [0, 1] is a damping factor,𝑉
𝑖
is a given node, In(𝑉

𝑖
)

are the set of nodes that point to it (predecessors), Out(𝑉
𝑖
)

is the set of nodes that node 𝑉
𝑖
points to (successors), and

WS(𝑉
𝑖
) is the weight of node 𝑉

𝑖
.

(2) User Defined Dictionary. HanLP word segmentation sup-
ports the function of custom dictionary, where our custom
dictionary designed is shown in Figure 3.

We add a large number of words that could help the
word segmentation of geological documents in the cus-
tom dictionary effectively. Here, the “CustomDictionary”
includes 21,742 geological words, the “OrganizationDic-
tionary” includes 31,926 institutional nouns, the “Chinese-
PlaceDictionary” includes 90,558 place names, the “People-
NameDictionary” includes 50,192 personal names, and the
“ModernChineseDictionary” includes 207,964 modern Chi-
nese additional words. Among them, “CustomDictionary” is
a dictionary defined by a global user which could add, delete,
and affect all word segmentation at any time.

3.4.2. Internet Encyclopedia Crawler Based on Selenium. On
the basis of our analysis mentioned above, it is effective
and efficient to integrate the online encyclopedia crawler
technology into the processing flow of geological documents,
which need to get the category labels of words obtained by
word segmentation inWikipedia.Themainstreammethod of
crawler is implemented using URL address webs which can

be obtained through depth or breadth first search strategy.
Here, the web site that we need to crawl is fixed (i.e.,
http://www.baike.com/), and we already have the target word
(i.e., word segmentation results). Then, it is available to
introduce the automated crawler technology. Here, we use
Selenium automated crawler.

Seleniumautomation test browser ismainly applied to the
automated testing of theweb application, while supporting all
management task automation based on web. By embedding
the Selenium IDE plug-in into the browser, the recording and
playback functions of a simple browser operation could be
achieved.

It should be noted that Selenium provides a highly rapid
and convenient way for the fixed web crawler. Here, we use
Selenium to control HtmlUnit, a virtual browser that Java
comes with, which serves the purpose of automated crawler.
The specific process mainly includes opening the HtmlUnit
browser, reading a search word “𝑛,” retrieving by opening
the encyclopedia interface of the retrieved word “𝑛,” getting
category labels according to category label elements byXPath,
and finally closing the browser.

Implementation details of Internet encyclopedia crawler
are as follows:

(1) OpenHtmlUnit browser: static finalWebDriver driver
= new HtmlUnitDriver()

(2) Open the interface of search word “𝑛”: driver.get
(“http://www.baike.com/wiki/”+n)

(3) Locate the label element:

List<WebElement> elements = driver.findElements(By.
xpath(“//dL[@id=‘show tag’]/dd/a”))

3.4.3. JavaWeb Development Based on Servlet and Java Server
Pages (JSP). Java Servlet is a Java program that extends the
capabilities of a server. Although Servlets could respond to
any types of requests, they implement applications hosted
on web servers usually. Such Web Servlets are the Java
counterpart to other dynamic web content technologies, such
as PHP and ASP.NET.

Servlets are often used to process and store a Java
class in Java EE that conforms to the Java Servlet API, a
standard for implementing Java classes which could respond
to the requests. And, Servlets could communicate over any
clientCserver protocol, but they are oftenusedwith theHTTP
protocol. So, “Servlet” is often used as shorthand for “HTTP
Servlet.” Thus, a software developer should use a Servlet
to add dynamic content to a web server by using the Java
platform. The generated content is HTML but may be other
data such as XML. Servlets could maintain state in session
variables across many server transactions by using HTTP
cookies or rewriting URLs.

Servlets could be generated from JSP by the JavaServer
pages compiler automatically. Architecturally, JSP could be
viewed as a high-level abstraction of Java Servlets. It allows
Java code and certain predefined actions to be interleaved
with static web markup content, such as HTML, with the
resulting page being compiled and executed on the server
to deliver a document. JSP are translated into Servlets at

http://www.baike.com/
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Table 2: The Servlets and their key functions.

Servlet name Key functions

“Myservlet.java”
It is used in the retrieval of KG, and it gets
the form data submitted by the user and

retrieves them.

“Myservlet2.java”
It is used in the second retrieval. When

clicking on some word in the page, the user
can get the graph of this word.

“LoginServlet.java”

It is used in the login function of the
backstage management system of KG, and it
gets the form data submitted by the user and

enters the response page.

“AddServlet.java” It is used while adding a relationship in
expert intervention page.

“DelServlet.java” It is used while deleting a relationship in
expert intervention page.

“CoreServlet.java” It is used while showing the intermediate
processing for geological documents.

runtime, and each JSP Servlet is cached and reused until the
original JSP is modified.

Servlets can complete the following tasks:

(1) The web container initializes the Servlet instance;
then the Servlet instance could read data that has been
provided in the HTTP request.

(2) The Servlet instance could create and return a dynam-
ic response page to the client.

(3) The Servlet instance could access server resources,
such as files and database.

(4) The Servlet instance could prepare dynamic data for
the JSP and create a response page with JSP.

In this article, the Servlets and their key functions that we
design under com.servlet package are shown in Table 2.

In summary, the software platforms and development
environments in our system are as follows. Operating system
is Windows 7. Programming language is Java. Programming
environment isMyEclipse 10.Web development environment
is Tomcat + Severlet + JSP. Web crawler environment is
Selenium + HtmlUnit.

4. Experiments and Evaluation

4.1. Processing for a Single Document. Processing for a single
geological document is as shown in Figure 4. We can see
that user who logs as the administrator enters the document
processing page. Then, the user inputs the name and storage
path of document and clicks on the submit button. A
background module gets the form data submitted by the
administrator and determines if this document exists in
the local path. The background module enters the stage
of document processing when all of this input data are
valid. The document is converted into a long string. Then
the background module would cut word segmentation by
HanLP, filter out stop word, and select out the geological

terminologies. The result after intermediate processing is
showed in the document processing page.

The document is processed using the similar method in
[30].

4.1.1. The Result Analysis of Segmentation

(1) Some results of segmentation in our KG system are
shown in Figure 5. After translating it from Chinese
into English, the updated version of Figure 5 is shown
in Figure 6.

(2) Some results of segmentation by NLPIR systems
of Beijing Institute of Technology [31], which is a
popular NLP system, are shown in Figure 7. After
translating it from Chinese into English, the updated
version of Figure 7 is shown in Figure 8.

According to the process in [30], some results of segmen-
tation in our KG system are showed in Figure 5. Meanwhile,
Figure 6 shows some results of segmentation in NLPIR
systems. By comparing these two figures, we can find that
the results processed in our system are more valuable and
satisfactory. For example, to these geological terminologies,
such as “华北陆块 (North China craton),” “高于庄组
(Gaoyuzhuang Formation),” “下马岭组 (Xiamaling For-
mation),” “铁岭组 (Tieling Formation),” and “吕梁运动
(LuliangMovement),” ourKG systemcan accurately cutword
segmentation. However, in NLPIR systems, many geological
terminologies are cut inaccurately.

4.1.2. Word Frequency Statistics. The results of word fre-
quency statistics are as shown in Figure 9. After translating
it from Chinese into English, the updated version of Figure 9
is shown in Figure 10. We can see that our system can count
word frequency correctly for the result set of segmentation,
such as “杨庄组 (Yangzhuang Formation)/13,” “下马岭组
(Xiamaling Formation)/8,” “长石石英砂岩 (Feldspathic
Quartz Sandstone)/1,” and “同位素年龄 (Isotope Age)/1.”

4.1.3. Keywords Extraction. Figure 11 shows the results of
keywords extraction. We normally consider that the termi-
nologies contained in the title and subtitles are basically the
keywords for the document.Therefore, the result of keywords
extraction in Figure 11 includes the critical position “华北陆
块 (North China Craton),” three key stratigraphic units “高
于庄组 (Gaoyuzhuang Formation),” “杨庄组 (Yangzhuang
Formation),” and “下马岭组 (Xiamaling Formation),” the
key stratigraphic unit “元古界 (Proterozoic Erathem),” and
the major stratigraphic relationship “不整合面 (Unconfor-
mities).” In summary, our keywords extraction has satisfying
results.

4.1.4. Internet Encyclopedia Crawler. The results of category
labels crawled from the Internet encyclopedia (http://www
.baike.com/) are as shown in Figure 12, including geological
terminologies of segmentation result sets and the category
labels. After translating it from Chinese into English, the
updated version of Figure 12 is shown in Figure 13.

http://www.baike.com/
http://www.baike.com/
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Yes

End of the “for” cycle

Add n and its category labels
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Filter stop words

Word segmentation

User’s input is right?

Call Apache POI and convert word
documents into a long string
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End

Yes

No
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n ∉geological dictionaryn ∈

For n, n ∈ result set

Figure 4: Processing for geological documents.

Figure 5: Some results of segmentation.

Figure 6: The updated version of Figure 5 after translating it from
Chinese into English.

4.2. Searching in KG. The specific process of retrieval in KG
is shown in Figure 14. We can see from this figure that the
first step users need to do is to input the retrieved word
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Figure 7: Some results of segmentation in NLPIR system.

Figure 8: The updated version of Figure 7 after translating it from
Chinese into English.

and click on the “search” button. Background module gets
the form data submitted by the user and sets it as the key
node. Furthermore, the background module retrieves in our
database to filter out the terminologies that have a relational
degree with the key node in top 20 (default) and shows them
in a graph.

4.2.1. The Comparison of Different Retrieval Processing Stages

(1) After processing one geological document, the results
of retrieving “变质岩 (metamorphic rock)” are in
Figure 15.

(2) After processing 100 geological documents, the results
of retrieving “变质岩 (metamorphic rock)” are in
Figure 16.

Figures 15 and 16 show the results of the KG retrieval.The
orange node represents the retrieved word “变质岩 (meta-
morphic rock).” The blue nodes represent the terminologies,
which have a top-20 relational degree with the orange node,
such as “同位素年龄 (isotope age)” and “砂岩 (sandstone).”
When the mouse is placed on some node, we could acquire
its ID and category labels.

From the comparison of two retrieval processing stages,
we could see that the results of KG have been improved
with a growing number of documents processed. When the
number of processed documents is 1, the retrieval results have
little relevance with the retrieved word. However, when the
number is 100, we could get entities that have a very close
relationship with “变质岩 (metamorphic rock),” such as

Figure 9: The results of word frequency statistics.

Figure 10: The updated version of Figure 9 after translating it from
Chinese into English.

“花岗岩 (granite),” “岩浆 (magma),” and “火山岩 (volcanic
rock).”

In addition, we could get the following information from
the above results.

(1) The top 20 geological terminologies associated with
“变质岩 (metamorphic rock).”

(2) The category labels for every geological terminology.
(3) The ID of documents in which both words appear.

4.2.2. Searching More Words. Furthermore, some compli-
cated phrases and sentences can also be processed correctly.
For example, when inputting “侵入岩和沉积岩 (intrusive
rock and sedimentary rock),” the background module can
cut word segmentation into two keywords “侵入岩 (intrusive
rock)” and “沉积岩 (sedimentary rock),” retrieve them, and
get the terminologies that have a relational degree with the
key node in top 20. The results are as shown in Figure 17.

Similarly, we could get the following information from the
above results.

(1) We can get the top 20 geological terminologies asso-
ciated with “侵入岩 (intrusive rock)” and “沉积岩
(sedimentary rock).”
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Figure 11: The results of keywords extraction.

Figure 12: The results of Internet encyclopedia crawler.

(2) We can get the category labels for every geological
terminology in KG.

(3) We can get the ID of documents in which both words
appear.

(4) While retrieving the two words, we can get the doc-
uments in which both words appear, and it achieves
mining of implicit related documents.

(5) In addition, we can see the following:

(i) In terms of “侵入岩 (intrusive rock),” there
exists a connecting line between “侵入岩
(intrusive rock)” and “花岗岩 (granite),” which
means that there exists a high degree of cor-
relation between them. However, there is no
connecting line between “侵入岩 (intrusive
rock)” and “泥岩 (mudstone),” which means
that there exists a low correlation between them.

(ii) In terms of “沉积岩 (sedimentary rock),”
there exists a connecting line between “沉积
岩 (sedimentary rock)” and “泥岩 (mudstone).”
However, there is no connecting line between
“沉积岩 (sedimentary rock)” and “花岗岩
(granite).”

Figure 13:The updated version of Figure 12 after translating it from
Chinese into English.

Call program: myservlet.java

Get retrieval contents:
reguest.getParameter ( )

Call TextRank algorithm for word
Segmentation

of segmentation?

Set n as key node

Background retrieves in database
to filter out top 20 terminologies

Call program:
myservlet.java

Input ID and password

User’s input is right?
No

Yes

End

Begin

Show the results in a graph

Continue?
Yes

No

For n, n ∈ result set

End of the “for” cycle

Figure 14: The specific process of retrieval.
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Figure 15: An experimental result after processing one geological
document.

Figure 16: An experimental result after processing 100 geological
documents.

Geological professionals know that “泥岩 (mudstone)”
is a kind of “沉积岩 (sedimentary rock)” and “花岗岩
(granite)” is a kind of “侵入岩 (intrusive rock).” Hence, there
is a high correlation between “侵入岩 (intrusive rock)” and
“花岗岩 (granite),” as well as between “沉积岩 (sedimentary
rock)” and “泥岩 (mudstone).” All the results we could see
from the KG are our acquired learning information after
processing 100 documents. Through this example, we could
indicate that our KG system could provide valuable and
accurate information in most cases. The more documents we
process, the more accurate correlations we can get from the
KG system.

4.2.3.The Formation of Geological DomainDictionary. When
processing geological documents, new geological terminolo-
gies and their category labels are obtained from web crawler.
And they are added in our expanded geological domain
dictionary.

In our experiments, the original number of words in
geological domain dictionary is 11,062. And after processing
100 documents, the number of words in geological dictionary
is 13,227. Some results of geological domain dictionary are
in Figure 18, including geological terminologies and their
corresponding category labels.

5. Conclusion

This article proposes a novel approach to constructing KG
towards geological data. The proposed approach uses unsu-
pervised learning method with linked open data to pro-
cess geological documents and extract knowledge directly.

Figure 17: An experimental result after searching several key
geological words.

Figure 18: The geological domain dictionary.

Through this approach, we accordingly achieve an effective
self-learning process for documents, form a geology glossary,
and complete the construction of KG based on the tech-
nologies of documents processing and dictionary expanding.
Furthermore, we design an application system of KG on the
basis of B/S working schema. Finally, the test on a large
number of geological documents is conducted and some
satisfactory results are obtained. In the future work, aiming
at the features of geological data, the knowledge extracting
approach in the KG is further improved to get more accurate
entities and relations.
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Accurate nodes’ localization is a key problem in wireless sensor network (WSN for short). This paper discusses and analyzes the
effects of Voronoi diagram in 3D location space.Then it proposes Sequence LocalizationCorrection algorithmbased on 3DVoronoi
diagram (SLC3V), which introduces 3D Voronoi diagram to divide the 3D location space and constructs the rank sequence tables
of virtual beacon nodes. SLC3V uses RSSI method between beacon nodes as a reference to correct the measured distance and fixes
the location sequence of unknown nodes. Next, it selects optimal parameter N and realizes the weighted location estimate with
N valid virtual beacon nodes by normalization process of rank correlation coefficients. Compared with other sequence location
algorithms, simulation experiments show that it can improve the localization accuracy for nodes in complex 3D space with less
measurements and computational costs.

1. Introduction

Due to its broad applications, researchers have been con-
cerned with wireless sensor network (WSN). As one of the
key technologies of the Internet of Things, WSN has been
widely applied in various fields, such as military affairs, wise
industries, environmental monitor, and smart home. The
location information of wireless sensor nodes is needed in
many applications. And location information can be used
to self-organize, manage networks, select the optimal route,
determine the occurrence area of themonitoring events, track
moving targets, and so on. Therefore, node localization is
attractive in wireless sensor network and plays a key role in
the application of wireless sensor network [1–3].

Due to the characteristics of wireless sensor network,
traditional localizationmethods in computer network cannot
be directly applied, such as Global Positioning System (GPS).

Only a few sensor nodes can be equipped with GPS
module or predeployed in a specific location if the operation
cost andmaintenance cost are taken into consideration.These
nodes can know their own coordinates and assist other nodes
to realize self-localization.

Localization accuracy directly affects the application
effects, so great attentions have been paid to the localization

problem. And many researchers have put forward many
theories and efficient solutions.

In the past, most of the researches only paid much atten-
tion to the self-localization in 2D space with beacon nodes,
which know their own location information beforehand (for
example, [4, 5]). And current localization algorithms in 2D
can be classified into two kinds: range-based algorithm and
range-free algorithm [6, 7]. For range-based algorithms, dis-
tances are commonly computed by using different parameters
such as time, angles, or signal strength and the location
is estimated on the basis of the distances. For the range-
free algorithms, unknown nodes calculate their approximate
locations by using information from a few beacon nodes.

With the mature technology and market promotion,
beacon nodes may be dynamic and localization will expand
from the two-dimensional (2D) space to three-dimensional
(3D) space.

As we all know, wireless sensor nodes are deployed in
real environment, which is three-dimensional. And many
applications often need three-dimensional location infor-
mation. Localization in 3D space is more difficult than in
2D space. In addition, more factors should be considered
in 3D localization, such as the environmental changes, the
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insufficient number of beacon nodes, and various disturbing
effects in the signal transmission process.

Now, 3D localization has become a current research trend
and one of the hot problems. Many researchers extend 2D
localization technologies into 3D space, such as tetrahedral
centroid localization algorithm and 3D DV-Hop, APIT, RSSI
location, and partial filter, which have achieved good results
and have been used to some extent.

Currently, localization algorithms in 3D space can include
two categories: hierarchical location and nonhierarchical
location. In hierarchical location, nodes are mostly deployed
in the interior of the monitoring buildings. In this condi-
tion, users or networks only need the floor information of
unknown node replacing the specific 𝑍 coordinate value.
Some of the proposals [8, 9] in this category are discussed in
greater detail. However, nodes may be deployed underwater
or in hills in nonhierarchical location. Users often need to
estimate the specific𝑍 coordinate value. Such approaches are
depicted in [10–12].

In this paper, we introduce Voronoi diagram into local-
ization algorithm and propose a new Sequence Localization
Correction algorithm based on Voronoi diagram, which can
be used in 3D space. The new algorithm divides location
space with 3D Voronoi diagram, corrects the measured dis-
tance, and fixes location sequence of unknown nodes, which
reduces the space partition complexity and raises localization
accuracy. In order to reduce the effects of the number of
real beacon nodes, SL3CV selects optimal parameter N to
determine the number of valid virtual beacon nodes in the
last localization estimation, which also improves the localiza-
tion accuracy.The localization estimation of unknown nodes
can be calculated through the weights based on the optimal
location sequence table of virtual beacon nodes.

This paper includes 5 sections. The concepts of 3D
Voronoi diagram and location sequences are described in
Section 2. Section 3 describes and analyzes the localization
procedures of SLC3V algorithm in 3D space. This paper
analyzes and compares the proposed localization algorithm
with other algorithms through an exhaustive systematic
performance study and simulation experiments in Section 4.
Finally, this paper concludes in Section 5.

2. Related Techniques

2.1. 3D Voronoi. There are many space partition methods.
Voronoi diagram is a kind of partition method, which
divides the space into a number of subregions. Now Voronoi
diagram is widely used in various fields, such as geographical
information system, information system, and meteorology.
Many researchers use Voronoi diagram to study the coverage
problem in WSN.

Voronoi diagram divides the plane intomany regions.We
are given a finite set of points {𝑝

1
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑛
}, 2 ⩽ 𝑛 < ∞, in

the Euclidean plane. Let 𝑋(𝑥, 𝑦) be any point in the space.
Let 𝑑(𝑝

𝑖
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Figure 1: Voronoi diagram in 3D space.

Voronoi diagram divides the plane into 𝑛 regions (Vor-
onoi region) around each generator point 𝑝

𝑖
, which makes

any point 𝑋 in Voronoi region 𝑉(𝑝
𝑖
) satisfy the following

condition:

𝑉 (𝑝
𝑖
, 𝑋)

= {𝑥 | 𝑑 (𝑝
𝑖
, 𝑋) ⩽ 𝑑 (𝑝

𝑗
, 𝑋) , ∀𝑖 ̸= 𝑗 ∧ 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼} . (2)

Then 𝑉(𝑃) is the sets of Voronoi region 𝑉(𝑝
𝑖
).

We find that 2D Voronoi diagram includes many contin-
uous polygons, which are composed of a set of perpendicular
bisectors. And all perpendicular bisectors are vertical to
the connection lines between two adjacent points. With
the increase of dimension, the formation of Voronoi cells
has changed into high dimensional polyhedron. Therefore a
Voronoi cell in 3D space is a 3D polyhedron.

After divided, any point in any givenVoronoi cell is closer
to the corresponding Voronoi site than other Voronoi sites.
And all Voronoi cells combine together without overlapping
and seams in [13, 14].

Because of the practicability of 3DVoronoi diagram, there
are many computational methods developed to divide 3D
discrete point set. In order to decrease the computational
complexity, many researchers proposed various fast genera-
tion methods of 3D Voronoi diagram.

Figure 1 shows the 3D Voronoi diagram of 20 scattered
points in the 3D closed space, inwhich the dots are 20 discrete
points randomly deployed.

2.2. Sequence-Based Localization. Recently, some researches
propose sequence-based localization method, which is effi-
cient by combining range-based algorithm and range-free
algorithm, but it is used in almost 2D space [15, 16]. The
procedure of sequence-based localization in 2D space is given
as follows:
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Region 1:
A AB

B

C

C

D

Region 2:

D

1 2 3 4

A B C D
1 1 3 4

Region 3:
A B C D
4 3 2 1

Region 4:
A B C D
3 3 1 1

Figure 2: Example of sequence for four reference nodes.

(1) Construct the boundary of 2D space.
(2) Divide 2D space into three kinds of region, such as

vertices, edges, and faces by a set of perpendicular
bisectors between all beacon nodes.

(3) Compute the centroids of every region, which are
called virtual beacon nodes, and the distance between
virtual beacon nodes and real beacon nodes.

(4) Determine all location sequences of virtual beacon
nodes in the localization space and rank them in a
location sequence table.

(5) Calculate the rank correlation coefficient between the
location sequence of unknown node and the other
sequence of virtual beacon nodes in the location
sequence table and search for the maximum value as
the nearest location sequence to the unknown node
location sequence. The centroid mapped to by that
sequence is the localization estimate of the unknown
node.

Figure 2 shows an example of sequence for four reference
nodes. In the example, the four predefinednodes are scattered
in the plane. Region 3 is a face, and its location sequence is
4321. Similarly, Region 2 is an edge, and its location sequence
is 1134. Similarly, Region 4 is a point, and its location sequence
is 3311.

Compared with other RSSI localization methods,
sequence-based localization algorithm does not use RSSI to
compute distance. RSSI is used to determine the location
sequence of the unknown node.

In three-dimensional space, we extend the 2D sequence-
based algorithm and divide 3D space into three kinds of
region, such as edges, faces, and bodies by a set ofmin-vertical
planes.

3. SLC3V Algorithm

Based on 2D sequence-based localization algorithm, 3D
sequence-based orthocenter localization algorithm (3DSBO
for short) is proposed in [17]. However, we find that the space
division methods are not optimal and localization errors are

rather large with the decrease in the number of real beacon
nodes while they are high-accuracy localization technique.
And the errors will increase if we do not consider the
environmental influences on the estimation of the location
sequences. And 3DSBO only use three virtual beacon nodes
to estimate the location of unknown nodes.

Voronoi diagram has high order mode, so we consider
the 3D application scenarios. While 3D Voronoi diagram has
been introduced into sequence localization [18], SL3V cannot
correct location sequence of the unknown node according
to the environment. Furthermore, SL3V chooses the optimal
polyhedron and calculates the coordinate with the virtual
beacon nodes in the optimal polyhedron, which increases the
localization error.

This paper extends Sequence Localization Correction
algorithm based on 3D Voronoi diagram (SLC3V), which
considers dividing the 3D space by using 3D Voronoi dia-
gram. After partition, SLC3V determines the centroids of
three kinds of regions in the polyhedrons, which are called
virtual beacon nodes.Then it computes the distance between
virtual beacon nodes and real beacon nodes. According to
the distance rank, we can form the location sequence table
of all beacon nodes, including real beacon nodes and virtual
beacon nodes. Then we compute and correct the location
sequence table of the unknown nodes by using RSSI method.
Therefore the location sequence table of the unknown nodes
will be closer to the truth.

By estimating the coordinate of real beacon nodes with
Kendall coefficients, it selects the optimal parameter 𝑁,
which decides the valid number of virtual beacon nodes used
in localization estimation. Finally, it produces the optimal
localization sequences of 𝑁 valid virtual beacon nodes and
estimates the coordinate of the unknown node with Kendall
coefficients between the sequences in optimal localization
sequence table and the unknown node sequence.

3.1. Division of 3D Space. In the 3D space, we construct the
cube boundary according to the location environment. The
real beacon nodes are scattered in the 3D space randomly.The
real beacon nodes are the real nodes deployed by users.

Next we use the 3D Voronoi diagram to divide the 3D
space. Then the Voronoi polyhedrons are produced. Each
real beacon node is interior of the corresponding Voronoi
polyhedron. In order to reduce the complexity of partition,
we use the fast method in [13] to generate 3D Voronoi
diagram.

After partition, 3D space includes three kinds of regions,
such as edges, faces, and bodies by a set ofmin-vertical planes.

We present an example to illustrate the above ideas. As
shown in Figure 3, there are 3 real beacon nodes defined as𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶, which are marked by the solid dotes.

3.2. Location Sequence Calculation. Firstly, we should deter-
mine all virtual beacon nodes based on the partitionmethod.
This papermarks all the regions and calculates the centroid of
every region, which is defined as virtual beacon nodes. Then
we sort all virtual beacon nodes. Because the location space
is 3D, the kinds of regions change from vertices, edges, and
faces into edges, faces, and bodies.
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Figure 3: Real beacon nodes in 3D space.

For simplifying the calculation, we define the centroid
of every region as follows. The centroid of any edge is its
midpoint. The centroid of any face is calculated according to
[15].The centroid of any body is midpoint of the line between
the two farthest points in the corresponding polyhedron.

Thenwe can rank the location sequences of virtual beacon
nodes according to distance between the virtual beacon
nodes and real beacon nodes.

In the 3D space, the positions of real beacon nodes are
known, and all virtual beacon nodes are determined after
partition. Sowe can calculate the distance between any virtual
beacon nodes and all real beacon nodes. Then we can assign
the location sequence table values based on distance, which
is the indication of how near or far the virtual beacon node is
from all real beacon nodes.

In the example of Figure 3, hollow dotes, such as𝐸, 𝐹, and𝐺, represent virtual beacon nodes. And each virtual beacon
node has its own location sequence based on the distance
rank, which is marked beside it in Figure 3. Node 𝐸 is the
centroid of edges, and its location sequence is 123, since the
distance rank of 𝐴 from it is 1 (𝐴 is the closest), and the
respective distance rank of𝐶 is 3 (𝐶 is the farthest). Similarly,
node 𝐺 is the centroid of bodies, and its location sequence is
131. Node 𝐹 is the centroid of faces, and its location sequence
is 321.

After this step, the location sequence table of all virtual
beacon nodes can be calculated in any 3D space with real
beacon nodes.

3.3. Location Sequence Correction of Unknown Nodes. In
order to obtain the distance rank of unknown nodes, we
assume that the real beacon nodes send data package to its
neighbor nodes. And all unknown nodes are in the transmis-
sion area of real beacon nodes. So the unknown nodes mea-
sure the distance to real beacon nodes by using the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) method. According to the

distancemeasured, any unknownnode can determine its own
location sequence. If location sequences of unknown nodes
are more accurate, the localization estimate of unknown
nodes has better accuracy. So we will use the distance and
RSSI between real beacon nodes as a reference to correct
the measured distance and fix location sequence of unknown
nodes.

RSSI
𝑖
is the average RSSI (dbm) of the signal, which

unknown node 𝑋 receives from beacon node 𝐵
𝑖
. 𝑃
𝑖
is the

average power (mW) of the signal which unknown node𝑋 receives from beacon node 𝐵
𝑖
. So the transformational

relation between RSSI
𝑖
and 𝑃

𝑖
is shown in

𝑃
𝑖
= 10RSSI𝑖/10. (3)

RSSI
𝑖𝑗
is the average Received Signal Strength Indicator

(RSSI) (dbm) of the signal, which real beaconnode𝐵
𝑖
receives

from real beacon node 𝐵
𝑗
. 𝑃
𝑖𝑗
is the average power of the

signal which real beacon node 𝐵
𝑖
receives from real beacon

node 𝐵
𝑗
. Similarly, the transformational relation between

RSSI
𝑖𝑗
and 𝑃
𝑖𝑗
is shown in

𝑃
𝑖𝑗
= 10RSSI𝑖𝑗/10. (4)

𝑑
𝐵𝑖𝑗

is the distance between real beacon node 𝐵
𝑖
and real

beacon node 𝐵
𝑗
, which is deduced according to (1). 𝑑𝑗

𝑖
is the

distance between unknown node𝑋 and real beacon node 𝐵
𝑖
.

Then, we can deduce the relation equation as follows:

𝑑𝑗
𝑖
= 𝑃1/𝜂
𝑖𝑗

× 𝑑
𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑃1/𝜂

𝑖

. (5)

So, 𝑑
𝑖
represents the average value of 𝑑𝑗

𝑖
, which is the

distance between unknown nodes 𝑋 and real beacon node𝐵
𝑖
. 𝑅 is the number of real beacon nodes.

𝑑
𝑖
= ∑𝑅
𝑗=1

𝑑𝑗
𝑖𝑅 . (6)

From the above definition, location sequence of unknown
node is deduced and corrected as follows:

(1) All real beacon nodes broadcast information in the
same power periodically. Then unknown nodes will
receive RSSI value of each real beacon node and
calculate respective average value RSSI

𝑖
. Real beacon

node 𝐵
𝑖
also can calculate the corresponding RSSI

𝑖𝑗
of

real beacon node 𝐵
𝑗
.

(2) All real beacon nodes broadcast 𝑃
𝑖𝑗
and 𝑑

𝐵𝑖𝑗
, which

are calculated by using (4). Then unknown nodes
will receive information and calculate 𝑑

𝑖
. Finally,

location sequence of unknown nodes can be decided
according to the fixed 𝑑

𝑖
.

Because of the RSSI correction, unknown nodes can cor-
rect their measured distance according to the environment.
Thus the algorithm in this paper can fix location sequence of
unknown node and ensure location sequence consistent with
the actual situation.
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3.4. Optimal Parameter𝑁 Selection. In this step, we calculate
the order correlation coefficients between the vectors in
sequence table of virtual beacon nodes and the unknown
node sequence, respectively.

Statistics offers two metrics to calculate the rank cor-
relation coefficient between two location sequences. They
are Spearman’s Coefficient and Kendall’s Tau, respectively.
According to the analysis [15] and our simulation results,
Kendall’s Tau can obtain better performance in localization
algorithm. So we describe it simply. Kendall’s Tau is often
used to calculate the correlation between the two sequences.
Given two location sequences 𝑈 = {𝑢

𝑖
} and 𝑉 = {V

𝑖
}, 1 ≤𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, where 𝑢

𝑖
and V
𝑖
represent the ranks of different beacon

nodes, Kendall’s Tau compares all the 𝑛(𝑛−1)/2 possible pairs
of ranks (𝑢

𝑖
, V
𝑖
) and (𝑢

𝑗
, V
𝑗
), respectively, to determine the

numbers of matching pairs and nonmatching pairs. A pair is
matching or concordant if 𝑢

𝑖
> 𝑢
𝑗
⇒ V
𝑖
> V
𝑗
or 𝑢
𝑖
< 𝑢
𝑗
⇒

V
𝑖
< V
𝑗
and nonmatching or discordant if 𝑢

𝑖
> 𝑢
𝑗
⇒ V
𝑖
< V
𝑗

or 𝑢
𝑖
< 𝑢
𝑗
⇒ V
𝑖
> V
𝑗
. The correlation between two sequences

is calculated as follows:

𝜏 = (𝑛
𝑐
− 𝑛
𝑑
)√𝑛

𝑐
+ 𝑛
𝑑
+ 𝑛
𝑡𝑢
√𝑛
𝑐
+ 𝑛
𝑑
+ 𝑛
𝑡V
, (7)

where 𝑛
𝑐
is the number of concordant pairs, 𝑛

𝑑
is the number

of discordant pairs, 𝑛
𝑡𝑢
is the number of ties in 𝑈, and 𝑛

𝑡V is
the number of ties in 𝑉. The range of 𝜏 is [−1, 1].

At the same time, we should calculate the Kendall coeffi-
cients between the vectors in sequence table of virtual beacon
nodes and the real beacon nodes sequence, respectively.

Compared with other algorithm, this paper uses param-
eter 𝑁 to determine the optimal number of virtual beacon
nodes that are used in the weighted estimation. The suitable
parameter𝑁 can decrease the localization error.We define all
real beacon nodes as the sample set 𝑆 and select the optimal
parameter 𝑁 according to localization estimation of real
beacon nodes. We calculate the optimal parameter 𝑁

𝑗
value

of 𝑗th real beacon node. Then the final optimal parameter𝑁
is the average of𝑁

𝑗
.

For example, given the location sequence 𝑈 of any real
beacon node 𝑌

𝑗
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝑌

𝑗
∈ 𝑆, SLC3V obtains the location

sequence table of virtual beacon nodes 𝑇 = {𝑇
1
, 𝑇
2
, . . .}.

According to (7), we can calculate the correlation coeffi-
cients 𝜏(𝑇

𝑘
) of location sequence table𝑈 and𝑇

𝑘
. 𝜏(𝑇
𝑘
) reflects

real beacon node 𝑌
𝑗
’s proximity to the sequence 𝑇

𝑘
. Then

we can normalize 𝜏(𝑇
𝑘
) by altering its range from [−1, 1] to[0, 1]. The normalized 𝜏(𝑇
𝑘
) is used as weights. Then we can

estimate the coordinate of real beacon node 𝑌
𝑗
, respectively.

Therefore, the𝑀th estimation coordinate of real beacon
node 𝑌

𝑗
is calculated by selecting 𝑀 largest coefficients as

follows:

�̂�
𝑗𝑀

(�̂�
𝑗𝑀
, �̂�
𝑗𝑀
, �̂�
𝑗𝑀
)

= 1∑𝑀
𝑘=1

((1 + 𝜏 (𝑇
𝑘
)) /2)

𝑀∑
𝑘=1

(1 + 𝜏 (𝑇𝑘)2 𝐶
𝑘
) , (8)

where 𝐶
𝑘
is the coordinate of the 𝑘th location sequence𝑇

𝑘
. 𝑀 is any integer values in the range of [1,𝑁max]. 𝑁max

is the constant predefined by users, such as 10 or the
numbers of virtual beacon nodes. Sowe have𝑁max estimation
coordinates of real beacon node 𝑌

𝑗
.

Then we calculate the localization error of any estimation
coordinates of real beacon node 𝑌

𝑗
as follows:

𝐸 (𝑌
𝑗𝑀
) = (𝑥

𝑗
− �̂�
𝑗𝑀
)2 + (𝑦

𝑗
− �̂�
𝑗𝑀
)2 + (𝑧

𝑗
− �̂�
𝑗𝑀
)2 . (9)

According to the same steps, we calculate ∑
𝑗
𝐸(𝑌
𝑗𝑀
) of

all real beacon nodes.Then𝑁 is the optimal parameters of all
real beacon nodes in [1,𝑁max], which makes the localization
error ∑

𝑗
𝐸(𝑌
𝑗𝑀
) minimum. Once 𝑁 is calculated, other

unknown nodes are estimated with the same𝑁.

𝑁 = arg min
𝑀∈[1,𝑁max]

∑
𝑗

𝐸 (𝑌
𝑗𝑀
) . (10)

3.5. Weighted Estimation. After determining the optimal
parameters 𝑁, we produce optimal location sequence table,
which has 𝑁 largest Kendall coefficients between all virtual
beacon nodes and the unknown node sequence.

We use the normalized Kendall coefficients between
the sequences in optimal location sequence table and the
unknown node location sequence as the weights and estimate
the coordinate of the unknown node.

For example, given the localization sequence 𝑊 of
unknown node 𝑋(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), SLC3V algorithm constructs an
optimal location sequence table 𝑇 = {𝑇

1
, 𝑇
2
, . . . , 𝑇

𝑁
}. Then

we can calculate the coefficient 𝜏(𝑇
𝑖
), which is the one of each

sequence in location sequence𝑊 and 𝑇
𝑖
.

Therefore, unknown node 𝑋’s coordinate is estimated as
follows:

𝑋(�̂�, �̂�, �̂�)
= 1∑𝑁
𝑖=1
((1 + 𝜏 (𝑇

𝑖
)) /2)

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

(1 + 𝜏 (𝑇𝑖)2 𝐶
𝑖
) . (11)

3.6. Periodic Update of Network Topology. By using the above
procedures, all unknown nodes can be estimated. When
the network topology changes, the algorithm will regularly
update and delete the invalid beacon node. The localization
calculation restarts from space division.

3.7. Complexity and Analysis. The main advantage of SLC3V
algorithm is that better partition method reduces the com-
plexity and introduction of valid virtual beacon nodes raises
the location accuracy.

The step of space divisionmainly decidesVoronoi polyhe-
drons, which takes𝑂(𝑛2) time and space each.Then the steps
of localization sequence construction require𝑂(𝑛 log 𝑛)oper-
ations. Location sequence of unknown nodes costs some time
and energy, but it only has the relation with the number of
beacon nodes. For calculating Kendall’s coefficients between
two sequences, there are 𝑂(𝑁2) operations. And searching
through it takes𝑂(𝑁2𝑛2 log 𝑛) time and𝑂(𝑁2𝑛3) space. Since
the step of weighted estimation includes the normalization
and estimation, it takes 𝑂(𝑁2) time and 𝑂(𝑁) space.
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Therefore the worst case time requirement in SLC3V is𝑂(𝑁2𝑛4) and the worst case space requirement is 𝑂(𝑁2𝑛3).
However, the 3D sequence-based localization in [17]

takes 𝑂(𝑛6) time and 𝑂(𝑛5) space in the worst case. SLC3V
algorithm has improved in the algorithm complexity. SLC3V
and SL3V have almost the same time and space complexity.

4. Simulation and Evaluation

4.1. Simulation Model. In wireless channels, there is the log-
normal shadowing model that is most common simulation
model. The log-normal shadowing model generates RSS
samples as a function of distance.

𝑃
𝑅
(𝑑) = 𝑃

𝑇
− PL (𝑑

0
) − 10𝜂 lg 𝑑𝑑

0
+ 𝑋
𝜎

, (12)

where 𝑃
𝑅
is the power of received signal, which defines

Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI).𝑃
𝑇
is the power of

transmitted signal, and PL(𝑑
0
) is the path loss for a reference

distance of 𝑑
0
. 𝜂 is the path loss exponent. And we define its

randomvariation as aGaussian randomvariable of zeromean
and𝜎2 variance𝑋

𝜎
= 𝑁(0, 𝜎2).The unit of power is dBm, and

the one of distances is meter.
However, this model shows how signals attenuate ideally.

In fact, there are many nonideal factors taken into account,
such as various obstructions and electromagnetic interfer-
ences. If the situations mentioned above are to be considered,
then (12) should bemodified by introducing extra parameters
in the right-hand side.

4.2. Simulation Environment. For simplicity, we simulate
SLC3V algorithm and analyze its performance in Matlab.
We assume that whether beacon nodes or unknown nodes
are in the mutual radio range of other nodes, which means
that all nodes can receive the message sent by other nodes.
And node communication radius is 8m. A 48-bit arithmetic
linear congruential pseudorandom number generator was
used, and results were averaged over 100 random trials. We
choose𝑁max is 10.𝑃
𝑒
represents the localization error in this paper and is

defined as follows:

𝑃
𝑒
= |estimate location − real location|

Wireless communication radius
× 100% (13)

In order to compare and evaluate SLC3V algorithm, this
paper analyses the two performances, such as localization
error and computation time.Thenwe compare our algorithm
with other sequence-based localization algorithms. Firstly,
we implement 3DSBO [17] and SL3V [18] in the same
environment.

4.3. Simulation Results of SLC3V. Average computation time
in 3 algorithms above is in consistency with our time
complexity analysis in Section 3.7, as described in Table 2.

When the number of real beacon nodes raises to 32,
SLC3V algorithm has obvious advantages in computation
time, which comes about because of its partition method.
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Figure 4: Average localization error in different𝑁.

Table 1: Average localization error in 3D.

Number of
beacon nodes 3DSBO (%) SL3V (%) SLC3V (%)

8 18.9 18.3 12.0
16 9.6 9.4 8.9
24 4.9 4.8 4.3
32 2.5 2.4 1.9

Table 2: Average computation time in 4 algorithms.

Number of
beacon nodes 3DSBO (%) SL3V (%) SLC3V (%)

8 0.52 0.46 0.40
16 1.33 1.01 1.00
24 2.59 2.10 2.12
32 3.80 2.80 2.81

Due to the better partition method, the space complexity
of SLC3V algorithm is lower. Location sequence correction
and optimal parameter𝑁 are introduced tomake our average
localization error the lowest in the above 3 algorithms.
Whether increasing or decreasing the real beacon nodes,
SLC3V algorithm has higher location accuracy, as shown in
Table 1. Because SLC3V selects valid virtual beacon nodes
in last estimation this algorithm raises average localization
error to 12.0% when it only has 8 real beacon nodes, which
show that it reduces the rising rate of localization error.
Comparedwith SL3V, SLC3Vfixes the location sequencewith
the RSSI correction and select optimal number𝑁. So SLC3V
has higher accuracy.

In order to verify the effect of the optimal 𝑁, average
localization errors are calculated in different 𝑁 through
extensive experiments. Figure 4 draws the curve of average
localization errors with 32 real beacon nodes. The average
localization error is lowest when optimal𝑁 is 7 calculated by
SLC3V.

Figure 5 plots the average localization error due to
3DSBO, SL3V, and SLC3V as a function of the standard
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Figure 5: Average localization error curves with standard deviation 𝜎.
deviation in RSS log-normal distribution 𝜎 for different
values of path loss exponents 𝜂, where the number of beacon
nodes is 8. So we find that SLC3V is better than others under
changing environment.

In Figures 5(a) and 5(b), path loss exponent 𝜂 is, respec-
tively, 2 and 4. Average localization error using SLC3V
is always lower than that in 3DSBL in different standard
deviation 𝜎. And For higher values of 𝜎, the localization error
due to SLC3V decreases faster than localization error due to
3DSBO. The main results show that SLC3V performs better
than 3DSBO in the antinoise and anti-interference properties.

Based on the above experimental results of two per-
formance parameters, SLC3V algorithm has better perfor-
mances in the same conditions compared with other 3D
sequence-based location algorithms.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Localization in wireless sensor networks is still a critical
research issue for researchers recently. Most researchers con-
centrate on the study in 2D space. With the wide application
and proliferation of WSNs, the problem of localizing nodes
in 3D space has received much attention.

Based on SL3V, this paper proposes an efficient algorithm
localization algorithm called Sequence Localization Correc-
tion algorithmbased on 3DVoronoi diagram (SLC3V),which
combines 3DVoronoi diagramwith the sequence localization
in WSN.

SLC3V algorithm extends 2D sequence-based location
into 3D space. SLC3V not only can realize unknown node

self-localization, but also overcomes the original sequence-
based localization algorithm. The shortcomings of this orig-
inal sequence-based localization algorithms are the higher
partition complexity, the higher location error in complicated
disturbing environment, and the lower constant number of
valid virtual beacon nodes. SLC3V algorithm adapts 3D
Voronoi diagram to divide the space. So it effectively reduces
the number and the complexity of generating the virtual
beacon nodes. Considering the variability of the environment
and the impact of outside interference, we introduce the RSSI
correction method to adapt the location sequence of the
unknown node rapidly. The selection of optimal parameter𝑁 increases valid virtual beacon nodes in location estimation
compared with other algorithms, which improve the location
accuracy.

In order to verify the effectiveness of SLC3V, we deploy
real beacon nodes randomly in the 3D cube during simula-
tion. Experimental results prove that the proposed algorithm
has good performance in either more beacon nodes or fewer
beacon nodes. It can be adaptive according to the number of
beacon nodes and changes in environment and network.

In the future, we will build test-bed and deploy real nodes
on it. The algorithm performance is tested on test-bed in
laboratory. Then we will optimize the algorithm further and
apply it in practical applications, such as the surveillance and
control on food storage.
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This paper presents a novel wearable device for gesture capturing based on inertial and magnetic measurement units that are made
up of micromachined gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers. The low-cost inertial and magnetic measurement unit is
compact and small enough to wear and there are altogether thirty-six units integrated in the device.The device is composed of two
symmetric parts, and either the right part or the left one contains eighteen units covering all the segments of the arm, palm, and
fingers. The offline calibration and online calibration are proposed to improve the accuracy of sensors. Multiple quaternion-based
extended Kalman filters are designed to estimate the absolute orientations, and kinematic models of the arm-hand are considered
to determine the relative orientations. Furthermore, position algorithm is deduced to compute the positions of corresponding joint.
Finally, several experiments are implemented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed wearable device.

1. Introduction

The gesture is a natural and efficient way for communication
and plays an important role in human-human interaction to
express and transmit information. Therefore, the technology
of gesture recognition has become a hot research topic.
Through gesture recognition, results are used to commu-
nicate with computers, assess the kinematics of the hand,
control electronic equipment, and so on. It has been wildly
used in several application areas, such as rehabilitation,
sports, and animation industry [1, 2]. In order to identify
human gestures, we need to obtain the positions, speeds,
directions, and other information of the gesture by a certain
gesture capture technology.

At present, there are two main kinds of motion capture
technology, namely, vision based and contact based devices
[3, 4]. Vision based devices capture the video streams for
analysis to determine the hand motion. On the other hand,
contact based devices depend on physical interaction with
the user. Based on vision gesture method, users generally
do not need to wear collection equipment and can move
more freely. But it is more susceptible to background,
like illumination, occlusion, and other environmental fac-
tors. Furthermore, the camera frame rate and placement

requirements are higher [5]. In comparison, contact based
devices are easy to implement. Examples of contact based
devices are mobile touch screens, EMG-based devices, and
data gloves. EMG-based device is portable, but EMG signal
is easily influenced by acquisition placement, individual
differences, physical condition, and other factors. Moreover,
fine finger and hand motion is still difficult to determine [6].
Data gloves use multiple sensor such as optical fiber sensor,
pressure resistance sensor, pressure sensor, magnetometer,
accelerometer, and gyroscope, to perceive the movement [7].
This kind of method can well reflect the spatial motion
trajectory, attitude, and time sequence information of the
hand by capturing the position, direction, and angle of the
finger, which are restricted to the environmental conditions.
But, at present, the product price is very expensive, so the
development of low-cost data gloves has become the goal
of our research. Different types of sensory gloves have been
developed overtime, both commercial and prototype ones.
The commercial products [8] usually use expensive motion-
sensing fibers and resistive-bend sensors and are too costly
for the consumer market [9]. Consequently, the prototype
data gloves are developed to lower the cost of such equipment
[10]. The flex sensors or bending sensors are integrated into
the data gloves. However, the above sensors just measure the
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relative orientation of articulated segments by mounting the
sensor across the joint of interest. This requires an accurate
alignment of sensors with a particular joint. Moreover,
recalibration is necessary to mitigate estimation errors due
to the sensor displacements. General disadvantages of the
data gloves are the lack of user customization for individual
subject’ hands and obstruction of tactile sensing from the
palmar surface of the hand. Often this inherently goes with
the lack of mounting space for embedding the sensors in
the cloth. To overcome these shortcomings, the inertial and
magnetic sensors are induced.

In recent years, the MEMS technology has developed
tremendously. The microinertial sensors have so many
advantages like low-cost, small size, low-power consumption,
large dynamic range, and so on. It has gradually become one
of the most popular sensors for human motion capturing
[11]. Meanwhile, the magnetic sensors are commonly used
together with inertial sensors for accurate and drift-free ori-
entation estimation [12]. Inertial and magnetic measurement
unit (IMMU) has been proved to be an accurate approach
to estimating the orientations of body segments without the
external cameras [13]. It is nonobtrusive, comparably cost
effective, and easy to setup and use. It also demonstrates
higher correlation and lower error compared with a research-
used visual motion capture system when the same motions
are recorded [14]. Furthermore, the wearable inertial and
magnetic sensors are becoming increasingly popular for the
gesture motion capturing.

Gesture motion capture device based on microinertial
sensors can generally be divided into three types, which
are hand-hold type [15], wrist-wearable type [16], and glove
type [17]. Compared with the hand-hold and wrist-wearable
types, the glove type is available for having more numbers
and types of inertial sensors and provides more accurate
results of gestures. Therefore, the forms of gloves are most
commonly used. The KHU-l data glove [17] consists of six
three-axis accelerometers, but it can only capture several
kinds of gestures. In [18], the data glove is developed based
on sixteen microinertia sensors, which can capture the
movements of each finger and palm, but the information
of the heading angle is missing. In [19], the inertial and
magnetic measurement unit is used, but it only uses four
inertial and magnetic measurement units, which is unable
to obtain the information of each finger joint. Power Glove
[20] is developed, which includes six nine-axis microinertial
sensors and ten six-axis microinertial sensors. It covers each
joint of the palm and fingers, and motion characteristics can
be better evaluated. However, it does notmake full use of nine
microinertial sensors, and in some state, the heading angle
solution is instable so that it may lead to the estimation errors
of the joint angle.The research shows that the current gesture
capture device does not take into account the motion of the
arm, and, at the same time, the movement of the hand cannot
be fully captured.Therefore, we use the inertial and magnetic
measurement units to develop a new gesture capture device,
which can fully capture themotion information of the fingers,
hands, and arms.

On the other hand, the IMMU-based device should be
focused on the following two main aspects: calibration and

fusion algorithm. Calibration is important for improving the
performance of IMMU. Generally, there are two phases that
included inertial sensors calibration [21] and magnetometers
calibration in field [22]. The inertial sensors are of low cost
and low precision, the deterministic errors such as bias and
scale factor exist inevitably, and the calibration methods
should be designed to improve the accuracy. Moreover,
the magnetometers in the field would be affected by the
iron-based materials, which generate their own magnetic
field. Therefore, the measurements of magnetometers are the
combination of earth’s magnetic field and the extra magnetic
field caused by the environmental effects. Hence, magne-
tometers calibration should be implemented for lessening
the disturbance and improving the azimuth angle. Fusion
algorithm is another key procedure to estimate orientations
by combining the signals of gyroscopes, accelerometers,
and magnetometers. The Kalman filter is a useful tool for
sensor fusion. The extended Kalman filter is [23] a general
method for estimating orientations and has been applied
in the products of AHRS [24]. Nevertheless, the EKF is
not easy to choose the appropriate parameters and hard for
computation. Then the complementary filter that combines
two independent noisy measurements of the same signal
is proposed [25]. Complementary filters are the high-pass
signals provided by gyroscopes and the data from low-pass
accelerometers and magnetometers which provide relatively
accurate measurements at low frequencies fused to estimate
the true orientation. Reference [26] proposed a nonlinear
invariant observer, with respect to the symmetries of the
system equations. In addition, the deterministic algorithm is
another class for estimating the orientations.

The novel wearable device proposed is developed for
gesture capturing based on the IMMUs. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 presents the designs of the
wearable device. Section 3 describes the calibration of the
sensors and the algorithms of attitude estimation, and the
position estimation is deduced. Section 4 reports the results
of the calibration, the orientations, and gesture capturing
experiments, which verify the effectiveness of the proposed
device. Section 5 gives the conclusions of the paper.

2. Wearable Device Design

2.1. Inertial and Magnetic Measurement Unit Design. One of
the major designs of the wearable device is the development
of the low-cost inertial and magnetic measurement units.
Commercial IMMU commonly contains processing units
and transceiver modules except the MEMS inertial and
magnetic sensors. This increases the weight and packaging
size; hence, it is not suitable to use these IMMUs to put
on the right positions of the fingers or arms. Moreover,
it is difficult to add more IMMUs with small distance in
order to benefit from redundant measurements or gain more
accurate measurements of fingers because of the structure
and size of the unit. Here, the MPU9250 [27] that deploys
system in package technology and combines 9-axis inertial
and magnetic sensors in a very small package is used. Hence,
the low-cost, low-power, and light-weight IMMU can be
designed and developed. It also enables powering of multiple
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Figure 1: The wearable device.

IMMUs bymicrocontrol unit (MCU), which reduces the total
weight of the system.Moreover, small IMMU can be fastened
to the glove, which makes it more convenient and easier to
use. The MPU9250 sensor is mounted on a solid PCB with
dimensions of 10 × 15 × 2.6mm and a weight of about 6 g.

Connectivity is another important issue in the design.
Different types of connections between sensor units and
access points on the body have been described in [28].
Wireless networking approaches for the connections are con-
venient, but the complexity of wireless networks is increased
and the system has to trade off energy consumption for data
rates. To avoid this problem, a wired approach is used in [29].
All sensor units are directly connected to a central controlling
unit by cables, which lead to a very complex wiring. In the
present work, a cascaded wiring approach [30] is used and
developed by exploiting the master SPI bus of each IMMU.
This approach simplifies wiring without any need for extra
components. Since measurements reading from a string of
IMMUs, the MCU need not switch to all the IMMUs to
fetch the data, which leads to lower power consumption.
Meanwhile, the textile cables are used to connect the IMMU
to each other and to the MCU for increasing the flexibility.
Here the STM32F4 microcontroller is used to develop the
MCU.

2.2. Device Design. After determining the above designs,
the wearable design of device can be determined. There are
thirty-six IMMUs in the device, and a pair of device is
separately put on the right hand and left hand. Each side has
eighteen IMMUs, which covers all the segments of the arm,
palm, and fingers. Each string deploys three IMMUs, and six
strings are used. Five of them are used to capture the motions
of the five fingers, and the other one is used to capture the
motions of the palm, upper arm, and forearm. The battery
and MCU are attached to the wrist. The wearable device is
shown in Figure 1.

The proposed wearable device is designed based on the
low-cost IMMUs, which can capture more information of the
motion than traditional sensors.The traditional sensors used
in the data glove such as fiber or hall-effect sensors are frail.
Nevertheless, the board of inertial and magnetic sensor is
an independent unit. It is more compact, more durable, and
more robust. Commercial data gloves are too costly for the
consumer market, but the proposed data glove in the paper is
low-cost (US$ 200). Moreover, the proposed wearable device

can not only capture the motion of hand but also capture
the motion of arm, and the estimated results of motion are
outputting real time.

3. Methods

In this section, the gesture capture algorithms are presented.
First, models of the sensors are described, and the calibra-
tion method is presented to improve the measurements of
the IMMUs. Then the absolute orientations filter based on
quaternion-based extended Kalman filter is deduced, and the
relative orientations algorithm integrated kinematics of arm-
hand are proposed. Finally, the position estimation algorithm
is deduced.

3.1. Models of the Sensors. Before analyzing the models of
inertial andmagnetic sensors, two coordinate frames that are
the navigation coordinate frame𝑁 and the body frame 𝑏need
to be set up. The orientations of a rigid body in the space are
determined when the axis orientation of a coordinate frame
attached to the body frame with respect to the navigation
frame is specified. According to the frames, the sensors’
models are separately built as follows.

(1) Rate Gyros. Because the MEMS rate gyros do not have
enough sensitivity to measure the earth angular velocity, the
model can get rid of the earth angular vector. And the output
signal of a rate gyro is influenced by noise and bias; that is,

𝜔
𝑚
= 𝜔 + 𝑏

𝑔
+ 𝑤
𝑔
, (1)

where 𝜔
𝑚
is measured by the rate gyros, 𝜔 is the true value,𝑏

𝑔
is the gyro’ bias, and 𝑤

𝑔
is the noise that supposed to be

Gaussian with zero-means.

(2) Accelerometers. The measurements of accelerometers in
the body frame 𝑏 can be written as

a
𝑚
= C𝑏
𝑛
M𝑎 (a + g) + b

𝑎
+ w
𝑎
, (2)

where a
𝑚
is 3 × 3 matrixes measured by the accelerometers,

C𝑏
𝑛
denotes the Orientation Cosine Matrix representing the

rotation from the navigation frame to the body frame, g and
a ∈ R3 are the gravity vector and the inertial acceleration of
the body, respectively, expressed in the navigation frame, and𝑔 = 9.81m/s2 denotes the gravitational constant;M𝑎 is 3 × 3
matrixes that scale the accelerometers outputs;b

𝑎
is the vector

of accelerometers’ bias;w
𝑎
∈ R3 is the vector of Gaussian with

zero-means.
Commonly, the absolute acceleration of the rigid body in

the navigation frame is supposed to be weak 𝑎 ≪ 𝑔 or the
rigid body is static. Then, the model of accelerometers can be
simplified as

a
𝑚
= C𝑏
𝑛
M𝑎g + b

𝑎
+ w
𝑎
. (3)

(3) Magnetometers. The ideal magnetic vector expressed in
the navigation frame is modeled by the unit vector H

ℎ
. The

measurements in the body frame 𝑏 are given by

h
𝑚
= C𝑏
𝑛
MℎH
ℎ
+ b
ℎ
+ w
ℎ
, (4)
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where Mℎ is a 3 × 3 matrix that scales the magnetometers
outputs, b

ℎ
denotes the disturbance vector including magne-

tometers’ bias and magnetic effects, andw
ℎ
∈ R3 is the noises

that supposed to be Gaussian with zero-means.
According to the above presentations, we can know that

the models of accelerometers and magnetometers include
errors, which would lead to errors in estimating orientations.
Hence, the calibration should be implemented to improve the
accuracy of the sensors.

3.2. Calibration. In order to improve the accuracy of the
IMMU, calibration is a necessary procedure. The typical
calibration method is to assign the inertial sensors to a
known angular velocity and linear acceleration. This method
normally needs some specific equipment, such as turntable.
Here, a novel calibration method is proposed that do not
need the specific equipment and is easy to implement. The
calibration procedure has two steps. First, the accelerometers
and magnetometers are calibrated by the offline procedure.
Then the gyro is calibrated by the online procedure.

The unifiedmathematical models of the calibration of the
accelerometers and magnetometers can be used as follows:

h𝑏
𝑚
= Mℎh𝑏 + bℎ + w

𝑚
,

a𝑏
𝑚
= M𝑎a𝑏 + b𝑎 + w

𝑎
, (5)

where triaxial sensor model is written in the vector form and
bℎ, b𝑎 are constant offset that shift the outputs of sensors.

The calibration is the process that determines coefficients
bℎ, b𝑎, Mℎ, M𝑎 to improve the measurements of sensors.
When the unit has omnidirectional rotation, the magnitudes
of the true magnetic field and gravity field remain constant,
and the loci of the true magnetic field measured h𝑏 and a𝑏 are
spherical. Meanwhile, the measured h𝑏

𝑚
and a𝑏
𝑚
are ellipsoids,

and they can be expressed as follows [31]:
h𝑏2 = (h𝑏𝑚)𝑇Aℎh𝑏𝑚 − 2 (bℎ)𝑇Aℎh𝑏𝑚 + (bℎ)𝑇Aℎbℎ

+ w̃
𝑚

a𝑏2 = (a𝑏𝑚)𝑇A𝑎a𝑏𝑚 − 2 (b𝑎)𝑇A𝑎a𝑏𝑚 + (b𝑎)𝑇A𝑎b𝑎
+ w̃
𝑎
,

(6)

where Aℎ = (Gℎ)𝑇Gℎ, Gℎ = (Mℎ)−1, A𝑎 = (G𝑎)𝑇G𝑎, G𝑎 =(M𝑎)−1, and w̃
𝑚
and w̃

𝑎
are assumed noise.

Equations (6) are the expressions of the ellipsoid. In
other words, the measurements are constrained to lie on an
ellipsoid. Thus, the calibration of the magnetometers and
accelerometers is to seek ellipsoid-fittingmethods to solve the
coefficients ofG𝑎,Gℎ, b𝑎, bℎ. And the least squares algorithm
is commonly used to determine the parameters. The device
is rotated adequately to ensure that each unit gets enough
measurements to determine the calibration parameters by
least squares algorithm. Hence, the accelerometers and mag-
netometers of all units of the device are entirely calibrated.

After calibration, the magnetometers are calibrated to
lessen the environmental magnetic effect, and the biases

of the sensor outputs are compensated. Accordingly, the
previous equation can be rewritten as follows:

h
𝑚
= C𝑏
𝑛
H
ℎ
+ w
ℎ
. (7)

Since the scale and bias errors from the accelerometers
are calibrated, the models of the accelerometers rewritten as
follows:

a
𝑚
= C𝑏
𝑛
g + w
𝑎
. (8)

The offline calibration is implemented to determine the
bias and scale of the accelerometers andmagnetometers. And
the online calibration is implemented to remove the gyro bias.
We keep the data glove stationary for a while before use. So
the readings are zeros. The bias can then be computed by the
mean value of the measurements. The model is expressed as
follows:

𝜔
𝑚
= 𝜔 + w

𝑔
, (9)

where 𝜔
𝑚

are the measurements of gyros, 𝜔 are the true
angular velocity, and w

𝑔
are the noise of gyros.

The calibration parameters of the sensors are compen-
sated into the measurements so that the accuracy can be
improved for further work.

3.3. Orientation Filters. Based on these kinds of sensors, two
independent ways can determine the attitude and heading.
One is determined by open-loop gyros. The angular rate of
the rigid body is measured using gyros with respect to its
body axis frame. The angles are estimated by the open-loop
integration process, which has high dynamic characteristic.
However, the gyro errors would cause wandering attitude
angles and the gradual instability of the integration drifting.
The other way is determined from open-loop accelerome-
ters and magnetometers. The orientations can be correctly
obtained from accelerometers and magnetometers in the
ideal environment. However the disturbance and noises
would lead to large errors and make results lack reliability.
The two ways are both quite difficult to achieve acceptable
performance. Sensor fusion is a great choice to attain the
stable and accurate orientations. Then, the fusion algorithm
of quaternion-based extended Kalman filter will be deduced.

The frames are shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the global
frame is 𝑁 and local reference frame is, respectively, located
in each IMMU. The global reference frame 𝑧-axis is defined
along the axial axis (from the head to the feet) of the subject,𝑦-axis along the sagittal (from the left shoulder to the right
shoulder) axis, and 𝑥-axis along the coronal axis (from the
back to the chest). The local frame 𝑧-axis is defined along
the axial axis (normal to the surface of IMMU along the
downward) of the subject, 𝑦-axis along the sagittal (from
the left side to the right side of the IMMU) axis, and 𝑥-
axis along the coronal axis (from the back to the forward of
IMMU).Meanwhile, two assumptions about data glove in use
aremade: (1) the body keeps static and only arm and hand are
in motion; (2) the local static magnetic field is homogeneous
throughout the whole arm.
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3.3.1. Absolute Orientation Filter. Combining the measured
angular velocity, acceleration, and magnetic field values of
one single IMMU, it can stably determine the orientations
with respect to a global coordinate system. The global
coordinate𝑁 and each coordinate 𝑏 of IMMUs are shown in
Figure 1. The transformation between the representations of
a 3 × 1 column-vector x between𝑁 and 𝑏 is expressed as

x𝑏 = C𝑏
𝑛
[q] x𝑛, (10)

where quaternion q = [𝑞
0
;Q], [Q] is the antisymmetric

matrix given by

[Q] = [[
[

0 𝑄
3

−𝑄
2−𝑄

3
0 𝑄

1𝑄
2

−𝑄
1

0
]]
]
. (11)

The attitude matrix C is related to the quaternion by

C (𝑞) = (𝑞2
0
−Q ⋅Q) I + 2QQ𝑇 + 2𝑞

0
[Q] , (12)

where I is the identity matrix.
The state vector is composed of the rotation quaternion.

The state transition vector equation is

x
𝑘+1

= 𝑞
𝑘+1

= Φ (𝑇
𝑠
, 𝜔
𝑘
) + 𝑤
𝑘
= exp (Ω

𝑘
𝑇
𝑠
) 𝑞
𝑘
+ 𝑞𝑤
𝑘
,

𝑞𝑤
𝑘
= −𝑇𝑠2 Γ𝑘𝑞k𝑘 = −𝑇𝑠2 [[𝑒𝑘×] + 𝑞4𝑘I−𝑒𝑇

𝑘

] 𝑔k
𝑘
, (13)

where the gyro measurement noise vector 𝑔k
𝑘
is assumed

small enough that a first-order approximation of the noisy
transition matrix is possible.

Then the process noise covariancematrix𝑄
𝑘
will have the

following expression:

𝑄
𝑘
= (𝑇𝑠2 )

2 Γ
𝑘
Γ
𝑔
Γ𝑇
𝑘
. (14)

The measurement model is constructed by stacking the
accelerometer and magnetometer measurement vectors:

z
𝑘+1

= [ a𝑘+1
m
𝑘+1

]

= [C𝑏𝑛 (𝑞𝑘+1) 0
0 C𝑏

𝑛
(𝑞
𝑘+1
)] [

g
h
] + [𝑎k𝑘+1
𝑚k
𝑘+1

] .
(15)

The covariance matrix of the measurement model R
𝑘+1

is

R
𝑘+1

= [𝑎R𝑘+1 0
0 𝑚R

𝑘+1

] , (16)

where the accelerometer and magnetometer measurement
noise 𝑎k

𝑘+1
and𝑚k

𝑘+1
are uncorrelated zero-meanwhite noise

process and the covariancematrixes of which are 𝑎R
𝑘+1

= 𝜎2
𝑎
I

and 𝑚R
𝑘+1

= 𝜎2
𝑚
I, respectively.
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Figure 2: The model and frames of the arm-hand.

Because of the nonlinear nature of (15), the EKF approach
requires that a first-order Taylor-Maclaurin expansion is
carried out around the current state estimation by computing
the Jacobian matrix:

Η
𝑘+1

= 𝜕𝜕x
𝑘+1

z
𝑘+1

x𝑘+1=x−𝑘+1 . (17)

Then, the orientations are estimated by the following EKF
equations.

Compute the a priori state estimate:

x−
𝑘+1

= Φ (T
𝑠
,𝜔
𝑘
) x
𝑘
. (18)

Compute the a priori error covariance matrix:

P−
𝑘+1

= Φ (T
𝑠
,𝜔
𝑘
)P
𝑘
Φ(T
𝑠
,𝜔
𝑘
)𝑇 +Q

𝑘
. (19)

Compute the Kalman gain:

K
𝑘+1

= P−
𝑘+1

H𝑇
𝑘+1

(H
𝑘+1

P−
𝑘+1

H𝑇
𝑘+1

+ R
𝑘+1
)−1 . (20)

Compute the a posteriori state estimate:

x
𝑘+1

= x−
𝑘+1

+ K
𝑘+1

[z
𝑘+1

− 𝑓 (x−
𝑘+1
)] . (21)

Compute the a posteriori error covariance matrix:

P
𝑘+1

= P−
𝑘+1

− K
𝑘+1

H
𝑘+1

P−
𝑘+1
. (22)

According to the above algorithm, the absolute orienta-
tions of each IMMU can be estimated. Then, the kinematics
of the human arm and hand is considered.

3.3.2. Relative Orientation Filter. The kinematic frames of
the arm, hand, and the forefinger are presented. There are
six joints, and the coordinate frames are built including the
global coordinate (𝑁), upper-arm coordinate (𝐴

1
), forearm

(𝐴
2
), palm coordinate (𝐻), proximal coordinate (𝐹

1
), medial

coordinate (𝐹
2
), and distal coordinate (𝐹

3
). And the lengths

between the joints are 𝐿
1
, 𝐿
2
, 𝐿
3
, 𝐿
4
, 𝐿
5
, and 𝐿

6
. The frames

are shown in Figure 2.Then the relative orientations between
two consecutive bodies can be determined by the following:

q𝑟
𝑖𝑗
= q−1
𝑖
⋅ q
𝑗
, (23)

where q𝑟
𝑖𝑗

is the quaternion of the relative orientations,
q
𝑖
is the quaternion of the absolute orientations of the
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first coordinate, and q
𝑗
is the quaternion of the absolute

orientations of the second coordinate.
Meanwhile, the kinematic models of the arm, hand, and

fingers are considered to determine the orientations of each
segment. Human arm-hand motion can be supposed to be
the articulatedmotion of rigid body parts.These segments are
upper arm (between the shoulder and elbow joints), forearm
(between the elbow and wrist joints), hand (between the
wrist joint and proximal joint), proximal finger (between the
proximal joint and medial joint), medial finger (between the
medial joint and distal joint), and distal finger (from the distal
joint). Every joint has its own local frame. Shoulder can be
modeled as a ball joint with three DOFs and a fixed point
representing the center of the shoulder.Movements are repre-
sented as the vector between the upper arm and body. Elbow
is the rotating hinge joint with two DOFs. Wrist is modeled
as a rotating hinge joint with two DOFs that is calculated
between the vector representing the hand and forearm. Prox-
imal joint is modeled as rotating hinge joint with two DOFs.
Medial joint and distal joint aremodeled as rotating joint with
one DOF. Thus, the kinematic of this model consists of ten
DOFs: three in the shoulder joint, two in the elbow joint, two
in the wrist joint, two in the proximal joint, one in the medial
joint, and one in the distal joint. Hence, the responding
constraints are used to determine the orientations of each
segment.

3.4. Positions Estimation. We assume the body keeps static
and the motion of arm and hand is formed by rotation of the
joints. Hence, the position of the fingertip p𝑁

𝐹3
, expressed in

the hand coordinate frame (see Figure 2) can be derived using
forward kinematics:

[p𝑁𝐹31 ] = T𝑁𝐴1T𝐴1𝐴2T𝐴2𝐻T𝐻𝐹1T𝐹1𝐹2T𝐹2𝐹3p𝐹3
𝐹2

= T𝑁𝐹3 [p𝐹3𝐹21 ] ,
(24)

where the transformation between two consecutive bodies is
expressed by T𝑁𝐴1 , T𝐴1𝐴2 , T𝐴2𝐻, T𝐻𝐹1 , T𝐹1𝐹2 , and T𝐹2𝐹3 .

The total transformation T𝑁𝐹3 is given by the product of
each consecutive contribution:

T𝑁𝐹3 = [𝑅 (𝑞𝑁𝐹3) p𝑁
𝐹30𝑇

3
1 ] , (25)

where 𝑅(𝑞𝑁𝐹3) is the orientation of the distal phalanx with
respect to the body and p𝑁

𝐹3
is the position of the distal frame

expressed in the global frame.

3.5. Summary. The gestures capture method is proposed in
the section. The two procedures of the calibration are firstly
implemented to improve the measurements of the sensors.
The inertial sensors are calibrated by the offline calibration,
and the gyros are calibrated by the online calibration. Then
the orientations of the IMMUs are estimated by the QEKF.
And the kinematics of arm-hand is considered and the con-
straints are integrated to determine the relative orientations.
Finally, the kinematic parameters are used to estimate the
positions. A complete diagram of the method is depicted in
Figure 3.
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Figure 4: The calibration results.

Table 1: The calibration results.

Scale Bias

Accelerometers G𝑎 = [[[[
[

1 −0.02 0
0 0.95 0.12
0 0 0.92

]]]]
]

b𝑎 = [[[[
[

0.56
0.87
−0.87

]]]]
]

Magnetometers Gℎ = [[[[
[

1.11 0.02 0
0 1.10 0
0 0 1.05

]]]]
]

bℎ = [[[[
[

5.71
−39.54
−82.98

]]]]
]

4. Experiments and Results

The calibration is implemented to improve the sensors accu-
racy, and then the comparison experiments are testified to
investigate the stability and accuracy of the orientations esti-
mation. The real-time gesture motion capture experiments
prove the validness of the proposed device.

4.1. Calibration Results. The calibration results of the triaxis
accelerometers and triaxis magnetometers are presented in
the section. The calibration samples of IMMUs are collected
by rotating in various orientations. Then, the proposed
method was used to determine the correctional calibration
parameters as G𝑎, Gℎ, b𝑎, and bℎ. The outputs of the
accelerometers and magnetometers are shown in Figure 4.
The blue sphere in Figure 4 is the raw date of sensors and the
red sphere is the calibrated data of sensors. The calibration
parameters are listed in Table 1.

4.2. Evaluation Experiments. After calibrating all the sensors
of the device, the evaluation experiments are designed to
assess the accuracy of the orientation estimation. One of the
strings of the device is attached to the robotic arm. Three
IMMUs are set the same directions, shown in Figure 5. And
the robotic arm is rotated from the first state to the second
state. Then the estimated orientations of IMMUs compare

Table 2: The RMSE of the orientations.

Static (∘) Dynamic (∘)
Yaw Pitch Roll Yaw Pitch Roll

IMMU-1 0.04 0.01 0.02 2.43 0.05 1.02
IMMU-2 0.11 0.01 0.02 1.68 0.51 1.03
IMMU-3 0.10 0.02 0.02 1.77 0.02 0.07

with the true orientations of robotic arm. The results of the
orientations of three IMMUs are shown in Figure 6. And
the results of the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
orientations are listed in Table 2.

As shown in Figure 6, during 5∼8 s, the robotic arm
is dynamic. And, in static case, it can be known that the
results have smaller variance and higher precision than the
results of the dynamic case. Moreover, the yaw angle has the
lager variance compared with the roll and pitch. It should
be caused by the motors of the robotic arm, because the
magnetometers are disturbed. When the robotic arm is in
static, the device can compute the accuracy orientations. The
comparison results proved the accuracy of the orientations of
the IMMUs of the device. Then the real-time gesture motion
capture experiments are implemented.

4.3. Gesture Capture Experiments. The IMMUs’ data is sam-
pled, collected and computed by the MCU, and subsequently
transmitted via Bluetooth to the external devices. The MCU
processes the raw data, estimates the orientations of the each
unit, encapsulates them into a packet, and then sends the
packet to the PC by Bluetooth.The baud rate for transmitting
data is 115200 bps. The frequency is 50HZ. By using this
design, themotion capture can be demonstrated by the virtual
model on the PC immediately. The interface is written by C#.
The wearable system is shown as Figure 7.

To further verify the effectiveness of proposed device,
upper arm is swung up and down. The results of the
orientations of the gestures are shown in Figure 8. And the
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Figure 5: The comparison experiments with robotic arm.

positons of the fingertip of the right forefinger are shown
in Figure 9. As shown in the figures, the wearable device
can determine the realistic movements of the arm and
hand. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the results is assessed by
the statistics. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the
orientations is listed in Table 3. The RMSE of the positons
are listed in Table 4. Furthermore, the wearable device is
also tested by ten healthy participants; the real-time motion
gestures capture experiments are implemented to prove the
validity of the proposed system.

4.4. Discussion. In this paper, a novel wearable device for
gestures capturing based on magnetic and inertial measure-
ment units is proposed. As a practically useful application,
the proposed device satisfies the requirements including the
accuracy, computational efficiency, and robustness. First, the
calibration method is designed to improve the accuracy of
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Figure 6: The results of orientations of the IMMUs.
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Figure 7: The wearable system.

Table 3: The RMSE of the orientations of the arm-hand.

Angle (∘)
Upper arm 1.07 1.10 0.44
forearm 0.23 0.24
Palm 0.19 0.18
Proximal 0.11 0.26
Medial 0.10
Distal 0.08

Table 4: The RMSE of the positions of the fingertip.

𝑥 (cm) 𝑦 (cm) 𝑧 (cm)
Positions of the fingertip 3.45 1.35 2.34

the measurements of the sensors. In particular, the magnetic
effects of the field are attenuated in advance. Then the
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orientations of gesture are divided into absolute orienta-
tions and relative orientations. The absolute orientations are
determined by the QEKFs, and the relative orientations are
estimated by integrating the kinematics of the arm-hand.The

positions are then easily computed. The proposed method is
simple and fast. The algorithm is operated in the embedded
system at 50Hz. The results of the experiments proved the
advantages of the proposed device.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the design, implementation, and exper-
imental results of a wearable device for gestures captur-
ing using inertial and magnetic sensor modules containing
orthogonally mounted triads of accelerometers, angular rate
sensors, and magnetometers. Different from commercial
motion data gloves which usually use high-cost motion-
sensing fibers to acquire hand motion data, we adopted
the low-cost inertial and magnetic sensor to reduce cost.
Meanwhile, the performance of the low-cost, low-power, and
light-weight IMMU is superior to some commercial IMMU.
Furthermore, the novel device is proposed based on thirty-
six IMMUs, which cover the whole segments of the two arms
and hands. We designed the online and offline calibration
methods to improve the accuracy of the units. We deduced
the 3D arm and hand motion estimation algorithms that
integrated the proposed kinematic models of the arm, hand,
and fingers and the attitude of gesture and positions of
fingertips can be determined. For real-time performance and
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convenience, the interface with virtual model is designed.
Performance evaluations verified that the proposed data
glove can accurately capture the motion of gestures. The
system is developed in the way that all electronic components
can be integrated and easy to wear. This makes it more
convenient and appealing for the user.
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In order to localize the Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) accurately in the reactor pool of the nuclear power plant, an underwater
matching correction navigation algorithm based on geometric features using sonar point cloud data is proposed. At first, an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to compensate the motion induced distortion after the preprocessing of the sonar point
cloud data. Then, the adjacent scanning point cloud data are fitted to be four different straight lines using Hough Transform and
least square method. After that, the adjacent straight line is modified based on geometric features to get a standard rectangle.
Since the working environment of the ROV is a rectangular shape with all dimensions known, it is used as a priori map. The
matching rectangle is then used to compare with the a priori map to calculate the accurate position and orientation of the ROV.The
obtained result is then applied as the measurement for the second EKF to obtain better localization accuracy. Experiments have
been conducted inman-made water tank which is similar to the reactor pool of the nuclear power plant, and the results successfully
verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

Nuclear energy has become an important energy source
worldwide and the uncertainty of human factors must be a
minimum to ensure the safety. That demands high precision
robots to substitute human to detect the nuclear power
plant and complete the corresponding operation which was
done by human workers before. Many robots for nuclear
environment have been developed during the last decades.
ROV is just one of them. However, ROV needs to have higher
reliability as it is used in the reactor pool of the nuclear power
plants and often works for more than two hours. So, it is of
vital importance to have the ability to get absolute navigation
with higher accuracy, especially when it works for a longer
time in the nuclear environment.

However, navigation of underwater environment is chal-
lenging because GPS is not available due to the rapid
attenuation of electromagnetic waves in water [1]. Active
acoustic positioning systems such as long baseline (LBL),
short baseline (SBL), and ultra-short baseline (USBL) are

good alternatives to GPS for correcting dead reckoning
errors [2]. The disadvantage of such a technique is that the
deployment, calibration, recovery of the transponders, and
the relatively small area of coverage consumes costly ship time
and complicates the operations [3, 4]. Many researchers have
used vision sensors to carry out underwater visual simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM). The movement of
underwater vehicle can be estimated from the displacement
of features in the images grabbed by vision sensors and the
registered images are combined to produce photomosaic of
the traveled area at the same time [5, 6]. The disadvantage
is that vision is limited to a few meters under the water and
can be easily disturbed by turbulence, floating sediment, or
lighting conditions. On the other hand, the multimodality
fusion has attracted much attention from the academics and
industry [7–10].

In recent years, sonar has been a very popular tool for
underwater navigation. The acoustic sonar frequencies can
penetrate further the water column and are not prone to
turbidity; thus sonar can provide information even in bad
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visibility conditions [11]. Many underwater SLAMnavigation
methods with respect to sonar have been proposed during
the last decades. Paper [12] proposed a method that is based
on the probabilistic iterative correspondence (pIC) algorithm
but takes into account the distortions in the acoustic image
to deal with data gathered by an underwater vehicle utilizing
mechanically scanned imaging sonar (MSIS). The under-
water sonar probabilistic iterative correspondence (uspIC)
is proposed in [13] to deal with the significant uncertainty
in the measurements or large scan time through adopting
probabilistic scan matching strategy and defining a method
to strongly alleviate themotion induced distortion.The result
shows some improvements in the pose estimate. Meanwhile,
the modified-FastSLAM algorithm is proposed and used in
the navigation for an open-frame AUV research platform
[14]. A novel localization algorithm for an AUV equipped
with MSIS is proposed which incrementally constructs a
pose graph and conducts graph optimization to correct the
robot poses and, especially, the data association algorithm
based on Mahalanobis distance and shape matching is
deployed to determine loop closures, leading to associated
scan pairs used for calculating constraints of the pose graph.
The experimental results show that the algorithm outper-
forms traditional algorithms such as dead reckoning and
uspIC in terms of both localization and mapping accuracy
[15].

In this paper, we propose the underwater matching
correction navigation based on geometric features using
sonar point cloud data.The designed andmanufactured ROV
prototype is shown in Figure 1. Just as described in our
previous paper [16], the ROV is radiation proof under the
certain dose rate, and the basic components contain control
cabinet, buoyancy module, propeller, camera, manipulator,
sonar, and so on.The main body frame is made of aluminum
alloys to provide sufficient strength and resist the acidic
corrosion of the reactor pool of the nuclear power plant.
The control cabinet which is made of thick stainless steel is
installed inside the main body frame and the double seal
processing had been done to protect the control system inside
from water leakage. The ROV is designed neutral buoyancy
and can move in the direction of surge, sway, heave, and
yaw. Besides, the ROV is equipped with a variety of sensors,
such as sonar, depth gauge, three-axis accelerometer, three-
axis gyroscope, and three-axis magnetometer, which are used
to get the position and attitude of the ROV. A fuzzy PID
controller is used to realize the depth control of the ROV,
and field experiment shows that the ROV can suspend at
any user-specified depth under the water, which means that
the ROV can work efficiently and stably in the nuclear
reactor pool. In the latter paper, the ROV is assumed to
be operating solely in a planar field based on the depth
control.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 demonstrates
the introduction of mechanical scanning sonar. The motion
compensation based on EKF is presented in Section 3.
Section 4 is a fine description of the matching correction
navigation based on geometric features. Field experiment is
displayed and discussed in Section 5, while conclusions are
drawn and discussed in Section 6.

Mechanical 
scanning sonar

Propeller
Depth gauge

Camera

Handle 
controller

Manipulator

Buoyancy module

Figure 1: Prototype of the ROV.

2. Instruction of Mechanical Scanning Sonar

The Tritech Micron DST Sonar used in our ROV is a small
compactmechanical scanning sonar with digital Compressed
High Intensity Radar Pulse (CHIRP) system designed for
underwater applications, such as obstacle avoidance and
target recognition for both AUVs and ROVs. This sonar can
be programmed to cover variable length sectors from a few
degrees to full 360∘ scans. A characteristic fan-shaped beam
with vertical aperture angle of 35∘ and narrow horizontal
aperture of 3∘ allows a sonar image to be formed with
enough information about the surrounding environment to
recognize sizes, shapes, and surface reflecting characteristics
of a target at distances of up to 75 meters. The sensor is
mounted on the upper front part of theROV to provide a clear
view and avoid occlusions in the resulting data. Its capacity to
sense the environment in which the vehicle is operatedmakes
the DST sonar one of the most important sensors aboard the
ROV.

The sonar performs scans in a horizontal 2D plane by
rotating a mechanically actuated transducer head at pre-
set angular increments [17]. For each emitted beam, an
echo intensity profile is returned from the environment and
discretized into a set of bins (distance versus echo-amplitude
values) [18]. Since the mechanical scanning sonar needs a
considerable period of time to obtain a complete scan, the
ROV’s motion induces a distortion in the acoustic image
when ROV moves. To deal with this, it is necessary to know
the ROV’s pose at the beam reception time [19]. The EKF
algorithm is used to estimate the position as well as its
uncertainty while the sonar performs the scan and to correct
the distortions induced by the motion of ROV, which will
be described in the next section and the expected correction
result is as in Figure 2.

However, in practical application, every ping receivedwill
contain noise and interference except for useful informa-
tion, especially within the limited space like water tank or
swimming pool. As shown in Figure 2, only the innermost
rectangle is the boundary of the water tank. When the
acoustic pulse encounters the wall, the propagation of the
acoustic pulse is blocked and part of the mechanical energy
is reflected back in the opposite direction depending on
the nature of the obstacle. Likewise, as the reflected pulse
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Figure 2: The distortion induced by movement of the ROV can be corrected through motion compensation.
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Figure 3: Sonar signal of a ping.

moves across the environment and finds other objects, part
of its energy is also returned, ricocheting again with the wall
and returning to the sonar head where it is interpreted as
if the reflection has never taken place. In other words, the
wall acts as a mirror for the acoustic pulse and, as a result,
phantoms and reflections not correspondingwith real objects
can appear [17].The sonar signal of one ping is as in Figure 3,
where 𝑦-axis represents the echo intensity of the sonar signal,
and has no unit, while 𝑥-axis represents the resulting target
distance deduced by raw sonar data, from which we can
see that the peak echo intensity after the first peak is the
phantoms and reflections and must be excluded during the
preprocessing.

To deal with this phenomenon, we need to preprocess
the sonar signal before motion compensation using EKF,
including threshold denoising and the sampling distance
limit, as shown in our previous paper [20]. The effect of the
preprocessing on the distortion in Figure 2 is as in Figure 4.
Only when the sonar signal is being preprocessed and

motion compensated through EKF, the matching correction
navigation based on geometric features can be conducted.

3. Motion Compensation Based on EKF

The way to compensate motion induced distortion depends
on the EKF algorithm, which estimates the state vector
containing the position and velocity information of the
vehicle. In this system, three-axis accelerometer, three-axis
gyroscope, and three-axis magnetometer are used as iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) to estimate the position and
attitude of the ROV. For the reason that the ROV can
suspend at any depth under the water based the depth
control algorithm and can move stably, as shown in our
previous work [16], we assume that it moves only in the
planar field with roll and pitch negligible. In other words,
the depth value 𝑧 is invariable, and roll and pitch are zero,
respectively.

The different reference frames involved in the system
are shown in Figure 5, where {𝐸}, {𝑁}, and {𝐵} inside the
rectangle represent earth fixed reference frame, the base
reference frame (the orientation of the experimental water
tank), and the body reference frame, respectively.

3.1. Nonlinear Process Model. The state vector of the ROV
contains the information of the position and velocity at time
k.

x
𝑘
= [𝑥 𝑦 𝜙 𝑢 V 𝑟]𝑇 , (1)

where the vector [𝑥 𝑦 𝜙] represents the position and
orientation of the ROV in the base reference frame {𝑁}, while[𝑢 V 𝑟] represents the corresponding linear and angular
velocities in the body reference frame {𝐵}. The initial value
of the state vector x

0
and its covariance matrix 𝑃(0) should

be estimated before starting the EKF. For the reason that the
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Figure 4: Preprocessing of sonar signal before motion compensation.
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ROV is set to known location with velocities set to zero at the
beginning of the experiment, the state vector at time 0 is

x̂
0
=
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

𝑥
0𝑦
0𝜙
0
0
0

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

,

𝑃 (0) =
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

𝜎2
𝑥0

0 0 0 0 0
0 𝜎2
𝑦0

0 0 0 0
0 0 𝜎2

𝜙
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

.

(2)

Here, a simple constant velocity kinematics model is intro-
duced to predict the state.

x
𝑘
= 𝑓 (x

𝑘−1
, a
𝑘−1

) ,
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

𝑥
𝑦
𝜙
𝑢
V

𝑟

]]]]]]]]]]]
]𝑘

=

[[[[[[[[[[[[[
[

𝑥 + (𝑢𝑡 + 12𝑎𝑢𝑡2) cos (𝜙) − (V𝑡 + 12𝑎V𝑡2) sin (𝜙)𝑦 + (𝑢𝑡 + 12𝑎𝑢𝑡2) sin (𝜙) + (V𝑡 + 12𝑎V𝑡2) cos (𝜙)𝜙 + 𝑟𝑡 + 12𝑎𝑟𝑡2𝑢 + 𝑎
𝑢
𝑡

V + 𝑎V𝑡𝑟 + 𝑎
𝑟
𝑡

]]]]]]]]]]]]]
]

,

(3)

where a = [𝑎
𝑢

𝑎V 𝑎
𝑟
]𝑇 is the white Gaussian acceleration

noises with zero mean. The covariance of a is represented by
the noise matrix A.

𝐸 (a
𝑘
) = 0,

𝐸 (a
𝑘
a𝑇
𝑗
) = 𝛿
𝑘𝑗
A,

A = [[[
[

𝜎2
𝑎𝑢

0 0
0 𝜎2
𝑎V

0
0 0 𝜎2

𝑎𝑟

]]]
]
.

(4)

Prediction. The estimate of the state x is obtained as

x̂
𝑘
= 𝑓 (x̂

𝑘−1
) . (5)

The covariance matrix is

P
𝑘
= F
𝑘
P
𝑘−1

F𝑇
𝑘
+ G
𝑘
A
𝑘
G𝑇
𝑘
, (6)
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where F
𝑘
and G

𝑘
are the Jacobian matrices of partial deriva-

tives of the function �̂�
𝑘
= 𝑓(�̂�

𝑘−1
) with respect to the state x

𝑘

and the noise a, respectively.

F (𝑘) = 𝜕𝑓𝜕x (x̂
𝑘
, 0)

=
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

1 0 −�̂�𝑡 sin (�̂�) − V̂𝑡 cos (�̂�) 𝑡 cos (�̂�) −𝑡 sin (�̂�) 0
0 1 �̂�𝑡 cos (�̂�) − V𝑡 sin (�̂�) 𝑡 sin (�̂�) 𝑡 cos (�̂�) 0
0 0 1 0 0 𝑡
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

,

G (𝑘) = 𝜕𝑓𝜕a (x̂
𝑘
, 0) =

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[
[

12𝑡2 cos (�̂�) −12𝑡2 sin (�̂�) 0
12𝑡2 sin (�̂�) 12 𝑡2 cos (�̂�) 0

0 0 12𝑡2𝑡 0 0
0 𝑡 0
0 0 𝑡

]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
]

.

(7)

3.2. Nonlinear Measurement Model. The nonlinear measure-
ment model is represented as

z
𝑘
= 𝐻𝑥
𝑘,𝑘−1

+m
𝑘
, (8)

where z is the measurement vector and m is the white
Gaussian noises with zero mean with its covariance matrix
R.

𝐸 (m
𝑘
) = 0,

𝐸 (m
𝑘
m𝑇
𝑗
) = 𝛿
𝑘𝑗
R
𝑘
. (9)

Update UsingThree-Axis Accelerometer.Themodel prediction
is updated by the EKF equations each time a new measure-
ment from the three-axis accelerometer arrives and finishes
the first and second integrals.

zacc,𝑘 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑢, V]𝑇 = 𝐻acc𝑥𝑘,𝑘−1 +m
𝑘
,

𝐻acc =
[[[[[
[

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

]]]]]
]
, (10)

where

𝐸 (m
𝑘
) = 0,

𝐸 (m
𝑘
m𝑇
𝑗
) = 𝛿
𝑘𝑗
Racc,𝑘. (11)

Update Using Three-Axis Magnetometer. The model predic-
tion is updated by the EKF equations each time a new
measurement from the three-axis magnetometer arrives.
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Figure 6: Sonar image after motion compensation.

What calls for special attention is that the angle from the
magnetometer is 𝜙

𝑀
; the yaw angle in the state vector is𝜙 = 𝜙

𝑀
− 𝜙
0
.

zmag,𝑘 = [𝜙]𝑇 = 𝐻mag𝑥𝑘,𝑘−1 +m
𝑘
,

𝐻mag = [0 0 1 0 0 0] , (12)

where
𝐸 (m
𝑘
) = 0,

𝐸 (m
𝑘
m𝑇
𝑗
) = 𝛿
𝑘𝑗
Rmag,𝑘. (13)

Update Using Three-Axis Gyroscope. The model prediction is
updated by the EKF equations each time a newmeasurement
from the three-axis gyroscope arrives and finishes the first-
order integrals.

zgyr,𝑘 = [𝑟]𝑇 = 𝐻gyr𝑥𝑘,𝑘−1 +m
𝑘
,

𝐻gyr = [0 0 0 0 0 1] , (14)

where
𝐸 (m
𝑘
) = 0,

𝐸 (m
𝑘
m𝑇
𝑗
) = 𝛿
𝑘𝑗
Rgyr,𝑘. (15)

After finishing the EKF based motion compensation, the
sonar image we see is coherent and smooth; one of the
experiments from the water tank (length × width × depth =6m × 3m × 1.5m) is as in Figure 6.

However, in spite of the effectiveness of the motion
compensation, the boundary of the water tank is not straight
enough for us to localize the ROV. To deal with this problem,
we proposed the matching correction navigation algorithm
based on geometric features which will be introduced in the
next section in detail.
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Figure 7: Four corners found using Hough Transform.

4. Matching Correction Navigation Algorithm
Based on Geometric Features

The bins we obtain from the mechanical scanning sonar
are a set of fixed-bearing temporal signals with different
intensity. Every intensity point can be represented (𝜌, 𝜃) in
polar coordinate, where 𝜌 and 𝜃 represent range and bearing
of the acoustic ping. So it is necessary to perform coordinate
transformation for the measurement data. Assume that the
position of point 𝑝 in the scan plane is 𝑋

𝑝
= [𝑥
𝑝
, 𝑦
𝑝
]𝑇. Then

we have

𝑋
𝑝
= [𝑥
𝑝
, 𝑦
𝑝
]𝑇 = [[[[[

[

𝜌
𝑝
× cos(𝜃

𝑝
× 𝜋

180 )
𝜌
𝑝
× sin(𝜃

𝑝
× 𝜋

180 )
]]]]]
]
. (16)

That is whatwe see in Figure 6with sonar point cloud data
displayed in Cartesian coordinate, in which the origin is the
center of the sonar.

4.1. Corner and Boundary Line Detection. To process the
match correction navigation algorithm, we need to eliminate
the influence of the noise and interference and find the four
intersection points of the four water tank boundaries. The
result of obtaining the four corners using Hough Transform
[21] is as in Figure 7.

Then, the data sets between two adjacent corners of
the four corners are used for line fitting using least square
method. Let us assume that each of the four lines 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and𝑑
is

𝑦 = 𝑘
𝑖
𝑥 + 𝑏
𝑖

(𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4) . (17)

With all the data between two adjacent corners substituted
into (17), we can get

argmin
𝑘,𝑏

(𝑦
𝑗
− 𝑘
𝑖
𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑏
𝑖
)2 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4) . (18)

After solving the four equations, the four straight lines we get
in sonar image are as in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Sonar image after line fitting.

4.2. Rectangle Modification Using Geometric Features. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 8, the geometric figure surrounded
by the four lines is not a standard rectangle. So the adjacent
straight lines are modified based on geometric features to get
a standard rectangle. The line with most data as we define
line 𝑎 is set to be the base line, which is calculated using least
square method to fit the line at first, then the two adjacent
lines are modified with right angle modification relative to
the base line to get the slope of the line, respectively, while the
fourth line is modified to be parallel to the base line.When all
the other three lines’ slope is known, we can get these three
lines fitted using least squared method again. When the final
rectangle is built, it will be compared with the a priori map to
calculate the location and orientation of the ROV in the water
tank with its uncertainty, respectively. The whole matching
correction algorithm based on geometric features is shown
in Algorithm 1 in detail.

The result after geometric modification is as in Figure 9.
The read “∗” represents the position of the sonar. The
boundary of the water tank is the base reference frame as
shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Key Edges Identification Based on Corner Matching.
After obtaining the standard rectangle, we can calculate
the position of the sonar (𝑥, 𝑦) through measuring the
distance between sonar and the straight line in the base
reference frame; then the position of the ROV can be deduced
according to the relative position between the sonar and the
ROV’s center of gravity. Meanwhile, we can also deduce the
orientation of the ROV by comparing the generated rectangle
with the a priori map using the slope of the line. However, it is
hard for us to recognize the two edges of the water tankwhich
is used as the base reference frame at the beginning. For this
reason, we use the lines 𝑏 and 𝑎 as the directions 𝑥 and 𝑦 in
the base reference frame. Every time the ROVmoves and the
sonar finishes a complete scan, we use Hough Transform to
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Polar2Cartesian(𝑥, 𝑦);/∗ to get the four corners of the water tank using Hough 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚∗/
HoughTransform (all points);/∗ Least square method to fit lines of the most data with adjacent 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠∗/
argmin
𝑘1 ,𝑏1

(𝑦
𝑗
− 𝑘
1
𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑏
1
)2 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . ., 𝑛)

/∗set the line with most data is set to the baseline𝑦 = 𝑘
1
𝑥 + 𝑏
1
, the adjacent two

lines to be 𝑦 = 𝑘
2
𝑥 + 𝑏
2
and 𝑦 = 𝑘

3
𝑥 + 𝑏
3
, the fourth

line to be 𝑦 = 𝑘
4
𝑥 + 𝑏
4

∗/
if 𝑘
𝑖
= 0 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4)

then one of the lines is perpendicular to 𝑥 axis/∗ the rectangle can be easily 𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑∗/
else

while 𝑘
1
× 𝑘
2

̸= −1 && 𝑘
1
× 𝑘
3

̸= −1, do/∗𝑏
𝑖
and 𝑘

1
remains unchanged, modify 𝑘

𝑖

∗/
𝑘
2
= −1𝑘
1

;

𝑘
3
= −1𝑘
1

;

end while𝑘
4
= 𝑘
1
;

argmin
𝑘𝑖 ,𝑏𝑖

(𝑦
𝑗
− 𝑘
𝑖
𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑏
𝑖
)2 (𝑖 = 2, 3, 4)

end if

Algorithm 1: The map matching correction based on geometric features.

find the four corners, and the adjacent corner between two
scans is identified as the same corner, so the lines 𝑏 and 𝑎
can be identified, and then we calculate the position and the
orientation of the ROV.

4.4. Position and Orientation Correction Using the Second
EKF. In order to obtain the better localization accuracy
of the ROV, the position and orientation deduced from
the matching correction algorithm are then used as new
measurement to proceed the second EKF. The whole process
of the entire recursive process is as in Figure 10.

5. Field Experiment

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed navigation algo-
rithm,many experiments have been carried out inman-made
water tank which is similar to the reactor pool of the nuclear
power plant. The water tank is 6m × 3m × 1.5m (length ×
width × depth, where depth means the depth of water) as
shown in Figure 11, and the ROV ran slowly.

All the data from sensors were obtained to calculate the
localization and orientation of the ROV precisely, and the
tick mark of the water tank is used as the ground truth to
evaluate the localization accuracy of the proposed algorithm,
while the orientation calculated from the magnetometer
after calibration is used as the ground truth to assess the
orientation accuracy of the algorithm. The value of 𝜃 in the
base reference is positive when the ROV rotates in a clockwise
direction.The results of the experiments are as Figures 12 and
13.

The fitting straight lines of the first and the second
experiments is as in (19), in which the order is 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and𝑑.

Table 1: Results of the experiment.

Experiments Water tank Pose of ROV
Length (m) Width (m) 𝑥 (m) 𝑦 (m) 𝜃 (∘)

1st
Test results 6.383 3.0963 1.7818 2.2843 83.293
Ground truth 6.0 3.0 1.80 2.30 84.52
Error 0.383 0.0963 −0.0182 −0.0157 −1.227

2nd
Test result 6.0238 3.0528 1.9624 1.6965 43.38
Ground truth 6.0 3.0 2.0 1.70 44.56
Error 0.0238 0.0528 −0.0376 −0.0035 −0.18

y
1
= [[[[[
[

−8.5
0.1176
−8.5
0.1176

]]]]]
]
x
1
+ [[[[[
[

−15.25
2.3
11.25
−3.78

]]]]]
]
,

y
2
= [[[[[
[

−0.945
1.0582
−0.945
1.0582

]]]]]
]
x
2
+ [[[[[
[

−2.7
2.47
1.5
−6.3

]]]]]
]
.

(19)

The localization and orientation deduced from the two
experiments are as in Table 1. The localization coordinate
refers to the base reference in Figure 5.

From Table 1, we can see that the error is very low
and the accuracy of localization and orientation is very
high.The biggest advantage comparedwith other underwater
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Figure 9: Rectangle after geometric modification.
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Figure 10: The entire recursive process.

navigation algorithms is that the proposed algorithm is based
on the geometric features and the a priori map matching.
In other words, the algorithm is not interfered with by the
running time and the accuracy error will not accumulate
as time goes on just like GPS works on land, which is very
important in practical application.

6. Conclusion

The paper proposes a new underwater navigation algo-
rithm based on geometric features and map matching using
mechanical scanning sonar in known man-made structured
environment. The motion induced distortion of the sonar
point cloud data is modified and compensated for using EKF
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Figure 11: Experiment in water tank.
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Figure 12: The first experiment.

with all the sensor data fused. Then the boundary of the
water tank is carried out using Hough Transform combined
with the least square fitting. To modify the error of the line
fitting, the line with most sonar data is used as the base line
with all the three other lines modified based on geometric
features. After calculating the rectangle figure of the water
tank, we can easily deduce the localization and orientation
of the ROV. Water tank environment verifies the validation
of the proposed algorithm.

The ROV we use as the platform is designed to help
monitor underwater environment and salvage small parts
like bolts and nuts in the reactor pool and other water-filled
infrastructure of the nuclear power plants, and it has been
experimented in the reactor simulation pool of the Daya
Bay Nuclear Power Plant many times to test the leaking
tightness and movement stability as we introduce in paper
[12]. In the current time, this is sufficient for us to know the
vehicle’s accurate localization and orientation when the ROV
moves slowly or even suspends under the water in specific
time to guarantee the safety of the nuclear equipment. More
experiments will be carried out in the reactor simulation pool
of the nuclear power plant and the algorithm will get further
validation.
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Figure 13: The second experiment.
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Sparse representation has been successfully used in pattern recognition and machine learning. However, most existing sparse
representation based classification (SRC) methods are to achieve the highest classification accuracy, assuming the same losses
for different misclassifications. This assumption, however, may not hold in many practical applications as different types of
misclassification could lead to different losses. In real-world application, much data sets are imbalanced of the class distribution.
To address these problems, we propose a cost-sensitive sparse representation based classification (CSSRC) for class-imbalance
problem method by using probabilistic modeling. Unlike traditional SRC methods, we predict the class label of test samples by
minimizing the misclassification losses, which are obtained via computing the posterior probabilities. Experimental results on the
UCI databases validate the efficacy of the proposed approach on average misclassification cost, positive class misclassification rate,
and negative class misclassification rate. In addition, we sampled test samples and training samples with different imbalance ratio
and use 𝐹-measure, 𝐺-mean, classification accuracy, and running time to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The
experiments show that our proposed method performs competitively compared to SRC, CSSVM, and CS4VM.

1. Introduction

As a powerful tool for statistical signal modeling, sparse rep-
resentation (or sparse coding) has been successfully used in
pattern recognition fields [1], such as texture classification [2]
and face recognition [3, 4], in the past few years. In [3], John
et al. proposed a sparse representation based classification
(SRC) method when they solve the face recognition under
various illuminations and occlusions, which represents an
input test image as a sparse linear combination of training
images and assigned the test image to the class whose training
samples can best reconstruct it. In theirs work, they used𝐿
1
-regularizer rather than 𝐿

0
-regularizer to regularize the

objective function and then calculated the residuals between
the original test sample and the reconstructed one to identify
the query image’s label. Such a sparse representation based
classification framework has achieved a great success in face
recognition and has boosted the research of sparsity related
machine learning methods.

Traditional classification algorithms [5], including SRC,
are designed to achieve the lowest recognition errors and
assume the same losses for different types of misclassifica-
tions. However, this assumptionmay not be suitable formany
real-world applications. For example, it may cause inconve-
nience to a gallery who is misclassified as an impostor and
not allowed to enter the room controlled by a face recognition
system but may result in a serious loss if an impostor is
misclassified as a gallery and allowed entering the room. In
such settings, the loss of misclassification should be taken
into consideration, and “cost” information can be introduced
to measure the severity of misclassification. In recent years,
many cost-sensitivemethods have been proposed.The typical
works include the Cost-Sensitive Semisupervised Support
VectorMachine (CS4VM) and Cost-Sensitive Laplacian Sup-
port Vector Machines (CSLSVM) proposed by Zhou et al.
[6, 7], a cost-sensitive Näıve Bayes method from a novel
perspective of inferring the order relation [8] proposed by
Fang et al., and novel cost-sensitive approach proposed by
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Castro and Braga to improve the performance of multilayer
perceptron [9]. In [10], an instance weighting method was
incorporated into various Bayesian network classifiers. The
probability estimation of Bayesian network classifiers was
modified by the instance weighting method, which made
Bayesian network classifiers cost-sensitive. In [11], Lo et al.
presented a basis expansions model for multilabel classifi-
cation to handle the cost-sensitive multilabel classification
problem, where a basis function is an LP classifier trained
on a random 𝑘-label set. In [12], Wan et al. proposed a
cost-sensitive feature selection method called Discriminative
Cost-Sensitive Laplacian Score (DCSLS) for face recognition,
which incorporated the idea of local discriminant analysis
into Laplacian Score.

Cost-sensitive learning always coexists with class-imbal-
ance in most applications with the goal of minimizing the
total misclassification cost [13]. Class-imbalance has been
considered as one of the most challenging problems in ma-
chine learning and data mining. The ratio of imbalance (the
size of majority class to minority class) can be as huge as 100,
even up to 10000. Much work has been done in addressing
the class-imbalance problem. Cost-sensitive learning is an
effectivemethod to dealwith the imbalance data classification
problem. In recent year, cost-sensitive learning has been
studied widely and become one of the most important topics
for solving the class-imbalance problem. In [14], Zhou and
Liu studied empirically the effect of sampling and threshold-
moving in training cost-sensitive neural networks and
revealed that threshold-moving and soft-ensemble are rela-
tively good choices in training cost-sensitive neural networks.
There are also some other cost-sensitive learning methods by
improving the existed method. In [15], Sun et al. proposed
a cost-sensitive boosting algorithms, which are developed
by introducing cost items into the learning framework of
AdaBoost. Another strategy for class-imbalance problem is
based on exchanging the distribution of data sets. In [16],
Jiang et al. proposed a novel Minority Cloning Technique
(MCT) for class-imbalanced cost-sensitive learning. MCT
alters the class distribution of training data by cloning each
minority class instance according to the similarity between
it and the mode of the minority class. Generally, users
focus more on the minority class and consider the cost of
misclassifying a minority class to be more expensive. In our
study, we adopt the same strategy to address this problem.

In [17], a probabilistic cost-sensitive classifier was pro-
posed for face recognition; they utilize the probabilistic
model to estimate the posterior probability of a testing
sample and calculate all the misclassification losses via the
posterior probabilities. Motivated by this probabilistic model
and probabilistic subspace clustering [17–19], we proposed a
new method to handle misclassification cost. In sparse rep-
resentation, it will play an important role for reconstruction
if the value of coefficient is higher [20]. In other words,
the coefficient is 1 when a query sample was represented
by a dictionary with the same sample as the query one.
Just like Gaussian distribution, a sample that is close to the
mean vector has a higher probability. Inspired by probabilistic
model, we use coefficient matrix to calculate the posterior
probabilities rather than the distribution of noise (residual)

in [17] and they have to estimate the distribution of noise.The
main advantage of our method is to reduce the computation
complexity and computation cost, and the contribution of the
proposed method is obtaining the posterior probability by
coefficient vector of sparse representation. After calculating
all the misclassification losses via the posterior probabilities,
the test sample is assigned to the class whose loss is minimal.
Experimental results on UCI databases validate the effective-
ness and efficiency of our methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the
details of the relevant method. Section 3 presents the details
of the proposed algorithm. Section 4 reports the experiments.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and offers suggestions
for future research.

2. Related Works

In this section, we briefly introduce some related works, in-
cluding sparse representation based classification and cost-
sensitive learning framework.

2.1. Sparse Representation Based Classification. Sparse repre-
sentation is a typicallymethod inmachine learning [3, 21, 22],
which is to use labeled training samples from 𝑘 distinct object
classes to learn a dictionary and determine the label of an
unseen new test sample correctly. We denote the data set
with 𝑘

𝑖
training samples from the 𝑖th class as a matrix 𝐴

𝑖
=[V

𝑖,1
, V
𝑖,2
, . . . , V

𝑖,𝑛𝑖
] ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑘𝑖 and 𝑛 = ∑𝑘

𝑖=1
𝑘
𝑖
is the number of all

training samples, where 𝑘 is the number of classes in training
set. Given sufficient training samples of the 𝑖th class, any test
sample 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 from the same class will be approximately
represented linearly by the training samples of class 𝑖:

𝑦 = 𝑥
𝑖,1
V
𝑖,1

+ 𝑥
𝑖,2
V
𝑖,2

+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑥
𝑖,𝑘𝑖
V
𝑖,𝑘𝑖

. (1)

Then, rewrite the above representation of 𝑦 in matrix form as𝑦 = 𝐴
𝑖
𝑥
𝑖
, where 𝑥

𝑖
= [𝑥
𝑖,1
, 𝑥
𝑖,2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑖,𝑘𝑖
] ∈ 𝑅𝑘𝑖 . Then, define a

new matrix 𝐴 for the entire training set as follows:

𝐴 = [𝐴
1
, 𝐴
2
, . . . , 𝐴

𝑘
]

= [V
1,1

, V
1,2

, . . . , V
1,𝑛𝑖

, . . . , V
𝑖,1
, . . . , V

𝑖,𝑛𝑖
, . . . , V

𝑘,1
, . . . , V

𝑘,𝑛𝑘
]

∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑛.
(2)

Many method based distances are not robust in real-world
applications because of various occlusions. To overcome
this limitations, Wright introduced the sparse representation
based classification method to represent the query image.
Then, the linear representation of 𝑦 can be rewritten in terms
of all training samples as

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥
0
, (3)

where 𝑥
0
= [0, . . . , 0, 𝑥

𝑖,1
, 𝑥
𝑖,2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑖,𝑘𝑖
, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ 𝑅𝑛, whose

entries are zero except those associated with the 𝑖th class.
This motivates us to seek the sparsest solution by solving the
following optimization problem:

�̂�
0
= argmin ‖𝑥‖

0
s.t. 𝐴𝑥 = 𝑦, (4)
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where ‖ ⋅ ‖
0
denotes the 𝐿

0
-norm, which counts the number

of nonzero entries in a vector. However, the above problem
of finding the sparsest solution (𝐿

0
-norm minimization

problem) is nonconvex and actually NP-hard. Generally, if
the solution sought is sparse enough, the solution of the𝐿
0
-minimization problem is equal to the solution of the

following 𝐿
1
-minimization problem [4, 22, 23]:

�̂�
1
= argmin ‖𝑥‖

1
s.t. 𝐴𝑥 = 𝑦. (5)

The real data are noisy; it may not represent the test sample
exactly. To deal with the noises, John et al. extended the 𝐿

1
-

norm minimization problem to the following formulation:

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥
0
+ 𝑧, (6)

where 𝑧 is a noise term with bounded energy ‖𝑧‖
2

< 𝜀.
The sparse solution 𝑥

0
can still be obtained by solving the

following stable 𝐿
1
-minimization problem:

�̂�
1
= argmin ‖𝑥‖

1
s.t. 𝑦 − 𝐴𝑥2 ≤ 𝜀. (7)

To better harness such linear structure, they instead classify 𝑦
based on howwell the coefficients associated with all training
samples of each object reproduce 𝑦. Let �̂� be the solution of
(7), for each class 𝑖, let 𝛿

𝑖
be the characteristic function that

selects the coefficients associated with the 𝑖th class. Using the
coefficients, one can approximate the given test sample 𝑦 as�̂�
𝑖
= 𝐴𝛿
𝑖
(�̂�), where 𝛿

𝑖
(�̂�) = [0, . . . , 𝑥

𝑖,1
, 𝑥
𝑖,2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑖,𝑘𝑖
, . . . , 0]T.

They then compute the residual (Euclidean distance) 𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦)

between 𝑦 and �̂�:
𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦) = 𝑦 − 𝐴𝛿

𝑖
(�̂�)2 . (8)

The label of the test sample 𝑦 can be identified byminimizing𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦) as follows:

𝐿 (𝑦) = argmin
𝑖

𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦) . (9)

2.2. Cost-Sensitive Function. In multiclass cost-sensitive
learning, considering 𝑐 gallery subjects with their class labels𝐺 = {𝐺

𝑖
}
𝑖=1,2,...,𝑐

, many impostors, whose labels are 𝐼. In [7],
Zhang and Zhou categorized the costs into three types: cost
of false acceptance 𝐶

𝐼𝐺
, cost of false rejection 𝐶

𝐺𝐼
, and cost

of false identification 𝐶
𝐺𝐺

. Empirically, it is evident that 𝐶
𝐼𝐺
,𝐶

𝐺𝐼
, and 𝐶

𝐺𝐺
are unequal. Give a cost setting according to

the users and reassign 𝐶
𝐼𝐺

= 𝐶
𝐼𝐺
/𝐶
𝐺𝐺

, 𝐶
𝐺𝐼

= 𝐶
𝐺𝐼
/𝐶
𝐺𝐺

, and𝐶
𝐺𝐺

= 1. Here, for the ease of understanding, we still preserve
the original formulation. We can construct a multiclass cost
matrix 𝐶 as shown in

𝐺
1

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐺
𝑀

𝐼𝐺
1

0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐶
𝐺𝐺

𝐶
𝐺𝐼... ... 0 ... ...

𝐺
𝑀

𝐶
𝐺𝐺

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 𝐶
𝐺𝐼𝐼 𝐶

𝐼𝐺
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐶

𝐼𝐺
0

(10)

where 𝐶
𝑖𝑗
indicates the cost of misclassifying a sample of the𝑖th class as the 𝑗th class. The diagonal elements of 𝐶 are all

zero since there is no loss for correct recognition.

Cost-sensitive learning usually sets the misclassification
cost as objective function and identifies the label byminimiz-
ing loss function. Given a test sample 𝑦 and its predicted class
label as 𝜙(𝑦), respectively, the label is obtained byminimizing
the objective function:

𝐿 (𝑦) = arg min
𝜙(𝑦)∈{𝐺1 ,...,𝐺𝑐 ,𝐼}

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) , (11)

where

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦))

=
{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑐∑
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝐺
𝑖
| 𝑦) 𝐶

𝐺𝐼
if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐼

𝑐∑
𝑖=1

𝑖 ̸=𝜏

𝑃 (𝐺
𝑖
| 𝑦) 𝐶

𝐺𝐺
+ 𝑃 (𝐼 | 𝑦) 𝐶

𝐼𝐺
, if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺

𝜏
,

(12)

where �̂�(𝑦) is the optimal prediction of 𝑦 and 𝑐 represents the
gallery subjects in classification problem.

3. Cost-Sensitive SRC

In [5], Alpaydın calculated the residuals to identify the class
label of a test sample 𝑦, which is the Euclidean distance
between reconstructed sample and the original test sample𝑦. In cost-sensitive learning, the loss function (see (7)) is
regarded as an objective function to identify the label of a
test sample. In binary classification problem, there are two
misclassification costs, and we denote the cost that misclassi-
fies positive class as negative class by 𝐶

10
and the cost by 𝐶

01

conversely. Then a cost matrix can be constructed as shown
in

𝐺
0

𝐺
1𝐺

0
0 𝐶
01𝐺

1
𝐶
10

0 (13)

where 𝐺
1
and 𝐺

0
represents the label of minority class and

majority class, respectively.
It is well known that the loss function can be related to the

posterior probability 𝑃(𝜙(𝑦) | 𝑦) ≈ 𝑃(𝛿
𝑖
(𝑥
𝑖
) | 𝑦). Then the

loss function can be rewritten as follows:

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) = {{{{{{{

∑
𝑖=𝐺1

𝑃 (𝛿
𝑖
| 𝑦) 𝐶

10
if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺

0

∑
𝑗=𝐺0

𝑃 (𝛿
𝑗
| 𝑦) 𝐶

01
if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺

1
. (14)

The test sample 𝑦 belongs to the class with higher probability.
Now, we will estimate 𝑃(𝛿

𝑖
(𝑥) | 𝑦), (𝑖 = 0, 1).

In coefficient matrix, the larger the element value is, the
more important the role it will play for reconstructing a
test sample. In other words, it is best to represent the test
sample by training samples and they have the same class label,
and there are no samples from different class in this linear
combination. The posterior probability can be related to the
coefficient matrix. Accordingly, we rewrite the solution of (7)
as �̂� = [𝑥+ 𝑥−]T, where 𝑥+ = [𝑥+

1
, 𝑥+
2
, . . . , 𝑥+

𝑛
+] ∈ 𝑅𝑛+ and
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𝑥− = [𝑥−
1
, 𝑥−
2
, . . . , 𝑥−

𝑛
−] ∈ 𝑅𝑛− represent the positive class

coefficient and negative class coefficient, respectively. Here,𝑛+ is the number of positive samples and 𝑛− is the number
of negative samples in dictionary. Then, we can obtain the
posterior probabilities:

𝑃 (𝛿
𝑖
| 𝑦) = 𝑛

+

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥+
𝑖𝑋 if 𝑖 = 𝐺

1
,

𝑃 (𝛿
𝑗
| 𝑦) = 𝑛

−

∑
𝑗=1

𝑥−
𝑗𝑋 if 𝑗 = 𝐺

0
,

(15)

where𝑋 = ∑𝑛−
𝑗=1

𝑥−
𝑗
+ ∑𝑛+
𝑖=1

𝑥+
𝑖
. Then, (14) can be written as

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) =
{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑛
+

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥+
𝑖𝑋 𝐶
10

if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺
1

𝑛
−

∑
𝑗=1

𝑥−
𝑗𝑋 𝐶
01

if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺
0
.

(16)

We can obtain the label of a test sample 𝑦 byminimizing (16):

𝐿 (𝑦) = argmin
𝑖∈{0,1}

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) . (17)

The whole process of CSSRC is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (CSSRC algorithm).

Input. Dictionary 𝐴 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑛, test sample 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑚
Output. The label 𝐿(𝑦) of test sample 𝑦

(1) Normalize the columns of 𝐴 to unit 𝐿
2
-norm

(2) Solve the 𝐿
1
-minimization problem:

�̂� = argmin ‖𝑥‖
1

s.t. 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥 (18)

Or alternatively, solve

�̂� = argmin ‖𝑥‖
1

s.t. 𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦2 ≤ 𝜀 (19)

Assume the solution is �̂� = [𝑥+ 𝑥−]T
(3) Calculate the loss function:

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) =
{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑛
+

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥+
𝑖𝑋 𝐶
10

if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺
1

𝑛
−

∑
𝑗=1

𝑥−
𝑗𝑋 𝐶
01

if 𝜙 (𝑦) = 𝐺
0
,

(20)

where 𝑋 = ∑𝑛−
𝑗=1

𝑥−
𝑗
+ ∑𝑛+
𝑖=1

𝑥+
𝑖

(4) Obtain the label of y:

𝐿 (𝑦) = argmin
𝑖∈{0,1}

loss (𝑦, 𝜙 (𝑦)) . (21)

Table 1: Description of data sets.

Dataset Size Target Ratio min/maj
Abalone 4117 Ring = 7 9.7 391/3786
Housing 506 [20, 23] 3.8 106/400
Nursery 12960 Very-recom 38.5 328/12632
Letter 20000 A 24.3 789/19211
Pima 786 Class 1 1.7 268/500
Cmc 1473 Class 2 3.4 333/1344
Car 1728 acc 3.5 384/1344

4. Experiments

4.1. Data Sets and Experimental Setting. We test the proposed
method on seven UCI data sets [24]. Detailed information
about these data sets is summarized in Table 1.

In cost-sensitive learning, false positive (actual negative
but predicted as positive, denoted as FP), false negative
(actual positive but predicted as negative, FN), true positive
(actual positive and predicted as positive, TP), and true
negative (actual negative and predicted as negative, TN) can
be given in a confusion matrix as follows:

Positive Class Negative Class
Positive Class TP FN
Negative Class FP TN

(22)

To binary classification problems, four kinds of mis-
classification cost are needed, which is referred to as CTP,
CFP, CTN, and CFN, respectively. CTP and CTN are the
costs of true positive (TP) and true negative (TN). In order
to simplify the cost matrix, we set CTP = 0 and CTN
= 0. CFN and CFP are the costs of false negative (FN)
and false positive (FP). We always assume that the cost of
misclassifying positive class instances ismuch higher than the
cost of misclassifying negative class instances, so we set CFN≫ CFP. In this paper, CFP is set to be a unit cost of 1; CFN
is assigned different values: 5, 10, 15, . . . , 50, respectively. In
our experiments, we adopt 10-folder cross-validation to get
the average cost, and three evaluation criteria are adopted
to evaluate the classification performance in cost-sensitive
experiments: average cost (AC), error rate of false acceptance
(Err(IG)), and error rate of false rejection (Err(GI)). For class-
imbalance problem, we choose 𝐹-measure and 𝐺-mean to
evaluate the performance.They are defined as follows [25, 26]:

AC = 𝐶
10

|FP| + 𝐶
01

|FN|𝑁 ,
Err (𝐺𝐼) = |FP|𝑁+ ,
Err (𝐼𝐺) = |FN|𝑁− ,
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Table 2: Average cost of the four methods (cost ratio 1 : 10).

Methods CSSRC SRC CSSVM CS4VM
Abalone 0.0122 0.6585 1.5905 0.4590
Housing 0.0610 0.1585 1.6333 0.4190
Nursery 0.0488 0.3902 0.3110 0.0817
Letter 0.1220 0.6219 0.1774 0.3378
Pima 0.0122 2.4390 2.4495 0.5027
Cmc 0.5122 0.5488 1.9905 0.5105
Car 0.0244 0.0976 0.6714 0.2610

Recall = Acc
+
= TP
TP + FN

,
Acc
−
= TN
TN + FP

,
Accuracy = Acc

−
+ Acc

+
,

Precision = TP
TP + FP

,
𝐺-mean = √Acc

+
× Acc

−
,

𝐹-measure = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

,
(23)

where |FP| and |FN| represent the number of false accep-
tances and false rejections, respectively. 𝑁, 𝑁+, and 𝑁−
represent the number of test samples, positive class samples,
and negative class samples, and𝑁 = 𝑁+ + 𝑁−.

In order to illustrate the performance of CSSRC, sparse
representation based classification (SRC), Cost-Sensitive
Support Vector Machine (CSSVM), and Cost-Sensitive
Semisupervised Support Vector Machine (CS4VM) are cho-
sen to compare the performance on three experiments.
The experiments are performed on Matlab 2014a and the
computer with a 2.6GHz Intel Xeon CPU.

4.2. The Effect of Cost for SRC. For data set Housing, the size
is smaller than the other six data sets, so less samples are
selected for train set and test set.We select 31 positive samples
and 31 negative samples randomly from Housing as test
samples and 41 positive samples and 41 negative samples
as training samples. We select 61 positive samples and 61
negative samples as test samples from Abalone, Nursery,
Letter, Pima, Cmc, and Car and 101 positive samples and 101
negative samples as training samples.We repeat sampling 100
times and get the average results.

Experiment 1. We compare the performance of these 4 meth-
ods (CSSRC, SRC, CSSVM, and CS4VM) on Abalone, Nurs-
ery, Letter, Pima, Cmc, Housing, and Car. We set cost ratio
(the cost of false acceptance respect to false rejection) as 10,
and the results are summarized in (22). From Table 2, we can
see that the proposed cost-sensitive approach achieves lower
average misclassification cost than the other three methods
on Abalone, Nursery, Letter, Pima, Housing, and Car except

Cmc. CSSRC’s average cost is higher than CS4VM but lower
than the other two methods on Cmc and lower than CS4VM
on the other 6 data sets. The average cost of CSSRC is 0.5122
and CS4VM’s average cost is 0.5105. They are in the same
order of magnitudes. In other words, our method has better
performance than SRC, CSSVM, and CS4VM.

Experiment 2. According to the results in Experiment 1, we
plot two pictures from Figure 1. For either positive class or
negative class, the proposedmethod can achieve a lower error
rate on Nursery and Abalone when the cost ratio ranges
from 5 to 50. Although CS4VM can obtain a lower error
rate of false rejection, its error rate of false acceptance is very
high, this can generate a serious total cost. From Figure 1,
we can easily find that our method can achieve lower error
rate of false rejection and lower error rate of false acceptance
simultaneously.

Experiment 3. In this section, we set cost ratio from 10 to 50,
and the results are summarized as Table 3. The first row is
coat ratios and the first two columns represent data sets and
classification methods, respectively. In Experiment 2 we use
merely two data sets, for proving the robust of our method;
more data sets are adopted in this experiment. Our proposed
cost-sensitive SRC achieved a lower average costs on four data
sets. Although it is not the lowest cost on Nursery and Letter,
it has the same order of magnitude as the lowest cost value.

The above there experiments have proved the effect of
cost term for SRC. Particularly, the comparison of SRC and
CSSRC canwell validate the conclusion that the cost term can
improve the performance of SRC.

4.3. Solving Class-Imbalance Problem

Experiment 1. In this section we will solve the class-im-
balance problem. Table 1 has summarized the information
of data sets we used, and the imbalance ratio higher 10 is
Nursery and Letter. In order to set a higher imbalance ratio,
we select Nursery in this experiment. Similarly, we compare
the performance of these four methods (SRC, CSSVM,
CS4VM, and CSSRC) on Nursery. It is difficult to reflect the
performance of ourmethod for class-imbalance problem, and𝐹-measure, 𝐺-mean, and classification accuracy have been
adopted for the class-imbalance problem. In this experiment,
we take the imbalance ratio from [1, 2, . . . , 10], respectively.
The size of minority class is 30 and the majority class is 30
multiplying the imbalance ratios in training set, accordingly.
We select 61 positive samples and 61 negative samples as test
set and run and summarize the results as in Figures 2 and
3; the sampling process has repeated 100 times and gets the
average results.

Figure 2 shows the results of 𝐹-measure on Nursery, and
the definition of 𝐹-measure (the harmonic mean between
the classification accuracy of positive class and the clas-
sification accuracy of negative class) has been shown in
Section 4.1. It is obvious that our method has achieved a
higher 𝐹-measure value with respect to sparse representation
based classification, Cost-Sensitive Support Vector Machine,
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(a) The result on Nursery
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(b) The result on Abalone

Figure 1: Error rate of false acceptance and false rejection.

Table 3: Average cost of methods on five data sets with cost ratio from 10 to 50.

Cost ratio 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Abalone

CSSRC 0.365 0.548 0.487 0.304 0.365 0.426 0.975 0.975 0.609
SRC 1.621 1.646 2.256 2.512 5.487 4.365 5.853 2.280 9.146
CS4VM 4.267 7.036 9.498 12.024 14.561 17.124 19.220 21.809 24.183
CSSVM 1.615 2.213 2.746 3.795 4.175 5.569 6.238 6.542 7.643

Nursery
CSSRC 0.365 0.365 0.731 0.304 0.365 0.426 0.975 0.548 1.829
SRC 4.268 6.585 6.341 6.500 12.804 11.536 13.670 19.207 22.560
CS4VM 0.670 1.001 1.416 1.764 2.108 2.700 2.753 3.152 3.733
CSSVM 0.348 0.394 0.691 0.836 0.895 1.204 1.204 1.531 1.613

Housing
CSSRC 0.487 0.365 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.426 0.000 0.000 0.000
SRC 2.439 2.561 1.256 6.707 5.853 8.109 6.341 12.073 12.195
CS4VM 3.765 6.007 8.091 10.046 11.975 13.491 15.878 17.793 19.420
CSSVM 1.689 2.544 3.106 4.326 4.983 5.228 6.703 6.265 7.647

Letter
CSSRC 0.024 0.049 0.024 0.036 0.012 0.061 0.036 0.085 0.037
SRC 0.036 0.049 0.025 0.305 0.036 0.024 0.049 0.049 1.244
CS4VM 0.606 1.150 1.146 1.483 1.891 2.282 2.405 2.760 3.983
CSSVM 0.158 0.277 0.388 0.298 0.409 0.319 0.466 0.757 0.798

Car
CSSRC 0.000 0.183 0.488 0.000 0.366 0.000 0.488 0.548 0.610
SRC 1.097 1.463 2.195 3.354 1.463 5.549 4.878 5.134 5.488
CS4VM 2.500 3.849 5.307 6.556 7.939 9.365 10.605 11.514 12.854
CSSVM 1.335 1.486 1.711 2.250 2.388 2.561 2.570 2.895 2.998
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Table 4: Classification accuracy on Nursery.

Accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SRC 0.9298 0.9305 0.9343 0.9412 0.9420 0.9460 0.9484 0.9484 0.9530 0.9572
CS4VM 0.9186 0.9256 0.9307 0.9345 0.9335 0.9414 0.9400 0.9396 0.9369 0.9421
CSSVM 0.9279 0.9398 0.9314 0.9393 0.9345 0.9319 0.9285 0.9279 0.9285 0.9294
CSSRC 0.9601 0.9623 0.9610 0.9585 0.9610 0.9600 0.9610 0.9627 0.9597 0.9616

Table 5: Running time on Nursery.

Time/s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SRC 0.0105 0.0385 0.0664 0.0973 0.1324 0.1721 0.2158 0.2620 0.3137 0.3702
CS4VM 1.7131 1.7114 1.9854 2.0866 2.0969 2.2246 2.2572 2.3539 2.3044 2.4455
CSSVM 3.7136 8.5207 15.1722 23.3593 33.2055 45.8405 59.8414 74.8664 93.9153 115.6757
CSSRC 0.0102 0.0237 0.0408 0.0594 0.0818 0.1069 0.1328 0.1594 0.1907 0.2236
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Figure 2: The result of 𝐹-measure on Nursery.

and Cost-Sensitive Semisupervised Support Vector Machine.
Moreover, the method we proposed achieved a more stable
performancewith the increasing of imbalance ratio. Similarly,𝐺-mean (the geometric mean between the classification
accuracy of positive class and the classification accuracy of
negative class) also achieved a higher value with respect the
other three methods in Figure 3.

It is difficult to evaluate the performance of methods
solving class-imbalance problem, but we use classification
accuracy to reflect the method additionally for persuasive,
and this is summarized in Table 4. On the other hand,
running time represents the computation cost of a method.
The result is shown in Table 5. It is obvious that our method
can get the highest classification accuracy and the lowest
running time on Nursery. In this paper, we use sparse
representation coefficient vectors to estimate the posterior
probability; this can well reduce the computing complexity
and computation cost.

Experiment 2. In this experiment, we intend to validate the
applicability of our method for class-imbalance problem. In
Experiment 1 1 we have tested the validity of our method
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Figure 3: The result of 𝐺-mean on Nursery.

when the class distribution of training samples is imbalance.
Now, we will select some training samples to validate our
method, where the distribution of training samples is imbal-
ance. Table 1 has summarized the information of data sets we
used, and the imbalance ratio of Letter is 24.3. In order to set
a higher imbalance ratio, we select Letter in this experiment.
Similarly, we compare the performance of these fourmethods
(SRC, CSSVM, CS4VM, and CSSRC) on Nursery. In this
experiment, we take the imbalance ratio from [1, 2, . . . , 10],
respectively. The size of minority class is 30 and the majority
class is 30 multiplying the imbalance ratios in training set,
accordingly. We select 61 positive samples and 61 negative
samples as test set and run and summarize the results as
Figures 4 and 5; the sampling process has repeated 100 times
and gets the average results.

Figure 4 has shown the 𝐹-measure with imbalanced
training samples; Figure 5 has shown the 𝐹-measure with
imbalanced test samples. It is obvious that our method
achieves a stable and higher result on Letter than the other
three methods from Figures 4 and 5. Although sparse rep-
resentation based classification has a similar result of 𝐹-
measure with our method in Figure 5, the running time is
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Table 6: Running time on Letter.

Time/s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SRC 0.0968 0.4103 0.6356 0.9178 1.2650 1.6695 2.1277 2.6364 3.3029 3.8405
CS4VM 2.0102 2.3504 2.6401 2.9405 3.2302 3.5415 3.8596 4.1482 5.4454 5.7497
CSSVM 7.5763 14.9397 22.1502 25.5690 37.0908 44.1674 51.6777 59.1158 66.6602 74.3515
CSSRC 0.0308 0.1170 0.1914 0.2806 0.3954 1.3279 1.4672 1.6153 1.7826 1.9640
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Figure 4: The result of 𝐹-measure on Letter (the distribution of
training samples is imbalanced).
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Figure 5:The result of 𝐹-measure on Letter (the distribution of test
samples is imbalanced).

higher than our method in Table 6. Much experiments has
been done in this section, we have compared 𝐹-measure with
the imbalanced distribution of training samples and testing
samples and running time, we can easily make a conclusion
that our method is better than the other three methods, and
we can well resolve the class-imbalance problem.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper, we propose a novel cost-sensitive SRC classi-
fier approach. The proposed approach adopted probabilistic
model and sparse representation coefficient matrix to esti-
mate the prior probability and then obtain the label of a
testing sample byminimizing themisclassification losses.The
experimental results show that the proposed cost-sensitive
SRC has a comparable or even lower total cost with higher
accuracy compare to the other three classification algorithms.
Much experiment has been done and concluded that our
method can well solve the class-imbalance problem. In real-
world application, nearly all the data sets are class-imbalance.
Our research can overcome the difficult the imbalanced
distribution of data sets brought in.

In order to simplify the cost matrix, we restrict our
discussion to two-class problems. So extending our current
work to multiclass scenario is a main research direction for
our future work.
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The Internet of Things (IoT), a network of objects, has been regarded as the next revolution for the global information industry
after the Internet. With IoT, many intelligent applications can be accomplished or improved. This paper presents a framework for
dangerous goods management in container yard using IoT technology. The framework consists of three layers: perceptual layer,
transport layer, and application layer. It offers an infrastructure for management and data analysis and utilization. According to the
features of dangerous goods, the framework can be enhanced for container information forecast, container gate-in and gate-out
management, environment parameters monitoring, and fire control as well. In order to verify our method, a prototype system
is developed, which shows good performance. With our method, safe operation of dangerous goods in container yard can be
accomplished.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging global Internet-
based information architecture facilitating the exchange of
goods and services in global supply chain networks [1].
IoT was first proposed in 1999 by Auto-ID Center [2]. The
concept of IoT was widely accepted after a report from ITU
released in 2005 [3]. The growth of IoT community has
been encouraged by the rapid development of wireless sensor
and actuator networks, identification tags such as barcode
and RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), and electronic
prototyping platforms such as Arduino [4].

IoT technology has been widely adopted in various
fields, such as intelligent transportation and environmental
protection. With the acceleration of the world economic
integration, container transportation has become the most
important transport mode for the world trade. Container
yard is the container storage buffer in the whole operation
chain for a port. The efficient and safe operation of the
container yard will increase the port’s relative capacity, thus
improving the operation efficiency of the port. Regarding the
importance of security, container yard is usually divided into
two areas: the storage area for general goods and storage area
for dangerous goods.

The logistics system of dangerous goods mainly consists
of two parts: transportation and storage. At present, danger-
ous goods are mainly transported through the sea or road.
The safety precautions and insurance policy for the shipping
process are rather mature. Thus, dangerous goods can be
protected well during their transportation. Therefore, the
management and control in the storage process, especially in
container yard, should be paid more attention.

A large proportion of serious accidents are caused by
dangerous materials. A huge explosion happened in a con-
tainer yard operated by a logistics company called Rui Hai
International Logistics Co. Ltd. on 12 August 2015 in Tianjin,
China. The Tianjin explosions were a series of explosions
that killed over one hundred people and injured hundreds of
others [5]. Rui Hai handles hazardous chemicals within the
Port of Tianjin. In addition to the vast quantities of sodium
cyanide and calcium carbide, 800 tons of ammonium nitrate
and 500 tons of potassium nitrate were at the blast site [6].
A fire department spokesman confirmed that the firefighters
had used water in combating the initial fire, which may have
led to water being sprayed on calcium carbide, releasing the
highly volatile gas acetylene. This may have detonated the
ammonium nitrate [7]. The direct cause for this accident is
that the nitrocellulose in containers spontaneously combusts
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and explodes due to high temperature. This brings about the
burning of the nitrocellulose and other hazardous chemicals
in the adjacent containers and leads to the explosion of
ammonium nitrate and other hazardous chemicals stacked in
the yard [8].

To avoid similar accident, the monitoring of dangerous
materials in container yard should be paid more attention.
Obviously, IoT is a good solution for the monitoring system.
This paper proposes a framework tomanage dangerous goods
in container yard. With the support of IoT, the framework
helps operators obtain information about different dangerous
materials, such as firefighting knowledge and temperature
limitation. When emergency occurs, this system can provide
related information to the firefighter. It will help the fire-
fighters to use the right method to deal with emergencies,
such as burning or explosion. With the help of wireless
sensor networks, this system can also provide appropriate
management strategies for relevant staffs through tempera-
ture monitoring. These strategies are generated according to
the current temperature and the storage rules for dangerous
materials. Similar directions can be given out according
to the environment parameters such as humidity and CO

2

concentrations.

2. The Internet of Things

IoT is a novel paradigm that is rapidly gaining ground in
the scenario of modern wireless telecommunications. The
basic idea of IoT is the pervasive presence around us of a
variety of things or objects. IoT involves many technologies
including architecture, sensor/identification, coding, trans-
mission, data processing, network, and discovery [9]. The
standard, reliability, and robustness are also key concerns for
IoT development.

With the changes of application requirements and the
development of technologies, the concept of IoT is developed
further [10, 11]. Different IoT definitions have been put
forward from different perspectives such as CASAGRAS [12],
CERP-IoT [13, 14], and Smart Planet [15]. Thiesse et al. found
solutions based on RIFD technology or EPC mechanism
[16]. Broll et al. proposed the Pervasive Service Interaction
with things [17] and Vazquez et al. showed an integration
solution betweenmobile services and smart objects [18].Most
researches focused on specific application or special function
[19] such as security [20, 21], data mining model [22],
and network management [23] for IoT. The Future Internet
Assembly has been founded by the European Commission
to support fundamental and systematic innovation in Europe
for realization of the Future Internet [24].

2.1. Architecture of IoT. As a representative of the earlier
scheme for IoT, EPC (Electronic Product Code) system is
a vision world where all physical objects can be connected
by RFID transponder through a global unique EPC code
carried by the RFID tag [25]. Networked Auto-ID is an
architecture proposed by the MIT AUTO-ID Center. Its
target is to connect all objects by sensing devices (such
as RFID and bar code) and the Internet. Corresponding

architecture consists of physical tag (such as magnetic stripe
encoding, barcode, two-dimensional code, andRFID), reader
(such as magnetic stripe card reader, barcode reader, two-
dimensional code reader, and RFID reader), network (the
Internet or Intranet), object name service, and PML (Physical
Markup Language) servers [26]. Japan also proposed its
IoT prototype, uID IoT. It identifies real-world entities via
RFIDs or barcodes, determines context information such as
environment parameters fromnetworked sensors, and adapts
information services according to the data it obtains. The
difference between Networked Auto-ID and uID IoT is that
uID IoT collects context information such as environment
parameters [27].

2.2. Technologies in IoT. IoT has several different implemen-
tation methods, such as RFID, GPS, laser sensor, infrared
sensor, and other equipment. In this network, things can
interact with each other without human’s participation. In
fact, the goal of IoT is to realize the automatic recognition
and information sharing among things (or goods) through
the Internet. Other associated technologies include network,
database, and middleware.

RFID is a popular method to fulfill IoT. IoT can utilize
RFID wireless communication to build a network of things
[28]. RFID makes things “speak.” The RFID tag stores rules
and information [29]. There is a center system to collect the
data from things through the wireless network. It recognizes
objects and shares the information based on opening plat-
form. Things can be managed by the center system.

Wireless sensor network is another key technology. Dif-
ferent kinds of sensors can collect context parameters accord-
ing to application requirement. Generally, these parameters
are transmitted by a wireless network such as GPRS. GPS
technology and indoor location technique are often adopted
by IoT as well.

3. Dangerous Goods Briefing

Dangerous goods are items or substances that may cause a
risk to health, safety, property, or the public environment.

3.1. Classification and Identification of Dangerous Goods. The
International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) code was
developed as a uniform international code for the transport
of dangerous goods by sea covering such matters as packing,
container traffic, and stowage, with particular reference to
the segregation of incompatible substances. Dangerous goods
are classified into different classes according to IMDG code.
General provisions for each class or division are given.
Individual dangerous goods are listed in the Dangerous
Goods List, with the class and any specific requirements.

In general, dangerous goods are classified into 9 classes.
Each class is expressed by a single number, such as “class
1.” The nine classes of dangerous goods are as follows: class
1, explosives; class 2, compressed gases and liquefied gases;
class 3, flammable liquids; class 4, flammable solids; class 5,
oxidizing substances and organic peroxide; class 6, toxic and
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Table 1: General segregation requirements for hazardous materials.

Class 1.1, 1.2, 1.5 1.3, 1.6 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 3 4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 6.1 6.2 7 8 9
Explosives 1.1, 1.2, 1.5 ∗ ∗ ∗ 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 ⨉
Explosives 1.3, 1.6 ∗ ∗ ∗ 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 ⨉
Explosives 1.4 ∗ ∗ ∗ 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 ⨉ 4 2 2 ⨉
Flammable gases 2.1 4 4 2 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 2 1 2 ⨉ 2 2 ⨉ 4 2 1 ⨉
Nontoxic, nonflammable gases 2.2 2 2 1 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 1 ⨉ 1 ⨉ ⨉ 1 ⨉ 2 1 ⨉ ⨉
Poisonous gases 2.3 2 2 1 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 2 ⨉ 2 ⨉ ⨉ 2 ⨉ 2 1 ⨉ ⨉
Flammable liquids 3 4 4 2 2 1 2 ⨉ ⨉ 2 1 2 2 ⨉ 3 2 ⨉ ⨉
Flammable solids 4.1 4 3 2 1 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 1 ⨉ 1 2 ⨉ 3 2 1 ⨉
Spontaneously combustible substances 4.2 4 4 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 ⨉ 1 2 2 1 3 2 1
Substances which are dangerous when wet 4.3 4 4 2 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 1 ⨉ 1 ⨉ 2 2 ⨉ 2 2 1 ⨉
Oxidizing substances 5.1 4 4 2 2 ⨉ ⨉ 2 1 2 2 ⨉ 2 1 3 1 2 ⨉
Organic peroxides 5.2 4 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 ⨉ 1 3 2 2 ⨉
Poisons 6.1 2 2 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 1 ⨉ 1 1 ⨉ 1 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉
Infectious substances 6.2 4 4 4 4 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 ⨉ 3 3 ⨉
Radioactive materials 7 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 ⨉ 3 ⨉ 2 ⨉
Corrosives 8 4 2 2 1 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ 1 1 1 2 2 ⨉ 3 2 ⨉ ⨉
Miscellaneous dangerous substances 9 ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉ ⨉

infectious substances; class 7, radioactive materials; class 8,
corrosives; and class 9, miscellaneous dangerous substances.

Some classes, classes 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, are subdivided
into divisions. Divisions are expressed by 2 numbers. The
first number identifies the class number and the second
identifies the variation within that class. For example, oxi-
dizer is class 5, division 1, which should read “division
5.1.” The order in which the classes are numbered is for
convenience and does not imply a relative degree of danger
(i.e., class 1 is not necessarily more dangerous than class 2 or
3).

3.2. Introduction of Dangerous Goods Regulation. There are
different demands for different kinds of dangerous materials.
The Department of Transportation (DOT) has designated
criteria in 49CFR: Title 49—Transportation, Code of Fed-
eral Regulations, Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR),
for determining what is considered hazardous for trans-
portation. Definitions of hazardous material designations
are included in 49CFR173 and DOT Hazardous Materials
Table 49CFR172.101 provides descriptions required for ship-
ping. Here, several rules are considered in our monitoring
system:

(1) During the high temperature period (from June 20 to
September 10 each year) from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., it is
prohibited to transport divisions 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.2, 4.3,
and 5.1.

(2) In the high temperature season, when the tempera-
ture exceeds 30 degrees Celsius, the dangerous goods
container for spraying should be sprayed every 2
hours.

(3) According to JT 397-2007: the safety rules for han-
dling dangerous cargo container in port, classes 1, 2,
and 7 should be directly lifted down.

(4) Different kinds of dangerous goods should be stacked
in different areas. Some of them should bemaintained
within a certain distance. The detailed requirements
are given in Table 1. Numbers and symbols in Table 1
are related to the following terms:

(i) 1, away from: effectively segregated so that the
incompatible materials cannot interact danger-
ously in the event of an accident but may be
carried in the same compartment or hold or
on deck provided that minimum horizontal
separation of 3m (10 feet) projected vertically is
obtained.

(ii) 2, separated from: in different compartments or
holds when stowed under deck. If the interven-
ing deck is resistant to fire and liquid, vertical
separation (i.e., in different compartments) is
acceptable as equivalent to this segregation.
For “on-deck” stowage, this segregation means
separation by a distance of at least 6m (20 feet)
horizontally.

(iii) 3, separated by a complete compartment or hold
from: either vertical or horizontal separation. If
the intervening decks are not resistant to fire
and liquid, then only longitudinal separation
(i.e., by an intervening complete compartment
or hold) is acceptable. For “on-deck” stowage,
this segregation means separation by a distance
of at least 12m (39 feet) horizontally. The same
distance must be applied if one package is
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stowed “on deck” and the other one in an upper
compartment.

(iv) 4, separated longitudinally by an intervening
complete compartment or hold from: vertical
separation alone does not meet this require-
ment. Between a package “under deck” and one
“on deck,” a minimum distance of 24m (79
feet) including a complete compartment must
be maintained longitudinally. For “on-deck”
stowage, this segregation means separation by a
distance of at least 24m (79 feet) longitudinally.

(v)⨉, the segregation, if any, is shown in detail in
table of materials.

(vi) ∗, segregation among different class 1 (explo-
sive) materials is governed by the compatibility
table.

4. Monitoring System for Dangerous
Goods Using IoT

4.1. Requirement Analysis. Considering the regulations for
dangerous materials introduced in Section 3.2, the monitor-
ing system should have the following functions:

(1) Container Information Forecast. Owners can notice
the yard and the information of arriving container
in advance through the Internet or other channels.
This kind of information can be container number,
arrival time, source and destination, and other related
information. The management systems can make
work plan according to the information.

(2) Gate-In and Gate-Out Management. As shown in
Figure 1, in the container yard entrance and exit, the
reader equipment can get the container information
by RFID tag on the container and upload the related
information to the system database.Themanagement
system automatically records the gate-in information
or gate-out information and updates the database in
real time.

(3) Environment ParametersMonitor.This can be realized
by a temperature sensor installed in the container
yard. Furthermore, if sensors are deployed within
containers, internal environment parameters of the
container can be monitored. Different dangerous
materials have different ignition points and explo-
sive limits. Sensors inside containers make specific
context-aware information for different dangerous
materials possible. To a certain extent, this function
depends on the deployment of the wireless sensor
network. It will be introduced in Section 4.6.

(4) Firefighting Auxiliary Function. Firefighting methods
for different dangerous materials may be different.
For example, if there is a fire of sodium azide, water,
foam, and carbon dioxide can be used but sand
pressure cannot be used. In order to get right fire-
fighting knowledge for different dangerous materials,

Read/write head

RFID tag

Figure 1: Gate-in and gate-out procedure with RFID.

two situations should be discussed. First, if the RFID
tag on the container still works, the firefighter can
get main information about the dangerous goods
packaged in the container, including advice about
firefighting, by a handhold reader directly. Second,
if the tag has been destroyed, fire alert can still
be obtained through the container’s position infor-
mation indirectly. The details will be introduced in
Section 4.5.

4.2. System Architecture. In order to support the above
functions, we put forward the following architecture for the
monitoring system using IoT. The architecture consists of
three layers, shown in Figure 2. The first layer is perceptual
layer. The task of the perceptual layer is to identify physical
object and collect context such as humidity and position.This
layer includes RFID tag, RFID reader, sensors, GPS receivers,
and handhold terminal.The second layer is transport layer. It
transports information by the Internet, Intranet, or wireless
network such as GPRS. The object resolution server and
container yard monitoring server for dangerous goods form
the third layer. The third layer can be regarded as an
application layer. The object resolution server identifies the
entity by the unique code and finds out the monitoring
services related to the object. Container yard monitoring
server gives specific context-aware information based on the
information provided by object resolution server and with
reference to the service rule database.

Unique code tag only records a unique code. All infor-
mation about objects and position is maintained by object
resolution server and container yard monitoring server. By
separating the unique code and information, users can easily
acquire the latest information on an entity, update that
information, and obtain information on other entities related
to that entity.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the monitoring system for dangerous goods in container yard.
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Figure 3: Exemplary layout of the container yard.

The numbers in Figure 2 indicate the order in which the
information is processed:

A Obtain unique code of container from RFID tags
on container by RFID reader (handhold terminal or
reader head on entrance) or location information
about container by handhold terminal of GPS. In this
step, contexts such as humidity and temperature in
containers are collected through sensors and wireless
network.

B Object resolution server retrieves the context
information about the object identified by unique
code and the monitoring services related to object.
Here, object and service database records the related

information. This kind of information includes the
class code of the dangerousmaterials in the container,
the transport rule, and the ID of monitoring services
related.
C When container yard monitoring server receives
monitoring service ID, it sends context-aware infor-
mation about the object (such as container or danger-
ous goods) back to operators through handhold ter-
minals.The details for the context-aware information
are stored in the service rule database.

4.3. Layout of Container Yard and the EncodingMethod for Slot
Number. Figure 3 shows the overall layout of the container
yard for dangerous goods. Different blocks are arranged
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Figure 5: Identification of slot by location information.

in the rows and columns. Each block is distinguished by
two numbers and one letter. Two numbers indicate the
order of a block in the yard from the west to the east.
The letter specifies the block order from the south to the
north. According to the regulations in the recommenda-
tions on the transport of dangerous goods, different kinds
of dangerous goods should be stacked in different blocks
[30].

Figure 4 is an exemplary layout of a container storage
facility, at either seaport terminal, rail intermodal terminal, or
inland storage terminal. It illustrates the three-dimensional
characteristics of the storage locations at a container yard.
Each individual cube represents a container storage location,
called slot, where a container can reside. Slot number is
used to uniquely identify each slot in the container storage
facility. Figure 4 shows a typical slot number, which uses
terms such as bay, row, and tier following the block number.
A bay value and a row value are used to uniquely identify
a container storage location’s planetary position in a block.
Each bay has the width of one container’s length and each
row has the width of one container’s depth. Containers
can also be stacked on top of one another, and the height
of the container storage location is represented by a tier
value.

In Figure 4, the height is shown and the container cell
on the second tier of location (Block 01A, Bay 01, Row F)
is uniquely identified by (Block 01A, Bay 01, Row F, Tier
2). So, the slot number is 01A01F2. Such a cell-naming
convention allows quick and easy identification of a storage
location for containers as well as numerous other types of
inventory. Other naming conventions can also be used, and
they all reflect uniformity throughout the storage facility in
representing the 3-dimensional storage cell locations.

4.4. Gate-In and Gate-Out Operation. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, each container owns a unique number written in its
RFID tag.The container number follows the ISO 6346(1995):
freight containers coding identification and marking. It pro-
vides a system for general application for the identification
and presentation of information about freight containers.
It specifies an identification system with mandatory marks
for visual interpretation and optional features for automatic
identification and electronic data interchange and a coding
system for data on container size and type. The class number
introduced in Section 3.1 is stored in the tag as well.

Container yard supporting facilities include straddle
carriers, shore crane, tire gantry stackers, and forklifts (or
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stacker). The storage height for dangerous goods container
is generally no more than 2 tiers and safety distance should
be maintained between different types of dangerous goods
containers [30]. These regulations make tire gantry stacker
unable to fully play its advantage. At the same time, the
flameproof transformation for tire gantry stackers is expen-
sive. Forklift truck for freight containers is more suitable for
container yard of dangerous goods.

As shown in Figure 1, RFID read/write heads aremounted
on the entrance and exit of the container yard. When
a forklift truck, carrying a container, passes through the
entrance, the read/write head reads the information from
the tag on the container and updates the related information
in the object and service database. Similar operations are
also performed when a forklift truck passes through the
exit.

The electronic tag in RFID system can be active or passive
according to whether it has a built-in power supply. Passive
RFID tags are used for applications such as access control,
file tracking, supply chain management, and smart labels.
The lower price makes employing passive RFID systems
economical for many enterprises. Passive tags are adopted in
our system as well.

Various frequency bands can be used in a RFID system
such as low frequency (125 KHz, 135 KHz), high frequency
(13.56MHz), ultrahigh frequency (400MHz–960MHz), and
micro wave (2.45GHz). According to the demands of
transmission distance and speed, 433MHz, 916MHz, and
2.45GHz are often used for containermanagement. In China,
433MHz can be used by radio amateur. At the same time,
860MHz–960MHz is the band belonging to GSM in China.
So, radio signal whose frequency is 2.45GHz is used in our
system.

4.5. Firefighting Auxiliary Based on GPS Information. As
introduced in Section 4.1, there are two ways to provide right
firefighting knowledge according to the type of dangerous
materials for fire crews. Firefighters can scan RFID tag on
container by handhold terminal, and then the unique code
of the container is transmitted to the object resolution server
by transmit layer. The object resolution server identifies the
container by unique code and extracts related information.
The information includes theUnitedNations code (UN code)
of the dangerous goods stored in the container and the
monitoring service ID labeling the query service for the
knowledge about firefighting.The information is submitted to
the container yard monitoring server. The monitoring server
queries the service rule database according to UN code and
monitoring service ID. Then, firefighting knowledge is sent
back to firefighter through handhold terminal by monitoring
server.

If the tag on the container is destroyed, firefighter can
report the location information of a slot to the object resolu-
tion server by theGPS function of the handhold terminal.The
object resolution server deduces the slot number according to
the location information first. The container stacked at that
slot is identified further.The rest of the process is the same as
the first method.

Table 2: Dangerous goods classified by hazardous properties.

Hazard properties Code of division
Explosive 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.1, 5.1, 5.2
Flammable Except for nonflammable goods
Toxic 2.3, 3, 6.1, 6.2, 9
Radioactive 7
Corrosive 8

The key issue for the second method is the way to deduce
the slot number according to the location information. Loca-
tion information about each slot is maintained in the object
and service database. As a result, we can get a container’s
location range by slot number query and get slot number by
location query. When the container is stored to a slot, the
bond between the container unique code and slot number is
built and recorded in the object and service database. So, we
can get information about the dangerous goods in a container
either by container number or by slot number.

Here, we only discuss the closed container.Whenwewant
to gain information about a certain container, we cannot put
the handhold terminal into the container. The terminal can
only be located near the container. As shown in Figure 5,
there are three conditions for the relationship between the
container and the handhold terminal:

(1) The height of the terminal is bigger than 2 tiers.
According to the regulations in the recommendations
on the transport of dangerous goods, height for
containers of dangerous goods is no more than 2
tiers [30]. For condition (1.1), the container with slot
number 01A03F02 is identified. For situation (1.2),
because there is no container in tier 2, the slot number
is 01A01F01.

(2) The horizontal coordinates of the terminal are out of
the range of block. The container with slot number
01A04A01 is specified.

(3) For the third situation, the distances from the termi-
nal to the containers with slot numbers 01A02C02,
01A03B02, and 01A02B01 are calculated, respectively.
Suppose the distance to slot 01A02C02 is the shortest;
the slot number 01A02C02 will be specified.

The deviation of open GPS supplied by USA is less than
10 meters. Researchers and manufacturers often improve the
precision of GPS by difference algorithm. The application of
carrier phase difference in GPS can bring about precision
resolution in centimeters. The external dimensions of the
most common container, 40GP, are 12192× 2438× 2591 (mm).
So, the resolution of GPS enhanced by difference algorithm
can satisfy the location requirement in the container yard.

4.6. Environment Parameter Monitor and Control. Table 2
illustrates the hazardous goods classified by hazardous prop-
erties. According to the classification of dangerous goods
introduced in Section 3.1 and Table 2, we can find out that
explosion andflame are themain hazards of dangerous goods.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of WSN for environment monitoring.

At the same time, there are many kinds of dangerous materi-
als whose hazards are explosion and inflammation.Therefore,
we emphasize the monitoring of explosion and inflammation
in the container yard for dangerous materials. Generally, an
explosion or flame needs three essential factors: combustibil-
ity, an oxidant, and temperature (ignition source). In extreme
circumstances, the temperatures in containers may reach up
to 50 Celsius or 70 Celsius. So the temperature is the key issue
in these three elements.

As discussed before, temperaturemonitor and control are
important for dangerous goods.This can be achievedwith the
support of wireless sensor networks. In order to get real-time
temperature, temperature sensors should be mounted. There
are twomodes for the installation of temperature sensors: one
temperature sensor is mounted in each container or several
temperature sensors are installed at different places in the
container yard. The first method needs the modification of
container. It requires a large number of sensors. This method
has an obvious advantage. Containers holding different kinds
of dangerous goods can bemonitored, respectively, according
to the specific temperature requirements.Thismethod can be
enhanced to fulfill the control of humidity and CO

2
concen-

trations in dangerous goods containers. In order to reduce
the number of sensors and simplify the installation process,

compound sensor can be designed to collect information
about temperature, humidity, and CO

2
concentrations.

Senor is the most important kind of monitoring node.
For the first mode, monitoring node is mounted inside the
container. Because the container itself has a strong shielding
effect on the wireless signal, we fix antennas on the outer
surface of the container door. A tree network is adopted in our
system. As shown in Figure 6, themonitoring system consists
of wireless sensor network and computer monitoring center.
Except for sensors, there are two other kinds of monitoring
nodes in the wireless sensor network. The coordinator node
is responsible for the communication between the WSN
and the computer monitoring center. It is the assignment
for route nodes to transfer data and enlarge the coverage
areas of the WSN. The monitoring nodes (sensors) collect
related data, such as temperature and humidity, inside the
container.

For the second way, temperature sensors are only
deployed in container yard, so the outdoor temperature can
be monitored with low cost. The monitoring system can also
give some context-aware information. For example, when the
outdoor temperature exceeds 30 degrees Celsius, it will notice
the operators to spray the dangerous goods container every 2
hours.
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Figure 7: Main page of the prototype system.

Figure 8: Function of environment parameter monitoring.

5. Prototype System

To verify the effect of our method, a prototype system is
developed. Figure 7 shows the main page of the prototype
system. The main functions including gate-in and gate-out
management, temperature monitoring, firefighting auxiliary
function, and information inquiry are implemented.

Temperature monitoring function is realized by the
prototype system as the sample of environment parameters
monitoring. As shown in Figure 8, outdoor temperature is
collected each hour. At any time, the temperature can be
browsed in table format or temperature curve. If the outdoor
temperature is greater than or equal to 30 degrees Celsius,
the corresponding dot in the temperature curve is painted in

yellow. The right of Figure 8 lists the reminding information
for spray. The reminding information is given following the
rule introduced in Section 3 and is updated every 2 hours.
The slot number of the containers that should be sprayed is
listed as well.

Figure 9 is SHT11 intelligent sensor from Sensirion
Company. It collects temperature and humidity in containers.
It measures temperature with a resolution of 0.01 degrees and
within ±2-degree accuracy and measures relative humidity
with a resolution of 0.03% and within ±3.5% accuracy. The
operating temperature range of SHT11 is from −40 to +125∘C.
The 2-wire serial interface and internal voltage regulation
allow easy and fast system integration [31]. If electrochemical
sensors are used to monitor concentration of gases such
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Table 3: Field meaning of GPGGA message.

GGA Global Positioning System Fix Data
123519 Fix taken at 12:35:19 UTC
4807.038,N Latitude 48 deg. 07.038 N
01131.000,E Longitude 11 deg. 31.000 E

1 Fix quality: 0 = invalid; 1 = GPS fix (SPS); 2 = DGPS fix; 3 = PPS fix; 4 = real-time kinematic; 5 = float RTK; 6 =
estimated (dead reckoning); 7 = manual input mode; 8 = simulation mode

08 Number of satellites being tracked
0.9 Horizontal dilution of position
545.4,M Altitude, meters, above mean sea level
46.9,M Height of geoid (mean sea level) above WGS84 ellipsoid
(empty field) Time in seconds since the last DGPS update
(empty field) DGPS station ID number
∗47 Checksum data, always beginning with∗

Figure 9: SHT11, temperature and humidity sensor.

as nitric oxide and hydrogen sulfide, A/D modular should
be designed to convert sensors’ analogue signals to digital
signals.

As introduced before, the right firefighting knowledge
can be obtained by RFID tag on container or location infor-
mation of container. Figure 10 shows the firefighting informa-
tion got by location information through user terminal based
on GPS function. The left part of Figure 10 is the location
information, the slot number of the container identified
according to the location information, and the firefighting
principles for the dangerous goods in the container identified.

NMEA 0183 is a combined electrical and data specifica-
tion for communication between GPS receivers. It has been
defined and controlled by the National Marine Electronics
Association. The baud rate supported by NMEA 0183 is
4800 bps, and all messages of NMEA-0183 are ASCII codes.
Each message begins with a dollar sign ($) and ends with a
carriage return and a linefeed (<CR><LF>).

Commonly usedmessages include GPGGA (Global Posi-
tioning System Fix Data), GPGSA (GPS DOP and active
satellite), GPGSV (GPS Satellites in View), GPRMC (Rec-
ommended Minimum Specific DPS/Transit Data Speed),
GPVTG (Track Made Good and Ground), and GPGLL

(Geographic Position, Latitude/Longitude). GPGGA mes-
sage can provide us with information such as time and
position and fix related data. “$GPGGA,123519,4807.038,N,
01131.000,E,1,08,0.9,545.4,M,46.9,M,,∗47” is a GPGGA mes-
sage. The meaning of each field is listed in Table 3.

The right part of Figure 10 lists the detailed information
about the dangerous goods in the corresponding container.
The information includes name, molecular formula, CAS
number, UN number, type of hazard, and method of pre-
vention and firefighting. It would help people to completely
know the information about dangerous goods in the specific
container.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

This paper proposes a framework for container yard of
dangerous goods using IoT, monitoring environment param-
eters, and providing fire control service. It can reduce
the risk of fire and explosion. When fire or explosion
happens, firefighter can get right directions for firefighting
through the fire control service. A prototype system is
developed as well. Main functions of our method, such
as gate-in and gate-out management, temperature moni-
toring, information inquiry, and firefighting auxiliary, are
accomplished.

In the future, we will focus on the study of the storage
assignment strategy for the dangerous goods in container
yard. The assignment strategy must satisfy the regulations in
recommendations on the transport of dangerous goods first
of all [30]. We will accomplish the deployment of the system
and investigate the quantitative benefits brought about by the
system in our future work.
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Figure 10: Firefighting knowledge obtained through location information.
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One of the latest authentication methods is by discerning human gestures. Previous research has shown that different people can
develop distinct gesture behaviours evenwhen executing the same gesture. Hand gesture is one of themost commonly used gestures
in both communication and authentication research since it requires less room to perform as compared to other bodily gestures.
There are different types of hand gesture and they have been researched by many researchers, but stationary hand gesture has yet to
be thoroughly explored. There are a number of disadvantages and flaws in general hand gesture authentication such as reliability,
usability, and computational cost. Although stationary hand gesture is not able to solve all these problems, it still provides more
benefits and advantages over other hand gesture authentication methods, such as making gesture into a motion flow instead of
trivial image capturing, and requires less room to perform, less vision cue needed during performance, and so forth. In this paper,
we introduce stationary hand gesture authentication by implementing edit distance on finger pointing direction interval (ED-FPDI)
from hand gesture to model behaviour-based authentication system.The accuracy rate of the proposed ED-FPDI shows promising
results.

1. Introduction

Hand gesture recognition has been adapted into some of our
daily-use home appliances [1, 2], in electronic devices [3–5],
and even in vehicles [6] as a method of input and it is said
to be the interface of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in the future
[7]. But with such a wide usage and implementation, security
issues are bound to emerge. Due to these issues, hand gesture
passwords have been researched since the past few years [8–
10]. But hand gesture password is not sufficiently secure as
hand gesture can be easily learned and imitated. In order to
overcome this limitation, we have adopted behaviour into the
hand gesture, in return enhancing hand gesture password into
hand gesture authentication.

It is interesting that hand gesture recognition has been
researched throughout the decades, but there has not been
any clear definition or classification on it. In this paper, we
classified hand gesture into two major categories: static hand
gesture recognition and motion hand gesture recognition.

Static hand gesture recognition is performed with captured
images; it can be using only one image or more than one.
Motion hand gesture recognition includes all the movement
between different hand gestures; the recognition process is
conducted over a flow of hand gesture from the beginning
until the end of the gesture. That is, static hand gesture is
analogous to still image, whereas motion hand gesture is to
video. In motion hand gesture recognition, there are other
subcategories such as dynamic hand gesture recognition,
stationary hand gesture recognition, finger gesture recogni-
tion [1, 11], and arm gesture recognition [12–14]. Detailed
information on hand gesture recognition is explained in
Section 3.1.

User authentication can be implemented through var-
ious methods including biometric feature based ones [15].
There are two main approaches in biometric authentica-
tion: physiology-based and behaviour-based. Physiology-
based approach includes fingerprint, iris, and voice; whereas
behaviour-based or behaviometrics [16] includes human
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gesture, keystroke dynamic on keyboard, mouse, and touch
screen [17]. Based on [18], different people develop different
behaviour even when performing the same gesture or move-
ment. These behaviours can be evaluated through movement
speed, acceleration, positioning, distance travelled, and so
forth.

There have been a considerable amount of research on
biometrics authentication and some of them are based on
hand gesture. Keystroke dynamics [17], mouse biometrics
[16], multitouch gesture-based authentication [19], digi-
tal signature with accelerometer (e.g., uWave), and other
approaches [11] have shown promising results in authenti-
cation, but they still require users to have contact with the
devices. Some hand gesture authentication [8] is not practical
in real-life application as it only uses a single capture image
of the hand gesture and can also be easily mimicked by
imposters, whereas the others [12, 13] require more room
to perform and have very few available gestures that can be
done as compared to stationary hand gesture authentication.
Stationary hand gesture authentication does not require user
to come into contact with the device, nor is it a trivial image
based authentication, and it does not require a lot of room to
be performed. In addition, it is more reliable, user-friendly,
and secure compared to other hand gesture authentications
which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.

In this paper, we have applied edit distance algorithm
to stationary hand gesture behaviour to authenticate user
by comparing the dissimilarities between the finger’s states
based on the time interval. Mean and standard deviation
method and acceptance rate method are set as the thresholds
to accept or reject the data. As for the result evaluation
and analysis, accuracy from the confusion matrix and equal
error rate (EER) from receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve have been considered. The detailed methodology is
explained in Section 4.

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we
explain the related work. The following section, Section 3,
discusses hand gesture, Leap Motion controller, and edit
distance algorithm. Section 4 explains our proposed method
ED-FPDI, followed by results and discussion in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6, we close the paper with conclusion and
present our future work.

2. Related Work

Chan et al. [20] have used Leap Motion controller for
authentication via hand geometry and gestures. They have
implemented two types of authentication in their experiment
which is the static authentication and continuous authentica-
tion. In static authentication scenario, users have been asked
to draw a circle with one finger; in continuous authentication
scenario, users have been asked to performbasic actions, such
as key or screen tapping, scrolling, swiping, and other actions.
These data are being evaluated using different features: hand
and finger properties, radius of the circle drawn, acceleration
of hand, pinching and grabbing strengths, and so forth.These
features are then classified using random forest classifiers
and the result has shown that more weights are given to the
physical properties of the hand and finger.The accuracy of the

experiment is 99.97% on the static authentication and 98.39%
on the continuous authentication.

Fong et al. [8] have proposed a biometric authentication
model using static hand gesture images. Participants have
been asked to perform American Sign Language of the 26
letters and each sign language was captured using a RGB
camera. Features of the hand and finger, such as the position
and angle, are extracted from the image for classification.The
authors have used ten machine learning algorithms which
are chosen from the major types of classification, including
decision trees, rule-based methods, kernel functions, and
Bayes methods.The experiment has shown promising overall
result with a maximum accuracy of 93.75%.

Liu et al. [11] have proposed uWave, an efficient recog-
nition algorithm for a single three-axis accelerometer such
as the Nintendo Wii Remote. This method is similar to that
of a signature-based recognition where users use a handheld
device and start scribbling onto a flat screen to form a pattern.
The pattern is then compared with other patterns using
dynamic time warping (DTW) to authenticate the users.

Lai et al. [12] have proposed a user identification method
using Microsoft Kinect to detect the arm gesture of the user.
The arm gesture has been recorded in the form of body
silhouette and is compared with other recorded gestures
using nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm to identify user. Wu
et al. [13] have expanded the approach of Lai et al. [12] by
adopting Kinect skeleton model instead of body silhouette
and extending the method to perform user authentication
instead of only identification. The DTW algorithm has
been used to compare the gestures. Unlike uWave, these
approaches do not require user to equip or hold any devices
on them.

Sayed et al. [16] have proposed biometric authentica-
tion using mouse gesture to create pattern by moving the
mouse around. The method which attempts to find the time
differences between two similar patterns is learning vector
quantization (LVQ) neural network.

On the other hand, Sae-Bae et al. [19] have proposed
authentication on multitouch devices. By comparing the
touch sequence and time interval of the sequence usingDTW
algorithm, they have been able to authenticate users through
touchscreen devices.The authentication is not limited to only
one touch sequence.

Both Chan et al. [20] and Fong et al. [8] are closely related
to our proposed method. Similar to Fong et al., we have
used hand gestures identical to that of sign languages, but,
instead of using static images, we have recorded these gestures
in motion which includes the gestures and also the changes
between each gesture. Chan et al. [20], on the other hand,
have implemented finger gesture authentication through
Leap Motion controller with gestures such as drawing,
scrolling, and tapping. But their results show that most of the
weights for authentication are placed into the physical prop-
erties of the hand and finger instead of the gesture. In com-
parison, Fong et al.’s method [8] can be easily copied by other
users since it is just static hand gesture, whereas Chan et al.
method [20] focuses more on hand properties which can
easily be done using hand sculpture for authentication. Fong
et al.’s method [8] is undeniably accurate in authentication,
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but, in some situations, it may be easy for imposters to copy
static hand gesture because the method considers simple
static images, whereas Chan et al.’s method [20] focuses more
on hand properties which are considered as physiological
biometrics instead of behavioural based biometrics, and it
may also be insecure at some point as imposters can trace the
genuine hand and duplicate it.

Recently, Liu et al. [21, 22] used dynamic time warping
(DTW) [21] and canonical time warping (CTW) [22] to
develop the kernel sparse coding method to analyze the time
series to improve the performance of object recognition.

To our knowledge, we have yet to come across similar
approaches to our proposed method which uses stationary
hand gesture in authentication, as most of the research has
been based on static hand gesture, arm gesture, and finger
gesture. A comparison on these different hand gestures and
the advantages of stationary hand gesture over other hand
gesture is stated in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. As for other related
work, due to the difference in methodology used, we have
constructed a table of comparison in Table 8 and discussed
in Section 5.3.2 as to why gesture-based authentication is
more preferable. Since there are also different types of gesture
recognition available, a comparison among different gesture
recognition has been constructed in Table 9.

3. Background

3.1. Hand Gesture and Its Behaviour

3.1.1. Categories of Hand Gesture. Although keyboard and
mouse are the traditional way of providing input to the com-
puter, they are considered unnatural for human interaction
[23, 24]. Hand gesture as an input has advantages over tradi-
tional input methods, such as being handsfree, able to com-
municate with the device from a distance, and more natural
due to daily usage of hand gesture in human-to-human
(H2H) communication[25, 26].

Hand gesture is a very vague term as there are so many
different types of hand gesture available. Therefore, we have
categorized hand gesture in Figure 1.

The terms used in hand gesture classification are as
follows:

(i) Static means no movement or motion on the subject
at all, usually in single image form.

(ii) Motion means there is movement involved.

(iii) Stationary means no movement on the particular
subject, but objects that do not affect themovement of
the subject can still bemoving; for example, stationary
hand gesture is when the hand, wrist, and arm (since
movement of thewrist and armwill affect the position
of the hand) are not moving or having any motion,
whereas the fingers are free to move as long as this
does not affect the position of the hand.

(iv) Dynamic means any part of the subject can have
movement of motion even if it affects other objects;
for example, dynamic hand gesture allows hand to

S N O W Y

0 1 2 3 4 5

S 1 0 1 2 3 4

Delete

U 2 1 1 2 3 4

Insert

N 3 2 1 2 3 4

Replace/unchanged

N 4 3 2 2 3 4

Y 5 4 3 3 3 3

0

0

Figure 1: Edit distance matrix of string “SUNNY” to “SNOWY.”

move freely and, at the same time, fingers’ position
will be affected.

In some papers [12, 13], they refer to arm gesture as hand
gesture which cause a lot of confusion; thus, we separate them
into two different categories (Table 1). As for hand gesture,
there are two major types, which are static hand gesture and
motion hand gesture. We have defined two types of motion
hand gesture: stationary hand gesture (hand and wrist are not
moving but fingers are moving) and dynamic hand gesture
(hand, fingers, and wrist are moving). When both arm and
hand are considered into the recognition, we refer to it as arm
with hand gesture. Lastly, as for drawing, scribbling, and
swiping with just the finger, we refer to them as finger gesture.
There are two subcategories in finger gesture, which are hand
finger gesture (finger movement is only affected by the move-
ment of the hand and fingers) and arm finger gesture (finger
movement is affected by the movement of the arm, hand, and
fingers). In our experiment, we focus on only stationary hand
gesture-based authentication.

3.1.2. Advantages of Stationary Hand Gesture over Other Hand
Gesture Approaches. There have been a few researches and
publications on hand gesture authentication and its beha-
viour such as using hand gesture image (static hand gesture),
dynamic hand gesture, arm gesture, and finger gesture (draw
shape or signature using fingertip). But until now, there has
yet to be any research on stationary hand gesture authentica-
tion.Moreover, there are reasons to whywe choose stationary
hand gesture over the other approaches:
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Table 1: Category of hand gestures.

Gesture Type

Arm gesture Static arm gesture
Motion/dynamic arm gesture

Hand gesture

Static hand gesture
Motion hand gesture

Dynamic hand gesture (motion on hands, fingers, and wrist)
Stationary hand gesture (motion on fingers only)

Arm with hand
gesture

Static arm with hand gesture
Motion/dynamic arm with hand gesture

Finger gesture Hand finger gesture (drawing or swiping with hand and finger only)
Arm finger gesture (drawing or swiping with the arm and finger)

(i) Hand gesture image can be easily mimicked. It authe-
nticates user by detecting the position, angle, and
physical properties of hand on just one image. This
image could probably be printed out and used on the
system by other users or imposters.

(ii) Dynamic hand gesture will probably be the best in
terms of authentication out of all the other hand ges-
ture authenticationmethods, but it is difficult to com-
pute since there are too many factors that need to be
examined such as the gestures of finger, hand, palm,
wrist, and arm. In addition, there has yet to be any
reasonable device in accurately recognizing the entire
arm, hand, and fingers together.

(iii) Arm gesture requires a larger space to be performed.
It is also very difficult to conceal the gesture from out-
siders. In addition, there are not many arm gestures
available besides swinging up and down, left and
right.

(iv) Finger gesture can be effective on simple gesture but
sometimes can also be easily copied by others. Com-
plex gesture, on the other hand, can be more secure
but user may need visual cue on their gesture to pre-
vent drawing in the wrong order or mispositioning.

Stationary hand gesture cannot be easily mimicked due
to different behaviour; it does not need complicated compu-
tational algorithm or large space to perform, and it does not
necessarily need any visual support while performing.

3.1.3. Stationary HandGesture Behaviour. Even though hand
gesture can be used as password, but the issue with hand
gesture is that it can be easily mimicked; however, due to the
development through habits, behaviour in the gesture cannot
be easily copied [27]. For example, when a hand is moving
from an open to a close gesture (stretching out all fingers
to retracting all fingers into the palm), different people will
have distinct timing, moving angle, and position while doing
the same gesture. It may not be impossible to mimic one’s
behaviour, but it surely takes a huge amount of effort which
may take years to perfect it. Moreover, behaviour may change

over time depending on gender, age, environment, and so
forth.Therefore, before perfecting a particular person’s beha-
viour, he/she may have changed or developed new behaviour.

Stationary hand gesture behaviour can be determined by,
but not limited to, the finger’s moving speed, acceleration,
position, and moving angle. In our experiment, we have
adapted finger pointing direction as the feature of hand
gesture behaviour. It features the pointing direction of each
finger based on the finger’s state, which are open (stretch out)
and close (retract) time interval. The time interval can be
either long or short depending on various users. LeapMotion
controller has been used to record all the data in our exper-
iment. The data contain each finger’s information including
the time intervals and pointing directions. These behaviours
can be easily distinguished by computer but not human, since
the time interval is calculated in microseconds.

3.2. LeapMotionController. LeapMotion controller is a small
sensor device that tracks hand, finger, or pointed object,
either in static state or in motion state as input with very
high accuracy and precision [28, 29]. It outperforms many
other sensor devices, in terms of hand gesture detection or
recognition, such as Microsoft Kinect and Creative Senz3D
[30]. Moreover, the Leap Motion controller can record hand
gesture at the rate of over 200 frames per second (fps) [31],
but, in our experiment, the recorded data is roughly around
110 fps only. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to determine the
behaviour of the gesture as the interval between each frame
is denoted in microseconds.

3.3. Edit Distance. Edit distance [32] or Levenshtein distance
is used to find the minimum number of operations required
between two strings (or words). There are three types of
operations in edit distance, insert, delete, and replace, where
each transformation costs one operation. An example is
to change the string “SUNNY” to “SNOWY”: “S” remains,
delete “U”, first “N” remains, replace second “N” with “O”,
insert “W”, and “Y” remains. This string change costs three
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operations which includes delete, replace, and insert. The
algorithm for edit distance is shown in

𝐸 (𝑖, 𝑗) = min
{{{{{{{{{

1 + 𝐸 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) , delete

1 + 𝐸 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) , insert

diff (𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝐸 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) , replace,
(1)

where 𝑖 is the length of the first string and 𝑗 is the length of
the second string.

Figure 1 shows the edit distance matrix where each
operation costs one point. As shown in the figure, going down
thematrix is the operation delete, going right is the operation
insert, and going diagonally down right is the operation
replace or remain unchanged. The very end of the matrix,
which is located at the lower right corner of the matrix,
is considered as the shortest path or minimum number of
operations needed for the transformation of two strings.

In authentication, accuracy and speed are the most imp-
ortant aspects. We have chosen edit distance in experiment
due to its speed, simplicity, and efficiency in detecting the dif-
ferences in data. Edit distance saves both computational and
authentication time and gives accurate prediction on either
genuine user or imposter.

4. ED-FPDI

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach for stationary
hand gesture authentication, edit distance on finger pointing
direction interval (ED-FPDI).Our experiment consists of five
phases: recording phase, time interval normalization phase,
data filtration phase (starting and ending point filtration),
training and testing phase, and result evaluation phase.
Time interval normalization phase, data filtration phase, and
training and testing phase are also the core phases of ED-
FPDI. The overall procedure of the experiment is illustrated
in Figure 2.

4.1. Recording Phase. Vatavu and Zaiti [1] have recorded
and published Leap Motion hand gesture dataset for remote
control of devices. Their dataset is very useful for remote
control experiments, but it does not contain stationary hand
gesture data except open palm and close palm. Other gestures
recorded in their dataset are mostly swinging hands in differ-
ent direction and drawing letters or shapes (finger gesture).
Although there were eighteen different participants data
recorded, the data recorded is not used for authentication, but
it is used as a remote control for television functions, such as
changing channel and volume, opening menu, and showing
TV guide. Therefore, their dataset is not directly suitable for
our proposed stationary hand gesture authentication.

Thus, to our knowledge, there has yet to be any stationary
hand gesture dataset recorded using Leap Motion controller
available; thus we have to conduct our own recording data.
The setup for the recording session of the experiment is
demonstrated in Figure 3.

There are a total of ten participants, including seven
males and three females, in their 20s, who participated in

Recording phase

Time interval 
normalization phase

Data filtration phase 

Training and testing phase 

Result evaluation phase 

ED-FPDI
phase

Figure 2: Flowchart of the experiment procedure.

our experiment. All gestures are done with only the right
hand. We have asked the participants to perform the same
two sets of hand gestures at their own pace while keeping
them as consistent as possible. Nine of them were asked to
perform 25 times on a hand gesture which are used as the
test data of the experiment, also known as the imposters,
whereas one of the participants, who serves as the control
group which in this case known as the genuine user, was
asked to perform 125 times on the hand gesture, where 100
instances of data are used as the training data while the
remaining 25 instances of data are used as the test data.
In summary, a total of 350 instances of data on a single
gesture were recorded; 100 instances of data from the genuine
user are used for training, while 250 remaining instances
of data are used for testing, where 25 instances of data are
from the genuine user and the remaining 225 instances of
data are from the imposters. Training data and test data
from the genuine user are independent. The hand gestures
recorded are known as “205” and “7631” which are shown
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. It is worth mentioning that
these gestures are defined by the genuine user and are not
restricted to these gestures only, and the experiment makes
the assumption that all the imposters have already known
the hand gestures or password gestures [12] (since the hand
gestures are considered as passwords in our experiment) that
the genuine user has inputted.

Figure 6 shows the axes of the Leap Motion controller.
The hand will be placed on top of the controller, parallel to 𝑧-
axis of the controller. In our experiment, the hand direction
is always pointing towards the negative 𝑧-direction (pointing
towards the monitor as shown in Figure 6) between −1.0 and−0.9 in unit vector, whereas 𝑥-direction and 𝑦-direction of
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Figure 3: Setup of the hand gesture recording. Left monitor is the recorder, whereas the right monitor is the top view of the hand. The top
view is necessary to detect errors and inaccuracies of hand gestures during recording.

Figure 4: Hand gesture for “205.”

the hand are as closed to 0 in unit vector as possible (even
when performing gesture).

While recording the gestures, we have found out that ges-
ture “7631” produces a lot of errors from the LeapMotion con-
troller while transforming from “6” to “3” and from “3” to “1.”
The errors have occurred for more than half of the time dur-
ing recording for each user, meaning that each user has been
recording for more than 50 times just to arrive at 25 instances
of data without any error. It has also worthwhile to note that
the speed of each user on this gesture varies by a big margin
including the genuine user and therefore it may influence
the accuracy of the experiment. As mentioned before, these
errors were not accidentally or purposely made by the user
but by the detection inaccuracy of the LeapMotion controller
or software as shown in Figure 7.

Wewould like to note that the hand gestures in our exper-
iment are not static; they are motion gesture which changes
from one static gesture to another static gesture. For example,
it changes from “2” fingers to “0” fingers and the motion
between the two gestures is considered in our experiment.

4.2. Time Interval Normalization Phase. This phase is the
combination of normalizing time interval and filtering data
steps. From the recorded data, the intervals between each
frame of the data are nonconsistent and therefore have to be

normalized before comparison.We have adopted linear inter-
polation to normalize the interval. For example, the intervals
can be 0, 12345, 23456, and 34567 microseconds in the
recorded data. After normalization, they will be 0, 10000,
20000, and 30000microseconds.This has to be done in order
for every data to have a consistent interval for ease of com-
parison when using edit distance algorithm.

4.3. Data Filtration Phase. Our proposed ED-FPDI considers
only two timing elements from each finger which are open
finger and close finger. More detailed description of the two
timing elements is shown as follows:

(1) Open finger (O): stretching the finger outwards
(when the pointing direction along 𝑧-axis is between−0.8 and −1.0 in vector unit)

(2) Close finger (C): retracting the finger into the palm
(when the pointing direction along 𝑧-axis is larger
than −0.8)

The reason that these threshold numbers are chosen as
the timing elements is based on the observation that most of
open finger data (“O”) in the recorded dataset lie on positions
between −0.8 and −1.0 in 𝑧-axis. We have applied only two
segmentations due to the inaccuracy of the Leap Motion
in detecting when the fingers are fully closed as shown in
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Figure 5: Hand gesture for “7631.”

Up +Y

To the monitor
−Z

+Z

To you

+X

Right

Figure 6: Leap Motion controller and its axes.

Figure 7. It can be seen that even when the fingers are
completely closed, the Leap Motion controller mistakenly
reports that the fingers are only halfway closed. We have
observed that the motion from open to close (and vice versa)
is supposed to be around −0.8 to 0.8, while the close element
(“C”) is between 0.8 and 1.0 in unit vector.However, again due
to the errors from the LeapMotion controller, thesemeasure-
ments are unable to be incorporated into our system. Note
that this observation is considered under the assumption
when the hand pointing at 𝑧-direction is between −0.9 and−1.0 in unit vector (pointing forward with the Leap Motion
controller), and the pointing 𝑦-direction is around 0 in unit
vector (parallel with the LeapMotion controller).Throughout
the experiment, we have also found out that only three fingers
(the index, the middle, and the ring fingers) have exhib-
ited consistent precision of pointing direction along 𝑧-axis,
between −0.8 and −1.0 in vector unit. Due to the large margin

differences in the pointing direction of the thumb and the
little fingers varying from different people, they are not taken
account in our experiment; however, the experimental results
do not show significant degradation.We show two samples in
Table 2 to investigate these observations.

From Table 2, we can see that Data 1 forms a string of
“OOCCCCCCCOO,” while Data 2 forms “OOOCCCCCO.”
After applying edit distance algorithm from Data 1 to Data 2,
we obtain theminimal edit distance,𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) = 4, whichmeans
that there is a minimum of four operations to change from
Data 1 to Data 2.

But before the application of edit distance to the data,
we need to filter out the excess starting gesture and ending
gesture. Detailed visualization of the raw data and the filtered
data is depicted in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8(a), the raw
data have not defined the starting and the ending point of
the gesture. Therefore, we filter out the excess gesture before
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Figure 7: Hand gesture errors and inaccuracies shown by the Leap Motion controller while performing hand gestures.

Table 2: Examples of time interval for a finger from two different instances of data. Value lesser or equal to −0.8 is considered open (O), while
value larger than −0.8 is considered close (C).

Interval (ms) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Data 1 −0.9 −0.8 −0.5 −0.1 0.4 0.8 0.3 −0.2 −0.7 −0.9 −0.9
Data 2 −0.8 −0.9 −0.8 −0.2 0.1 0.4 −0.4 −0.7 −0.8 — —

the starting and after the ending point illustrated in Fig-
ure 8(b), by detecting the initial movement of the finger from
a predefined starting hand gesture (usually hand gesture of
“5”). Similarly, we detect the ending point by locating the
point where the hand gesture changes from the last gesture
to a predefined ending hand gesture (usually hand gesture
of “5”). If the starting point or ending point of the gesture is
actually “5” (such as the case “205”), then another predefined
hand gesture is used. Note that this filtering detection is done
manually. The purpose of filtering is to ensure the consistent
starting point and the ending point for every gesture.

4.4. Training and Testing Phase

4.4.1. Mean and Standard Deviation (M&SD) Method. After
the completion of filtering and segmenting the raw data, we
apply edit distance algorithm to the processed dataset. First of
all, we calculate pairwise edit distances 𝐸(Tr

𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
) for the 100

training instances, where 𝐸 is the edit distance and Tr is the
training data. The total number of edit distance calculations
for each pair of instances in the training data is 4,950, which
can be easily obtained from a combination formula of ( 100

2
).

From the calculated edit distance values, we find the mean
and standard deviation to acquire the threshold interval. Note

that we have three records (or fixed-length sequences) in
one training instance of which each record corresponds to
one finger. In other words, we have three threshold intervals
(i.e., each of them for one finger) in one training instance.
The acquired threshold intervals are used as guidelines for
authentication.

After the training phase, we apply the 250 test instances
for edit distance calculation with the 100 training instances.
Each test instance is comparedwith the 100 instances of train-
ing data and return 100 × 3 values of 𝐸(Te,Tr), where 𝐸 is the
edit distance and Te is the test data. Note that wemultiply by 3
because we calculate the mean of 100 𝐸(Te,Tr) values for one
finger andwe repeat the same procedure for other two fingers.
For each finger in the test instance, we compare its mean
with the corresponding threshold interval estimated from the
training data. If the mean is within the threshold interval, we
mark that particular finger in the test instance as accepted.
And if all three fingers in the test instance are accepted, we
consider the user as a genuine user, otherwise as an imposter.
One example of these procedures is shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, Data 1 will be considered as a genuine user
because all of its mean values of each finger are within the
threshold interval. Data 2 and Data 3 will be noted as impos-
ters since at least one of the mean values of each finger in
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Table 3: Examples of threshold intervals from the training data using the mean and standard deviation and mean distances (differences)
from each test instance with training instances.

Finger Index Middle Ring
Threshold 14.24∼43.12 14.98∼42.26 11.81∼38.24
Data 1 25 26 24
Data 2 10 72 68
Data 3 50 41 37
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(a) Samples of 𝑧-direction for the middle finger in gesture “7631”
extracted from the training data before the filtration
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(b) Samples of 𝑧-direction for themiddle finger in gesture “7631” from the
training data after the filtration. Note that the first 400∼600ms portion in
the original data is truncated as well as the last portion which have −1 unit
vector in 𝑧-direction.

Figure 8: 𝑍-direction of middle finger for raw data and filtered data.

the data is outside of the threshold interval. Pseudocode 1
demonstrates the pseudocode of ourmean and standard devi-
ation (M&SD) method, where M is the mean and SD is the
standard deviation. It can be seen that the asymptotic upper
bound of M&SD method’s training time lies in 𝑂(𝑛2𝑚2)
where 𝑛 = |𝑇

𝑟
| is the number of training instances and𝑚 = max

𝑖
|𝑇
𝑟𝑖
| is the length of the longest training instance.

The asymptotic upper bound of M&SD method’s test time is𝑂(𝑛𝑁𝑚2) where 𝑛 = |𝑇
𝑟
| is the number of training instances,𝑁 = |𝑇

𝑒
| is the number of test instances, and𝑚 = max

𝑖
|𝑇
𝑟𝑖
| is

the length of the longest training instance.

4.4.2. Acceptance Rate (AR)Method. In addition tomean and
standard deviation (M&SD) method, we have discussed in
Section 4.4.1 that we propose acceptance rate (AR) method,
which uses the acceptance rate as a threshold calculated from
the training data. For calculating the acceptance rate, we
apply mean and standard deviation obtained from the train-
ing data to the training data itself. The main idea is that, for
example, if the acceptance rate of the training data is 0.5, then
the acceptance rate of test data should be close to 0.5 to be
accepted as that of a genuine user. In otherwords, if the accep-
tance rate of the test data is far from the acceptance rate of
the training data, the chance of being accepted as that of a
genuine user is low.

In order to calculate the acceptance rate of the training
data (ARTr), our algorithm compares the M&SD threshold
found from the previous method with all the other 4950 edit
distances 𝐸(Tr

𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
) in the training data. The M&SD thresh-

old from the training data is then applied to the test data to

obtain the 100 edit distances 𝐸(Te,Tr). In order to obtain the
acceptance rate of the test data (ARTe), the 100 𝐸(Te,Tr) are
compared with the same M&SD threshold from the training
data. Then our algorithm uses the acceptance rate of training
data (ARTr) to compare with the acceptance rate of the test
data (ARTe). The difference of ARTr and ARTe is used to
form the ROC curve. Note that the acceptance rate can be
estimated in two ways: the average acceptance rate of all
fingers (Average AR) and the acceptance rate of each finger
(Each AR). The pseudocode for this approach is shown in
Pseudocode 2.

The asymptotic upper bound of AR method’s training
time is 𝑂(𝑛2𝑚2), where 𝑛 = |𝑇

𝑟
| is the number of training

instances and 𝑚 = max
𝑖
|𝑇
𝑟𝑖
| is the length of the longest

training instance. And the asymptotic upper bound of AR
method’s test time is𝑂(𝑛𝑁𝑚2), where 𝑛 = |𝑇

𝑟
| is the number

of training instances,𝑁 = |𝑇
𝑒
| is the number of test instances,

and 𝑚 = max
𝑖
|𝑇
𝑟𝑖
| is the length of the longest training

instance. In terms of asymptotic time complexity, we can see
that AR method is as fast as M&SD method.

4.5. Result Evaluation Phase. As mentioned before, we con-
sider two evaluation methods: accuracy from confusion
matrix method and EER from ROC curve method. For clear
explanation of confusion matrix, we describe a few basic
terminologies here:

(1) True acceptance rate (TAR): genuine user being
accepted (good)

(2) True rejection rate (TRR): imposters being rejected
(good)
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Mean and Standard Deviation:
Input: Training dataset and test dataset
Output:Hand gesture accepted (genuine user) or rejected (imposter), and ROC curve
Training phase:
begin
(1) for each Tr

𝑖
compares with Tr

𝑗
, where 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗

calculate edit distance 𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)

(2) calculate M and SD of ∀𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)

set M ± SD as threshold interval
end.
Testing phase:
Begin

(1) for each Te compares with ∀Tr
calculate edit distance 𝐸(Te,Tr)

(2) calculate M of 𝐸(Te,Tr) in each dataset
(3) if 𝐸(Te,Tr)M of all fingers in a dataset are within threshold interval

accepted (genuine user)
else

rejected (imposter)
(4) plot ROC curve
(5) find EER from the ROC curve graph

end.

Pseudocode 1: Pseudocode of the mean and standard deviation (M&SD) method.

Acceptance Rate:
Input: Training dataset and test dataset
Output: ROC curve
Training phase:
begin

(1) for each Tr
𝑖
compares with Tr

𝑗
, where 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗

calculate edit distances 𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)

(2) calculate M and SD of ∀𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)

set M ± SD as threshold
(3) if 𝐸(Tr

𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
) is within threshold𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)Accepted

else 𝐸(Tr
𝑖
,Tr
𝑗
)Rejected

(4) calculate ARTe = Total no. of 𝐸(Tr𝑖,Tr𝑗)Accepted/Total no. of 𝐸(Tr𝑖,Tr𝑗)
end.
Testing phase:
begin

(1) for each Te compares with ∀Tr
calculate edit distances 𝐸(Te,Tr)

(2) if 𝐸(Te,Tr) is within threshold𝐸(Te,Tr)Accepted
else 𝐸(Te,Tr)Rejected

(3) calculate ARTe = Total no. of 𝐸(Te,Tr)Accepted/Total no. of 𝐸(Te,Tr)
(4) plot ROC curve using difference between ARTe and ARTr
(5) find EER from the ROC curve graph

end.

Pseudocode 2: Pseudocode of the acceptance rate method including its evaluation.
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Table 4: Results on gesture “205.”User number 1 is the genuine user,
while the other users are imposters.

User Accepted Rejected
1 (genuine) 22 3
2 (imposter) 0 25
3 (imposter) 2 23
4 (imposter) 2 23
5 (imposter) 1 24
6 (imposter) 2 23
7 (imposter) 2 23
8 (imposter) 0 25
9 (imposter) 1 24
10 (imposter) 3 22
Total imposters (225 instances of data) 13 212

(3) False rejection rate (FRR): genuine user being rejected
(bad)

(4) False acceptance rate (FAR): imposters being accepted
(worse)

For calculating accuracy from confusion matrix method,
we calculate it by summing up the true acceptance rate (TAR)
with the true rejection rate (TRR) and divide the sumwith the
total number of instances. However, note that this method
is only applicable for mean and standard deviation (M&SD)
method in our experiment.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [33] has
also been used to measure the performance of our algorithm.
ROC curve is a graph that illustrates the performance of
classifiers by presenting the trade-off between hit rates and
false alarm rates while varying the threshold. The advantage
of the ROC curve is that we can find the equal error rate
(EER) [34] which has been used in most of the biometric
security systems tomeasure the actual performance in imbal-
anced data. Hence, low EER indicates high accuracy. EER is
obtained when both acceptance rate and rejection rate are
equal. Both the M&SDmethod and the acceptance rate (AR)
method have been evaluated using this method.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

Tables 4 and 5 show the experimental results of the proposed
algorithm on both the genuine user and imposters about
the test gesture “205” and “7631,” respectively. In Table 4, 22
out of 25 instances of genuine user data have been accepted
by the system, whereas 13 out of 225 imposters have been
accepted. In Table 5, only 20 out of 25 instances of genuine
user data have been accepted by the system and 30 out of 225
imposters have been accepted. The numbers of acceptance
and rejection for both genuine user and imposters are also
shown individually in Tables 4 and 5.

5.1. Accuracy from Confusion Matrix. The equations of true
acceptance rate (TAR), false acceptance rate (FAR), and
accuracy are explained in (2), (3), and (4), respectively:

TAR = Genuine user data accepted
Total genuine user data

, (2)

Table 5: Results on gesture “7631.” User number 1 is the genuine
user, while the other users are imposters.

User Accepted Rejected
1 (genuine) 20 5
2 (imposter) 0 25
3 (imposter) 0 25
4 (imposter) 4 21
5 (imposter) 3 22
6 (imposter) 9 16
7 (imposter) 0 25
8 (imposter) 7 18
9 (imposter) 2 23
10 (imposter) 5 20
Total imposters (225 instances of data) 30 195

FAR = Imposter user data accepted
Total imposter data

, (3)

Accuracy = ∑True acceptance + ∑True rejection∑Total data . (4)

From Table 4, TAR, FAR, and accuracy for gesture “205”
are calculated as follows:

TAR = 2225 = 0.8800,
FAR = 13225 = 0.0578,

Accuracy = 22 + (225 − 13)250 = 0.9360.
(5)

From Table 5, TAR, FAR, and accuracy for gesture “7631”
are calculated as follows:

TAR = 2025 = 0.8000,
FAR = 30225 = 0.1333,

Accuracy = 20 + (225 − 30)250 = 0.8600.
(6)

From the above calculations, it can be seen that gesture
“205” has a higher accuracy of 0.9360, as compared to that of
gesture “7631” which is only 0.8600.The reason gesture “7631”
has a lower accuracy as compared to gesture “205” has been
discussed in Section 4.1 and shown in Figure 7, which is due
to the inaccuracy of the LeapMotion controller. Nevertheless,
both gestures have shown fairly high accuracy of more than
0.8.

5.2. Equal Error Rate (EER) from Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) Curve. ROC curves of gesture “205” and
gesture “7631” are depicted in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.
The red line represents the results from the mean and
standard deviation (M&SD) method, whereas the green line
represents the average acceptance rate of all the fingers from
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Figure 9: ROC curves and the EER line on gesture “205.”

Table 6: The summarized results of both gesture “205” and gesture
“7631” using confusion matrix. High TAR, low FAR, and high accu-
racy indicate high performances.

Gesture TAR FAR Accuracy
205 0.8800 0.0578 0.9360
7631 0.8000 0.1333 0.8600

the training data to be compared with each finger of the test
data; and the blue line represents each acceptance rate of the
finger from the training data to be compared with the similar
finger from the test data. For example, from the training
data, the index finger’s acceptance rate will only be compared
with the index finger from the test data. The black line that
intercepts all those lines through point (0,1) to point (1,0) is
the line of EER. The accuracy in ROC curve can be denoted
as follows:

Accuracy = 1.0000 − EER. (7)

From ROC curve of gesture “205,” the M&SD method
results in EER of 0.1130 and accuracy of 0.8870, whereas both
average and each finger acceptance ratemethod produce EER
of 0.1000 and accuracy of 0.9000. As for gesture “7631,” the
M&SD method yields EER of 0.1875 and accuracy of 0.8125
and average finger acceptance rate method exhibits EER of
0.2000 and accuracy of 0.8000, while each finger acceptance
rate method shows EER of 0.1958 with 0.8042 as accuracy.

5.3. Summarized Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Summarized Results. Tables 6 and 7 show the summary
of the result evaluations on both gesture “205” and gesture
“7631.” Both gestures are evaluated using two different meth-
ods, accuracy of confusionmatrix, and equal error rate (EER)
from ROC curve.

Table 6 is the result in confusion matrix which consists of
the following:

(i) True acceptance rate (TAR) based on (2)
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Figure 10: ROC curves and the EER line on gesture “7631.”

(ii) False acceptance rate (FAR) based on (3)
(iii) Accuracy based on (4)

Table 7 is the result in ROC curve which consists of the
following:

(i) Evaluation methods

(a) Mean and standard deviation M&SD
(b) Average acceptance rate of all fingers from

training data compared with test data (Average
AR)

(c) Acceptance rate of each finger from training
data compared with the similar finger from test
data (Each AR)

(ii) Equal error rate (EER) from the interception point of
the ROC curve with the straight diagonal line shown
in Figures 9 and 10

(iii) Accuracy based on (7)

In the case of accuracy, higher value indicates higher
performance; however, in the case of EER, lower value
signifies higher performance.

5.3.2. Discussion. As is seen from Tables 6 and 7, there is a
difference between the accuracy obtained from the confusion
matrix and ROC curve. This is due to the imbalance data
between the genuine user and the imposters: 25 instances of
genuine data and 225 instances of imposter data. If the data on
both subjects are equal, for example, 100 instances of genuine
data and 100 instances of imposter data, then the accuracy on
both confusion matrix and ROC curve will be the same.

In Tables 6 and 7, the results on gesture “205” shows
higher performance than those of gesture “7631.” It is because
the proposed algorithm adopts smaller acceptance threshold
for the training data of gesture “205” than that for gesture
“7631” in the experiment. Hence, the accuracy results for
gesture “7631” with larger acceptance threshold turn out to
be lower than those for gesture “205.” The reason why we
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Table 7: The summarized results of both gesture “205” and gesture “7631” using ROC curve. Low EER and high accuracy indicate higher
performances. “Average AR” denotes the AR method using the average acceptance rate of all fingers and “Each AR” means the AR method
using the acceptance rate of each finger.

Gesture Evaluation EER Accuracy

205
ROC curve (M&SD) 0.1130 0.8870

ROC curve (Average AR) 0.1000 0.9000
ROC curve (Each AR) 0.1000 0.9000

7631
ROC curve (M&SD) 0.1875 0.8125

ROC curve (Average AR) 0.2000 0.8000
ROC curve (Each AR) 0.1958 0.8042

Table 8: Comparison of different biometrics approaches.

Type of biometrics Keystroke dynamics Mouse biometrics Touch biometrics Signature verification Gesture
Naturalness Unnatural Unnatural Seminatural Seminatural Natural

Versatility Semiversatile
(device dependent)

Not
versatile

Semiversatile
(device dependent)

Semiversatile
(device dependent) Versatile

Ease of use Not easy Not easy Moderate Moderate Easy
Degree of freedom Low Low Low High High
Error in Low Low Low Moderate High
recognition
Cost Low Low Moderate Moderate High

adopt large acceptance threshold for gesture “7631” is due to
the complications and difficulties in forming gesture “7631”
as shown in Figure 7 and discussed in Section 4.1.

Table 8 shows the comparison of different biometrics
approaches. As shown in the table, gesture-based biometrics
has overall more advantages over other biometrics approa-
ches. First of all, gesture-based biometrics is more natural for
human to machine interaction. It is also more versatile than
other approaches, because the device for gesture recognition
can be implemented as small as a microchip [5]. Finally, it is
easy to use, since humans usually communicate with other
people using gesture, and there can be many distinct gesture
patterns available.

From those systematic experiments, we have found that
gesture-based biometrics has a few drawbacks in recognizing
gesture such as low precision and expensive cost. We expect
that as technology advances, these precision and price issues
will diminish to widen a way for more gesture related
applications.

As for gesture recognition, there are a few different
types of gestures that can be used by humans, such as body
gesture, head gesture, and hand gesture. We would like to
note on the classifications of gesture because those different
types of gesture and corresponding solutions often cause
confusion to the readers. Table 9 shows the different type of
gesture recognition that are available and their advantages
and disadvantages.

Note that head gesture is not included in the table. For
gesture-based control or user authentication, head gesture
is impractical because many people will get nauseous while
moving their heads around.

As can be seen from Table 9, stationary hand gesture has
definitely more advantages over other gesture recognition in
applications which need a lot of gestures.We can allegorically
consider that stationary hand gesture is a motion picture
while static gesture is a static image. In terms of versatility,
stationary hand gesture only needs small device for recog-
nition, whereas body gesture [35] and gait [36, 37] require
larger device, for example, Leap Motion controller for hand
gesture and Microsoft Kinect for body gesture. That is, the
gesture space for stationary hand gesture is smaller compared
to body gesture and gait which need more than a normal
person space to perform. Stationary hand gesture is much
more difficult to copy or mimic as it can easily be concealed
from other people by just covering it with a box or your body.
Finger gesture on the other hand may be difficult to conceal
as it sometimes needs vision cue for the user to prevent
misplacing in drawing or writing. Chances of stationary hand
gesture to be implemented into other devices seem higher
than other gestures as it is much more versatile and needs
less space to perform. In summary, although stationary hand
gesture-based user authentication has a moderate difficulty
in performing because stationary hand gesture can generate
more gesture patterns, this difficulty can secure the authenti-
cation from replay attack by imitation.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Our approach, ED-FPDI in this paper has demonstrated a
way to authenticate user using hand gesture with a significa-
ntly high accuracy of over 0.8 rate. This experiment is, of
course, conducted under the assumption that the imposters
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Table 9: Comparison among different gesture recognition.

Gesture type Static gesture Body gesture Gait Arm gesture Finger gesture Stationary hand
gesture

Recognition Static image Motion Motion Motion Motion Motion

Versatility of device Dependent on
gesture Not versatile Not versatile Not versatile Versatile Versatile

Gesture space Dependent on
gesture Big Big Moderate Moderate Small

Difficulty in
performing Easy Difficult Easy Easy Moderate Moderate

Ease of mimicking
(due to difficulty of
concealing gesture)

Very easy Easy Easy Easy Moderate Difficult

Chances of
implementation

Impractical but
possible Low Low Moderate High High

have already known the user’s password gesture. It is worth-
while noting that, in an authentication system, false accep-
tance is very serious, so it has to be as low as possible, and
our proposed algorithm has shown that the EER is as low as
0.2. It may have shown higher performance, if

(1) all fingers are taken into account;
(2) there is no hardware limitation or inaccuracy.
Hand gesture as password or authentication may not be

used frequently now, but, with the upcoming technology,
“smart” user interface will be implemented into most elec-
tronic devices, home appliances, vehicles, and other appli-
cations where the interfaces are mostly using gesture recog-
nition as an input method. Our experiments indicate that
hand gesture authentication shows promising future research
opportunity. This is just the beginning of hand gesture
authentication; therefore, more research and work have to be
done before it can be used for critical authentication [11].

For our future work, we plan to recordmore hand gesture
datasets into the experiment. In addition, we will explore
new approaches to take the thumb and the little finger into
account whichmay increase the performance. Finally, we will
consider detailed analysis and improvement of Leap Motion
controller as one of our future research directions.
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Aiming at the multiple target recognition problems in large-scene SAR image with strong speckle, a robust full-process method
from target detection, feature extraction to target recognition is studied in this paper. By introducing a simple 8-neighborhood
orthogonal basis, a local multiscale decomposition method from the center of gravity of the target is presented. Using this method,
an image can be processed with a multilevel sampling filter and the target’s multiscale features in eight directions and one low
frequency filtering feature can be derived directly by the key pixels sampling. At the same time, a recognition algorithm organically
integrating the local multiscale features and the multiscale wavelet kernel classifier is studied, which realizes the quick classification
with robustness and high accuracy formulticlass image targets.The results of classification and adaptability analysis on speckle show
that the robust algorithm is effective not only for the MSTAR (Moving and Stationary Target Automatic Recognition) target chips
but also for the automatic target recognition of multiclass/multitarget in large-scene SAR image with strong speckle; meanwhile,
the method has good robustness to target’s rotation and scale transformation.

1. Introduction

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an important sensor due
to its all weather, day/night, high resolution imaging, and
long standoff capability. Along with the development of
radar technologies, as well as with increasing demands for
target identification in radar applications, automatic target
recognition (ATR) using SAR has become an important
branch of image recognition.

Although there are many research findings in early SAR
ATR field, most algorithms are based on the single target
chips of the MSTAR dataset [1]. The MSTAR public dataset
was provided by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency)/AFRL (Air Force Research Laboratory).
The MSTAR data is a standard dataset in the SAR ATR
community, allowing researchers to fairly test and compare
their ATR algorithms. The MSTAR data used in this paper
consists of 128 × 128 pixel chips, which are 1 foot resolution,
X-band, and three types of ground military vehicles, that is,
BMP2, BTR70, and T72. Each chip has SAR images separated

by 1∘ azimuth increments within an angular coverage from
0∘ to 360∘. All the chips are taken at depression angles of
17∘ and 15∘. As the MSTAR dataset gives the target chip
directly, which are fixed in size and target position, the
target segmentation and detection processes of the above-
mentioned algorithms are omitted. Moreover, as there is
only one target in each sample chip, the difficulty of target
feature extraction is significantly reduced, which gives a low
availability for practical applications. So, these algorithms are
not the real sense of SAR image ATR.

In real applications, a common ATR of SAR images from
the input of image to the output of recognition result can
be divided into four stages, (I) image preprocessing, (II)
feature processing, (III) classification, and (IV) postprocess-
ing. In stage I, the main works include image filtering and
denoising, distortion correction, image segmentation and
target detection, regions of interest (ROI) discrimination, and
image normalization. Stage II commonly contains the feature
extraction, feature selection, feature dimension reduction,
data clustering, and novelty detection. In stage III, the tasks
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include the selection and design of classifier, the training
of classifier, and target classification. The main work of
postprocessing in stage IV is the further improvement for
the early classification process; this stage critically focuses on
the recognition precision and robustness, which are the chief
properties of SAR ATR systems.

There are some special requirements to the SAR ATR
algorithms, especially in the steps of feature extraction and
the design of classifier. For example, the principle of the
feature extraction method must be simple and can be easily
realized with a real-time requirement; the feature has the
advantages of antinoise and anticluster ability; and the feature
has strong robustness for the translation, rotation, and scale
transformation. On the other hand, the classifier must have
high classification precision and learning efficiency.

By analyzing the literatures on SAR ATR [2], it can be
found that the feature based classification methods get more
and more attention than the whole image based methods.
Many typical feature extraction methods have been used for
SAR image classification, such as the PCA [3], the SDA [4],
the shadow contour [5], multilinear subspace learning of
tensor objects [6], the neighborhood geometric center scaling
embedding method [7], feature selection [8], and feature
sparsity [9]. In the classifier design and selection aspect, there
are also some algorithms such as neural networks [10–12],
support vector machine [13], and boosting [14].

For the common off-line recognition task, the above-
mentioned methods maybe have some merits and have high
recognition precision, but most of these methods need a
large number of labeled samples to train an efficient classifier
and cannot support the robust and full-process application
of ATR. Whether in the realization difficulty aspect of
feature extraction, or in the aspect of adaptability on speckle,
there are still large gaps to the practical applications. In
recent years, the event detection and event recounting to the
unconstrained web videos have attracted a lot of attention;
some new algorithms also have achieved state-of-the-art
performances using the zero-example or limited supervision
methods [15, 16]. But analyzing the image frame in the real-
time videos, we can see that the targets are clear and have
no noise, which is different from the SAR image ATR. The
SAR images are usually fuzzy, whether the targets in the
images or the backgrounds. Especially for the targets in SAR
image, the inevitable speckle, which is a chaotic phenomenon
that results from coherent summation of the backscattered
signals, may cause great disturbance to the target features. So,
the robustness of the algorithm on speckle directly decides
the final recognition efficiency. As a result, the performance
evaluation, especially the robustness and adaptability analysis
of the algorithm, is very important work [17].

On this basis, a robust method from target detection,
feature extraction to target recognition is studied, which
can solve the multitarget ATR in large-scene SAR images
effectively. The distributions of the method mainly include
three aspects. Firstly, a robust local multiresolution analysis
method for image target is presented, which brings a fast
realization of feature extraction.Meanwhile, the dimension of
the feature vector is relatively lower than some othermethods
with the similar performance. To acquire effective features, a

multiscale analysis method from the center of gravity of the
SAR image target is presented. By introducing a simple 8-
neighborhood orthogonal basis, an image can be processed
with a multilevel sampling filter, and then the multiscale
features in eight directions and one low frequency filtering
feature of the image can be achieved. Furthermore, the feature
extractionmethod can be simply and rapidly realized and has
good characterization performance. Secondly, aiming at the
multiscale features, a multiple kernel classifier and the fusion
between the multiscale features and the multiple kernels are
studied, which brings higher classifier precision than the
common single kernel support vector classifier. Comparing
with the traditional method, the presented algorithm is far
more advanced in fast detection of target and the dimension
of feature vectors. Thirdly, the presented algorithm is a full-
process image target recognition method, which can realize
the steps frommultiple targets detection, feature extraction to
target recognition in large-scene SAR images, and has better
practical application value. Analyzing the relevant references
on SAR ATR, we can find that most target classification
algorithms are only suitable for the step-by-step recognition
and single target image cases, which is not the real SAR
automatic target recognition.The robust algorithm is effective
not only for the MSTAR target chips but also for the ATR of
multiclass/multitarget in large-scene SAR image with strong
speckle. Also, the method has strong robustness against the
rotation and scale transformation.

In the remainder of this paper, we go along through
different sections which are organized as follows: in Section 2,
we introduce the local multiscale feature extraction method
and design the multiscale wavelet kernel classifier.The robust
target recognition method and adaptability analysis against
speckle are studied in Section 3. In Section 4, several experi-
ments are carried out to testify the effectiveness of themethod
proposed in this paper. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. Feature Extraction and Design of Classifier

2.1. Feature Extraction. On SAR image targets (especially the
vehicle targets owning some structural characters), without
loss of generality, we may also take the MSTAR dataset as the
object of investigation. The targets in MSTAR chips have the
following characters: the sample images are the chips with the
same size; there is only one target in one chip; the target lies
in the center of the chip; the targets are distributed around
the centers of the chips within an angular coverage between
0∘ and 360∘; the chips have the same resolution and scale.

Most of the traditional multiresolution analysis methods
are realized by filter and sampling, which can solve the
generation problem of orthogonal basis effectively, but the
sampling is commonly from the beginning to the end of
series. These methods have disadvantages for feature extrac-
tion, because the obtained orthogonal basis may not give
the similar expression for the data having the same local
characteristic. Inspired by the sampling filter idea of the
traditional wavelet method, a new sampling method using a
local extension is adopted to solve this problem. With this
method, each sampling process is extended from the local
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Figure 1: 8-neighborhood orthogonal basis and its frequency spectrum.

point to around, which can guarantee the generated basis
pointing to the local region and can guarantee the same local
characteristics having the similar projection coefficients on
the basis. In the detailed implementation, we can begin from
the local point of an image (e.g., the point could be a Point
of Interest (POI) or a geometric center point); then several
times of filtering process can be executed using the fast filter;
namely, the multiscale decomposition of the image is gained,
and the difference of Gaussian (DOG) like space image of the
original image is also obtained. Finally, directly utilizing the
key pixels sampling from themultilevel image, we can rapidly
obtain the local multiscale feature of the image.

Through the above analyzing, we can firstly construct
a multilevel DOG like scale space based on image. Then
we design an 8-neighborhood orthogonal basis, with which
the multilevel sampling filter on image can be executed.
As a result, the image features in the 8 directions and a
low frequency feature are derived. The structure of the 8-
neighborhood orthogonal basis and its frequency spectrum
are shown in Figure 1.

Aiming at the images in MSTAR dataset, the targets first
can be detected using the constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
method. In consideration of the targets only occupying the
central location of the chips, for convenience, the central area
with the size of 81 × 81 in each 128 × 128 chip is taken as the
research target.

To get robust and effective features, a multiscale analysis
method from the center of gravity of the SAR image target
is presented. The above-mentioned 8-neighborhood orthog-
onal basis is also a template matrix; a convolution operation
between the original image matrix and the template matrix
can be executed using

g = f ⊗ h,
g (𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑

𝑘,𝑙

f (𝑖 + 𝑘, 𝑗 + 𝑙) h (𝑘, 𝑙) , (1)

where g is the image after sampling, f is the original image,
and h is the template image. In this process, the obtained
image can be seemed as a sampling filter from the original
image. If the convolution is applied repeatedly, the pyramid-
shapedmultilevel sampling filter images is gained. Finally, the
multiscale features in eight directions and one low frequency
filtering feature can be achieved from the direct selection
of key pixels in every level of the pyramid images. In this
paper, the obtained image is processed by a 4-level local
multiresolution decomposition. As for the feature extraction,
we can directly choose the pixels in each level of the image
as follows: in the highest level, the image size is 3 × 3; all the
9 pixels are chosen as the 9-dimension feature; in the second
level, the 8 image blocks with the size of 3 × 3 corresponding
to the 8 peripheral pixels in the highest level are chosen as the
feature, so the feature dimension is 72; the feature extraction
method in the third level is similar to the second level; the
eight 3× 3 image blocks corresponding to the block centers in
the second level are selected; the feature dimension is also 72;
in the fourth level, the peripheral 8 central pixels are directly
selected, so the feature dimension is 8. So, for a given image,
the total feature dimension is 9 + 72 + 72 + 8 = 161.
2.2. MultiscaleWavelet Kernel Support Vector Classifier. Neu-
ral network based methods are widely used in hypersonic
flight automatic control [18–20] and the tracking control in
the Internet of Things [21], but SAR ATR is a high real-time
application, and in most cases, enough SAR target images
could not be collected. So, the support vector machine is
chosen as the classifier, which is suitable for small samples
and can be well modified for the online learning. As the
common support vector classifier (SVC) has low speed owing
to the solution of quadric programming, it is hard for them
to apply to some real-time cases. Suykens and Vandewalle
[22] proposed an improved SVM method, least squares
support vector machine (LSSVM). By replacing the quadric
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programming with a solution of linear equations, LSSVMhas
a great improvement on speed. According to the Structural
Risk Minimization principle, the optimization problem of
LSSVC is given as

min 12𝜔T𝜔 + 12𝐶
𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝜉2
𝑖

s.t. 𝑦
𝑖
− 𝜔Τ𝜑 (x

𝑖
) − 𝑏 = 𝜉

𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙,

(2)

where 𝜔 is the normal vector of the decision surface, 𝐶 is the
error penalty parameter, 𝜉

𝑖
is the error of the 𝑖th sample, x

𝑖
is

the 𝑖th sample, 𝑦
𝑖
is the corresponding class label, and 𝑏 is the

bias term.
Transforming (2) to a nonrestricted optimization, the

Lagrangian function can be defined as

𝐿 = 12𝜔T𝜔 + 12𝐶
𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝜉2
𝑖
− 𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
[𝜔Τ𝜑 (x

𝑖
) + 𝑏 + 𝜉

𝑖
− 𝑦
𝑖
] , (3)

where 𝛼
𝑖
are Lagrangian multipliers. The optimality of upper

function is as the following sets of linear equations instead of
quadratic program in traditional SVC.

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝜔 = 0 → 𝜔 =
𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
𝜑 (x
𝑖
) ,

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝑏 = 0 →
𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
= 0,

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝜉
𝑖

= 0 → 𝛼
𝑖
= 𝐶𝜉
𝑖
,

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝛼
𝑖

= 0 → 𝜔Τ𝜑 (x
𝑖
) + 𝑏 + 𝜉

𝑖
− 𝑦
𝑖
= 0.

(4)

By eliminating variables 𝜔 and 𝜉
𝑖
, we get the following

equation:

[
[
0 ⇀1 Τ⇀1 K + 𝐶−1I

]
]
[𝑏
𝛼
] = [0

Y
] , (5)

where Y = (𝑦
1
, 𝑦
2
, . . . , 𝑦

𝑙
)T, ⇀1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T, 𝛼 = (𝛼

1
, 𝛼
2
,. . . , 𝛼

𝑙
)T, I is 𝑙 × 𝑙 identity matrix, K

𝑖,𝑗
= 𝜑(x

𝑖
)T𝜑(x

𝑗
) =𝑘(x

𝑖
, x
𝑗
), and 𝑘(⋅, ⋅) is kernel function, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙.

Then solving the linear equations, we get the decision
function of LSSVC as

𝑓 (x) = sgn[ 𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
𝑦
𝑖
𝑘 (x, x

𝑖
) + 𝑏] . (6)

Set H = K + 𝐶−1I; we can get the classifier coefficient
vector 𝛼 and the bias item 𝑏 from (5)

𝑏 = ⇀1 T
H−1Y⇀1 T
H−1⇀1 , (7)

𝛼 = H−1(Y − ⇀1 ⇀1 T
H−1Y⇀1 T

H−1⇀1 ) . (8)

The fusion of kernels with multiple scales is a special
situation of multiple kernel learning [23, 24]. This kernel
method has better flexibility and can bring more completed
scale choice than other methods, such as the multiscale
kernel method. In addition, with the wavelet theory and the
multiscale analysis theory continuing to mature, the multiple
kernel method gains good theory background by introducing
the scale space, which is a great promotion for kernel method
based machine learning [25, 26].

The foundation of multiscale kernel method is seeking a
set of kernel functions owning the multiscale representation
capability. Among the kernel functions beingwidely used, the
Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) (9) is the most popular
one, because of its general approximation ability. Meanwhile,
it is also a typical kernel and can be multiscaled

𝑘 (x, z) = exp(−‖x − z‖22𝜎2 ) . (9)

Taking the RBF kernel as the example, it can be mul-
tiscaled as (10) (suppose the generated kernels have the
translation invariant)

exp(‖x − z‖22𝜎2
1

) , . . . , exp(‖x − z‖22𝜎2
𝑚

) , (10)

where 𝜎
1
< ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 𝜎

𝑚
. From (10), we can find that when 𝜎 is

small, the support vector classifier (SVC) with the RBF kernel
can fit the samples having drastic variation. And when 𝜎 is
larger, the same classifier can well classify the samples with
mild variation. So the multiscale kernels can obtain better
generalization. Inspired by the scale-variant rule of wavelet
transformation, the values of can be defined as

𝜎
𝑖
= 2𝑖𝜎, 𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, . . . (11)

Another typical multiscale kernel is the wavelet kernel
function [27].

Theorem 1. Let ℎ(𝑥) be a mother wavelet function, 𝑎 and 𝑐 are
the scaling factor and the transfer factor, 𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑐 ∈ R, if x, z ∈
R𝑛, and then the inner product type wavelet kernel function
can be expressed as

𝑘 (x, z) = 𝑛∏
𝑖=1

ℎ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖𝑎 ) ℎ(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖𝑎 ) , (12)

and the transfer invariant wavelet kernel function is

𝑘 (x, z) = 𝑛∏
𝑖=1

ℎ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖𝑎 ) . (13)

Theorem 2. Considering a common wavelet function (14)

ℎ (𝑥) = cos (1.75𝑥) (−𝑥22 ) (14)
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if x, z ∈ R𝑛, then the wavelet kernel function is

𝑘 (x, z) = 𝑛∏
𝑖=1

ℎ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖𝑎 )

= 𝑛∏
𝑖=1

{cos [1.75 (𝑥
𝑖
− 𝑧
𝑖
)] exp[−𝑥𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖(2𝑎2) ]} .

(15)

By changing the values of the scale parameter 𝑎, different
scale wavelet kernel functions can be constructed.

In this paper, the multiscale wavelet kernel is introduced
to the LSSVC, and the multiscale wavelet kernel LSSVC is
defined as

𝑓 (x) = sgn( 𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝛽
𝑗

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
𝑦
𝑖
⟨𝜙
𝑗
(x) , 𝜙

𝑗
(x
𝑖
)⟩ + 𝑏) ; (16)

namely,

𝑓 (x) = sgn( 𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝛽
𝑗

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
𝑦
𝑖
𝐾
𝑗
(x, x
𝑖
) + 𝑏) . (17)

On the other hand, it is also an effective approach
for the improvement of target recognition accuracy if we
synthesize the features having multiresolution character and
the multiscale kernel functions. In this paper, the 4-level
local multiscale feature and the 4-scale wavelet kernels are
synthesized; the scales of corresponding kernel functions are
increased by 2 times. At the same time, the weights of kernels
are determined by equal coefficients; namely, 𝛽

1
= 𝛽
2
= 𝛽
3
=𝛽

4
= 1/4; the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.

3. Robust ATR Complexity Analysis and
Adaptability Analysis

3.1. Robust ATRMethod and Complexity Analysis. The robust
ATR procedure includes two stages which are the multi-
scale kernel classifier training and the recognition test; the
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.

The multiscale kernel classifier training is mainly based
on the MSTAR dataset; the steps are as follows.

Step 1. Finish the CFAR detection, respectively, for all the
training target chips and obtain the target segmentation
results.

Step 2. From the centers of the chips (namely, the centers of
targets), execute the 4-level local multiscale decomposition
for the target images.

Step 3. Encode the coefficients from the multiscale analysis,
and extract the feature vectors of every target.

Step 4. Train themultiscale wavelet kernel classifier using the
multilevel feature vectors.

The recognition test is based on the large-scene multiple
targets image samples acquired in real-time; the steps are as
follows.

Step 1. Do the CFAR detection for the large-scene image and
segment the targets and regions of interest (ROI).

Step 2. Process the targets with the mathematical morpho-
logical, eliminate the false alert, and calculate the gravity
center of each target, which is taken as the starting point of
local multiscale decomposition.

Step 3. Conduct the 4-level local multiscale decomposition
from the gravity center of each target.

Step 4. Extract the features of each target by sampling and
construct the feature vector.

Step 5. Input the feature vectors to the multiscale wavelet
kernel classifier, and output the recognition result.

In pattern recognition application using SVM, the train-
ing and testing are two different processes, so the algorithm
complexity should not be understood as a whole. Here we
mainly discuss the complexity in the training process, namely,
the complexity solving of the quadratic programming prob-
lem. For a typical SVM training algorithm, its computational
complexity is in the range of O(Nsv

3 + LNsv
2 + dLNsv) ∼

O(dL2), where Nsv is the number of support vectors, L is the
number of samples in training set, and d is the dimension of
each sample, so in the worst case, the algorithm complexity
is O(dL2). In our algorithm of this paper, the number of
training samples L = 1622; the sample dimension d =161. Considering themultiple kernel classifier, we introduced
m = 4 kernels to the algorithm, m ≪ d and m ≪ L,
and we still can think that the complexity of the multiple
kernel training is O(dL2). So, we can conclude that the
computational complexity in the multiple kernel classifier
training process isO(dL2).

In the large-scene multiple targets ATR process, the
complexity is mainly dependent on the kernel function
computation between the testing sample vector and the
support vectors. In this process, the complexity of each target
sample isO(dNsv). In the large-scene SAR image, suppose the
number of the detected targets is t, then the complexity of the
whole testing may beO(tdNsv). In practical applications, the
value t usually is small; for example, in the experiments of
adaptability analysis in our manuscript, there are 6 targets in
the images. So we still can conclude that the complexity of the
testing process isO(dNsv).
3.2. Adaptability Analysis Method. The speckle may cause
inconvenience to SAR image ATR, but this noise is inevitable
and cannot be absolutely eliminated. So, the adaptability
against speckle of the target recognition algorithm directly
decides the usability and robustness. On the adaptability
analysis against speckle, the main method is adding speckle
into the large-scene multiple target image and then analyzing
the recognition precision. When the speckle adding degree
(SAD) is plus 1, the speckle is added into thewhole imagewith
mean 0 and variance 0.04. On this basis, some parameters
such as the mean, the variance, the dynamic range, and the
peak signal noise ratio of the image can be calculated. Then
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Figure 2: Synthesis schematic diagram of 4-level local multiscale feature and 4-scale wavelet kernel.

Large scene multiple 
target image sample

CFAR detection
CFAR detection

Local multiscale decomposition
from the center of image

Feature extraction
Feature extraction

Training of the multiscale
wavelet kernel classifier Multiscale wavelet kernel

classifier

Multiscale wavelet
kernel classifier Recognition result

Mathematical morphological,
calculate the center of gravity

Local multiscale decomposition
from the center of gravity

128 × 128 samples

Figure 3: Flow diagram of multiscale wavelet kernel classifier
training and large-scene multiple target ATR.

for the image with added speckle, through executing the
target detection, feature extraction, and classification again,
we can study the target detection and recognition precision
at different speckle degree.

4. Experiments

4.1. Single Target Recognition and Adaptability Analysis for
Speckle. The single target recognition and speckle adaptabil-
ity analysis are based on the MSTAR dataset; the numbers
of the 3 classes samples are shown in Table 1. After feature
extraction with local multiscale decomposition for all the
sample chips, we design and train the classifier. Then the
multiple-class classification problem is transformed into the
two-class problem by “One VS One” method.

Table 1: MSTAR dataset.

Target
type

Training set Testing set
File name Number File name Number

T72
SN 132 232 SN 132 196
SN 812 231 SN 812 195
SN S7 228 SN S7 191

BMP2
SN 9563 233 SN 9563 195
SN 9566 232 SN 9566 196
SN C21 233 SN C21 196

BTR70 SN C71 233 SN C71 196
SUM 1622 1365

Utilizing the training set, we also can obtain the optimal
multiscale wavelet kernel classifier, where the scale factors
of wavelet kernel are 𝑎

1
= 800, 𝑎

2
= 400, 𝑎

3
= 200, and𝑎

4
= 100. The penalty coefficient 𝐶 = {1, 10, 100, 1000}.

After the features of the testing set being extracted, the
feature vectors are sent to the classifier and the recognition
precision is outputted. To analysis the algorithmperformance
in a nondistortion circumstance, some experiments and
performance comparison between the proposed method and
other typical methods are executed. The feature extraction
methods, the feature dimension, the classifiers, and the
classification precision are shown in Table 2.

From the experimental result, we can see that the fusion
method with the multiscale feature and the multiscale kernel
classifier gives a very high classification precision of 98.75%
when there is no speckle added. In addition, the algorithm
realizes the fast access and storage to nearly 3000 SAR
images in a short time, which indicates good real-time
performance. Comparing with the traditional method, the
presented algorithm is far more advanced in fast detection of
target and less dimension of feature vectors.
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(a) Image I (SAD = 0) (b) Image I (SAD = 1) (c) Image I (SAD = 2) (d) Image I (SAD = 3)

(e) Image II (SAD = 0) (f) Image II (SAD = 1) (g) Image II (SAD = 2) (h) Image II (SAD = 3)

Figure 4: Result images with different speckle adding degrees.

Table 2: ATR result of different feature extraction methods and
classifier.

Feature
extraction
methods

Dimension of
features Classifier Recognition

rate

Hu’s moment 7 LSSVC 0.7313

Wavelet moment 7 LSSVC 0.8469
17 LSSVC 0.9184

Wavelet moment
+ entropy

7 LSSVC 0.8776
17 LSSVC 0.9660

PCA 196 LSSVC 0.9643
Local multiscale
feature 161 LSSVC 0.9802

Local multiscale
feature 161 Multiscale

kernel classifier 0.9897

To analyze the adaptability against noise, the speckle with
mean 0 and variance 0.04 is added to the MSTAR testing set.
When SAD is plus 1, the speckle is added into the image one
time. Through the comparison experiments under different
SADs, the final recognition results are shown in Table 3.

When the speckle is added into the testing samples, the
recognition precision comes to 93.41% with SAD = 1. As the
enhancement of speckle, the recognition precisions reduce
to 87.62% and 76.48% when SAD = 2 and SAD = 3,
respectively, which are still the preferably correct ratios. The
reasons lie in that there is only one target in each sample, and
we already know the targets lie in the center of sample chips.
So, even though the target structure changes, we can still do
the local multiscale decomposition from the center of sample
and extract the exactly proper features.

Table 3: Single target ATR result under different speckle adding
degree.

Speckle adding
degree (SAD)

Number of
testing
sets

Correct
recognition
number

Recognition
precision

SAD = 0 (no adding
speckle) 1365 1348 98.75%

SAD = 1 1365 1275 93.41%
SAD = 2 1365 1196 87.62%
SAD = 3 1365 1044 76.48%

4.2. Large-Scene Multiple Target ATR and Adaptability Analy-
sis for Speckle. For large-scenemultiple target ATR, firstly, we
must construct the large-scene multiple target images. Here,
we randomly select 6 targets being correctly classified in the
MSTAR testing set, where 2 targets are selected from each
class, respectively, and the targets are embedded in the large-
scene clutter images. Using this method, two large-scene
multiple target images are formed, where Image I has a size
of 512 × 512, with the image parameters of mean 𝜇 = 10.82,
variance 𝜎 = 75.30, and the dynamic range𝐷 = 64.07. Image
II has a size of 768 × 768 and 𝜇 = 9.08, 𝜎 = 118.51, and𝐷 = 62.25, respectively.

In the simulation tests, 3 degrees of speckle is added
into the two large-scene multiple target images; the result
images with different SADs are shown in Figure 4.Then using
the same target segmentation, mathematical morphological
processing, and center of gravity calculation, we can achieve
the target detection andmarking result. Figures 5 and 6 show
the two-image target segmentation, detection, and marking
result under the speckle adding degree 1 (SAD = 1). Then,
begin from the center of gravity, execute the multiscale
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Table 4: Large-scene image parameters and multiple targets ATR result under different SADs.

Large-scene images Speckle adding
degree (SAD)

Image parameters𝜇, 𝜎,𝐷, PSNR Number of
detected targets

Number of correctly
recognized targets

Image I
SAD = 1 10.96, 107.42, 65.43, 37.78 6 6
SAD = 2 11.50, 146.34, 66.45, 31.72 6 5
SAD = 3 12.59, 232.78, 67.88, 27.66 6 4

Image II
SAD = 1 8.88, 122.70, 63.08, 38.31 6 6
SAD = 2 9.31, 162.29, 64.54, 32.24 6 5
SAD = 3 10.21, 244.97, 66.15, 28.17 6 5

(a) Original image (SAD = 1) (b) CFAR detection and seg-
mentation result

(c) Morphological processing
and gravity center location

(d) Target detection and mark-
ing result

Figure 5: Multiple targets detection and marking result of the large-scene sample Image I.

(a) Original image (SAD = 1) (b) CFAR detection and seg-
mentation result

(c) Morphological processing
and gravity center location

(d) Target detection and mark-
ing result

Figure 6: Multiple targets detection and marking result of the large-scene sample Image II.

decomposition and feature extraction, and gain the feature
vectors. Finally, send the feature vectors into the multiscale
wavelet kernel classifier, and output the recognition results.

The large-scene multitarget image parameters and the
ATR results under different SADs are recorded in Table 4.
The experimental results indicate that when the SAD = 1,
although the center of gravity of target is shifted from the
geometrical center of the chips after target segmentation, the
6 targets still can be detected and correctly classified, which
testifies the effectiveness and robustness of the presented
algorithm. With the enhancement of speckle, the number of
correctly recognized targets is decreased. The targets marked
“6” and marked “1” in Image I are error recognized with
the SAD = 2 and SAD = 3. In Image II, only the
target marked “6” is error recognized with the two SADs;
the rest 5 targets are correctly recognized. The main reason
is the multiplicative characteristic of speckle, which can

cause drastic variability to the target structure with target
segmentation and mathematical morphological processing,
so the center of gravity of target shifts dramatically. As a
result, the local multiscale features are influenced. Overall,
the feature extraction and classification method has good
adaptability on speckle.

4.3. ATR with Scale and Rotation Transformation and Adapt-
ability Analysis for Speckle. In this test, the rotation and scale
transformations of the targets are introduced based on Image
I and Image II in Section 4.2. For Image I, the targets marked
“4,” “2,” and “5” are resized with scale parameters 2, 1.5, and
1.5, respectively, andwith a rotation of 30∘; then the targets are
embedded into the original image and the new image named
Image III is constructed. For Image II, the targets marked
“1,” “4,” and “5” are resized with scale parameters 2, 1.5, and
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Table 5: Large-scene image parameters and multiple targets ATR result with rotation and scale transformation under different SADs.

Large-scene
images

Speckle adding
degree (SAD)

Image parameters𝜇, 𝜎,𝐷, PSNR Target marks
Correctly

recognized target
marks

Image III
SAD = 1 11.68, 180.76, 65.45, 36.44 2, 4, 5 2, 4, 5
SAD = 2 12.26, 238.52, 66.85, 30.37 2, 4, 5 2, 4
SAD = 3 13.43, 364.02, 68.33, 26.27 2, 4, 5 —

Image IV
SAD = 1 9.38, 157.41, 63.79, 37.45 1, 4, 5 1, 4, 5
SAD = 2 9.84, 206.92, 64.89, 31.34 1, 4, 5 1, 4
SAD = 3 10.80, 310.20, 66.55, 27.29 1, 4, 5 4

(a) Original image (SAD = 1) (b) CFAR detection and seg-
mentation result

(c) Morphological processing
and gravity center location

(d) Target detection and mark-
ing result

Figure 7: Multiple targets detection and marking result of the large-scene sample Image III with rotation and scale transformation.

(a) Original image (SAD = 1) (b) CFAR detection and seg-
mentation result

(c) Morphological processing
and gravity center location

(d) Target detection and mark-
ing result

Figure 8: Multiple targets detection and marking result of the large-scene sample Image IV with rotation and scale transformation.

1.5, respectively, and with a rotation of 30∘; using the same
method, Image IV is constructed.

In the tests, 3 degrees of speckle is added into Image III
and Image IV. Then utilizing the same target segmentation,
mathematical morphological processing with modulation of
parameters, and center of gravity calculation, we can achieve
the target detection andmarking result. Figures 7 and 8 show
the two-image target segmentation, detection, and marking
result under the SAD = 1. Then, begin from the center
of gravity, execute the multiscale decomposition and feature
extraction, and gain the feature vectors. Finally, send the
feature vectors into the multiscale wavelet kernel classifier,
and output the recognition results.

Only considering the targets with rotation and scale
transformation, the large-scenemultitarget image parameters
and the ATR results under different SADs are recorded in
Table 5. Under the condition of SAD = 1, the 3 targets,

respectively, in Image III and Image IV are still correctly
recognized, which testifies the effectiveness of the feature
extraction method and the robustness on rotation and scale
transformation. But with the enhancement of the speckle, the
recognition rate significantly decreased. For example, when
SAD = 2, only 2 targets are correctly recognized, respectively,
in Image III and Image IV; when SAD = 3, all 3 targets in
Image III are error recognized, and only 1 target in Image
IV can be correctly recognized. It is shown that the structure
features of the targets are strongly changed after the rotation
and scale; at the same time, the speckle has a far greater
impact on large scale targets. As a result, the local multiscale
features are extremely influenced, which leads to the error
recognition of the targets.

To further testify the performance of the algorithm under
rotation, scale transformation, and speckle, more large-scene
image samples are constructed and tested. Based on Image I
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Table 6: ATR results with more large-scene image samples under
rotation and scale transformation.

Large-scene
image
datasets

Number of
image
samples

Number of
targets

Number of
correctly
recognized
targets

Recognition
rate

Dataset I 12 72 63 87.5%
Dataset II 12 72 65 90.3%

and Image II, the targets in the two images are resized with
scale parameter 1.5 firstly; then the targets are rotated at 30∘,
and finally, the speckle with SAD = 1 is added into the
images.Ultimately, two datasets having 12 large-scene images,
respectively, can be constructed from Image I and Image II.
In each dataset, there are 72 targets in total with 3 classes.

The experiments are carried out with the two datasets,
and the results are shown in Table 6. From the data in the
table, we can find that the correct recognition rates of the
three classes targets are 87.5% for Dataset I and 90.3% for
Dataset II. The results once again indicate that the local
multiscale feature has good adaptability on rotation, scale
transformation, and speckle. Meanwhile, the fusion of local
multiscale feature and the multiscale kernel classifier can
bring better robustness and recognition rate for ATR systems.

5. Conclusions

Compared with the other image target recognition such as
the face recognition, the gesture recognition, the fingerprint
recognition, and the gait recognition, great obstacles are
brought to the usability and recognition efficiency of SAR
ATR as the strong speckle and low image resolution. Based
on the fusion of multiscale feature and multiscale kernel
machine, a robust full-process method from target detection,
gravity center locating, local multiscale decomposition, and
feature extraction to target classification with multiscale
kernel LSSVC is studied, which can solve themultitarget ATR
in large-scene SAR images with strong speckle effectively.
Through adaptability analysis, the robust algorithm is tes-
tified having good adaptability on speckle. Meanwhile, the
algorithm is well suitable for the requirement of practical
applications. As you can imagine, the method can be applied
to the vehicle target detection from the other imaging sensors
such as visible light image and the infrared image; it also can
be used for ship recognition in SAR images with complex sea
clutters. On the other hand, to achieve better classification
precision, a large number of labeled samples are needed to
train an effective classifier for the support vector machines
including the classifier presented in this paper. But the labeled
sample acquisition is costly, laborious, and time-consuming;
how to improve the classifier accuracy using unlabeled data
has received considerable attention in medical applications
and more recently in crowdsourcing and the event detection
and event recounting problems to real video datasets [28]. So,
in the next step, we look forward to making the significant
improvement of performance and efficient implementation
from this idea in SAR ATR.
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Text summarization is to generate a condensed version of the original document. The major issues for text summarization are
eliminating redundant information, identifying important difference among documents, and recovering the informative content.
This paper proposes a Semantic Graph Model which exploits the semantic information of sentence using FSGM. FSGM treats
sentences as vertexes while the semantic relationship as the edges. It uses FrameNet and word embedding to calculate the similarity
of sentences.This method assigns weight to both sentence nodes and edges. After all, it proposes an improvedmethod to rank these
sentences, considering both internal and external information.The experimental results show that the applicability of the model to
summarize text is feasible and effective.

1. Introduction

With the era of big data, text resources are becoming more
and more abundant. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques have developed rapidly. Text summarization is
a research tool that has widely applied in NLP. It gives a
summary which can help us understand the whole article
immediately with least words. Text summarization is to
generate a condensed version of the original documents by
reducing documents in size while retaining the main char-
acteristics [1]. But artificial text summarization needs much
background knowledge and often requires long processing
time, while qualities of summaries are not always good
enough. For this reason, people began to focus on automatic
text summarization. Automatic text summarization was first
studied almost 60 years ago by Luhn [2] and has gained
much attention in recent years. This method is faster than
artificial ones and performs better than the average level.
With the rapid growth of text resources online, various
domains of text summarization are applied. For instance,

a Question Answering (QA) System produces a question-
based summary to offer information. Another example is the
search result snippets in web search engine which can assist
users to explore more [3]; short summaries for News Articles
can help readers to obtain useful information about an event
or a topic [4]; speech summarization automatically selects
indicative sentences from original spoken document to form
a concise summary [5].

Automatic text summarization is mainly facing the fol-
lowing two problems: one is to reduce redundancy and
the other is to provide more information with less words.
Sentences in-summary are those which can stand for parts
of the whole article. So the repeated information should be
reduced, while the main information should be maintained.
The major issues for text summarization are as follows. To
begin with, information included in text is often redundant,
so it is crucial to develop amethod to eliminate redundancy. It
is very common that different words are used to describe the
same object in a text. For that reason, naive similarity mea-
sures between words cannot faithfully describe the content
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Figure 1: Summarization Approach Categories.

similarity. Another issue is identifying important difference
among documents and covering the informative content as
much as possible [6].

In this paper, to handle these issues, it proposes a
Semantic Graph Model using FrameNet (FSGM) for text
summarization that exploits the semantic information of sen-
tence. FSGM treats sentences as vertexes while the semantic
relationship between sentences as the edges. Firstly, it uses
FrameNet to classify all sentences and then calculates the
relevance values between sentences using semantic analysis
and takes the values as weights of edges. Word embedding
is used to combine similar sentences more accurately. Then
based on the FSGM, sentences’ values are scored by a variant
of the improved PageRank graph ranking algorithm [7],
considering both internal and external information. The
experiments have been conducted on theDUC2004 data sets,
and the results show that our model improves graph-based
sentence extraction algorithms under various settings. So it
can be used to enhance the performance. The experimental
results show our model can be used for sentence extraction
effectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2
and 3 briefly review the related work of current approaches
about text summarization and the prepare work for experi-
ments.The proposed Semantic GraphModel using FrameNet
and word embedding is presented in Section 4 in detail.
Section 5 is about the experiment, results, and relevant
discussion. Finally, conclusion for this paper is in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Figure 1 shows the main summarization approaches [8].
There are two categories of summarization: abstract-based
and extract-based. The abstractive summarization methods
mostly generate the summary by compressing and refor-
mulating the sentence. By this way, summary can keep its

original length but has more effective information. However,
the method requires complex linguistic processing, while
the extract-based summarizationmeasures various statistical
significance for the words to locate themost central sentences
in documents [9].

Extract-based approaches can be further categorized
by supervised and unsupervised approaches. Supervised
method proposes summarizing text as a classification prob-
lem in which all the sentences can be divided into either
in-summary or not-in-summary. These methods are based
on an essential assumption that each sentence should be
independent. Naturally, it ignores the dependence between
sentences. And then, there are additional approaches to build
the relationship between sentences, such as using Hidden
MarkovModel (HMM) or Conditional Random Field (CRF).

Unsupervised method is to generate summaries by rank-
ing sentences. Cluster-based approaches can classify sen-
tences into groups and then choose the important ones in
each group to form the final summary. Radev et al. [10]
presentMEADwith cluster centroids leverage.MEADmakes
score for sentences by various features, assigning a repre-
sentative centroid-based approach. Sentence-level semantic
analysis (SLSS) and Symmetric Non-Negative Matrix Factor-
ization (SNMF) are used in summarization by Wang et al.
[11]. Mei and Chen [12] adapt fuzzy medoid-based clustering
approach to produce subsets of similar sentences. Moreover,
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which helps adding and
analyzing hidden topic features, is employed by Gong and
Liu’s work [13]. Wang et al. [14] generate summaries via
discriminative sentence selection. He et al. [15] consider sen-
tences in documents as a kind of signals from the perspective
of compressive sensing. However, cluster-based approaches
only considered the relationship between sentences, which
may cause the semantic gap.

Another approach of unsupervised extract-based sum-
marization [11, 16] uses graph-based model. TextRank [17]
and LexRank [18] are first two graph-basedmodels applied in
text summarization, which use the PageRank-like algorithms
to mark sentences. Then, other researchers have integrated
the statistical and linguistic features to drive the sentence
selection process, for example, the sentence position [19],
term frequency [20], topic signature [21], lexical chains [22],
and syntactic patterns [7, 23]. Ko and Seo [24] composed
two sentences nearby into a bigram. Those bigrams were
supposed to be context information. First, they extracted
the bigrams by using the sentence extraction model. Then
they used another extraction module to extract sentences
from them. The ClusterCMRW and ClusterHITS models
calculated the sentences scores by considering the cluster-
level information in the graph-based ranking algorithm.
Canhasi and Kononenko [25] improvematrix decomposition
by employing the archetypal analysis for generic multidoc-
ument summarization. While coming to the document set,
there must be more consideration about the document-level
influence. But it did not consider the relationship between
words and sentences.TheDsRmodel [26] achieved it by using
document-sensitive graph-based ranking model. But this
method did not get a satisfied result. Yin et al. improved the
summarization quality by adding extra information which
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came from the query-extraction scenario. Goyal et al. [27]
take Bernoulli model of randomness to index weights of
sentences taking the context into consideration. The method
proposed in [28] decomposed sentences by semantic role
analysis, but while building the model, it did not use graph-
based algorithms.

However, most of these graph-based methods only con-
sider the relation of keyword cooccurrence, without consid-
ering the sentence-level dependency syntax. Those papers
which use semantic information do not utilize the semantic
information in the sentence-level. Thus, how to take advan-
tage of the relationship between sentences needs further
research. In this paper, it proposes sentence-level Semantic
Graph Model. FSGM can build the relationships between
sentences in a better way. Several experiments show ideal
results in our model.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, it introduces related works for the
experiments: firstly, the graph sorting algorithm, then
the FrameNet, and finally word embedding.

3.1. Graph Sorting Algorithm. Graph sorting algorithm can
calculate the nodes importance based on the graph structure.
PageRank is one of its classical algorithms. The basic idea
concerns the webpages’ weight impacted both by usual links
and reverse links, whichmeans themore reverse links are, the
heavier webpages’ weight is. It builds graphs by using links
structure, while the links are edges and webpages are nodes.
The formula is as follows:

PR (𝑝
𝑖
) = 1 − 𝑑𝑁 + 𝑑 ∑

𝑝𝑗∈𝑀(𝑝𝑖)

PR (𝑝
𝑗
)

𝐿 (𝑝
𝑗
) , (1)

where 𝑝
1
, 𝑝
2
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑛
are all nodes, 𝑀(𝑝

𝑖
) is a set which

connect to 𝑝
𝑖
, 𝐿(𝑝
𝑖
) is 𝑝
𝑖
out-degree, 𝑁 is the total number

of nodes, and 𝑑 is damping coefficient, usually set by 0.85.
In automatic text summarization, the graph is built by

Natural Language Processing, text units are nodes, and the
relationship of text units is edges.These relevancies often have
its meaning, so the graph is basically unweighted undirected
graph.

In undirected graph, every node has same in-degree and
out-degree. In sparse condition, the convergence speed in
undirected graph is faster than directed graph. The stronger
the graph can connect, the faster it can converge. If the
graph connectivity is strong enough, the convergence curves
undirected and directed are nearly overlapped [29].

Inweighted graph, theweight between nodes can be used;
the formula is as follows:

PR (𝑝
𝑖
) = 1 − 𝑑𝑁 + 𝑑 ∑

𝑝𝑗∈𝑀(𝑝𝑖)

𝑤
𝑖𝑗
PR (𝑝

𝑗
)

𝐿 (𝑝
𝑗
) . (2)

In graph sorting algorithm, the relevance between nodes is
very important. In LexRank, if Cosine similarity between sen-
tences is larger than the threshold, there is an edge. TextRank

has another weight parameter comparing with PageRank. It
gives edges weights and builds weighted graph. These two
methods are simple and ignore some effective factors, such
as semantic information and linguistic knowledge. Above all
[30, 31], these methods are all considered more similar to
judge the relevance between nodes. Corresponding solutions
of these limitations are proposed in this paper. It used
FrameNet combining the word embedding, to calculate the
relevance between sentences; it will give more details in next
section.

3.2. FrameNet. Traditional semantic sentence representa-
tions employ WordNet [17] or a corpus-based measure [9]
in a classic bag of words, without considering sentence-level
semantic information and word order. The proposed seman-
tic sentence representation uses semantic frames instead of
words to take both sentence-level semantic information and
word order into account.

FrameNet, a lexical database based on a theory called
frame semantics, contains a wealth of semantic lexical
resources. Frame semantics studying the meaning of words
and syntactic structure based on real corpus is proposed by
Charles J. Fillmore. This theory uses empirical methods to
find the close relationship between language and the human
experience and tries to describe this relationship with a
possible way. The basic idea is straightforward: the meanings
of most words can best be understood on the basis of a
semantic frame, a description of a type of event, relation, or
entity, and the participants in it.

In the context of FrameNet, “frame” is a linguistic term
that refers to a set of concepts to understand when people
use natural language to describe an event or a semantic
scene. Words that evoke a frame are called “lexical units”
(LUs); for example, bike, carry, and drive are the LUs of the
BRINGING frame. Each frame contains a series of semantic
roles containers which called Frame Elements (FEs). FEs are
related to words described in the context of events or objects
in real corpus.There are two classes of FEs, core and noncore
elements, which are determined by their importance to the
corresponding frame. Different frames have different types
and numbers of Frame Elements, and these differences can
reflect semantic information in natural language. Figure 2 is
an illustration of the BRINGING frame.

Frame-to-frame relation describes an overview seman-
tic relationship, which is an asymmetric directional rela-
tion. Eight frame relations are defined, which are inher-
itance, perspective on, subframe, precedes, causative of,
inchoative of, using, and see also.

Each frame is directly related to two frames, based on the
orientation relationship; one is called super frame and the
other is called sub frame. The BRINGING frame-to-frame
relation is as follows:

Inherits from:
Is Inherited by: Smuggling
Perspective on:
Is Perspectivized in:
Uses: Cause motion,Motion
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BRINGING 
Definition:
This frame concerns the movement of a Theme and an Agent and/or Carrier. The Agent, a person or other sentient entity, controls the shared Path by moving 
the Theme during the motion. In other words, the Agent has overall motion in directing the motion of the Theme. The Carrier may be a separate entity, or it 
may be the Agent’s body. The Constant_location may be a subregion of the Agent’s body or (a subregion of) a vehicle that the Agent uses.

Karl CARRIED the books across campus to the library on his head.
The FEs include Path, Goal, and Source. Area is an area that contains the motion when the path is understood as irregular. This frame emphasizes the path of 
movement as opposed to the FEs Source or Goal as in Filling or Placing.

FE core set(s):
{Goal, Path, Source}, {Agent, Carrier}
Lexical units:
airlift.v, bear.v, bike.v, bring.v, bus.v, carry.v, cart.v, convey.v, drive.v, ferry.v, fetch.v, fly.v, get.v, haul.v, hump.v, jet.v, lug.v, mobile.a, motor.v, paddle.v,
portable.a, row.v, schlep.v, shuttle.v, take.v, tote.v, transport.n, transport.v, truck.v, trundle.v, wheel.v

Figure 2: Definition of the frame.

Is Used by: Convoy, Sending
Subframe of:
Has Subframe(s):
Precedes:
Is Preceded by:
Is Inchoative of:
Is Causative of:
See also: Cause motion,Motion, Passing, Sending

To sum up, the strengths of FrameNet are as follows.

(a) It contains a wealth of semantic information (seman-
tic roles) and specifies the scene of semantic roles
appeared under predicates.

(b) The definitions of semantic roles are intuitive and
straightforward.

(c) It defines relationships between the predicates.

The weaknesses are listed below.

(a) Frames are determined by predicates, so new predi-
cates need to define new frame.

(b) The expression of the semantic predicates is deter-
mined by other related words; the selection of frames
is a thorny problem, especially in the case of polysemy.

(c) FrameNet may parse some phrases directly into
semantic roles, but these phrases may be separable.

3.3. Word Embedding. Word embedding is a core technique,
which brings deep learning into NLP research. In the past,
it often uses a simple method, called one-hot representation,
to transfer words into vectors. Every word is shown as a
long vector; the dimension of the vector is the length of
the thesaurus. It is represented by sparse matrix. For exam-
ple, word “mic” is saved as [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, . . . , 0, 0] and word
“microphone” is saved as [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0]. It is simple
but has a fatal weakness; it cannot distinguish synonym,
such as “microphone” and “mic.” This phenomenon is called
semantic gap. Meanwhile, the curse of dimensionality will
appear when the dimension is large enough [32].

Hinton [33] proposed “distributed representation” in
1986. It uses low dimension real numbers to represent
word vectors; the length of the dimension used to be
50 or 100. For example, word “mic” can be saved as[0.58, 0.45, −0.15, 0.18, . . . , 0.52]. This method avoids the
semantic gap by calculating the distances between words.
Word embedding can give words similarity at the semantic
level, which is an effective addition for FrameNet. At first, it
used FrameNet to compute sentence similarity at a sentence-
level. Although it achieved good results, the similarity
between sentences calculation relies only on simple com-
parison within the framework of words. Word embedding
transfers all the words in the sentence. In the calculation of
sentence similarity, it can effectively reduce the redundancy
of sentences by combining the subject or object [34]. In this
paper, it uses the lexicon generated by Wikipedia words.

4. FrameNet-Based Semantic Graph Model

Sarkar [35] uses selected key phrases as key concepts iden-
tified from a document to create summary of document,
while Sankarasubramaniam et al. [36] leverage Wikipedia
as the knowledge base to understand the salient concepts
of documents. However, the above techniques may fail to
semantically analyze newly coined words; Heu et al. [37]
employ the tag clusters used by Flickr, a Folksonomy system.
Inspired by above researchers, FSGM adapts FrameNet to
detect key concepts from documents.

In FSGM, it utilizes the semantic information while
considering automatic text summarization, to avoid semantic
gap as well as ignorance of grammatical structure by other
methods. FrameNet is the basis of FSGM to represent
semantic information. The Frame Elements in FrameNet
can express rich semantic information of the framework.
And FSGM requires the relationship between frames to
calculate similarities between sentences. In order to make
full use of semantic information, word embedding is applied
in computation of sentence similarity. In construction of
the semantic graph, sentences should be aggregated when
sentence similarity value is greater than the threshold 𝛼,
and the aggregated sentence should assign new aggregated
weights. Thus, the number of nodes in the semantic graph 𝑛
is not greater than the number of sentences in the text. Graph
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Figure 3: UML form of the structure.

sorting algorithm is then applied to the semantic graph.
After the calculation, the aggregation and nodes weights are
combined to select themost representative sentence. Detailed
steps are as follows.

(a) Use FrameNet to parse the text, to identify the frame,
and annotate the sentences with LUs and FEs, and
generate the sentence node.

(b) Calculate the similarity between sentence nodes by
combining the FrameNet with the word embedding.

(c) Aggregate sentences when the similarity value is
greater than threshold 𝛼.

(d) Calculate the weight of sentence nodes by graph
ranking algorithm.

(e) The final weights of the sentence nodes are calculated
by using the method of combination of aggregate
weights and relationship weights.

(f) Select the most representative sentence to generate
summary.

4.1. Structure of Sentence Node. In order to facilitate further
steps after preprocessing, sentences should be stored in spe-
cific structure.The structure of sentence node in FSGMmust
include original text, recognized frame, Frame Elements,
lexical elements after preprocessing, and sentence weight. It
should be noted that a sentence may containmultiple frames,
and it designs the most basic data structure for storing the
semantic representation of the sentence. Figure 3 shows the
UML form of the structure.

In Figure 3, frame structure includes frame name and
collection of Frame Elements. Sentence structure includes
original sentence, collection of frames, collection of lexical
elements after preprocessing, and sentence weight.

After computing sentence similarity, FSGMwill aggregate
appropriate sentences, for the purpose of reducing redun-
dancy and promoting diversity while generating summary.

4.2. Sentence Semantic Parsing. When FSGM parses sen-
tences, it first annotates LUs in sentences to identify frames
inside, then locates other FEs in sentences according to
the FEs defined in the frames, and stores parsed semantic

Kate drove home in a stupor.
BRINGING FOREIGN_OR_DOMESTIC_COUNTRY

Current_country

Agent Theme

Figure 4: Semantic parsing.

information in predefined sentence structure. FSGM uses
an open-source semantic parser SEMAFOR. It first analyzes
sentencewith a rule-based system to recognize target LUs and
then identifies frames by using a statistical model. FEs are
captured by another statistical model at the last step. Figure 4
is an example of semantic parsing.

For the sentence “Kate drove home in a stupor.” two
frames are identified from the sentence: BRINGING and
FOREIGN OR DOMESTRIC COUNTRY.Moreover, Frame
Elements Agent and Theme are annotated in the frame
BRINGING.

4.3. Sentence Semantic Similarity. Sentence semantic simi-
larity is the kernel of the FSGM, which describes differ-
ences between sentences in semantic level by combining
the FrameNet and word embedding. Lin et al. [38] propose
a similarity measure for text by computing the similarity
between two documents with respect to a feature. FSGM
regards frame as the feature between sentences and takes
following three cases into account.

If frames identified in both sentences are the same and the
Frame Elements defined in the frames are also the same, the
similarity between two sentences is 1, indicating in the sight
of FrameNet that the semantics is the same. If the frame is
different, it defined similarity as

Sim (𝑆
𝑖
, 𝑆
𝑗
) = ∑𝑛𝑘=0 𝜃𝑘 × Distance (SF𝑖𝑘, SF𝑗𝑘)∑𝑛

𝑘=0
𝜃
𝑘

, (3)

where SF is word vector of the lexicon elements and 𝜃 is the
coefficient of lexicon elements, which has 3 types. The first is
that elements are under the same frame, the second is that
elements are under the 8 frames mentioned above, and the
third is all the other conditions. In this paper, 𝜃 is set by 1.2,
1.1, and 1.0. 𝑛 is the smaller number in lexicon elements, set by
min(num(SF

𝑖
), num(SF

𝑗
)). Lexicon elements either are under

frame or are not.
Word vectors are as follows:

SF = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝐸𝑖𝑛 , (4)

where 𝑛 is the number of elements in lexicon setting and 𝐸
𝑖
is

the number of 𝑖’s word vector.
Distance(SF

𝑖
, SF
𝑗
) is the Cosine distance:

Distance (SF
𝑖
, SF
𝑗
) = ∑𝑛𝑘=0 V𝑖𝑘 × V𝑗𝑘√∑𝑛

𝑘=0
V2
𝑖𝑘
√∑𝑛
𝑘=0

V2
𝑗𝑘

, (5)

where V
𝑖𝑘
is SF
𝑖
’s value in 𝑘 dimension.
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Word embedding generates a multidimension word vec-
tor for each word; [34] proved that adding up all the word
vectors in one sentence and calculating the Cosine distance is
an effective method to get the sentence similarity.

4.4. Construct Semantic Graph. After transforming sentences
into semantic sentence representation and calculating of the
semantic similarity between pairwise sentences, the sentence
nodes need to be merged for variability and diversity. The
threshold of the similarity is 1, which means FSGM only
merges the same sentences.

FSGM builds a weighted undirected semantic graph 𝐺 ={𝑉, 𝐸}, where 𝑉 is the vertex set and 𝐸 is the edge set of
the graph. Each sentence in documents is represented in
frames and is built to be a graph vertex. If the semantic
similarity between them is larger than some threshold, these
representative vertexes in the semantic graph will be linked
by edges and the edge weight is assigned by the value of the
pairwise semantic similarity.

Based on the weighted undirected graph, every sentence
is evaluated by applying the PageRank-like algorithm. Equa-
tion (6) shows how to calculate the weight of each vertex in
graph,

weight (𝑉
𝑖
) = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑
× ∑
𝑉𝑗∈ln(𝑉𝑖)

Sim (𝑆
𝑖
, 𝑆
𝑗
) × weight (𝑉

𝑗
)

∑
𝑉𝑘∈Out(𝑉𝑗) Sim (𝑆𝑗, 𝑆𝑘) ,

(6)

where weight(𝑉
𝑖
) represents the weight of 𝑉

𝑖
which also

represents the sentence 𝑆
𝑖
, 𝑑 represents the damping factor,

usually set to 0.85, ln(𝑉
𝑖
) is the set of vertexes which is

connected to 𝑉
𝑖
, since the graph is undirected, Out(𝑉

𝑖
) =

ln(𝑉
𝑖
), and Sim(𝑆

𝑖
, 𝑆
𝑗
) is the semantic similarity between 𝑆

𝑖

and 𝑆
𝑗
. The convergence threshold 𝜂 is set to 10−5. In actual

calculation, an initial value is given for 𝑉
𝑖
and then updated

by (6). Experiments show that (6) usually converges in 20–30
iterations in a sentence semantic graph.

Figure 5 shows the weight change of five sentences in a
document with a given initial value𝐶.The abscissa represents

the number of iterations; the ordinate represents the sentence
weight of current state. In the undirected weighted graph,
vertex weight converges very quickly. After a few iterations,
the difference between the vertex weight values is far less than𝜂.

With sentence-level semantic graph, it can obtain the
weight of each sentence in the document. After calculating
the similarity, it gathers the sentences if the values are larger
than the threshold 𝛼 and generate a new node. Given the
new node its weight is based on the number of combining
sentences. Then, if the similarity values are larger than the
threshold 𝛽, we link these two sentences. After that, it
generates a weighted graph.The convergence results in graph
ranking model are irrelevant with the initial weight vector.
After iteration, it finally gets a FSGM.

4.5. Sentence Semantic Weight. Word embedding can rep-
resent word senses in word embedding vectors. As the
dimension of word embedding vectors is consistent between
words, words in a sentences can sum their word embedding
vectors up to represent the sentence. Also sentences in a
document can sum their vectors to represent the document.
So the semantic representation of document can be word
embedding vectors.

The vectors of the document contain all semantic infor-
mation.The sentence semantic weights should be the amount
of information that the vectors of sentence contained. So
the weight is calculated by the Cosine distance between the
document vectors and the sentence vectors.

4.6. Sentence Selection. It should consider both the semantic
weight and the weight in the text structure when generating
summary. FSGM combined the semantic weight and the
relation weight; the formula is as follows:

𝑊 = 𝜇𝑊
𝑠
+ (1 − 𝜇)𝑊

𝑔
, (7)

where 𝜇 is the coefficient of semantic weight, (1 − 𝜇) is
coefficient of relation weight,𝑊 is the final weight,𝑊

𝑠
is the

semantic weight for sentence node, and 𝑊
𝑔
is the relation

weight for sentence node.

5. Experiments

In this section, it introduces the data set, the evaluation
metric, and the result of text summarization using proposed
FSGM.

5.1. Setup. Firstly, to compare our methods, it uses several
document summarization baseline systems. The definitions
of these systems are as follows.

Lead. For each topic, it would return the leading sentences of
every document.

Random. For each topic, it would select sentences randomly.

GraphRank. Rank sentences by graph-based algorithms using
traditional bag-of-word.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of ROUGE-1 with respect to threshold 𝜂.

5.2. Data Set. In the experiments, it chooses DUC 2004
dataset for text summarization. It is the collections of news-
paper documents from TREC. It has the original summaries.
Besides, the datasets are public. Therefore, lots of researchers
select DUC 2004 to study text summarization. For each
document, NIST human assessors wrote two summaries: one
is 200 words and the other is 400 words. And for each task,
there are two summarizer models. There are 5 tasks in DUC
2004; each task has 15 clusters. It has chosen 15 clusters
randomly from the 75 clusters.

5.3. EvaluationMetrics. ROUGE is a performance evaluation
method widely applied by DUC. It chooses this method to
measure our FSGM. It measures the summary quality by
counting the overlaps between a set of reference summaries
and candidate summary. After that, there are several kinds of
automatic evaluation methods, such as ROUGE-N, ROUGE-𝑊, ROUGE-𝐿, and ROUGE-SU. Equation (8) shows the
compute step for ROUGE-𝑁 which is a 𝑛-gram recall:

ROUGE-𝑁
= ∑𝑆∈{RefSum}∑𝑛-gram∈𝑆 Countmatch (𝑛-gram)∑

𝑆∈{RefSum}∑𝑛-gram∈𝑆 Count (𝑛-gram) ,
(8)

where 𝑛 is the length of the 𝑛-gram and Ref is the ref-
erence summaries. In a candidate summary and the refer-
ence summary, Countmatch(𝑛-gram) is the max of 𝑛-gram,
and in the reference summaries, the number of 𝑛-gram is
Count(𝑛-gram).The longest common subsequence (LCS) has
been used in ROUGE-𝐿 statistics; while ROUGE-𝑊 is based
on weighted LCS, ROUGE-SU is on the basis of skip-bigram
plus unigram. All these four evaluation methods in ROUGE
can form three scores, which are recall, precision, and 𝐹-
measure.

It uses the ROUGE toolkit 1.5.5 for evaluation. It calcu-
lates these scores by our FSGM method and compared with
three other systems, (Lead, Random, andGraphRank). It uses
the scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-𝐿.
5.4. Result and Discussion. For graph-based text summa-
rization method, the value of threshold 𝜂 and damping
factor 𝑑 will affect the performance of the graph-based algo-
rithm. It analyzes the sensitivity of both parameters for two
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of ROUGE-1 with respect to damping factor 𝑑.

Table 1: Performance comparison of FSGM with word embedding
and without word embedding.

Method

FSGM
(with word
embedding,

default settings)

FSGM
(without word
embedding,

default setting)
ROUGE-1 0.325 0.315
ROUGE-2 0.052 0.049
ROUGE-𝐿 0.298 0.293

graph-based systems involved in our experiment including
GraphRank and FSGM. The threshold 𝜂 is varied in the set{0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001} and damping factor 𝑑 is varied in the
range between 0.05 and 0.95 with an interval of 0.1. From
Figure 6, it can be inferred that the choice of threshold 𝜂 in
the set {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001} is quite insensitive to both
systems. And the experiments show that when 𝜂 is set to
0.0001, both systems gave the best results. Figure 7 shows that
the results are not sensitive to the damping factor 𝑑 in the
range between 0.65 and 0.95 of both systems.𝑑 = 0.85 is chosen for further experiments as it gave the
best results.

In order to investigate the effects of performance by
different parameters, it compares the default setting of several
parameters with designed parameters.

Table 1 illustrates the performance comparison of FSGM
with and without word embedding. The table clearly shows
that word embedding can better utilize the semantic informa-
tion to calculate similarity between sentences. It should men-
tion that although word embedding can finitely improve the
performance of generating summary, the option of adapting
word embedding or not should be considered thoroughly.

Different settings of coefficients of lexical elements in the
semantic similarity are compared in Table 2.The coefficient is
a vector of the three elements. Each element is the weight of
the related collections of lexical elements. It can be inferred
from the table that the default setting achieved the best
performance. The default setting assigns reasonable weights
to three types of lexical elements collections.The 𝜃

3
assigns all

types of lexical elements with the weight of one, but it mixes
different types of collections without consideration.
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Table 2: Performance comparison of FSGM with different coefficients of lexical elements.

Parameter 𝜃default (1.2, 1.1, 1.0) 𝜃
1
(2, 1.5, 1.0) 𝜃

2
(1.5, 1.3, 1.0) 𝜃

3
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0) 𝜃

4
(0.5, 0.8, 1.0)

ROUGE-1 0.325 0.315 0.322 0.310 0.298
ROUGE-2 0.052 0.049 0.049 0.047 0.042
ROUGE-𝐿 0.298 0.305 0.303 0.293 0.289

Table 3: Performance comparison of FSGM with different thresh-
olds of combining sentences.

Parameter 𝛼default (1) 𝛼1 (0.95) 𝛼2 (0.90) 𝛼3 (0.85) 𝛼4 (0.5)
ROUGE-1 0.325 0.320 0.320 0.317 0.198
ROUGE-2 0.052 0.049 0.052 0.046 0.019
ROUGE-𝐿 0.298 0.300 0.295 0.293 0.135

Table 4: Performance comparison of FSGM with different thresh-
olds of estimating sentence relationship.

Parameter 𝛽default (0.5) 𝛽1 (0.9) 𝛽2 (0.7) 𝛽3 (0.3) 𝛽4 (0.1)
ROUGE-1 0.325 0.167 0.240 0.214 0.156
ROUGE-2 0.052 0.019 0.032 0.024 0.013
ROUGE-𝐿 0.298 0.126 0.145 0.156 0.113

Table 5: Performance comparison of FSGM with different coeffi-
cients of estimating semantic weight.

Parameter 𝜇default (0.3) 𝜇1 (0.9) 𝜇2 (0.7) 𝜇3 (0.5) 𝜇4 (0.1)
ROUGE-1 0.325 0.298 0.320 0.307 0.306
ROUGE-2 0.052 0.043 0.051 0.049 0.045
ROUGE-𝐿 0.298 0.270 0.295 0.293 0.273

Table 3 is the performance comparison of FSGM with
different thresholds of combining sentences. When the
threshold is set by 1, the performance is the best. When it
comes lower, all parameters are worse. And when it comes to
0.5, which means that it combines two sentences when they
are only half same, ROUGE parameters make no sense. The
more similar the two sentences arewhen combined, the better
their performance is.

Table 4 is the performance comparison of FSGM with
different thresholds of estimating sentence relationship. The
best performance appears on 0.5. This line almost obeys the
normal distribution, while the sentences should not be too
similar nor too dissimilar. When 𝛽 is small, there are little
edges; when 𝛽 is too big, nearly all lines link between nodes.

Table 5 is the performance comparison of FSGM with
different coefficients of estimating semantic weight. This
parameter has less influence than others. The best setting is𝜇 = 0.3.

Moreover, this paper analyzes and compares the FSGM
performance on the DUC2004 with several baseline sys-
tems. Table 6 presents the results that are achieved by Lead,
Random, GraphRank, and FSGM. The table clearly shows
the proposed FSGM outperformed other systems. It can be
inferred from the results that text summarization gets better
performance using sentence-level semantic information.

It should notice that Lead’s performance outperformed
Random in every ROUGEmeasure, and its results ofmeasure
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-𝐿 even approach graph-based sys-
temGraphRank. Leadmethod only chooses the first sentence
of the document as the abstract, while the result is similar to
GraphRank. It means that the location of sentences must be
consideredwhen generating abstract. Although Leadmethod
is simple, its performance is instable, because it greatly
depends on the context.

Unlike Lead, GraphRank analyzes the context based on
relations of words. It builds a graph model based on sentence
similarity and analyzes their occurrence relations. So the
performance is much better than baseline. But it is not
enough to consider the sentence-level semantic similarity. It
only focuses on the relationship between sentences, ignoring
sentence itself as basic morpheme. On such basis, FSGM
considers the semantic similarity between sentences, so it
gets the best performance. Meanwhile, as it considers the
relationship between sentences, the performance is very
stable.

While there are multiple choices of graph ranking algo-
rithm, it choses PageRank-like algorithm as the default
ranking algorithm of FSGM. It choses another famous graph
ranking algorithmHITS for performance comparison, which
is also widely applied in measuring the importance of graph
vertexes. Both HITS and PageRank-like algorithm applied in
the FSGM achieve the best results. It can be inferred from
Table 6 that taking sentence-level semantic information into
consideration can improve the performance of general graph
ranking algorithm.The reason why PageRank-like algorithm
does better than HITS in the experiment may be because
that the former is topic independent while the latter is topic
related. The FSGM based on HITS may be more suitable in
query-based tasks.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, it reviews the common methods of text
summarization and proposes a Semantic Graph Model using
FrameNet called FSGM. Besides the basic functions, it
particularly takes sentence meaning and words order into
consideration, and therefore it can discover the semantic
relations between sentences. This method mainly optimizes
the sentences nodes by combining similar sentences using
word embedding. Also, giving the sentences its weight and
optimizing the PageRank canmake themodelmore rigorous.
The results show that FSGM is more effective from the
understanding of sentence-level semantic.

Above all, if it can take more semantic information into
account, itmay probably get a better result. In the futurework,
it prepares to build amultiple-layermodel to further show the
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Table 6: Performance comparison on DUC2004 using ROUGE evaluation methods.

Parameter Lead Random GraphRank FSGM (PageRank-like) FSGM (HITS-like)
ROUGE-1 0.292 0.290 0.304 0.325 0.310
ROUGE-2 0.043 0.041 0.041 0.052 0.045
ROUGE-𝐿 0.271 0.264 0.265 0.298 0.280

accuracy rate of application in text summarization. And in
this paper, it only applies FSGM to a test corpus. Nowadays,
text from social media is themain resource. And there will be
more serious problems about the credibility. It will research
on the social media content in the future.
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Studies on intelligent vehicles, among which the controlling method of intelligent vehicles is a key technique, have drawn the
attention of industry and the academe.This study focuses on designing an intelligent lateral control algorithm for vehicles at various
speeds, formulating a strategy, introducing the Gauss cloud model and the cloud reasoning algorithm, and proposing a cloud
control algorithm for calculating intelligent vehicle lateral offsets. A real vehicle test is applied to explain the implementation of
the algorithm. Empirical results show that if the Gauss cloud model and the cloud reasoning algorithm are applied to calculate
the lateral control offset and the vehicles drive at different speeds within a direction control area of ±7∘, a stable control effect is
achieved.

1. Introduction

In academic and industrial circles, studies on intelligent
vehicles have drawn considerable attention. Such studies play
an important role in the research on vehicles and intelligent
transportation. Control methods are the key in the study of
intelligent vehicles. Vehicle model parameters are extremely
complex. The system model equation is nonlinear, and its
system parameters constantly change over time. Research
on vehicle control theory includes lateral tracking control
and longitudinal tracking control. Lateral tracking control
includes the support vectormachine (SVM)method, the sub-
level control method [1], the traditional PID (Proportional-
Integral-Derivative) method [2], and the intelligent method.
The latter includes the fuzzy control [3, 4] and neural net-
work control methods [5, 6]. Longitudinal tracking control
includes the coordination of the brake and the accelerator as
well as the antijamming capability of the control accuracy.
One important study on intelligent vehicle control is the
Urban Challenge, which was organized by DARPA (Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency) in 2007.The champion,
“BOSS,” used a road navigation and regional navigation

control strategy [7].The third placer, the “Odin” team, used a
control model [8] based on driver behavior.The “Talos” team
applied the output path of the navigator and the speed com-
mands of the low-level controller output, using the method
based on a RRT (Rapidly-exploring-Random-Tree) [9], and
generated a dynamic trajectory feasible tree through count-
less random samples, thereby expanding the typical RRT [10].
Current self-adaptive control methods of intelligent vehicles
modify parameters of PID on the basis of changes in intel-
ligent vehicle states and object properties, thereby improv-
ing control. They mainly include adaptive control reference
models [11], adaptive control fuzzy models [12, 13], adaptive
control neural networks models [14, 15], and adaptive control
evolutionary models [16].

The current study aims to improve the accuracy, robust-
ness, and adaptability to various road conditions of the
vehicle control algorithm. First, the convergence of vehicles
toward trajectory tracking errors is investigated from the
perspective of nonlinear system stability, which is the premise
of vehicle tracking trajectory. Subsequently, the robustness
and control algorithm that can adapt to the environment is
also considered, thereby ensuring control performance when
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the running conditions of a vehicle are drastically changed.
Finally, the function of vehicle motion control is expanded,
which enables vehicles to complete automatic overtaking
task, adaptive cruise task, automatic parking task, flowing
into traffic task, and so on.

In most of the studies cited above, some researches only
focused on lateral tracking control and some researches only
focused on longitudinal tracking control, without consider-
ing driving speed and driving direction as input values.When
intelligent driving tasks increase in complexity, the control
systems cited earlier are unable to adapt to complex tasks.
In addition, the control system should be able to guarantee
stability. The main contributions of our study are as follows.
(1) A new uncertainty control system according to the Gauss
cloud model (GCM) and cloud reasoning is illustrated. (2)
The new model considers both speed and direction, whereas
velocity and direction aremutually constrained. (3)The speed
control rules for intelligent driving vehicles are constructed,
with reference to human driving experience.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the
lateral control of intelligent vehicle. Section 2 presents the
GCM, the GCM algorithm, and cloud reasoning, including
a preconditioned Gauss cloud generator (PGCG), a post-
conditioned Gauss cloud generator (PCGCG), and a rule
generator. Section 3 describes the lateral control algorithm
for intelligent vehicle systems and cloud controller rules.
Section 4 provides the results of the experiment and analysis
performed using the cloud control algorithm. Finally, the
results of experiment are illustrated in Section 5.

2. Model and Problem Formulation

2.1. Gauss Cloud Model. The Gauss distribution (GD) is one
of the most important distributions in probability theory,
in which the general characteristics of random variables
are represented as means of the mean and variance of two
numbers. As a fuzzy membership function, the bell-shaped
membership function ismostly used in sets, which is typically
expressed through the analytical expressions of 𝑚(𝑥) =
exp{−(𝑥 − 𝑎)2/2𝑏2}. This study presents a cloud model based
on the GD, called the Gauss cloud model (GCM), which is
defined as follows [17, 18].

Definition 1. 𝑈 is expressed in a precise numerical quanti-
tative domain. 𝐶(𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒) is a qualitative concept on 𝑈.
If the value of 𝑥 (𝑥 ∈ 𝑈) is a random realization of the
qualitative concepts of 𝐶, then the “expectation” of the GD𝑥 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛2) is denoted as Ex, and its “variance” is de-
noted as 𝐸𝑛2. Meanwhile, the “expectation” of GD 𝐸𝑛 ∼𝑁(𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒2) is denoted as 𝐸𝑛, and its “variance” is denoted
as 𝐻𝑒2. 𝐸𝑛 is the full form of GD 𝐸𝑛 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒2) and
is a random realization [19]. The certainty degree of 𝑥 in𝐶 is satisfied via 𝑚(𝑥) = exp{−(𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥)2/2(𝐸𝑛)2}. The
distribution of 𝑥 in the domain of 𝑈 is called a Gauss cloud
(GC) [20]. The GC algorithm is presented as follows [17, 20].

The GC Algorithm

Input. Three figures (𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒) and the number of cloud
drops 𝑛.

GCG
He

En

Ex

A set of drop (xi, mi)

Figure 1: The GCG.

Output. A sample set that represents concept extension and
its certainty (𝑥

𝑖
, 𝑚
𝑖
), 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.

(1) Generate Gauss random 𝐸𝑛 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒2).
(2) Generate Gauss random 𝑥 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛2).
(3) Calculate the certainty: 𝑚(𝑥) = exp{−(𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥)2/2(𝐸𝑛)2}.
(4) Repeat (1)–(4) until the number of cloud drops is 𝑛.
The algorithm causes distribution drops, called cloud dis-

tribution (CD). The algorithm of GCM can be obtained
through a cloud generator (CG), which forms a forward
Gauss cloud generator (GCG), as shown in Figure 1. The
Gauss random number generation method is the foundation
of the whole algorithm. It generates uniform random num-
bers in [0, 1] and uses them to calculate the Gauss random
number. Randomnumber sequences are determined through
the uniform random function of a seed. The method of
using uniform random numbers to generate a Gauss random
number is described in detail in [21]. GC distribution (GCD)
is different from the GD because the GCD algorithm uses the
Gauss random number twice, in which one random number
is the basis of another random number. Among these,

(1) when𝐻𝑒 = 0, the algorithm generates a precise value
of 𝐸𝑛 and the value of 𝑥 is transformed into a GD,

(2) when 𝐻𝑒 = 0 and 𝐸𝑛 = 0, the value of 𝑥 of the algo-
rithm generation is an exact value of 𝐸𝑥, and𝑚 ≡ 1.

From (1) and (2), certainty can be concluded as a special
case of uncertainty, and the GD is a special case of the GCD.

For a qualitative concept of a steering angle of positive and
negative 40∘, given that 𝐸𝑥 = 80∘, 𝐸𝑛 = 1, and𝐻𝑒 = 0.1, 1000
cloud drops are generated. The distribution of drops and its
certainty degree of 𝐶 (𝑥,𝑚) are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Cloud Reasoning

2.2.1. Preconditioned Gauss Cloud Generators and Postcondi-
tioned Gauss Cloud Generators. Knowledge forms a concept
and its relationship with communicating and abstracting.
The relationship among concepts forms certain rules, from
which rules library and rules generator can be established
through knowledge reasoning based on GC. Rules include
preconditioned and postconditioned rules. Preconditioned
rules include one or several rules, whereas postconditioned
rules express the results and specific control actions generated
by the preconditioned rules. In the control field, “perception-
action” can establish the rule library based on the relationship
among concepts, thereby realizing control of uncertainty.
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A preconditioned Gauss cloud generator (PGCG) and
a postconditioned Gauss cloud generator (PCGCG) are
composed of the GCG, which is defined as follows.

Definition 2. Assume the following rule:

If 𝐴, then 𝐵, (1)

where 𝐴 corresponds to concepts 𝐶
1
in universal sets 𝑈

1
and𝐵 corresponds to concepts 𝐶

2
in universal sets 𝑈

2
. 𝑎 is a

specific value in universal sets 𝑈
1
, where the GCG generates

a specific value of 𝑎 based on the concept 𝐶
1
of the certainty

degree of 𝑚 distribution, and 𝑚 ∈ [0, 1], which is called a
PGCG [22], as shown in Figure 3.

The PGCG algorithm is presented as follows [23].

The PGCG Algorithm

Input. Three figures (𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒) and a specific value 𝑎.
Output. The distribution of drops (𝑎,𝑚).

(1) Generate Gauss random 𝐸𝑛 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒2).
(2) Calculate the certainty: 𝑚(𝑥) = exp{−(𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥)2/2(𝐸𝑛)2}.
(3) Generate the distribution of drops (𝑎,𝑚).

x
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a

Figure 4: Cloud drop distribution of the PGCG.
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Figure 5: The PCGCG.

As shown in Figure 4, the distribution of drops (𝑎, 𝑚) of
the specific value of 𝑎 and the certainty degree of𝑚 is on the
line of 𝑥 = 𝑎.
Definition 3. Assume the following rule:

If 𝐴, then 𝐵, (2)

where 𝐴 corresponds to concepts 𝐶
1
in universal sets 𝑈

1

and 𝐵 corresponds to concepts 𝐶
2
in universal sets 𝑈

2
. The

certainty degree of 𝑚 belongs to [0, 1]. The GCG generates
the certainty degree of𝑚 drop distribution, which is satisfied
by applying concepts 𝐶

2
in universal sets 𝑈

2
, called PCGCG

[24], as shown in Figure 5.
The PCGCG algorithm is presented as follows [25, 26].

The PCGCG Algorithm

Input. Three figures (𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒) and certainty degree𝑚.
Output. The drop distribution (𝑏, 𝑚).

(1) Generate Gauss random 𝐸𝑛 ∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛,𝐻𝑒2).
(2) Calculate the certainty: 𝑏 = 𝐸𝑥 ± 𝐸𝑛√−2 ln𝑚.
(3) Generate the distribution of drops (𝑏, 𝑚).
As shown in Figure 6, the drop distribution (𝑏, 𝑚) of the

cloud drop specific value of 𝑏 and the certainty degree of𝑚 is
on the line of 𝑦 = 𝑚.
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2.2.2. Rule Generator

Definition 4. Assume the following rule:

If 𝐸, then 𝐹, (3)

where 𝐸 is the PGCG that generates the drop distribution(𝑎,𝑚) with a specific value of 𝑎 and a certainty degree of 𝑚.𝐹 is the PCGCG that generates the drop distribution (𝑏, 𝑚)
of the cloud with a specific value of 𝑏 and a certainty degree
of 𝑚, which is called the single-condition single-rule GCG
(SCSRGCG) [27, 28]. The composition diagrams of PGCG
and PCGCG are shown in Figure 7.

The SCSRGCG algorithm is presented as follows.

The SCSRGCG Algorithm

Input.Three figures (𝐸𝑥
𝐸
, 𝐸𝑛
𝐸
, 𝐻𝑒
𝐸
), three figures (𝐸𝑥

𝐹
, 𝐸𝑛
𝐹
,𝐻𝑒

𝐹
), and a specific value 𝑎.

Output. The drop distribution (𝑏, 𝑚).
(1) Generate Gauss random 𝐸𝑛

𝐸
∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛

𝐸
, 𝐻𝑒2
𝐸
).

(2) Calculate the certainty: 𝑚 = exp{−(𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥
𝐸
)2/2(𝐸𝑛

𝐸
)2}.

(3) Generate Gauss random 𝐸𝑛
𝐹
∼ 𝑁(𝐸𝑛

𝐹
, 𝐻𝑒2
𝐹
).

(4) If 𝑎 < 𝐸𝑥, then calculate the certainty: 𝑏 = 𝐸𝑥
𝐹
−𝐸𝑛

𝐹

√−2 ln𝑚.
(5) If 𝑎 > 𝐸𝑥, then calculate the certainty: 𝑏 = 𝐸𝑥

𝐹
+𝐸𝑛

𝐹

√−2 ln𝑚.
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Figure 8: The DCSRGCG.

(6) Generate the distribution of drops (𝑏, 𝑚).
The SCSRGCG implies an uncertainty transfer in the

conceptual reasoning process. In the universal sets 𝑈
1
of the

PGCG, the distribution of the certainty degree of 𝑚 belongs
to the specific value of 𝑎, whereas the certainty degree of𝑚 is
the input of the PCGCG that generates the drop distribution(𝑏, 𝑚) of the cloud specific value of 𝑏 and the certainty degree
of𝑚.The processing of the certainty value of 𝑎 to the certainty
value of 𝑏 is uncertain.
Definition 5. Assume the following rule:

If 𝐸
1
, 𝐸
2
, then 𝐹, (4)

where 𝐸
1
is the PGCG that generates the drop distribution(𝑎

1
, 𝑚
1
) of the specific value of 𝑎

1
and the certainty degree

of 𝑚
1
, 𝐸
2
is the PGCG that generates the drop distribution(𝑎

2
, 𝑚
2
) of the specific value of 𝑎

2
and the certainty degree of𝑚

2
, and 𝐹 is the PCGCG that generates the drop distribution(𝑏, 𝑚) of the cloud drop specific value of 𝑏 and the certainty

degree of𝑚.The certainty degree𝑚 is obtained from the “soft
and” of𝑚

1
and𝑚

2
, which is called a double-condition single-

rule GCG (DCSRGCG). The composition diagrams of two
PGCGs and one PCGCG are shown in Figure 8.

The “soft and” is expressed via 2D GCM (1, 𝐸𝑛
𝑥
, 𝐻𝑒
𝑥
,1, 𝐸𝑛

𝑦
, 𝐻𝑒
𝑦
), which expresses the uncertainty of “and” of𝑚

1

and𝑚
2
; the result of “and” is expressed by the certainty degree

of𝑚 [29].Thedegree of “soft and” can be realized by adjusting
the values of 𝐸𝑛

𝑥
, 𝐻𝑒
𝑥
, 𝐸𝑛
𝑦
, and 𝐻𝑒

𝑦
when 𝐸𝑛

𝑥
= 𝐸𝑛
𝑦
= 0

and 𝐻𝑒
𝑥
= 𝐻𝑒

𝑦
= 0. Then, “soft and” becomes an “and”

operation. The “soft and” output is presented in Figure 9,
which shows the distribution of the drops and their certainty
degree (𝑥, 𝑦,𝑚), with 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1], 𝑦 ∈ [0, 1].

The DCSRGCG can establish numerous conditions of
single-rule GCG (MCSRGCG) based on its composition
principle. The SCSRGCG and the MCSRGCG are stored in
the rule library and applied in qualitative knowledge reason-
ing and intelligent control field.

3. Lateral Control Approach of an Intelligent
Vehicle System

The control of an intelligent vehicle mainly comprises the
control for speed and angle under conditions of car-following
driving, lane-changing driving, and intersection driving,
with car-following driving being the most common. Using
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Figure 10: Distance 𝑑 between the geometric center of a vehicle and
the central axis of a lane, as well as the included angle 𝜃 between
heading direction and the central axis.

this state as an example, vehicle speed and angles can be intel-
ligently controlled once cloud reasoning and cloud control
are introduced.

Under the condition of car-following driving, an intelli-
gent vehicle should constantly adjust its speed according to
obstacles, such as vehicles and pedestrians, while driving effi-
ciently and avoiding collisions. The angle control of an
intelligent vehicle aims to keep the car in the middle of the
road, with an equal distance between the left/right lane line
and the center of the vehicle while driving. Furthermore, the
heading direction should remain in accordance with the lane
line.

The speed and angle controls of intelligent vehicles are
both typical double-conditional and single-rule controllers.
In Figure 10, the solid line represents the real lane line,
whereas the thick dotted line represents the central axis of
the lane calculated according to two lanemarkings.The black
dots represent the geometric center of an intelligent vehicle,
which is represented by a rectangle. Vehicles achieve angle
control by calculating the distance 𝑑 between the geometric
center of an intelligent vehicle and the central axis of the lane,
as well as the included angle 𝜃 between heading direction and
the central axis.

The input of the cloud controller is the distance 𝑑 (in
meters) between the geometric center of an intelligent vehicle
and the direction of the central axis of the lane and the

included angle 𝜃 (in degrees) between heading directions
and lane line. The output is the steering wheel angle 𝛿 (in
degrees). On the basis of a brief summary of an actual driving
experience, several qualitative conclusions are drawn:

(1) If the intelligent vehicle does not veer off the middle
of the lane and the heading direction of that vehicle
remains in accordance with the axis of the lane, then
the steering wheel should be returned to the zero
position to keep the carmoving straight forward.That
is, if𝑑 and 𝜃 are near 0, 𝛿 should be 0, thereby enabling
the vehicle to proceed normally.

(2) If the vehicle offsets to the right, then turn thewheel to
the left to try and return the vehicle to the center of the
lane. For a higher offset value, a greater adjustment
angle of the steering wheel is necessary. That is, if𝑑 is more than 0, then 𝛿 is less than 0. A positive
correlation exists between 𝛿 and 𝑑’s absolute value.

(3) If the vehicle offsets to the left, then turn the wheel
to the right and try to return the vehicle to the center
of the lane. For a greater offset value, a greater adjust-
ment angle of the steering wheel is necessary. That is,
if 𝑑 is less than 0, then 𝛿 is more than 0. A positive
correlation exists between 𝛿 and 𝑑’s absolute value.

(4) If the included angle between the heading direction
and the central axis of the lane is greater than 0, which
indicates that the vehicle is drifting toward the right
front of the axis, then turn the wheel to the left and
try to return the vehicle to the center of the lane. For
a higher offset value, a larger adjustment angle of the
steering wheel is necessary. If 𝜃 is more than 0, then 𝛿
is less than 0. A positive correlation exists between 𝛿
and 𝜃’s absolute value.

(5) If the included angle between the heading direction
and the central axis of the lane is less than 0, which
indicates that the vehicle is drifting toward the left
front of the axis, then turn the wheel to the right and
try to return the vehicle to the center of the lane. For
a higher offset value, a larger adjustment angle of the
steering wheel is necessary. If 𝜃 is less than 0, then 𝛿
is more than 0. A positive correlation exists between𝛿 and 𝜃’s absolute value.

In the next section, we will describe the linguistic value
sets of the input and the output, define the range of different
linguistic values, and establish the cloud controller and its
control rules based on the aforementioned five qualitative
rules.

3.1. Cloud Controller Rules. The variables 𝑑, 𝜃, and 𝛿 can be
described using five qualitative concepts, namely, “positive
more,” “positive less,” “near-zero,” “negative less,” and “neg-
ative more.” The input and output variables define the five
qualitative concepts and construct a corresponding cloud
regulation generator.

The detailed car-following state and the speed control
rules for intelligent vehicles are shown in Table 1. The rule
set RS(𝑑) of distance 𝑑 between the geometric center of an
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Table 1: (a) Rule sets RS(𝑑) of distance 𝑑 between the geometric center of an intelligent vehicle and the central axis of the lane. (b) Rule sets
RS(𝜃) of included angle 𝜃 between heading direction and the central axis of the lane.

(a)

Axis-line-distance 𝑑 Steering wheel angle 𝛿
Positive more Negative more
Positive less Negative less

If Zero Then Zero
Negative less Positive less
Negative more Positive more

(b)

Axis-line-angle 𝜃 Steering wheel angle 𝛿
Positive more Negative more
Positive less Negative less

If Zero Then Zero
Negative less Positive less
Negative more Positive more

Table 2: Parameter setting of the qualitative concepts of the composition of the speed control rules of an intelligent vehicle.

Parameter Positive greater Positive less Zero Negative less Negative greater
RS(𝑑) (1.5, 0.2, 0.004) (0.5, 0.15, 0.003) (0, 0.08, 0.001) (−0.5, 0.15, 0.003) (−1.5, 0.2, 0.004)
RS(𝜃) (10, 1.2, 0.02) (5, 1, 0.02) (0, 1, 0.01) (−5, 1, 0.02) (−10, 1.2, 0.02)𝛿 (20, 3, 0.005) (10, 2, 0.02) (0, 2, 0.008) (−10, 2, 0.02) (20, 3, 0.05)

intelligent vehicle and the central axis of the lane is shown in
Table 1(a).The rule set RS(𝜃) of the included angle 𝜃 between
heading direction and the central axis of the lane is shown in
Table 1(b). The parameter settings of the qualitative concepts
in the rules are shown in Table 2.

3.2. Lateral Control Algorithm. The GCM and cloud rea-
soning can express human inference and decision and both
exhibit strong robustness in solving the control problems of
complicated systems. This study applies the GCM and the
steering behavior imposed by cloud reasoning on drivers to
build models. The model is shown in Figure 11.

The flowchart of the steering control algorithm shown in
Figure 11 consists of two modules: steering wheel adjustment
angle decision and steering wheel adjustment speed decision.
The former comprises double-condition single-input and
single cloud controllers, which are used to independently
estimate the preview drift angle and the preview cornering
distance. These controllers are called controller 𝑎 and con-
troller 𝑑, where 𝑢

𝑎
refers to the output of controller 𝑎 and𝑢

𝑑
refers to the output controller 𝑑. 𝑢

𝑎
, 𝑢
𝑑
∈ [−1, 1] denotes

adapting the expectation direction of the adjustment angle
of the steering wheel. The left represents the negative values,
whereas the right represents the positive values. A value
stands for an expectation degree. When the value is closer
to 1, the expectation degree is higher, and vice versa. The
adjustment angle decision will constantly determine the
adjustment of the steeringwheel in terms of controller output.
The module of the steering wheel adjustment speed deci-
sion, which consists of double-condition single-input and

single-cloud controllers, adopts the waterfall structure con-
nection. It inputs the variables for the controller, which
outputs the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle, and obtains
the information of the adaptation speed of the wheel after
adjusting speed. Negative values indicate adjusting the wheel
to the left, whereas positive values indicate adjusting the
wheel to the right. When the absolute value is closer to 1, the
steering speed is faster. Conversely, the steering speed is lower
when the absolute value is farther from 1.

4. Experiment Result and Analysis

4.1. Experiment Setup

4.1.1. Hardware Architecture of an Intelligent Vehicle System.
The on-board sensor configuration of an intelligent vehicle
comprises a radar sensor, a vision sensor, and a positioning
sensor. The radar sensor consists of two separate Universal
TransverseMercator (UTM) single laser radars on the left and
right of the body, a forward SICK single laser radar, a forward
four-layer laser radar, and a backward millimeter wave radar.
The vision sensor comprises three front-facing cameras, two
rear-facing cameras, and two lateral cameras set in both rear-
view mirrors. The positioning sensor consists of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and an inertial measurement unit
(IMU), as is shown in Figure 12. This study is based on a
“MengShi” intelligent vehicle, as is shown in Figure 13. All
types of sensors are mainly applied to sense the surroundings
of the vehicle for real-time acquisition of its location, posture,
speed, and time.
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Figure 13: “MengShi” intelligent vehicle.

4.1.2. Software Architecture of an Intelligent Vehicle System.
The design and development of intelligent vehicles are aimed
at studying the key techniques of multi-interaction and col-
laborative driving based on visual and auditory information.
The software architecture of intelligent vehicle systems is
shown in Figure 14. This architecture comprises a human
computer interaction (HCI) layer, a sensor and sensing layer,
a planning and decision layer, and a control layer.

HCI Layer. This layer receives the touch commands and
emergency braking instructions of the driver and relays them
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Figure 14: Software architecture of an intelligent vehicle system.

to the control layer. It simultaneously provides the driver
with feedback information from the surroundings and other
vehicles through sounds and images.

Sensor and Sensing Layer.This layer consists of a radar sensor,
a vision sensor, a GPS sensor, and an IMU sensor. It focuses
on completing the collection of sensor data. To realize the
“plug and play” feature of the sensor, the standard data format
of various sensors should be normative, which requires trans-
forming the specific data format of the sensor to the standard
format understood by an intelligent vehicle. The sensor data
collected in this layer is delivered to the sensory module.
The sensing layer focuses on sensor data analysis, road edge
identification, obstacle detection, traffic sign detection, and
body state estimation, which can facilitate the planning and
decision of an intelligent vehicle.

Decision and Planning Layer. This layer focuses on path
planning and navigation, which determine the driving pat-
tern of an intelligent vehicle by analyzing environment data
and vehicle data from the sensory module. This layer also
determines the position of the vehicle in a detailed electronic
map and generates the traveling track according to the
coordinates of the target point. Human intervention and
obstacles also influence the track.

Control Layer. This layer controls vehicles to enable them
to proceed based on track data and current vehicle state.
It also receives human instructions and performs accelera-
tion/deceleration and steering operations. This layer directly
outputs the control order to the accelerator, as well as the
braking and steering controller, of the vehicle.

4.1.3. Experimental Environment. The Beijing-Tianjin Ex-
pressway, which spans the Taihu Toll Station and the Dongli

Figure 15: Experiments paths.

Toll Station, covers 121 km of shuttle distance. Rain is mod-
erate rain in Tianjin, with a small amount of water on
the ground. The weather is rainy in the Tianjin section of
the Beijing-Tianjin Expressway. When the sun occasionally
shines, the weather remains sunny until reaching Beijing,
where it is cloudy.The temperature outside the vehicle is 32∘C,
and that on the road is 40∘C. Visibility is over 200m. The
experiment path is designated by the blue line in Figure 15.

4.2. Experiment Result and Analysis. When the intelligent
vehicle proceeds, 𝜃 marks the included angle between the
intelligent vehicle and the lane line. Negative and positive
values refer to drifting to the left and right, respectively.𝑑 marks the distance between the geometric center of the
vehicle and the lane line. The instant velocity is obtained
using GPS. The control angle of the steering wheel target is
calculated through a decision algorithm and recorded.
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Figure 17: Variation curve of the distance 𝑑 between the vehicle
body and the lane line.

4.2.1. Analysis of Maintenance Situations on
Lanes under Different Speeds

(1) Vehicle Speed Lower Than 80 km/h. When speed is lower
than 80 km/h, a section of real-time data (75 in total) is
randomly selected for analysis. Figure 16 shows the variation
curve of the included angle 𝜃 between the vehicle body and
the lane line. The 𝑥-axis represents the number of sampling
points (unit: amount). The 𝑦-axis represents the included
angle 𝜃 (unit: degree). The value of the included angle 𝜃
between the lane line and the heading direction of the vehicle
body should range from−0.5∘ to 0.8∘, with a fluctuation range
within 1.3∘. Figure 17 shows the variation curve of distance
d between the vehicle body and the lane line. The 𝑥-axis
represents the number of sampling points (unit: amount).
The 𝑦-axis represents the distance 𝑑 (unit: m). The distance𝑑 should range from 0.2m to 0.8m, with a fluctuation range
within 0.6m. The data further demonstrate that the second
half of the driving drifts toward the left side of the lane line
by a wide margin, but the overall situation remains good.
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Figure 18: Variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between the
vehicle body and the lane line.
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Figure 19: Variation curve of distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body
and the lane line.

(2) Vehicle Speed between 80 km/h and 90 km/h. When speed
is between 80 km/h and 90 km/h, a section of real-time
data (192 in total) is randomly selected analysis. Figure 18
shows the variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between
the vehicle body and the lane line. The 𝑥-axis represents
the number of sampling points (unit: amount), The 𝑦-axis
represents the included angle 𝜃 (unit: degree). The value of
the included angle 𝜃 between the lane line and the heading
direction of the vehicle body should range from −0.6∘ to
0.6∘, with a fluctuation range within 1.2∘. Figure 19 shows the
variation curve of distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body and
the lane line. The 𝑥-axis represents the number of sampling
points (unit: amount). The 𝑦-axis represents the distance 𝑑
(unit: meter). The distance 𝑑 should range from −0.1m to
0.4m, with a fluctuation range within 0.5m. The data show
that the situation of the lane remains good.
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Figure 20: Variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between the
vehicle body and the lane line.
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Figure 21: Variation curve of distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body
and the lane line.

(3) Vehicle Speed between 90 km/h and 100 km/h. When speed
is between 90 km/h and 100 km/h, a section of real-time data
(176 in total) is randomly selected for analysis. Figure 20
shows the variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between
the vehicle body and the lane line. The 𝑥-axis represents
the number of sampling points (unit: amount). The 𝑦-axis
represents the included angle 𝜃 (unit: degree). The value of
the included angle 𝜃 between the lane line and the heading
direction of the vehicle body should range from −0.5∘ to
0.6∘, a range of 1.1∘. Figure 21 shows the variation curve of
the distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body and the lane line.
The 𝑥-axis represents the number of sampling points (unit:
amount). The 𝑦-axis represents the distance 𝑑 (unit: meter).
The distance 𝑑 should range from −0.25m to 0.05m, with a
fluctuation range of 0.3m.The data show that the situation of
the lane remains good.

(4) Vehicle Speed Greater Than 100 km/h. When speed is
greater than 100 km/h, a section of real-time data (96 in
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Figure 22: Variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between the
vehicle body and the lane line.
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Figure 23: Variation curve of distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body
and the lane line.

total) is randomly selected for analysis. Figure 22 shows the
variation curve of the included angle 𝜃 between the vehicle
body and the lane line. The 𝑥-axis represents the number
of sampling points (unit: amount). The 𝑦-axis represents the
included angle 𝜃 (unit: degree). The value of the included
angle 𝜃 between the lane line and the heading direction of
the vehicle body should range from−0.4∘ to 0.7∘, a fluctuation
range within 1.3∘. Figure 23 shows the variation curve of the
distance 𝑑 between the vehicle body and lane line.The 𝑥-axis
represents the number of sampling points (unit: amount).The𝑦-axis represents the distance 𝑑 (unit: meter). The distance 𝑑
should range from −0.6m to −0.2m, with a fluctuation range
within 0.4m.The data show that the lane situation of the lane
remains good.

4.2.2. Analysis of the Control Angle of the SteeringWheel. The
curve graph of the control angle of the steeringwheel is shown
in Figure 24.The 𝑥-axis represents the traveledmileage of the
vehicle (unit: km). The data recording interval is 50ms. The𝑦-axis represents the control angle of the steeringwheel (unit:
degree).
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Figure 24: Curve graph of steering wheel control.

Steering to the right creates a negative value, whereas
steering left creates a positive value. Approximately 81% of
the angles of the steeringwheel range from−3∘ to 3∘, 3% range
from−6∘ to 6∘, and themaximum angle ranges from−7∘ to 7∘.
According to relevant laws, the floating range of a manually
operated steering wheel ranges from −7.5∘ to 7.5∘, which is a
stable operation.

5. Conclusion

This study proposes a novel type of lateral control migration
algorithm for intelligent vehicles. On the basis of the GCM
and cloud reasoning, it also presents the qualitative concept
cloud parameterization of the speed control rule for a vehicle
on an expressway, designs a lateral control algorithm for
an intelligent vehicle, and provides the speed control rules
for different car-following conditions. The lateral controller
of the vehicle, which is based on the GCM and the cloud
reasoning algorithm, can be adapted to various speeds.
Therefore, 81% of the angles of the steering wheel range from−3∘ to 3∘, 3% range from −6∘ to 6∘, and the maximum angle,
which can achieve stable control, is within the range of −7∘ to
7∘.
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Materials corrosion study is based on plenty of contrast experiments. Traditional corrosion experiments are time-consuming and
require manual corrosion grade evaluating during the experiment. To improve the efficiency of experiment, a high-throughput
experiment platform is designed and accomplished. The platform mainly consists of high-throughput corrosion reaction facility,
data acquisition system, and data processing system.The corrosion reaction facility supports high-throughput materials corrosion
reactions under various conditions. The data acquisition system is mainly responsible for capturing the images of samples’ surface,
collecting electrochemical signals, and storing them into the computer in real time. The data processing system treats the acquired
data and evaluates the degree of materials corrosion in real time by program automatically. The platform not only reduces the
occupation of the equipment but also improves the efficiency of sample preparation and experiment occurrence.The experimental
data shows that the platform can accomplish high-throughput corrosion contrast experiment easily and reduce the time cost
obviously.

1. Introduction

Corrosion is one of themost popularmaterials’ failure causes.
It will significantly reduce materials’ strength, plastic, and
toughness properties, shorten the service life, and cause
catastrophic accidents [1]. To investigate the factors and
mechanisms ofmaterials corrosion, a lot of experimentsmust
be conducted. A small change of the experimental parameters
often means a series of new similar experiments, which
will undoubtedly consume a large amount of resources. To
improve the efficiency of this kind of experiments, high-
throughput method is adopted.

The idea of high-throughput originates from combinato-
rial chemistry [2], aiming to shorten the product develop-
ment period and reduce costs by large-scale chemical syn-
thesis technology. Its essence is to accomplish large amount
of repetitive experiments in parallel and obtain experimental
results through the novel design of experiment scheme and
equipment. High-throughput characterization technology
has been widely used in gene sequencing, drug screening,
and so on. In recent years, new materials development

begins to adopt high-throughput technology to improve
development efficiency [3]. However, there are few reports
on high-throughput materials experiment method. In this
paper, we try to improve the efficiency of materials corrosion
experiment by high-throughput technology.

A high-throughput corrosion experiment platform has
been designed and accomplished. The platform mainly
comprises high-throughput corrosion reaction facility, data
acquisition system, and data processing system. The cor-
rosion reaction facility supports high-throughput materi-
als corrosion reactions under various conditions. The data
acquisition system is mainly responsible for capturing the
images of samples’ surface, collecting electrochemical signals,
and storing them into the computer in real time. The data
processing system treats the acquired data and evaluates
the degree of materials corrosion in real time by program
automatically.

The platform has accomplished some high-throughput
materials corrosion experiments, which not only reduces the
occupation of the equipment but also improves the efficiency
of sample preparation and experiment conduction. Different
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from traditional artificial corrosion evaluation, the platform
can treat the collected data and automatically generate corro-
sion evaluation results.The contribution of ourmethod is that
it provides the possibility of large-scale materials corrosion
experiment and version-based data analysis.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
introduces the related works about high-throughput experi-
ment and corrosion image processing. Section 3 describes the
structure and implementation of the platform. The key algo-
rithm and programing method are presented in Section 4.
The experimental procedure and result analysis are shown in
Section 5. Section 6 analyzes the performance of our method.
At last, Section 7 summarizes our contributions and points
out the future work.

2. Related Works

2.1. High-Throughput Technology. High-throughput is a tech-
nology to execute parallel task with multicharacterization
methods. It has been applied in several fields, including
high-throughput sequencing, high-throughput screening,
and combination technology. High-throughput sequencing
[4] brings great promotion on the development of biological
gene sequencing. It can measure millions of DNAmolecules’
sequence at the same time. This makes it possible to analyze
the transcriptome and the genome of a species in detail.
High-throughput screening [5] is a method for scientific
experimentation especially used in drug discovery and rel-
evant to the fields of biology and chemistry. It allows a
researcher to quickly conduct millions of chemical, genetic,
or pharmacological tests with robotics, data processing and
control software, liquid handling devices, and sensitive detec-
tors [6]. Combination technology, with multichannel parallel
synthesis and high-throughput rapid characterization, can
synthetize samples of different compositions fleetly by finite
steps, investigate its structure and properties efficiently, and
develop new materials with required properties finally [7].

2.2. Corrosion Image Processing and Evaluation. Image pro-
cessing is a technology to analyze images and obtain some
desired features by computer. It generally includes image
compression, enhancement, restoration, matching, descrip-
tion, and recognition. Image description, matching, and
recognition are usually adopted to accomplish some smart
applications.

During the study of materials corrosion, the appearance
of surface is important to evaluate the corrosion degree. The
idea of image processing can be used in the grade evaluation
of materials corrosion. In 1981, Itzhak et al. scanned the
surface of AISI 304 material by digital scanner, which has
been soaked for 20 minutes in 50∘C 10% FeCl

3
solution [8].

The corrosive pitting is counted and the corrosion rate is
calculated by computer program according to the scanned
images. Codaroa et al. analyzed the appearance of pitting
of Al-Ti alloy and gave a quantitative description method
for pitting. The method can be utilized to represent the
evaluation procedure of corrosion [9]. Wang et al. collected
the morphology of sea water corrosion of carbon steel

(1)

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 1: The structure of high-throughput corrosion experiment
platform ((1) corrosion reaction facility, (2) specimen, (3) electro-
chemical signal acquisition system, (4) image acquisition system,
and (5) computer).

[10]. They adopted grey correlation method to establish the
relationship between the corrosion degree and the apparent
color and edge. Xu et al. investigated the relationship between
the apparent grey value of image and the depth of corrosive
pitting in the specimen by fractal dimension method [11].
They found out that the relationship was nearly linear. In this
paper, corrosion images are automatically processed in real
time to evaluate the corrosion grade of specimens.

3. Platform Structure

With the idea of high-throughput, a smart materials’ cor-
rosion experiment platform is designed. It consists of high-
throughput corrosion reaction facility, data acquisition sys-
tem, and data processing system, shown in Figure 1. All the
systems are connected to transfer signal and data.

3.1. High-Throughput Corrosion Reaction Facility. High-
throughput corrosion reaction facility indicates the container
where the corrosion reaction occurs. We design two kinds
of reaction units for high-throughput corrosion reaction:
single-solution reaction unit and multiple-solution reaction
unit.

3.1.1. Single-Solution ReactionUnit. Theappearance of single-
solution reaction unit is shown in Figure 2. It uses corrosion
resistant materials, such as epoxy resin, to package several
specimens into one component. Single-solution reaction unit
can only investigate the corrosion behaviors of different
specimens in the same solution. The specimens in one
component can be distinguished from materials, roughness,
and other properties. Since the specimens are packaged,
they can be treated together to improve the sample making
efficiency, such as polishing and surface processing.

3.1.2. Multiple-Solution Reaction Unit. The appearance of
multiple-solution reaction unit is shown in Figure 3. It is a
reaction vessel consisting of a set of parallel tactic groove
liquid pool arrays. Each liquid pool can contain different
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Figure 2: Single-solution reaction unit.

Figure 3: Multiple-solution reaction unit.

solutions during one experiment. Every specimen can be
arranged into one liquid pool. After one specimen is put
in, the bottom of the pool should be sealed up to avoid the
leaking of solution. During the experiment procedure, each
liquid pool can be plugged with an electrode. Thus, the elec-
trochemical signals of every specimen can be collected inde-
pendently. The advantage of multiple-solution reaction unit
is that different specimens can be tested in different solutions
at the same time. One experiment may produce independent
image and electrochemical data of every specimen. It can
obviously improve the corrosion reaction efficiency.

3.2. Data Acquisition System

3.2.1. Electrochemical Signal Acquisition System. Electro-
chemical signal is an important characterization parameter
during materials corrosion reaction. It is usually detected
by electrochemical workstation, representing the current and
potential of the specimen and solution. The electrochemical
signal acquisition system is composed of an electrochem-
ical workstation, a reference electrode, and a multiplexer.
The electrochemical workstation and reference electrode are

working together to collect the signal of current andpotential.
In our high-throughput materials corrosion experiments,
the two-electrode system was used to form a closed loop
with a working electrode and a reference electrode. We use
“Interface 5000” electrochemical workstation from Gamry�
Company. The working electrode is a bolt type materials’
electrode, and the reference electrode is commonly Ag/AgCl
electrode used in the study of electrochemical corrosion.
Ag/AgCl electrode can be utilized as a probe part of reference
electrode in the solution.

Since high-throughput experiment needs to get the
electrochemical signals of all the specimens, a multiplexer
is designed to accomplish the function of parallel signal
collection. The multiplexer is developed based on the circuit
board. It consists of several input ports and one output port.
Here we show a multiplexer with 16 input ports. All the
specimens in the corrosion reaction unit can be connected
with the input ports. The output port is connected with
an electrochemical workstation to analyze the signal from
the input ports. After circuit programing, we can realize
the connecting between one input port and the output port
at one moment. Thus, the multiplexers can take turns to
query 16 input ports in accordance with the way specified by
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Multiplexer and its connection mode. (a) Multiplexer. (b) Connecting with specimens.

Table 1: Daheng camera parameters.

Name Parameter
Model MER-500-7UC
Interface Mini USB 2.0
Resolution 2592 (H) × 1944 (V)
Frame rate 7 fps
Sensor 1/2.5 CMOS
Pixel size 2.2 𝜇m × 2.2 𝜇m
Spectrum Black-and-white/color

the program. The appearance of the multiplexer is shown in
Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the connecting mode with the
experimental sample. With the help of the multiplexer, one
single channel electrochemical workstation can accomplish
the function of multichannel electrochemical workstation.
Although there may have time delay on signal collection, it
hardly influence the result because of slow corrosion action.

3.2.2. Image Acquisition System. Since the surface appearance
of specimen is one important characterization for corrosion
study, specimen surface image must be collected continu-
ously.The image acquisition system is composed of a camera,
a ring light, and a light shield.

We choose “MER-500-7UC” camera from Daheng�
Graphics Company.The specific parameters of the camera are
shown in Table 1.The camera adopts USB 2.0 port to connect
with computer and provides programing interface to control
its action. Its size is only 29mm ∗ 29mm ∗ 29mm and it is
easy to be used in various environments.

For enough light on the specimens, we take LED ring light
as a light source. It can supply an even light for the measured
object. To avoid the influence from the environmental light,
a light shielding cover was used. The stable light condition
makes the direct comparison of images at different stages
possible. Light shield selection was relatively simple, as long
as it can cover the whole system and block the environmental
light in.

3.3. Data Processing System. Data processing of our plat-
form is automatically accomplished by programing, which
is running on a computer. The data produced from the
platform mainly includes the electrochemical signals and
specimen surface images. The program can separate the
electrochemical data of each specimen from the electrochem-
ical workstation file, which contains the mixed data of all
the specimens. The program can also process the surface
image of specimens. The corrosion grade of each specimen
is evaluated by image processing based program. The details
of the method and algorithm will be introduced in Section 4.

4. Algorithm and Programing

4.1. Electrochemical Signal Extracting. In our high-through-
put experiment, the electrochemical data of all specimens are
collected together. The electrochemical workstation collects
signals sequentially and stores them into oneDAT format file.
To analyze the electrochemical signal of every specimen, the
signal data of every specimen should be extracted from the
DAT file. Based on the time stamp in the file and multiplexer,
each specimen’s electrochemical data can be attained by a
program.

To avoid the error of data collecting, we set the data
collecting with a higher frequency than the realistic demand.
In the electrochemical data split program, the data with big
error is picked out. An average data value of the remaining
data with small error is adopted as the electrochemical signal
value of the specimen by the program. After the program
treatment, the data in DAT file is separated into several
electrochemical signals. Every group of independent signals
is corresponding to one specimen.

4.2. Image-Based Smart Corrosion Evaluation. The surface
morphology and corrosion grade evaluation are important
for the study of corrosion mechanism. During traditional
corrosion experiment, the specimen corrosion grade is evalu-
ated manually. With our smart high-throughput experiment
platform, the specimen corrosion grade can be evaluated by
the program automatically.
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In the past decades, image processing technology has
been successfully applied in corrosion description and eval-
uation. Most of the related works focused on the analysis of
grey image. Here we give a quick corrosion degree evaluation
method for color corrosion image. For the RGB image, each
pixel point has three color channels: red, green, and blue.
Each color channel can take any value from 0 to 255 (with 8
bits’ format), so the whole color space is a total of 2563 (about
16 million) kinds of color combination. The calculation of
comparing the distribution of these 16 million combinations
is too large, so we design a quickmethod to evaluate the color
image by characteristic value.The RGB value from 0 to 255 is
divided into four ranges: 0 to 63 is the first range; 64 to 127 is
the second range; 128 to 191 is the third range; and 193 to 255
is the fourth range. Each color channel can be divided into
four districts, so 43 (64) kinds of color combinations can be
reformed.The 64 kinds of combinations can be regarded as a
space of 64 dimensions.

Here we define the concept of characteristic vector 𝐶 of
an image. 𝐶 is a 64-dimension vector.The element of 𝐶 is the
total number of pixels with the color of certain dimension,
denoted as 𝑐

𝑖
. Thus a color image can be represented by a 64-

dimensional vector. For example, the characteristic vector of
the left top brass specimen in Figure 8(a) can be denoted as
𝐶 = (7414, 230, 0, 0, 8, . . . , 109, 0, 0, 3415, 53929) . (1)

The details of RGB district and characteristic vector are
shown in Table 2. The elements in column “𝑐” compose a
vector, that is, the characteristic vector. It can be regarded
as a “fingerprint” of an image. The similarity between two
images can be determined by comparing their characteristic
vectors [12]. In this way, we can improve the efficiency of
image similarity determination while ensuring the relative
uniqueness.

To quickly evaluate the corrosion grade of a specimen, we
establish a standard corrosion image database. The database
consists of a series of standard corrosion images with manual
corrosion grade evaluation. The characteristic vectors of the
images are also stored in the database.Themain idea of quick
corrosion grade evaluation is to specify one standard image’s
grade to an image, whose characteristic vector is the nearest
to the standard image. The procedure of corrosion grade
evaluation based on characteristic vector similarity mainly
consists of the following five steps:

(1) Load the corrosion images to be evaluated.
(2) Calculate the characteristic vector of the image to be

evaluated.
(3) Compare the calculated characteristic vector with

that of the standard image one by one.
(4) Find out the standard image with the nearest charac-

teristic vector.
(5) Output the corrosion grade of the standard image as

that of the input image.
Based on the procedure above, we have developed a

program to calculate corrosion grade of collected images.
Consequently, the high-throughput experiment platform can
output the corrosion grade of every specimen in real time.

Table 2: RGB and characteristic vector of image.

R G B 𝑐
0 0 0 7414
0 0 1 230
0 0 2 0
0 0 3 0
0 1 0 8
0 1 1 372
0 1 2 88
0 1 3 0
0 2 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 2 10
0 2 3 1
0 3 0 0
1 0 0 891
1 0 1 13
1 0 2 0
1 0 3 0
1 1 0 592
1 1 1 3462
1 1 2 355
1 1 3 0
1 2 0 0
1 2 1 101
1 2 2 882
1 2 3 53110
1 3 0 11053
2 0 0 1146
2 0 1 0
2 0 2 0
2 0 3 0
2 1 0 2552
2 1 1 9040
2 1 2 47
2 1 3 0
2 2 0 0
2 2 1 8808
2 2 2 8
2 2 3 0
2 3 0 16
3 0 0 11
3 0 1 0
3 0 2 0
3 0 3 0
3 1 0 856
3 1 1 1376
3 1 2 0
3 1 3 0
3 2 0 0
3 2 1 3650
3 2 2 6260
3 2 3 109
3 3 0 0

5. Experiments and Data Analysis

With the smart high-throughput experiment platform, we
have conducted several experiments ofmaterials corrosion in
NaCl solution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: The solution container on single-solution corrosion unit. (a) Sticking method. (b) Solution container with an electron.

Table 3: The polishing sandpaper types and surface roughness.

Sandpaper type 200# 400# 800# 1500#
Surface roughness/𝜇m 75.0 35.0 21.8 12.6

5.1. Experiment Preparation. Four kinds of materials, includ-
ing aluminum, brass, copper, and steel, are selected as the
objects to be investigated. Every kind of material is made into
four specimens as parallel reference separately.They aremade
into bar sample, with 5mm diameter and 20mm length.
The intersecting surface is polished as the corrosion surface,
by 200#, 400#, 800#, and 1500# sandpaper, respectively.
Thus the effect of surface roughness on materials corrosion
can be studied. The polishing sandpaper types and surface
roughness are shown in Table 3.

The corrosion experiment is conducted in 3.5% NaCl
solution. Here we use the single-solution corrosion reaction
unit as reaction container. After the specimens are polished,
a pipe made of PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) is stuck to
the package surface by 704 silicone rubber. Then the NaCl
solution can be contained in the pipe space. The appearance
of stuck single-solution unit is shown in Figure 5(a). A
reference electrode is plugged into the container to collect the
electrochemical signals, shown in Figure 5(b).

5.2. Experimental Data

5.2.1. Electrochemical Signal. The experiment monitors the
open circuit potential signal of the specimens by two-
electrode system. Ag/AgCl electrode is adopted as the ref-
erence electrode of the corrosion system. The reference
electrode is connected with the electrochemical workstation.
The specimens can be regarded as working electrode. All the
working electrodes are connected with the input ports of
the multiplexer one by one with extension wire. The output
port of the multiplexer is directly connected with the Gamry
electrochemical workstation. Thus the specimens, electro-
chemical workstation, multiplexer, and reference electrode
compose a connected loop.

A B
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Figure 6: Open circuit potential of a full sampling period.

In order to obtain stable data output, we maintain 5-
second period of switching on with each specimen by
multiplexer control program. At the same time, the Gamry
potential signal scanning period is set to 0.5 seconds. Con-
sequently, the signal scanning may complete about 10 times
in each specimen’s switching on interval. After removing the
data with big offset, the average of the remaining data is
calculated.The average value is specified as the potential value
of the specimen in the switching on period. The platform
can accomplish a complete scan circle for all the specimens
in 80 seconds. The data of one complete circle is shown in
Figure 6. Every point in the diagram is original data from the
electrochemical workstation.

5.2.2. Surface Image. During the experiment, the image
acquisition system records the specimens’ surface image
automatically. Since the corrosion action is not fast, the
system captures the surface image once per hour by the
program.The corrosionmorphology images of the specimens
within 0∼7 hours are shown in Figure 7. From the images,
researchers can investigate the corrosion morphology. The
corrosionmorphology comparison on differentmaterials and
different corrosion time can be executed easily.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 7: High-throughput corrosion images of one-hour interval. (a) 𝑡 = 0 h, (b) 𝑡 = 1 h, (c) 𝑡 = 2 h, (d) 𝑡 = 3 h, (e) 𝑡 = 4 h, (f) 𝑡 = 5 h, (g)𝑡 = 6 h, and (h) 𝑡 = 7 h.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: High-throughput image segmentation. (a) Image before segmentation. (b) Single specimen image.

5.3. Data Processing and Analysis. The data produced by
high-throughput experiment is automatically processed in
real time. Electrochemical signal processing is to separate the
original data into 16 independent signals of every specimen.
Image processing is mainly to evaluate the corrosion grade of
every specimen.

5.3.1. Electrochemical Signal Processing. The electrochemical
data of all the specimens collected by the electrochemical
workstation are stored in a DAT format file. According to
the program setting, the workstation collects data twice in
one second, shown in Figure 6. The potential data of all the

specimens is in one file. The data of each specimen is sep-
arated into several electrochemical signals by the program.
Theprogramconsiders two factors.One is the collecting time,
by which the certain specimen can be located. The other is
the data value. Because of the error of detecting, there may
be some data with big offset. The program removes the offset
data and calculates the average of the remaining normal data.
The average value is specified as the potential value of the
specimen in the switching on period. Thus every specimen
contains a series of independent potential data.

The open circuit potential data after processing is shown
in Figure 9. It presents the electrochemical signals of high-
throughput experiment of carbon steel, brass, copper, and
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Figure 9: Electrochemical signals after processing.

stainless steel. To verify the correctness of high-throughput
experiment, we conduct a carbon steel corrosion experiment
with traditional independent experiment. The data of the
independent experiment is also shown by black squares in
Figure 9. From the comparison result, the independent exper-
imental potential data is consistent with the data obtained
by high-throughput experiment of the same materials in
the same condition. Therefore, the phenomenon shows the
correctness of high-throughput experiment in one respect.

5.3.2. Image Processing and Corrosion Grade. Since high-
throughput experiment produces images withmultiple speci-
mens, the image of every single specimen should be extracted.
Based on image edge detection method, the image of single
specimen can be easily attained. The high-throughput image
segmentation is shown in Figure 8. After the treatment by the
program, the image of every specimen is extracted, shown in
Figure 8(b).

Based on the standard GB/T 6461-2002, China standard
of corrosion evaluation, the corrosion grade can be evaluated.
The standard proposes two basic parameters: corrosion area
ratio and corrosion grade, to evaluate the corrosion grade.
The corresponding relationship between corrosion grade and
corrosion area ratio is shown in Table 4. Corrosion area ratio
is the percentage ratio between corrosion surface area and
total surface area. The corrosion grade is from 1 to 10. The
higher the grade is, the more serious the corrosion status is.

To verify the correctness of corrosion evaluation, the
corrosion images are also submitted to an expert of materials
corrosion. The evaluation result of 7 h experiment by our
program and the expert is shown in Table 5. From the
table, it can be seen that there are some differences of the
evaluated grade. It is because the expert uses his/her eyes to
evaluate the corrosion grade by his/her experiences. After the
confirmation of the expert, the program produced result is
better than manual result.

Table 4: The corresponding relationship of grade value and corro-
sion area ratio.

Corrosion area ratio/% Corrosion grade value
No corrosion 10
0 < 𝐴 ≤ 0.1 9
0.1 < 𝐴 ≤ 0.25 8
0.25 < 𝐴 ≤ 0.5 7
0.5 < 𝐴 ≤ 1.0 6
1.0 < 𝐴 ≤ 2.5 5
2.5 < 𝐴 ≤ 5.0 4
5.0 < 𝐴 ≤ 25 3
25 < 𝐴 ≤ 50 2
50 < 𝐴 1

Table 5: Corrosion evaluation result of 7 h experiment.

Specimen position in
the sample

Grade value by
program

Grade value by
expert

1,1 7 7
1,2 7 7
1,3 7 7
1,4 6 7
2,1 6 6
2,2 6 6
2,3 6 6
2,4 5 6
3,1 8 8
3,2 7 8
3,3 8 8
3,4 8 8
4,1 2 2
4,2 3 3
4,3 2 2
4,4 4 4

Table 6: Time cost comparison of one-by-one, parallel and high-
throughput experiment mode.

Steps One-by-
one/minute Parallel/minute High-

throughput/minute
Polish 960 960 240
Encapsulation 0 0 30
Experiment 6720 420 420
Handle 140 140 140
Total 7820 1520 830

6. Performance Analysis and Discussion

Compared with traditional corrosion experiments, the high-
throughput experiment platform shows high efficiency, espe-
cially in time cost. Table 6 shows the time and equipment cost
comparison of a typical high-throughput corrosion experi-
ment with parallel experiment and one-by-one experiment.
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Here, the high-throughput experiment with 16 specimens is
taken as an example. From the data in Table 6, it is clear
that the high-throughput experiment costs much less time
than traditional experiment way.The parallel experiment and
high-throughput experiment cost less time than one-by-one
experiment. However, more testing equipment is occupied
by parallel experiment than one-by-one experiment and
high-throughput experiment. Although the high-throughput
method takes some time for sample packaging, it reduces the
sample polishing time. The parallel experiment costs more
time for polishing because the high-throughput sample can
be polished together. From the total time cost data in Table 6,
it is obvious that high-throughput experiment has the highest
efficiency. From the analysis above, it can be concluded that
the high-throughput experiment method designed in this
paper has a great advantage in the equipment occupation and
the overall time consumption.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a smart high-throughput experi-
ment platform for the research of materials corrosion. Intel-
ligent analysis of the corrosion of materials was successfully
accomplished by the experimental platform. The corrosion
grade can be calculated by the program automatically. The
calculated results are matched closely with the manual ana-
lyzed results. Unfortunately, for the experiment with little
surface changing, the image-based corrosion evaluation may
not work well.

In the future, we will try to collect other types of data
during materials corrosion, such as microstructure, solution
changes, and other characterization data. By analyzing the
new types of data, it is expected to accomplish more com-
prehensive understanding of the mechanisms of materials
corrosion. At the same time, through adding the new type of
data to the standard library, the corrosion evaluation results
can be more accurate.
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Given the increasing deployments of Cloud datacentres and the excessive usage of server resources, their associated energy and
environmental implications are also increasing at an alarming rate. Cloud service providers are under immense pressure to
significantly reduce both such implications for promoting green computing. Maintaining the desired level of Quality of Service
(QoS) without violating the Service Level Agreement (SLA), whilst attempting to reduce the usage of the datacentre resources is
an obvious challenge for the Cloud service providers. Scaling the level of active server resources in accordance with the predicted
incoming workloads is one possible way of reducing the undesirable energy consumption of the active resources without affecting
the performance quality. To this end, this paper analyzes the dynamic characteristics of the Cloudworkloads and defines a hierarchy
for the latency sensitivity levels of the Cloud workloads. Further, a novel workload prediction model for energy efficient Cloud
Computing is proposed, named RVLBPNN (Rand Variable Learning Rate Backpropagation Neural Network) based on BPNN
(Backpropagation Neural Network) algorithm. Experiments evaluating the prediction accuracy of the proposed prediction model
demonstrate that RVLBPNN achieves an improved prediction accuracy compared to the HMM and Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier models
by a considerable margin.

1. Introduction

Cloud Computing is emerging as a prominent computing
paradigm for various business needs, as it is known to be a
low-cost any-time computing solution. The on-demand ser-
vice access features of the Cloud Computing help the Cloud
clients to adopt or transform their business model to Cloud
datacentres for computing and storage resources [1]. This
increasing number of Cloud adoptions by various business
domains over the recent years is also reflected in the increase
in the number of Cloud service providers. An immediate
impact of this is that Cloud datacentres are addressed to
be one of the major sources of energy consumers [2] and
environmental pollutants. To this end, Cloud datacentres are
addressed to be causing energy, economic, and environmen-
tal impacts to an irresistible margin. It has been reported [3]
that ICT (Information Communication Technology) energy

consumption will contribute up to 50% of the total energy
expenditures in the United States in the next decade, which
was just 8% in the last decade. Energy efficient computing
has been promoted and researched under various dimensions
for the purpose of reducing the energy consumption levels of
the datacentre whilst processing workloads and cooling the
server resources. It is worthy of note that cooling system in a
typical Cloud datacentre would incur considerable amount of
energy cost of those spent towards the actual task execution
[4].Thus it is apparent that energy efficient CloudComputing
is one of demanding characteristics of Cloud Computing.

Resource management driven by forecasting the future
workloads is one of the possible ways of achieving energy effi-
ciency inCloudComputing. In general, the intrinsic dynamic
[5] nature of the Cloud workloads imposes complexities in
scheduling, resource allocation, and executing workloads in
the datacentres. Predicting the nature of the future workloads
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can help reduce the energy consumption levels of the server
resources by the way of effectively scheduling the incom-
ing workloads with the most appropriate level of resource
allocation. Alongside energy efficient computing, predictive
analytics in Cloud Computing also benefits [5] effective
resource utilization, optimum scalability of resources, avoid-
ing process failures, capacity planning, network allocation,
task scheduling, load balancing, performance optimization
andmaintaining the predetermined QoS (Quality of Service)
and SLAs (Service Level Agreements), and so forth.

Owing to the extravagant dynamicity of Cloud work-
loads, understanding the characteristic behaviors of the
Cloud workloads at the datacentre environment is often a
complex process. Mostly, Cloud workloads are of shorter
duration and arrive more frequently at the datacentres and
are generally not computationally more intensive unlike sci-
entific workloads. Furthermore, every submitted workloads
are bound to a certain level of latency sensitiveness [6]
which decides the time within which the workload has to
be processed. Workloads with increased latency sensitivity
levels usually demand quicker scheduling from the providers.
This implies that an effective predictionmodel should possess
the qualities of understanding the inherent characteristics
and nature of the Cloud workloads and their corresponding
behaviors at the datacentres.

Despite the existing and ongoing researches, Cloud Com-
puting still demands extensive analyses of the Cloud entities
for the purpose of modelling the relationship between the
users and their workload submissions and the associated
resource requirements. An effective prediction model should
necessarily incorporate the knowledge of three important
characteristic events in a datacentre environment in order
to achieve reliable level of prediction accuracy. Firstly, the
volume and the nature of the workloads submitted are
driven by the users based on their requirements and resource
demands. Increased amounts of jobs submissions obviously
demand increased amounts of resource allocation and thus
causes increased energy expenditures. Secondly, the actual
execution of the workloads would not necessarily consume
all the allocated resources. The immediate implication is
that increased proportions of allocated resources remain
idle during task execution and incur undesirable energy
consumptions. Finally, the user behavioral pattern of job sub-
mission and associated resource consumption are subjected
to change over time.

The intrinsic dynamism of both the Cloud workloads and
the server resources should be effectively captured [7] by
the prediction model over a prolonged observation period.
Existing works in analyzing the intrinsic characteristics of
the Cloud entities have not contributed suffice inferences
[5, 8, 9] required for an effective prediction model. Imprecise
knowledge of such aforementioned parameters of the Cloud
entities would increase the prediction error margin, which
would directly affect the Quality of Service (QoS) by violating
the Service Level Agreement (SLA). With this in mind, this
paper proposes a novel forecast model named RVLBPNN
(Rand Variable Learning Rate Backpropagation Neural Net-
work), based on an improved BPNN (BPNeural Network) for
accurately predicting the user requests. Exploiting the latency

sensitivity levels of theCloudworkloads, our proposedmodel
predicts the user requests anticipated in the near future in a
large-scale datacentre environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the previous works in Cloud workload prediction
modelling. Section 3 presents a background study on Cloud
workloads, exhibiting the dynamic nature of the Cloud
workloads. The computational latencies affecting the Cloud
workloads are defined in Section 4 and Section 5 proposes
our prediction model based on the modified BP Neural
Network. Our experiments are presented in Section 6 and
Section 7 concludes this paper along with our future research
directions.

2. Related Works

A number of researches are being conducted with the moti-
vation of promoting green computing in the recent past. For
instance, the approach of capacitymanagement andVM(Vir-
tual Machine) placement have been the strategies of [10, 11].
A workload placement scheme, called BADP, combines task’s
behavior to place data for improving locality at the cache
line level. Further, [11] proposes a remaining utilization-aware
(RUA) algorithm for VM placement. In general, workload
placement and task allocation can be more effective when
driven by a proactive prediction of the incoming workloads.
Time series [12] approach incorporates the repeatable behav-
iors such as periodicity and timely effects of the variousCloud
entities such as VMs and users and explores the temporal
and spatial correlations in order to provide the prediction
results. However, such technique usually explores the entities
individually and often leads to inaccurate results resulting
from the random behaviors of the individual entities.

A multiple time series approach [13] has been proposed
to improve the prediction accuracy, by the way of analyzing
the Cloud entities at the group level rather individually. Non-
linear time series approach works with the assumption that
the observations are real valued and such techniques often
require special emphasis on extracting the chaotic invariants
for prediction analysis. Autoregression (AR) is a prediction
technique [14] which usually predicts the next state transition
by recursively acting on the prediction values. However, AR
method has a conspicuous shortcoming that the prediction
errors will be accumulated for long term prediction analysis
because of the recursive effect. Another drawback of AR
methods is that they only deliver accurate forecasts for
datasets characterized with reasonable periodicity, which is
shown in [15], where a number of different linear prediction
models based on AR have been deeply analyzed. Poisson
process [16] models the incoming workload arrival pattern
for prediction analysis and has the capability of capturing
complex nonexponential time varying workload features.
Moving average approaches [14, 16] such as first-order and
second-order moving average techniques used for prediction
analysis cannot capture important features required to adapt
to the load dynamics.

Recently, Bayes and Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM)
[5] approaches were analyzed in our earlier works for eval-
uating their prediction efficiency in Cloud environments.
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Byes technology predicts the future samples based on a
predefined evidencewindow.The adjacent samples contained
in the evidence window should be mutually correlated for
delivering a reliable prediction output.Thus Bayes model will
lose efficiency in a dynamic Cloud environment. However,
Bayes model could still be deployed in situations where there
are less fluctuations among the workload behavior. HMM is
a probabilistic approach which is used to predict the future
sate transition from the current state. In spite of the dynamic
nature of the Cloud workloads, probabilistic approach may
not scale well for predicting the future workloads with a reli-
able level of prediction accuracy. Despite the existing works,
Cloud Computing still demands a smart prediction model
with the qualities of relative high precision and the capacity
of delivering a reliable level of prediction accuracy. With
this in mind, this paper proposes a novel prediction model
named RVLBPNN. Exploiting the workload characteristics,
our proposed model achieves a reliable level of prediction
accuracy. Our proposed model has been sampled and tested
for accuracy based on a real life Cloud workload behaviors.

3. Background

3.1. Cloud Workloads. Cloud workloads arrive at Cloud
datacentres in the form of jobs [15] submitted by the users.
Every job includes certain self-defining attributes such as
the submission time, user identity, and its corresponding
resource requirements in terms of CPUandmemory. A single
job may contain one or more tasks, which are scheduled for
processing at the Cloud servers. A single task may have one
ormore process requirements. Tasks belonging to a single job
may also be scheduled to differentmachines but it is desirable
to run multiple processes of a single task in a single machine.
Tasks are also bound to have varied service requirements such
as throughput, latency, and jitter, though they belong to the
same job.The tasks belonging to the same job not necessarily
exhibit higher correlating properties among them.Thus, tasks
within the same job might exhibit greater variation in their
resource requirements. Tasks might also interact among each
other during their execution. Furthermore, two jobs with the
same resource requirementsmay not be similar in their actual
resource utilization levels because of the variation found
among the tasks contained within the jobs. Based on the
resource requirements, tasks are scheduled either within the
same or across different servers. Usually, the provider records
the resource utilization levels of every scheduled task and
maintains the user profiles.

The attributes encompassed by theCloudworkloads, such
as type, resource requirements, security requirements, hard-
ware, and network constraints, can be exploited to derive the
behaviors the Cloud workloads. Interestingly, Cloud work-
loads behave distinctively with different server architectures.
Such distinctive workload behaviors with different server
architectures strongly influence the CPU utilization, with the
memory utilization generally remaining stable across most of
the server architectures. Thus the resource utilization highly
varies across the CPU cores compared to thememory or disc,
as the disc utilization mostly shows similar utilization pat-
terns across different server architectures.Thus the behaviors

of workloads at the Cloud processing environment are
strongly correlated with the CPU cores compared to RAM
capacity of the machines at the server level. The capacity
levels of CPU and memory in a physical server usually
remain static. Resource utilization levels are more dynamic
and vary abruptly under different workloads. Such dynamic
parameters of the server architectures are usually calculated
as the measure of the number of cycles per instruction
for CPU and memory access per instruction for memory
utilizations, respectively. Thus the task resource usage is
usually expressed as a multidimensional representation [5]
encompassing task duration in seconds, CPU usage in cores,
and memory usage in gigabytes. It is commonly witnessed
that most of the allocated CPU and memory resource are left
unutilized during task execution.

3.2. Characterizing Workloads. User demand often changes
over time which reflects the timely variations of the resource
consumption levels of the workloads generated as they are
driven by the users. User demands are generally influenced
by the time-of-the-day effects, showing a repeating pattern
[13] in accordance to the changing business behaviors of the
day and by the popular weekend effects showing weekend
declines and weekday increase trend in the arrival of the
workloads. The relationships [17] between the workloads
and user behaviors are primarily the integral component in
the understanding of the Cloud-based workloads and their
associated energy consumptions.

Different workloads will have different processing
requirements such as CPU, memory, throughput, and exe-
cution time, and this variation results from the characteristic
behaviors of different users. Nowadays, Cloud environments
are more heterogeneous composing different servers with
different processing capacities. In order to satisfy the diverse
operational requirements of the Cloud user demands, nor-
malization of this machine heterogeneity is now becoming
an integral requirement of the Cloud providers, by which vir-
tually homogenizing the heterogeneous server architectures
and thereby eliminating the differentiation found in both the
hardware and the software resources. In general, the different
forms of workloads from the provider’s perspectives include
computation intensive with larger processing and smaller
storage, memory intensive with larger storage and smaller
processing, workloads requiring both larger processing and
larger storage, and communication intensive with more
bandwidth requirements. Workloads are usually measured
in terms of the user demands, computational load on the
servers, bandwidth consumption (communication jobs), and
the amount of storage data (memory jobs). User demand
prediction modelling requires an in depth quantitative
and qualitative analysis of the statistical properties and
behavioral characteristics of the workloads including job
length, job submission frequency, and resource consumption
of the jobs, which insists that the initial characterization
of the workloads is more crucial in developing an efficient
predictionmodel. Rather than the stand-alone analysis of the
above stated workload metrics, modelling the relationships
between them across a set of workloads is more significant in
order to achieve more reliable prediction results. Statistical
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properties [18] of the workloads are more significant for
the prediction accuracy since they remain consistent in
longer time frames. Some of the important characteristics of
Cloud workloads affecting prediction accuracy include job
length, job submission frequency, resource request levels, job
resource utilization, and self-similarity.

3.3. Categorizing Workloads. In the Cloud Computing ser-
vice concept, the workload pattern, the Cloud deployment
types (public, private, hybrid, and community), and the
Cloud service offering models (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS) are
closely interconnectedwith each other. From the perspectives
of the Cloud service providers, the incoming Cloud work-
loads can be categorized into five major types [9] as static,
periodic, unpredictable, continuously changing, and once-in-
a-lifetime workloads. Static and periodic workloads usually
follow a predictable pattern in their arrival frequency. Con-
tinuously changing workloads exhibit a pattern of definite
variations characterized by regular increasing and declining
trend in their arrival frequencies. Unpredictable workloads
exhibit a random behavior in their arrival frequency and
are the most challenging type of workloads for prediction
analysis. Once-in-a-lifetime workloads are the rarely arriving
workloads and their submissions are mostly notified by the
clients.

4. Workload Latency

Latency plays an important role at various levels of processing
the workloads in a Cloud processing infrastructure. This
paper mainly focuses the influence of the workload latency
sensitivity upon prediction accuracy. The most dominating
types of latencies are the network latency and the dispatching
latency, both of which actually result from the geographical
distribution of the users and the Cloud datacentres. Both of
these latencies depend on the Round Trip Time (RTT) [19],
which defines the time interval between the user requests
and the arrival of the corresponding response. Another
type of latency existing in the process architecture is the
computational latency which is the intracloud latency [20]
found among the processing VMs located within a single
datacentre. This latency depends on both the software and
the hardware components [6, 21] such as CPU architecture,
runtime environment, and memory, guests and host operat-
ing system, instruction set, and hypervisor used. CPU archi-
tecture, Operating System, and the scheduling mechanisms
are the most dominating factors of this type of in-house
computing latency, and efficient handling of such resources
helps reducing the impacts of the computational latencies.

Jobs submitted at the Cloud datacentre undergo various
levels of latencies depending on the nature of their process
requirements and the end-user QoS expectations. Since a
single job might contain a number of tasks, the latency sensi-
tivity of every single tasks has to be treated uniquely. A single
definition of the computing latency cannot fit all types of jobs
or tasks, since every job is uniquely viewed at the datacentre.
For instance, processing a massive scientific workload may
span across several days or months, in which latencies of
a few seconds are usually acceptable. Common example of

the latency sensitive workloads is the World Wide Web,
among which different applications have different latency
levels. The acceptable level of latencies is usually the measure
of the end-user tolerances. Workloads resulting from users
surfing the internet are generally latency-insensitive. Jobs
including online gaming and stock exchange data are the
commonly witnessed latency sensitive applications. The level
of sensitivity is determined by the allowed time-scale for
the providers to provide an undisrupted execution of the
workloads for delivering the desired levels of QoS, ranging
from a few microseconds to a few tens of microsecond end-
to-end latencies.

The taxonomy of the latency levels of the Cloud work-
loads studied in this paper are attributed from level 0 repre-
senting the least latency sensitive tasks to level 3 representing
the most latency sensitive tasks. Least latency sensitive tasks
(level 0) are nonproduction tasks [22] such as development
and nonbusiness critical analyses, which do not have a
significant impact on the QoS even if these jobs are queued at
the back end servers. Level 1 tasks are the next level of latency
sensitive tasks and are generally the machine interactive
workloads. Level 2 tasks are the real timemachine interactive
workloads and the latency tolerance levels of these tasks stay
at tens of milliseconds. Level 3 tasks are the most latency
sensitive tasks with latency tolerance levels at the range of
submilliseconds, and are generally the revenue generating
user requests such as stock and financial analysis. Workloads
characterizing an increased level of latency sensitivity are
usually treated with higher scheduling priorities at the data-
centres. Latency analysis has a prime importance in greening
the datacentre, since every job or task submitted to the Cloud
has its own level of latency tolerances, directly affecting not
only the various workload behaviors at the datacentres but
also the end-user QoS satisfaction.

Based on our earlier analysis conducted on a Cloud
dataset [23], we perform a latency aware quantification of
the jobs submitted to the datacentre comprising a total of
46093201 tasks in our recent work [24]. Figure 1 illustrates
a day-wise submission of tasks across the observed 28 days.
Figure 2 quantifies the total number of task submissions in
terms of their latency sensitivity levels. It can be observed
that most of the task submissions are least latency sensitive
accounting for 79.52% of the total task submissions, followed
by level 1, level 2, and level 3 with 12.46%, 7.54%, and 0.47%,
respectively.

5. Proposed Prediction Model

This section describes our novel prediction model aimed
at predicting the anticipated workloads in a large-scale
datacentre environment.

5.1. BP Neural Network Method. BP Neural Network is a
multilayer hierarchical network composed of upper neu-
rons and fully associated lower neurons. Upon training the
input samples into this multilayer network structure, the
transformed input values are propagated from the input
layer through the middle layer, and the values are outputted
by the neurons in the output layer. The error margins
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Figure 1: Total number of task submissions.
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Figure 2: Latency-wise task submission.

between the actual and the expected output are normalized
by the way of the output neurons adjusting the connection
weights of the neurons in both the middle layer and the
input layer. This back propagation mechanism of connection
weight adjustment enhances the correctness of the network
responses of the neurons to the input values. As the BP
algorithm implements a middle hidden layer with associated
learning rules, the network neurons can effectively identify
the hidden nonlinear pattern among the input samples.

5.2. BP Neural Network Architecture. A typical neuronmodel
can be derived according to characteristics of the neu-
rons [25–28], which is shown in Figure 3. In this figure,
𝑋1, 𝑋2, . . . , 𝑋𝑛 are 𝑛 input data to the neurons; 𝑎𝑖1, 𝑎𝑖2, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝑛
are the weight factor of 𝑋1, 𝑋2, . . . , 𝑋𝑛, respectively; 𝑔() is
a nonlinear function; 𝑂𝑖 is the output result; and 𝜆𝑖 is the
threshold.

Based on the above neuron structure, wemake𝑂𝑖 = 𝑔(𝑃𝑖),
where, 𝑃𝑖 = ∑

𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑗 − 𝜆𝑖. In the formula, 𝑋 represents the

input vector, 𝑎𝑖 represents the connection weight vector for
neuron 𝑖, and 𝑃𝑖 is the input of the neurons. In most cases,
𝜆𝑖 is considered to be the 0th input of the neuron. Thus, we
can get a simplified equation of the above expression, which
is shown in formula (1). In this equation, value𝑋0 = −1, and
𝑎𝑖0 = 𝜆𝑖.

𝑃𝑖 =
𝑛

∑
𝑗=0

𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑋𝑗. (1)
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Figure 3: Neuron model.

5.3. An Improved BPNeural Network Algorithm for Prediction.
BPNN can effectively extract the hidden nonlinear relation-
ships among the Cloud workloads. However, BPNN with a
fixed learning rate cannot extract this nonlinear relationships
among the samples of large datasets, since BPNN has a
slow convergence rate for large-scale datasets in the range of
Big Data. A modified BP algorithm named VLBP (variable
learning rate backpropagation) has been proposed to enhance
this convergence rate [29]. In comparison with the BP
algorithm, VLBP has a characteristic enhancement in both
the computation speed and precision of the output. But the
VLBP algorithm can be susceptible to several numbers of
local minima resulting from the irregular shake surface error.
This slows down the update process of Mean Square Error
(MSE) and increases the presence of local minimum points.
This results in a higher approximation precision despite
the improvement in the convergence rate. VLBP exhibits a
fluctuating and slower learning process and increases the
length of the computation.

This necessitates further improvements in the BP Neu-
ral Networks for the purpose of enhancing its prediction
efficiency whilst training large datasets. This paper proposes
a novel prediction method using a modified BP algorithm
by incorporating variant conceptions of a genetic algorithm.
Our proposed prediction method effectively adjusts the
learning rate of the neurons to a certain probability in
accordance with the trend of theMSE during the execution of
the VLBP algorithm.The learning ratemay not be changed or
multiplied by the factor 𝜌 greater than 1 when MSE increases
beyond the set threshold 𝜁.

Our proposed prediction algorithm is described as fol-
lows:

(1) Generate a random number rand(𝑢) (0 < rand(𝑢) <
1).

(2) If rand(𝑢) is less than a defined value (set as 0.8 in
experiments), then execute VLBP algorithm.

(3) If rand(𝑢) is greater than the defined value, else ifMSE
has increased, then the learning rate is multiplied by a
factor greater than 1 despiteMSE exceeding 𝜁 or not; if
MSE decreases after updating the connection weight,
then the learning rate ismultiplied by a factor between
0 and 1.

We named our proposed algorithm as RVLBPNN (Rand
Variable Learning Rate Backpropagation Neural Network).
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Through thismethod, the learning rate of the neuronswill not
be decreased at any time resulting from the slow renewal of
MSEnear the localminimumpoint. But, there is also a certain
probability of increasing the learning rate of the neurons.
RVLBP algorithm can identify the global minimum point
by effectively avoiding the local minimum points. Thus our
proposed algorithm reduces the presence of local minimum
points during the learning process, thereby improving the
learning efficiencies of the network neurons.

6. Performance Evaluation

6.1. Experiment Sample. This section demonstrates the
efficiency of our proposed prediction model based on
RVBLPNN. We train the input data sample to predict the
anticipated values in the near future representing the future
workloads expected to arrive at the datacentre. The exper-
iment samples are trained in MATLAB 7.14 and the test
datasets used are the publically available Google workload
traces [23]. The datasets are a collection of 28 days of Google
usage data workloads consisting of 46093201 tasks compris-
ing CPU intensive workloads, memory-intensive workloads,
and both CPU andmemory-intensive workloads.The dataset
parameters include time, job id, parent id, number of cores
(CPU workloads), and memory tasks (memory workloads),
respectively, to define the sample attributes. We compare
the prediction efficiencies of our proposed prediction model
against the efficiencies of HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) and
Näıve Bayes Classifier (NBC); both of them were evaluated
in our earlier works [5]. All the three models are evaluated
for their efficiencies in predictingmemory andCPU intensive
workloads accordingly. We train the prediction model with a
set of 10 samples and contrast the prediction output with the
actual set of successive 10 samples.

MATLAB simulation environment provides a built-in
model for RVLBPNN technique, modelling RVLBPNN as
a supervised learning. The Neural Network is comprised
of a three-layer network structure. This three-layer Neural
Network can approximate any type of nonlinear continuous
function in theory. We ultimately use 10 input nodes, 12
hidden nodes, and 10 output nodes through a number of
iterations for enhancing the prediction accuracy. The data
samples are normalized and imploded in the interval (0, 1).
“logsig” function is selected as the activation function of
input layer, hidden layer, and the output layer, so that the
algorithm exhibits a good convergence rate. Further, variable
learning rate and random variable learning rate are adopted,
respectively. This experiment uses 100,000 workload data
samples as the training data and another 100000 data samples
as the reference data. The prediction accuracy is the measure
of correlations between the predicted and actual set of sample
values.

6.2. Result Analysis and Performance Evaluation

6.2.1. Memory Workloads Estimation. Figure 4 depicts the
estimation results of RVLBPNN, HMM, and NBC model,
respectively, in terms of their prediction accuracy whilst pre-
dicting the memory-intensive workloads.The number of test
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Figure 4: Prediction of memory-intensive workloads.
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Figure 5: Prediction accuracy for memory-intensive workloads.

samples (𝑥-axis) are plotted against the prediction accuracy
(𝑦-axis) for the three models; every set of sample consists
of 10000 workload samples. For presenting the test results
with a better interpretation, the sample results are sorted
ascendingly from 1 to 10 based on the prediction results.
The average accuracy percentage in estimating the memory-
intensive workloads without considering the latency levels of
individual workloads for NBC, HMM, and RVLBPNN are
47.69%, 57.77%, and 61.71%, respectively, as shown in Figures
4 and 5. It is evident from Figures 4 and 5 that the RVLBPNN
exhibits a better prediction accuracy than both HMM and
NBC techniques. It can be depicted from the estimation
results that our proposed RVLBPNNmodel is demonstrating
a minimum of 3% prediction accuracy better than HMM and
13% better than NBC, respectively.

This improved prediction accuracy of the RVLBPNN
model is attributed to its ability of capturing the intrinsic
relationship features among the arriving Cloud workloads.
We further evaluate the efficiency of our proposed model in
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Figure 6: Latency-wise prediction accuracy formemory workloads.
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Figure 7: Prediction of CPU intensive workloads.

forecasting memory-intensive workloads of different latency
sensitivity levels. Figure 6 depicts the estimation results of
our proposed RVLBPNN model in terms of their prediction
accuracy whilst predicting memory-intensive workloads of
different latency sensitivity levels as described earlier in
Section 4. It can be observed from Figure 6 that less latency
sensitive memory workloads exhibit better predictability,
with the prediction accuracy being 66.17% for level 3 work-
loads and 77.48% for level 0 workloads, respectively.

6.2.2. CPU Workloads Prediction. Similar to the memory-
intensive workloads, the experiments are repeated for the
CPU intensive workloads from the dataset. Figure 7 depicts
the estimation results of RVLBPNN, HMM, and NBC whilst
predicting the CPU intensive workloads. The average pre-
diction accuracy of NBC, HMM, and RVLBPNN models is
49.87%, 46.36%, and 52.70%, respectively, whilst predicting
CPU intensive workloads, as shown in Figure 8. It can be
observed that RVLBPNN exhibits better prediction accuracy
than both HMM and NBCmodels by a margin of around 3%
and 6%, respectively.

We further evaluated the efficiency of our proposed
prediction model in predicting the CPU intensive workloads
of different latency levels. Figure 9 depicts the estimation
results of our proposed RVLBPNN model whilst predicting
the CPU intensive workloads of different latency sensitivity
levels. We observe a similar trend of prediction accuracy
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Figure 8: Prediction accuracy for CPU intensive workloads.
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Figure 9: Latency-wise prediction accuracy for CPU workloads.

between both memory and CPU workloads of different
latency sensitivity levels. Again CPU intensive workloads of
less latency levels are exhibiting better predictability, with the
accuracy being 66.08% for level 3 workloads and 75.90% for
level 0 workloads. This leads us to infer that least latency
sensitivity level workloads exhibit a better rate of prediction
accuracy for both CPU and memory-intensive workloads.

6.2.3. Interpretation and Discussion. From the experiment
results, it is clearly evident that our proposed RVLBPNN
model demonstrates better prediction accuracy than both
HMM and NBC models by a considerable margin. Our
proposed model outperforms the other two models whilst
predicting both the CPU intensive and memory-intensive
workloads. Meanwhile, we also observe that increasing levels
of latency sensitivity of both CPU and memory-intensive
workloads impose increasing error margin in the prediction
results. Lower level of latency sensitivity exhibits better
predictability. Since the majority of the Cloud workloads are
of lower latency sensitivity levels, our proposed prediction
model can accurately predict the trend ofmost of the arriving
workloads. An increased level of intrinsic similarity among
the arriving workloads facilitates a better learning rate of
the neurons in the RVLBPNN model, which results in an
increased prediction accuracy. From the experiments, we
postulate that workloads should be treaded uniquely with
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respect to their computational demand latency sensitivity and
user requirements for achieving a reliable level of prediction
accuracy. Furthermore, workload prediction analytics can
be benefitted with better accuracy when the workloads are
analyzed at the task level rather than at the job level.

7. Conclusion

Green computing has turned out to be one of the important
characteristics for achieving sustainable smart world in the
future. Resource management by the way of predicting
the expected workloads facilitates optimum scaling of the
server resources, reducing the presence of idle resources and
allocating appropriate levels of server resources to execute
the user requests. The reliability and accuracy levels of such
prediction techniques directly impacts important decision
making in large-scale Cloud datacentre environments. In this
paper, we propose a novel workload prediction model for
the purpose of predicting the future workloads in Cloud
datacentres. Our proposed novel workload predictionmodel,
called RVLBPNN, is based on BP Neural Network algorithm
and predicts the future workloads by the way of exploiting
the intrinsic relationships among the arriving workloads.The
experimental results indicate that the proposed RVLBPNN
model achieves better precision and efficiency than the
HMM-based and NBC-based prediction techniques. As a
future work, we plan to explore the possibilities of further
improving the prediction accuracy of our proposed approach.
For instance, incorporating the periodicity effects of the
workload behavior into RVLBPNN can further enhance the
prediction accuracy.Meanwhile, investigating the efficiencies
of our novel prediction method in predicting the anticipated
workloads in similar distributed environments will be one of
our future research directions.
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Market-oriented reverse auction is an efficient and cost-effective method for resource allocation in cloud workflow systems since
it can dynamically allocate resources depending on the supply-demand relationship of the cloud market. However, during the
auction the price of cloud resource is usually fixed, and the current resource allocation mechanisms cannot adapt to the changeable
market properly which results in the low efficiency of resource utilization. To address such a problem, a dynamic pricing reverse
auction-based resource allocation mechanism is proposed. During the auction, resource providers can change prices according to
the trading situation so that our novel mechanism can increase the chances of making a deal and improve efficiency of resource
utilization. In addition, resource providers can improve their competitiveness in the market by lowering prices, and thus users
can obtain cheaper resources in shorter time which would decrease monetary cost and completion time for workflow execution.
Experiments with different situations and problem sizes are conducted for dynamic pricing-based allocation mechanism (DPAM)
on resource utilization and themeasurement of Time∗Cost (TC).The results show that ourDPAMcanoutperform its representative
in resource utilization, monetary cost, and completion time and also obtain the optimal price reduction rates.

1. Introduction

Workflow model is often used to manage complex business
applications. A workflow is defined as a collection of tasks
which are handled in a specific order [1, 2]. A workflowman-
agement system needs to allocate and execute tasks efficiently
to meet users’ needs. Cloud computing uses a pay-as-you-
go model which provides virtually unlimited computational
resources at lower costs with better reliability and delivers the
resources by means of virtualization technologies [3]. Cloud
workflow systems are workflow systems deployed on cloud
computing environment to gain unlimited resources includ-
ing computation, storage, and network [4].

Resource allocation for cloud workflow systems has
receivedmuch attention. Allocating cloud resources to work-
flow is an NP-hard problem and needs to consider the overall
performance of system especially monetary cost and com-
pletion time [5]. Resource allocation mechanism includes
conventional methods and market-oriented methods [6, 7].

Conventional methods require global knowledge and com-
plete information. Users pay for the resources based on
reserved price. In contrast, market-oriented methods can
offer incentives to participants and the methods decide the
price based on the values that users can get from the resources
[8].

Different from conventional counterparts, market-ori-
ented methods assume that providers and users are rational
and intelligent. And resource allocation depends on many
factors including supply-demand relationship and resource
price. Auction is a powerful tool to allocate resources in the
market. Generally speaking, auction is a protocol that allows
participants to indicate their interests in different resources
and use these indications of interest to determine both
resource allocation and price [9]. Reverse auctionmethod is a
typical auction. In conventional auction, there are one seller
andmultiple buyers. As for reverse auction, there aremultiple
sellers and only one buyer [10]. The user sends the specifica-
tion of resource requirement to the cloud broker and requests
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resources. The cloud broker transfers the specification to
all cloud providers. The cloud providers sell resources with
proper price and capabilities. And then the users select the
optimal resources according to some criteria, for example,
Quality of Service [11, 12]. In general, reverse auction is
used to prevent the occurrence of trading fraud and achieve
dynamic pricing and automatic procurement [11]. In the
most relevant literature [12], the authors propose Biobjective
Scheduling Strategy (BOSS) based on reverse auction to
allocate resources for tasks of workflows and each task starts
an auction and gets a resource to minimize the monetary
cost and completion time. However, the resource price is
fixed during the auction, so that some providers with weaker
competitiveness may lose the auction all the time. This leads
to low efficiency of resource utilization, which decreases the
allocation equilibrium of tasks on resources in the cloud
market.

In this paper, we firstly present a dynamic pricing strategy
to change resource prices according to the trading situation
and then present a DPAM mechanism to improve the
efficiency of resource utilization. Changing resource price is
a common and efficient way to increase competitiveness [13].
In the dynamic pricing strategy, the resource price changes
according to the trading situation.Those providers who have
strong competitiveness (i.e., higher chance of winning in
historic auctions) in the market often keep resource prices
unchanged during an auction. But for those who have weak
competitiveness, decreasing the resource price with a certain
rate is an effective way to increase the winning chances.
Therefore, changing prices can increase the chance of win-
ning an auction and gaining more revenue for providers
with weaker competitiveness. In the meantime, the users can
gain cheaper resources. In DPAM,many providers with weak
competitiveness use dynamic pricing strategy to increase
winning chances and revenue, so that resource utilization
of the cloud market increases. Meanwhile, cloud workflows
will be executed timely with less monetary cost. In our
experiment, the measurement of TC is employed to evaluate
the performance of our proposed strategy.

In our previous preliminary work, a dynamic pricing
strategy in reserve auction was presented to change resource
prices according to the trading situation, and then a novel
DPAM was proposed to improve the efficiency of resource
utilization [14]. Based on this work, we have further inves-
tigated the resource allocation based on reverse auction and
made the following substantial extensions in this paper:

(i) In problem analysis, a real world stock trading work-
flow is given and resource allocation processes of
BOSS and DPAM are described based on this exam-
ple. The process illustrates the difference of pricing
mechanism between BOSS and DPAM.

(ii) In evaluation, firstly the performance of BOSS and
DPAM on resource utilization and the measurement
of TC with different problem sizes are tested. Then
simulation on DPAM with different price reduction
rates evaluates its performance on resource utilization
and TC.

Dynamic pricing based allocationmechanism is designed
to improve resource utilization and decrease monetary cost
and completion time. In summary, this mechanism has three
major advantages:

(i) In reverse auction, dynamic pricing strategy is more
effective to increase the revenue of providers with
weak competitiveness and decrease users’ cost than
fixed pricing. Providers with weak competitiveness
decrease the price to increase the chance of winning
auction and gaining more revenue. Simultaneously,
users who choose the resource with lower price will
have less monetary cost.

(ii) Dynamic pricing based allocation mechanism can
improve resource utilization for providers. Providers
change resource prices to sell more resources accord-
ing to dynamic pricing strategy especially for those
withweak competitiveness.This brings higher resour-
ces utilization because more resources are chosen.

(iii) Dynamic pricing based allocation mechanism can
decrease monetary cost and completion time for
users. More price-competitive resources will appear
in the market because of increasing competition
among providers. So users can easily obtain cheaper
and more resources and hence decrease monetary
cost and completion time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some related research. In Section 3, we show
an example to analyze the problem. Section 4 proposes a
dynamic pricing strategy, and Section 5 presents dynamic
pricing-based allocationmechanism. In Section 6, traditional
mechanism and ours are evaluated. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes the paper and discusses our future work.

2. Related Work

Resource allocation has become an important task to pro-
vide efficient and economical resources in cloud computing
environment [15]. Wood et al. [16] propose an approach for
dynamic allocation of resources by defining a unique metric
based on the consumption of the three resources: CPU, net-
work, andmemory. Görlach and Leymann propose amethod
for dynamic provisioning of services in clouds in order to
optimize the distribution of services [17]. However, their
proposed approaches are not efficient and economic because
the allocation of resource does not consider market situation.

Market-oriented resource allocation has received much
attention as it is a significant problem of large-scale dis-
tributed systems. In [18], authors present amodel for resource
allocation in grid using market-oriented concepts including
commodity market, posted price modeling, and contract net
models bargaining modeling. Mao and Humphrey explore
the cloud autoscaling framework for resource allocation.The
goal is to ensure that all jobs finish before their respective
deadlines while running on these resources which consume
the least amount of money [19]. In [20], in order to effectively
manage resource allocation and workflow execution, Wang
et al. design a mechanism which responds to the user’s
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continuous workflow requests and schedules their execution.
In [21, 22], a lot of heuristic methods are presented to solve
the problem in services systems. These heuristic methods
consider the optimization algorithm from the aspects of cost,
deadline, and reliability which can improve the performance
of the algorithm. Ludwig presents a heuristic program for
resource allocation on utility computing infrastructure. This
heuristic program optimizes the number of resources allo-
cated to tasks of workflow and speeds up the executionwithin
a limitation of budget [23]. In [24], the authors propose a
resource allocation approach to better match the resource
allocated to the job with the cloud’s residual resource.

Auction [25, 26] is a popular method to solve resource
allocation problem. In [27, 28], the authors present auction-
based mechanisms to determine optimal resource price,
taking into account the user’s budget and time constraints.
Prasad G et al. present a combinatorial auction mechanism
to allocate multiple resources in one auction [6]. However,
they consider the pricing model of only one seller. Reverse
auction is a popular auction in which the roles of buyer
and seller are reversed [29]. In an ordinary auction buyers
compete to obtain goods or service by offering increasingly
higher prices [30]. In the reverse auction [31], the sellers
typically decrease prices to compete against each other and
obtain business from the buyer. The authors employ reverse
auction to select the optimal resource based on available
information to maximize their own profits [32]. A cloud
resource allocation approach based reverse auction [33] is
presented to select suitable cloud resource providers for users.

However, these methods do not focus on the pricing
mechanism of the resource allocation. Resource pricing is
an important aspect in resource allocation. In [34], authors
mention Commodity Market which means that the sellers
set the price for merchandise and the buyers pay money to
get it. The price is predetermined by the seller and does not
change over time based on supply-demand relationship. But
fixed pricing is not suitable for the changeablemarket of cloud
resources.

Dynamic pricing has gained wide attention from both
industry and academia in the cloud computing. Amazon EC2
[35] has introduced a “spot pricing” scheme where the spot
price is set according to resource supply anddemand. Because
fixed pricing does not reflect the dynamic changes of supply
and demand, a dynamic scheme for allocation of multiple-
type resources [36] is proposed to increase the percentages
of successful buying and selling. In [12], authors introduce
a pricing model and a truthful mechanism for scheduling
single tasks considering two objectives: completion time and
monetary cost based on reverse auction. However, they do
not consider the competitiveness among providers which
leads to the fact that the losers may always lose auction
because they do not try to improve their competitiveness.
To solve this problem, we propose dynamic pricing based
scheduling mechanism for allocating resources efficiently, in
which providers who lose an auction will decrease resource
price in order to win so as to gain more revenue.

A: stock issuance
B: fixed auction

C: continuous auction
D: formation of price chart

DA

B

C

Figure 1: Stock trading workflow.

Table 1: Characteristic of tasks.

Task Workload
A 6
B 4
C 5
D 7

Table 2: Characteristics of resources.

RN CA RP SP
1 1 0.09 0.14
2 1.4 0.14 0.20
3 1.2 0.12 0.17
RN: resource number, CA: computation ability, RP: reserve price, and SP:
starting price.

3. Problem Analysis

In this section, a stock trading workflow is given to explain
the difference of pricing mechanism between the BOSS
mechanism and ours. Stock trading is a typical process in the
market. At first, stock exchange starts with stock issuance and
then price formation process follows. During this process,
fixed auction and continuous auction happen simultaneously.
At last, price chart is generated.

As shown in Figure 1, stock trading workflow contains
four tasks. The execution sequence of tasks partially depends
on relation. The succeeding tasks start only when their pre-
decessor tasks finish. Table 1 indicates the workload of each
task. Table 2 shows some characteristics of three resources
including resource number, computation ability, reserve
price, and starting price. Here, computation ability is the
computation speed of CPUs, the reserve price is the lowest
price of resource during the auction, and the starting price is
the first resource price when auction starts.

3.1. Resource Allocation Process of DPAM. For the BOSS
mechanism [12], tasks start an auction according to the spe-
cific order to select the resource with the minimum product
of completion time and total monetary cost. And providers
give their bids 𝑏𝑖𝑑

𝑗
= (CA

𝑗
, SP
𝑗
) which indicate computa-

tion ability and starting price of resource 𝑗. The workflow
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Table 3: Resource allocation process of BOSS.

RN ST ET CT MC TC WR
(a) First auction

1 0 6.00 6.00 0.84 5.04
22 0 4.29 4.29 0.86 3.67

3 0 5.00 5.00 0.85 4.25
(b) Second auction

1 4.29 4.00 8.29 0.56 4.64
22 4.29 2.86 7.15 0.57 4.08

3 4.29 3.33 7.62 0.57 4.32
(c) Third auction

1 4.29 5.00 9.29 0.70 6.50
32 7.15 3.57 10.72 0.71 7.66

3 4.29 4.17 8.46 0.71 5.99
(d) Last auction

1 8.46 7.00 15.46 0.98 15.15
22 8.46 5.00 13.46 1.00 13.46

3 8.46 5.83 14.29 0.99 14.17
RN: resource number, ST: start time, ET: execution time, CT: completion
time, MC: monetary cost, TC: Time ∗ cost, and WR: winner.

completion time is the time required for executing the whole
workflow under the partially ordered relation of tasks. The
total monetary cost of workflow is the sum of all tasks’ mon-
etary cost.The task’s monetary cost only covers the execution
cost on the allocated resource. It is assumed that there is
no additional cost while moving execution from one cloud
provider to another. Once a task is assigned to one resource,
it will be executed on this resource until its completion and
cannot be reallocated to a cheaper or better resource during
its execution. The resource allocation process of BOSS is
shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, the start time is the larger one between the
resource’s free time and predecessor tasks’ finish time. The
execution time is calculated as the workload divided by com-
putation ability. The completion time is the sum of the start
time and the execution time. The measurement of TC is the
product of completion time and monetary cost. Tasks select
the resource with the minimum TC. In Table 3(a), task A
selects resource 2 as the winner, because its TC is the mini-
mum. Similarly, task B selects resource 2 as the winner in the
second auction and task C selects resource 3 as the winner in
the third auction. In the last auction, task D selects resource 2
as the winner. From the tables, the completion time is 13.46
which is the completion time of last task D on resource 2.The
total monetary cost of all tasks is 0.86 + 0.57 + 0.71 + 1.00 =
3.14.The product of completion time and total monetary cost
is 42.2644.

3.2. Resource Allocation Process of DPAM. In ourmechanism,
the resource price can be dynamically changed to improve
providers’ competitiveness. If one provider wins an auction,
resource price will be kept unchanged. Otherwise, resource
price will be decreased at a certain rate in the next auction.
However, during any auction, the resource price cannot be

Table 4: Resource allocation process of DPAM.

RN CP ST ET CT MC TC WR
(a) First auction

1 0.14 0.00 6.00 6.00 0.84 5.04
22 0.20 0.00 4.29 4.29 0.86 3.67

3 0.17 0.00 5.00 5.00 0.85 4.25
(b) Second auction

1 0.11 4.29 4.00 8.29 0.45 3.71
32 0.20 4.29 2.86 7.15 0.57 4.08

3 0.14 4.29 3.33 7.62 0.45 3.46
(c) Third auction

1 0.09 4.29 5.00 9.29 0.45 4.16
12 0.16 4.29 3.57 7.86 0.57 4.49

3 0.14 7.62 4.17 11.79 0.57 6.68
(d) Last auction

1 0.09 9.29 7.00 16.29 0.63 10.22
22 0.14 9.29 5.00 14.29 0.70 10.00

3 0.12 9.29 5.83 15.12 0.70 10.59
RN: resource number, CP: current price, ST: start time, ET: execution time,
CT: completion time, MC: monetary cost, TC: Time∗ cost, andWR: winner.

lower than its reserve price. Resource allocation process of
DPAM is shown in Table 4. Here the price reduction rate is
set as 20%.

At first, task A starts an auction and three resources give
their bids (CA,CP). As shown in Table 4(a), the current
price is the resource price of current auction. Task A selects
resource 2 as the winner, because its TC is the minimum. So
resource 1 and resource 3 lose the auction and they decrease
the current prices by 20% inTable 4(b). In the second auction,
task B selects resource 3 as the winner. Then resource 1 and
resource 2 decrease their current price by 20% as shown in
Table 4(c). Similarly, task C selects resource 1 as the winner
and task D selects resource 2. From Table 4, the completion
time of the workflow is 14.29 which is the completion time of
last task. The total monetary cost of all tasks is 0.86 + 0.45 +
0.45 + 0.70 = 2.46. The product of completion time and total
monetary cost is 35.1534.

3.3. Comparison of BOSS and DPAM. In this subsection,
resource prices and the winner of each auction are compared
between BOSS and DPAM as shown in Table 5.

In Table 5, the winners of BOSS are 2, 2, 3, and 2. But the
winners of DPAM are 2, 3, 1, and 2. In BOSS, resource price is
always fixed and resource 1 with low competitiveness is never
used. However, in DPAM resource 1 becomes new winner by
dynamic pricing strategy which brings higher resource uti-
lization. Resource utilization shows the allocation of tasks on
resources (see Formula (2)). Therefore, resource utilization
of DPAM is 1/[(2 − 4/3)2 + (1 − 4/3)2 + (1 − 4/3)2]/3 =
9/2, which is bigger than resource utilization of BOSS (1/
[(3 − 4/3)2 + (1 − 4/3)2 + (0 − 4/3)2]/3 = 9/14). The reason
is that these providers which never become winner in BOSS
may win the auction in DPAM. This means more providers
win the auction and sell their resources.
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Figure 2: Gantt charts of resource allocation and task execution.

Table 5: Comparison of BOSS and DPAM.

RN PB PD WB WD
(a) First auction

1 0.14 0.14
2 22 0.20 0.20

3 0.17 0.17
(b) Second auction

1 0.14 0.11
2 32 0.20 0.20

3 0.17 0.14
(c) Third auction

1 0.14 0.09
3 12 0.20 0.16

3 0.17 0.14
(d) Last auction

1 0.14 0.09
2 22 0.20 0.14

3 0.17 0.12
RN: resource number, PB: price of BOSS, PD: price of DPAM, WB: winner
of BOSS, and WD: winner of DPAM.

The Gantt charts of BOSS and DPAM are depicted in Fig-
ure 2.The charts show tasks execution order and the resource
executes on which task. In Figure 2(a), only resources 2 and
3 are used. While in Figure 2(b) all resources are used. It
is easy to draw that DPAM has higher resource utilization
than BOSS. In DPAM resource price is dynamic, so resource
with weak competitiveness decreases price to improve com-
petitiveness until it wins one auction. However, in BOSS the
resource with low competiveness may never win any auction.

4. Dynamic Pricing Strategy

As the number of cloud resource providers increases in
reverse auction, they compete against each other tomaximize
their revenue. So an effective pricing strategy is necessary

for providers to increase their competitiveness. Firstly, two
propositions are described to prove that the dynamic pricing
strategy can improve the revenue of providers and also
decrease the monetary cost of users. Then dynamic pricing
strategy is proposed.

Proposition 1. Dynamic pricing strategy can increase the
revenue of provider with weak competitiveness.

Proof. Assume that provider A and provider B have the
resources with same computation ability. Resource price of A
is𝑝A and resource price of B is𝑝B, where𝑝A < 𝑝B. So provider
B will lose auction because his competitiveness is weaker
than A. If the resource price is fixed, competitiveness of B is
always weaker than A and then provider B would never win
an auction. Otherwise, if resource price is dynamic, provider
B can decrease the price from𝑝B to𝑝



B which is lower than𝑝A.
Then B can win auction and hence increase revenue because
its competitiveness is higher than that of A. Hence, the
dynamic pricing strategy can increase the revenue of provider
with weak competitiveness.

Proposition 2. Dynamic pricing strategy can decrease user’s
monetary cost.

Proof. Assume that provider A and provider B have the
resources with same computation ability. Resource price of
A is 𝑝A and resource price of B is 𝑝B, where 𝑝A < 𝑝B. User
will select A’s resource because its resource price is lower. If
resource price is fixed, user will always select A’s resource and
monetary cost is 𝑝A. Otherwise, if resource price is dynamic,
provider B must decrease the price from 𝑝B to 𝑝B to win
the auction. Here 𝑝B is lower than 𝑝A. So user will select B’s
resource and monetary cost is 𝑝B. Hence, dynamic pricing
strategy can decrease user’s monetary cost.

Each provider sets reserve price, starting price, and price
reduction rate for a resource. When one task starts auction,
providers join the auction and give their bids with computa-
tion ability and price. After one auction finishes, providers
change or do not change the resource price according to
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transaction situation. If providers want to increase com-
petitiveness and win auctions, they will change their price
according to the dynamic pricing strategy in Formula (1):

𝑝cur
A

=
{{{{
{{{{
{

𝑝cur
A , if A is winner,

𝑝cur
A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) , if A is loser and 𝑝cur

A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) > 𝑝res
A ,

𝑝res
A , if A is loser and 𝑝cur

A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) < 𝑝res
A ,

(1)

where 𝑝cur
A refers to the current resource price of provider A.

𝑝res
A refers to the reserve price of resource. 𝛾 denotes the price

reduction rate. In the strategy, if provider A is the winner, its
resource price will still be 𝑝cur

A in the next auction. Otherwise,
if provider A is the loser and 𝑝cur

A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) > 𝑝res
A , its resource

price will be 𝑝cur
A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) in the next auction. The resource

price will be 𝑝res
A , if 𝑝cur

A ⋅ (1 − 𝛾) < 𝑝res
A .

In conclusion, dynamic pricing strategy is efficient during
the auction. Providers decrease the prices to increase the
chance of winning auctions in order to gain more revenue.
Simultaneously users choose the resources with lower prices
and spend less monetary cost.

5. Dynamic Pricing Based Allocation
Mechanism (DPAM)

In this section, firstly resource utilization (Formula (2))
and evaluation value TC (Formula (3)) are defined and
then novel dynamic pricing based allocation mechanism is
proposed. In the auction-based cloud market, the purpose
of providers is to sell resources at the most proper price so
as to gain the highest revenue. And the purpose of users
is to execute workflows with shortest completion time and
lowestmonetary cost. In thismechanism, users select the best
resource according to the product of completion time and
monetary cost. And the provider with the minimum product
will be the winner. After each auction, providers change their
resource price according to current trading situation. If their
competitiveness is weak and loses the auction, they usually
decrease the price in certain rate to increase competitiveness.
Otherwise, if they win, it is effectively to keep the price
unchanged or increased.

Resource utilization shows the allocation equilibrium of
tasks on resources. It is described by variance of winning auc-
tion times for each provider. Resource utilization is inversely
proportional to variance. Especiallywhen the variance is zero,
resource utilization is optimal.

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
1/∑𝑛
1
(𝑛𝑢𝑚

𝑗
− 𝑛𝑢𝑚)

2

𝑛
, (2)

where 𝑛 is the amount of resources. 𝑛𝑢𝑚
𝑗
refers to winning

times of resource 𝑗 and 𝑛𝑢𝑚 is the average value of winning
auction times of all providers.

During auction, a task selects the resource with the
minimumTCas thewinner. TC

𝑖𝑗
is the product of completion

time andmonetary cost of task 𝑖 on resource 𝑗. In [12], authors
use the measurement TC to measure the BOSS with other

mechanisms. There are two reasons for using TC as a mea-
surement: (1) it presents the whole evaluation of completion
time and monetary cost for workflow execution; (2) the
truthfulness of the BOSS mechanism depends on TC. So we
use the measurement TC in order to make a more accurate
comparison with BOSS.

TC
𝑖𝑗
= (𝑡
𝑖𝑗
+

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑖

𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑗

)

∗ (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑗
∗

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑖

𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑗

) .

(3)

Each task starts execution only when its predecessor tasks
have finished according to the partially ordered relation of
tasks. 𝑡

𝑖𝑗
refers to the start time of task 𝑖 executing on resource

𝑗. It equals the latest time when its predecessor tasks have
finished and simultaneously resource 𝑗 is idle. 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑖
is

the workload of task 𝑖; 𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑗
and 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑗
are computation

ability and price per time unit of resource 𝑗, respectively. So
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑖
/𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑗
is the time required for task 𝑖 on resource

𝑗. And (𝑡
𝑖𝑗
+ 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑖
/𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑗
) refers to the finishing time

of task 𝑖 on resource 𝑗. (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑗
∗ 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

𝑖
/𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑗
) is the

monetary cost required for task 𝑖.
In Algorithm 1, there are 𝑛 tasks and 𝑚 resources (lines

(1)-(2)). Each user starts an auction in order and calculates
the product of completion time and monetary cost for
every resource (lines (3)–(10)) and then selects the resource
with the minimum product (line (11)). Then user pays to
the winner (line (12)). At last, all providers change price
according to dynamic pricing strategy and join the next
auction (line (13)).

When workflows are submitted and tasks start auctions,
providers give their bids to compete for the opportunity of
providing resources. In the auction, providers change price
and increase chances of selling resource, so that they can gain
more revenue and higher resource utilization. In addition,
users always select the optimal resource, so the product of the
completion time and monetary cost of executing tasks is the
minimum.

6. Evaluation

In this section, experiments are conducted for evaluation of
the performance of BOSS and DPAM on resource utilization
and the measurement of TC with different situations and
problem sizes. Moreover, the performance of DPAM on
resource utilization (see Formula (2)) and TC with different
price reduction rates is verified. Firstly, experiment setup is
given (see Section 6.1). Secondly, simulation of specific work-
flow is described for evaluating BOSS and DPAM (see Sec-
tion 6.2). Thirdly, we conduct experiments with the medium
problem size and evaluate BOSS and DPAM with different
situations and the performance of DPAMwith different price
reduction rates (see Section 6.3). At last, both from different
situations and different problem sizes, simulation results
show the performance of BOSS and DPAM and the per-
formance of DPAM with different price reduction rates (see
Section 6.4).
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Input: workflows and resources
Output: allocation of tasks on resources
(1) 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 ← [𝑛]; /∗ Assign the tasks to 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 list with partially relation ∗/
(2) 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 ← [𝑚]; /∗ Assign the resources to 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠 list ∗/
(3) 𝑖 = 1;
(4) While 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 do
(5) 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 ← 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘;
(6) 𝑗 = 1;
(7) While 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 do
(8) 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 ← 𝑗𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠;
(9) 𝑇𝐶𝑠 ← 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑇𝐶𝑠(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒);

/∗ calculate TC of 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 on 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 (Formula (3)) ∗/
(10) End
(11) 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑇𝐶(𝑇𝐶𝑠);

/∗ select the optimal resource with the minimum TC ∗/
(12) 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 pays to 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟;
(13) all providers 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒;

/∗ change resource price (Formula (1)) ∗/
(14) End

Algorithm 1: Dynamic pricing based allocation mechanism.

Table 6: Problem size classification.

Small Medium Large
1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 40 50 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 100 200 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 300
1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 10 10 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 50 80 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 120

6.1. Experiment Setup. The simulation environment runs on
a PC with the following configurations: 2 CPU cores, 4GB
RAM, and Microsoft Windows 7 OS. The workflows are
classified into three situations: balanced, semibalanced, and
unbalanced [12]. Task workload follows normal distribution
𝑁(1000000, 1000).The resource ability is set from 200 to 1200
with an arithmetic sequence and the common difference is
quotient of 1000 divided by task amount.The resource price is
set from the real Amazon Web Services price (https://aws
.amazon.com/). In BOSS resource price is set from 0.14 to
0.84 per time unit. In DPAM, to implement dynamic pricing
strategy, all resources have starting prices and reserve prices.
The starting price is set from 0.14 to 0.84 and reserve price is
set from 0.1 to 0.6, respectively.

In simulation of specific cloud workflows, the workflow
has 10 tasks and the amount of resources is 7. The price
reduction rate for DPAM is 10%. In simulation of general
cloud workflows, they are classified into small, medium, and
large by problem size besides different situations. Problem
size classification is shown in Table 6, where 𝑛 is amount of
tasks and 𝑚 is amount of resources. In addition, the price
reduction rate is set from 0 to 1 in step of 0.1.

6.2. Simulation of Specific Workflows. In specific experiment,
specific workflows are used to verify whether DPAM per-
forms better than BOSS on resource utilization and TC.

As shown in Figure 3(a), resource utilization of DPAM
is always higher than that of BOSS. DPAM can improve
resource utilization compared with BOSS. This is because

providers with low competitiveness change their resource
prices and then these resources have more chances to be sold.

In Figure 3(b), three different situations of TCs of DPAM
are all lower than those of BOSS. This means that it takes
shorter time and lower monetary cost for workflow execu-
tion. In DPAM, providers decrease their resource prices to
improve the competitiveness. So users can get the resource
with shorter completion time or lower monetary cost.

6.3. Simulation of General Workflows with Different Balanced
Situations. In this section, two experiments are conducted
on general workflows with different balanced situations. The
problem size is medium. The first experiment simulates
BOSS and DPAM to evaluate their performance on recourse
utilization and TC (see Figure 4). The second experiment
simulates DPAM with different price reduction rates to
evaluate its performance on resource utilization and TC (see
Figure 5).

6.3.1. Resource Utilization and TC of BOSS versus DPAM.
As shown in Figure 4(a), resource utilization of DPAM is
always higher thanBOSS.This indicates thatDPAMperforms
better in resource utilization. In DPAM, more resources are
sold by changing prices especially for resources with lower
competitiveness. These resources are never sold in BOSS.
Figure 4(b) shows that TC of DPAM is lower than that
of BOSS. DPAM brings shorter completion time and lower
monetary cost. The reason is that resource price is dynamic
and then there are more resources with higher computation
ability and lower price.

6.3.2. Resource Utilization and TC of DPAM with Different
Price Reduction Rates. Figure 5 shows resource utilization
and TC of DPAM with different price reduction rates.
In Figure 5(a) resource utilization is constant when price

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/
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Figure 3: Resource utilization and TC of BOSS versus DPAM for specific workflow.
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Figure 4: Resource utilization and TC of BOSS versus DPAM for general workflows.
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Figure 7: Resource utilization and TC of BOSS versus DPAM in semibalanced situation.

reduction rate is bigger than 0.2. This is because the resource
price is equal to the reserve price when price reduction rate is
high enough. As shown in Figure 5(b), TC of workflows with
all situations decreases when price reduction rate is not zero.
It is easy to draw that DPAM is better than BOSS.

6.4. Simulation of General Workflows with Different Problem
Sizes. In this subsection, another two sets of experiments
conducted on general workflows with different problem
sizes and balanced situations are described. The first set of
experiments simulates BOSS and DPAM to evaluate their
performance on recourse utilization and TC (see Figures
6–8). The second set of experiments simulates DPAM with
different price reduction rates to evaluate the performance on
resource utilization and TC (see Figures 9–11).

6.4.1. Resource Utilization and TC of BOSS versus DPAM.
Figures 6–8 present the performance of BOSS and DPAM
on resource utilization and TC from different balanced
situations and different problem size. In Figures 6(a), 7(a),
and 8(a), resource utilization of balanced workflow is higher
that of unbalanced workflow. This is because more tasks

in balanced workflow are executed in parallel and many
resources are used. In three situations, resource utilizations
of DPAM are all higher than that of BOSS. Figures 6(b), 7(b),
and 8(b) show that TC of DPAM is always lower than that
of BOSS. The reason is that the resource with lower price or
higher computation ability is selected as winner.

6.4.2. Resource Utilization and TC of DPAM with Different
Price Reduction Rates. Figures 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) show that
resource utilization changes only when price reduction rate is
lower than 0.3. This indicates that it is not necessary to make
price reduction rate too high.The reason is that resource price
cannot be smaller than reserve price. Figures 9(b), 10(b), and
11(b) show that TC decreases when resource price reduces in
some rates. AndTCof large problem sizeworkflows decreases
apparently than other sizes. This is because dynamic pricing
brings more competitive resources with lower price and
higher ability.

In overall terms, the performance of DPAM on resource
utilization and TC with different situations is better than
BOSS shown in Figure 4. The performance of DPAM on
resource utilization and TC with different problem sizes is
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Figure 11: Resource utilization and TC with different rates in unbalanced situation.

shown in Figures 6–8. In DPAM, many providers with weak
competitiveness use dynamic pricing strategy to increase
chances of making a deal and gain more revenue, so resource
utilization of market increases. Meanwhile, workflows can
execute timely with less cost. So the performance of DPAM
on resource utilization and TC is better than that of BOSS.
Moreover, the performance of DPAM on resource utilization
and TC with different price reduction rates is shown in
Figures 5 and 9–11. Resource utilization and TC are invariant
when price reduction rate is higher than 0.2. This is because
resource price cannot be lower than the reserve price. In
addition, performance of TC and resource utilization is
always better when price reduction rate is bigger than zero.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a dynamic pricing strategy to
improve resource providers’ competitiveness in the cloud
market. A novel dynamic pricing based allocation mecha-
nismwas presented to allocate resources for cloudworkflows.
With our mechanism, resource providers can change the
price to increase the possibility of selling resources and gain
more revenue, which improves resources utilization. The
users select the best resource with the minimum TC (Time ∗
Cost), which ensures shorter completion time and lower
monetary cost. Finally, we evaluated our mechanism and
compared with the representative BOSS strategy. The results
showed that our mechanism can achieve high resources uti-
lization, shorter completion time, and lower monetary cost.
With the dynamic pricing strategy, providers can decrease
their resource price to improve competitiveness.

In future, increasing price will be involved in dynamic
pricing strategy. It is a good way for those resource providers
who have sharply higher competitiveness to increase price to
gain more revenue. At the same time, we will use the stan-
dard scientific datasets to run experiments besides random
data. This will increase the credibility of the results of the
experiment and be more scientific to reflect the performance
of the DPAM mechanism. In addition, besides completion
time and monetary cost, we will consider adding other QoS

criteria such as reliability, response time, and service provid-
ers’ reputation.
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In smart wireless software defined networks (WSDNs), sensor nodes are deployed in the monitored area to sense data. In order
to increase the flexibility of WSDNs configuration, sensor nodes use programmable technology. Thus, programming and software
engineering that integrate Internet ofThings (IoT) lead to a smart world. Due to the large capacity of program codes and the limited
energy of wireless network, only a subset of nodes is selected to spread program codes, and the remaining nodes are in sleep status
to save energy. In this paper, a fast program codes dissemination (FPCD) scheme for smart wireless software defined networking
is proposed; many nodes in the area far from the sink will be selected to spread program codes; those areas have much energy left,
while the area near the sink chooses less number of active nodes to spread program codes to save energy. Thus, FPCD scheme can
reduce delay for spreading program codes while retaining network lifetime.The theoretical analysis and experimental results show
that our approach can reduce transmission delay by 10.76%–105.791% while retaining network lifetime compares with previous
broadcast schemes.

1. Introduction

In the Internet of Things (IoT), millions of objects with
sensors collect data and send the data to control center servers
that analyze, manage, and use the data in order to construct
smart world applications, such as smart manufacturing,
smart grid, smart and connected health, smart home, and
intelligent transportation systems and even smart city [1–6].
What is more, programming and software engineering are
integrated into the Internet of Things and cloud computing,
which works towards a smart world.

WSDNs can configure and update program codes in
sensor nodes so that IoT has new features, because of the
flexibility of configuration and updates of this software,
which attracted wide attention of researchers. In WSDNs,
program codes in sensor nodes are spread to all network
by broadcasting; the program codes have new features after
sensor nodes recompiled this program code. Program codes
dissemination is a fundamental operation in WSDN [7].
Broadcast is one of themain transmissionmodes for program
codes in WSDNs. The aim of broadcast is to propagate
program codes to all nodes in a minimum latency. This

problem has been studied extensively and has been shown
to be NP-hard [8]. Some urgent applications such as life
monitoring, intelligent transportation systems, and industrial
automation often have very stringent requirements on pro-
gram codes dissemination delay [9], and the system does not
work properly by a lack of program codes, which could lead to
serious accidents, such as the loss of personnel and property.
Nevertheless, the harshness of wireless environments and
the characteristics of WSDNs pose severe challenges on
designing efficient program codes dissemination scheme.
Energy of sensor nodes is limited, and thus sensor nodes
usually select a small part of nodes to transmit program
codes [10–13]. If the number of active nodes is small, the
speed for spreading program codes is slow, and the energy
consumption in this time is low; thus, network lifetime is
higher. Otherwise, if the larger number of active nodes is
selected to transmit program codes, the transmission delay
is less, but the network lifetime is low. The issue of tradeoff
between lifetime and delay is a challenging issue. There
are some researches about program codes (or bulk data)
dissemination in wireless sensing networks, those researches
mainly focus on how to select the optimal scheduling policy
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to minimize energy consumption and broadcasts delay. To
the best of our knowledge, these studies only achieved
tradeoff between network lifetime and propagation delay, but
not optimized network lifetime and the propagation delay at
the same time. A fast program codes dissemination (FPCD)
scheme is proposed to prolong lifetime and reduce broadcast
delay at same time toward smart Internet of Things. The
main contributions of the FPCD scheme can be listed as
follows: (1) FPCD scheme uses a method of global vision
to optimize program codes dissemination and thus reduce
program codes dissemination delay while retaining origin
broadcasting agreement, which has broad applicability.

In this paper, we not only consider the energy consump-
tion of programcodes dissemination, but also the energy con-
sumption of other operations in the network, which can take
full advantage of energy to improve broadcast performance.
WSDNs not only have broadcast operation of program codes,
but also data collection operation. Data operation is a regular
behavior, but broadcasting and updating program codes are
temporary and infrequent operations [14]. For broadcasting
program codes, the energy consumption is lower in the area
near the sink. But in the process of data collection, the energy
consumption in the area far away from the sink is lower,
and the energy consumption in the area near the sink is
higher. Thus, the FPCD scheme adopts a different strategy,
the way is to increase the number of active nodes in the area
far away from the sink. Because the transmission delay is
related to the number of active nodes, increasing the number
of nodes involved in broadcasting can effectively reduce the
disseminate delay of program codes.

(2) The optimization parameters and the number of
active nodes in different areas are discussed and calculated
in the FPCD scheme. The performance of the FPCD scheme
outperforms existing ones.Through our simulation study, we
demonstrate that, for the proposed scheme, broadcast delay
can be reduced and energy efficiency can be enhanced simul-
taneously. Compared with the former scheme, the broadcast
delay can be reduced by asmuch as 10.76%.More importantly,
the proposed scheme improves the performances without
harming network lifetime, which is difficult to achieve in the
previous schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the relatedworks are reviewed.The systemmodel is described
in Section 3. In Section 4, a novel FPCD scheme is presented
for WSDNs. The performance analysis for FPCD scheme is
provided in Section 5. Section 6 shows experimental results
and comparison. We conclude in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Program codes (or bulk data) dissemination has been formu-
lated and investigated in [15]. It can be divided into following
types depending on different performance requirements of
broadcast operation for different application.

(1) The minimum transmission broadcast (MTB) prob-
lem: in such studies, the objective of this study is how to
reduce broadcast times. In previous schemes, the node is in
an active state.Thus, themethod for reducing broadcast times

is to find a Minimum Connected Dominating Set (MCDS)
of the network [16]. In a network as a tree, nodes in the
tree can cover the entire network. Thus, as long as one node
in the tree broadcasts data packet once, all nodes in the
tree can receive the data packet. In [17], authors proved that
building a minimum flooding tree is identical to finding
an MCDS.

In fact, one goal of reducing broadcast times is to reduce
energy consumption. The broadcast method about reducing
energy consumption has received a lot of researches. Lim
and Kim [18] proposed a heuristic algorithm broadcast BIP
(broadcast incremental power). It builds a broadcast tree
whose root is source node; in the process of building tree, one
node uncovered by the tree will be added to the broadcast
tree, and the cost paid is minimized. Wieselthier et al. [19]
optimized BIP algorithm; it proposed an effective search
algorithm 𝑟-shrink; the energy consumption can be reduced
by reschedule the nonleaf nodes of broadcast tree.

InmostWSDNs, in order to save energy, a node alternates
between dormant and active states, this method is devel-
oped and applied to WSNs for energy conservation [20–
23]. In broadcast, due to this mechanism that a node is
required to transmit broadcast message multiple times to
all its neighbor nodes at different moments. As a result, the
MTB problem in duty cycled networks (MTB-DC problem)
needs to be investigated for solutions in which both the
set of forwarding nodes and their broadcast schedules are
identified.

Liu [24] proposed Level-Based Approximation Scheme
to identify the forwarding nodes and their corresponding
receivers for all time slots and then constructed a broadcast
backbone by connecting these forwarding nodes to the
broadcast source.

(2)The minimum latency broadcast scheduling (MLBS):
in this scheme, it reduces not only the energy consumption of
node, but also the transmission time for broadcasting [25, 26].

Le Duc et al. [25] considered MLBS in duty cycled WSNs
and presented two approximation algorithms, BS-1 and BS-2,
that produce a maximum latency of at most ((Δ − 1)𝑇𝐻) and
13𝑇𝐻, respectively. Here, Δ is the maximum degree of nodes,
𝑇 denotes the number of time slots in a scheduling period,
and 𝐻 is the broadcast latency lower bound obtained from
the shortest path algorithm.

Zhao et al. [26] proposed a Broadcast over Duty Cycle
and LEACH (BOD-LEACH) protocol, takes advantage of the
LEACH’s energy efficient clustering. The proposed protocol
added new common static and dynamic broadcast periods
to support and accelerate broadcasting.The dynamic periods
are scheduled following the past arrivals of messages and
using a Markov chain model.

Khiati and Djenouri demonstrated that epidemic theory
is suitable for data dissemination by using broadcasting
protocols in wireless sensor networks [27]. Khiati and Dje-
nouri found that if the number of selected active nodes is
large, the energy consumption is higher, the speed of data
dissemination is fast, and converge time is lower. Conversely,
if the number of selected active nodes is small, the energy
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consumption is less; thus, network lifetime is high. Previous
schemes adopt fixed parameters to ensure network obtains
desired level of performance under dynamic environments.
Thus, Khiati andDjenouri proposed an epidemic-based algo-
rithm by dynamically adjusting the number of selected active
nodes to meet delay requirements while minimizing energy
consumption.

The scheme in [27] is the most similar with the scheme
about this paper. But the ratio of active node is equal in the
whole network for their scheme. The energy left of network
cannot be full used; thus, data dissemination converge time
is higher. In the FPCD scheme, the active node ratio is
determined according to the adequacy degree of energy
which can make full use of energy and improve the level of
performance for WSDNs.

3. System Model

3.1. Network Model. (1) We consider WSDNs consisting
of a large number of homogenous sensor nodes and one
sink node. The sink node is regarded as the control center.
Those sensor nodes are deployed in the target area such as
environment monitor, industrial field, and smart field [27–
30]. The network radius is 𝑅, and the transmission radius of
sensor nodes is 𝑟. The sink node is in the center of a network.
The density of sensor nodes in the network is 𝜌. The sensor
nodes are powered by battery whose energy is limited. The
energy of the sink is unlimited.

(2) Duty cycling is adopted by nodes to reduce energy
consumption. A node has two statues: awake and sleep. The
duty cycle is the ratio of time in awake status to the cycle time.
When node is in an awake status, the node can spread data.
But the energy consumption in this time is higher. And when
node is in a sleep status, its wireless transmission device is
turned off, and thus the data cannot be transmitted to other
nodes, but their energy consumption in this time is lower
100–1000 times than the energy consumption of node when
node is in an awake state. Thus, the smaller duty cycle is, the
lower the energy consumption is. But, if duty cycle is low, the
ratio of active node is small, the delay of data dissemination
will be slower, but network lifetime is longer. On the other
hand, if duty cycle is high, the ratio of active node is higher,
and the delay of data disseminationwill be faster at cost of low
lifetime.

(3) Senor node senses surrounding environment; when
sensor nodes sense event that interests user, the sensed data
can be sent to the sink by multiple-hop method. Considering
the probability of occurrence of an event is 𝜆. But when
the operating system of sensor node upgrade, or the debug
in software of sensor node need to be fixed, the software
codes of operating system need to be spread to all nodes in
the network. The sink collects the data which are sensed by
node, this process is called data collection, and the process
for disseminating program codes to each node is called data
dissemination.

3.2. Energy Consumption Model. In this paper, we adopt the
topical energy consumption model in [28–33], where the

transmission energy consumption, 𝜔
𝑡
, follows (1) and energy

consumption, 𝜔
𝑟
, for receiving the following (2):

𝜔
𝑡,1
(𝑑) = 𝑙𝐸elec + 𝑙𝜀fs𝑑

2 if 𝑑 < 𝑑
0

𝜔
𝑡,2
(𝑑) = 𝑙𝐸elec + 𝑙𝜀amp𝑑

4 if 𝑑 ≧ 𝑑
0
,

(1)

𝜔
𝑟
= 𝑙𝐸elec, (2)

where 𝐸elec represents transmitting circuit loss. Both the free
space (𝑑2 power loss) and the multipath fading (𝑑4 power
loss) channel models are used. If the transmission distance is
less than the threshold 𝑑

0
, the power amplifier loss is based

on free space model; if the transmission distance is larger
than or equal to the threshold 𝑑

0
, respectively, the multipath

attenuationmodel is used. 𝜀fs and 𝜀amp are the energy required
by power amplification in the two models.

3.3. Problem Statement. In a WSDN, the sink disseminates
programcodes to sensor nodes; then, the sensor nodes diffuse
those program codes to the nodes far from the sink. The aim
of this paper is to reduce the dissemination delay [34] while
minimizing energy consumption.Thus, the aims of this paper
are as follows.

(1) Minimization Program Codes Dissemination Delay. In this
paper, the dissemination (or broadcast) delay refers to the
time between the sink (control center) disseminates program
codes and all nodes receive the program codes except for the
nodes that never receive program codes through broadcast.
Let 𝑇init be the time before broadcast program codes, and let
𝑇end be the time when all nodes receive the program codes.
Thus, the broadcast delay 𝑇 can be expressed as

min (𝑇) = min (𝑇init − 𝑇end) . (3)

(2) Maximization Network Lifetime. Network lifetime Γ refers
to the elapsed time when the first node dies in the network.
Because the death of first node can affect the connection of
network, the programcodes sent by the sink cannot broadcast
to all nodes.Thus, the aim of this paper is to prolong network
lifetime. Let 𝐸init stand for the initial energy of nodes in the
network, and let 𝑒

𝑖
be the consumption energy of node in the

network. Thus, network lifetime can be expressed as follows:

max (Γ) = max(
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝐸init
𝑒
𝑖

) . (4)

(3) Maximization Effective Energy Utilization Rate (Denoted
as 𝛿). 𝛿 refers to the ratio of energy consumption of network
to the total energy in the network. 𝑒

𝑖
is the energy consump-

tion of node in the network; 𝐸init is the initial energy of node
in the network. Our target is to maximize energy utilization
of whole the network. Thus, the effective energy utilization
can be expressed as follows:

max (𝛿) = max(
∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑒
𝑖

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝐸init
) . (5)
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Figure 1: The energy consumption of WSDN.

Obviously, the goal of the FPCD is to minimize delay,
𝑇, maximize the network life, Γ, and make effective energy
utilization, 𝛿, which can be summarized as follows:

min (𝑇) = min (𝑇init − 𝑇end)

max (Γ) = max(
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝐸init
𝑒
𝑖

)

max (𝛿) = max(
∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑒
𝑖

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝐸init
) .

(6)

4. Main Design of FPCD

4.1. Research Motivation. (1)The energy left in non-hotspots
area is abundant but not in use.

Besides program codes dissemination, WSDNs can col-
lect data from sensor nodes. In the process of data collection,
sensor nodes in the network send data to the sink, nodes in
the area near the sink transmit much more data to the sink,
and thus the energy consumption of nodes in the area near
the sink is more than the energy consumption of nodes in the
area far away from the sink. It is shown in Figure 1 that the
energy consumption of node is unbalanced. The left energy
of node is given in Figure 2. As can be seen, many nodes
in the network have much energy left. According to relevant
research, when the network dies from hotspots problem, the
energy left in the network is up to 90%. Thus, the main idea
of proposed scheme is to make full use of the energy left in
the nonhotspots area to increase the number of active nodes
to transmit program codes to reduce dissemination delay.

(2)The number of active nodes is large and the dissemi-
nation delay is small, but the energy consumption is higher.

When the sink spreads program codes to all nodes except
the nodes that never receive program codes in the network,
if the dissemination delay of program codes is smaller, the
performance in the network is better. However, in WSDNs,
nodes use the way of duty cycling to save energy. When
duty cycle of network is smaller, the ratio of active node in
the network is lower, and the number of nodes in an awake
status is smaller, resulting in the speed for spreading program
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Figure 2: The left energy of WSDN.
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codes being slower; thus, the transmission delay is bigger.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between delivery delay and
different number of active nodes. As can be seen, the more
the number of active nodes is, the less the dissemination delay
is. For some emergency event, the number of active nodes
should be increased to reduce transmission delay.The reason
is that if there are many active nodes, the sink will have many
neighbor nodes in the range of transmission radius. When
the sink node wants to spread program codes to the network.
In program codes transmission, the program codes can be
spread from one node to many nodes, the time for spreading
program codes to the network is short, and the transmission
delay is less. Otherwise, the transmission delay is higher.

(3) If using energy left in the network to increase the
number of active nodes, the dissemination delay can be
reduced while retaining network lifetime.

In previous schemes, the system cannot reduce dissemi-
nation delay under the condition that network lifetime cannot
be reduced.The reason is that the larger the number of active
nodes is, the less the transmission delay is, but the higher
the energy consumption of node is. Thus, increasing the
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Figure 4: The energy consumption in different areas.

number of active nodes may affect the energy consumption
to damage network lifetime. The relationship between the
energy consumption and the number of active nodes is shown
in Figure 4. From Figure 4, with the number of active nodes
growing, the energy consumption grows. The main idea of
the proposed scheme is to make full use of the energy left in
the network to increase the number of active nodes to reduce
the transmission delay. In the FPCD scheme, the number of
active nodes is adjusted dynamically according to the energy
left in the network while retaining network lifetime.

From the above analysis, the broadcast quality of overall
network is based on the residual energy. Adjusting the
number of active nodes dynamically can achieve better com-
prehensive broadcast performances. For this reason, a fast
program codes dissemination (FPCD) scheme is proposed.

4.2. The Calculation of Energy Consumption of the Network.
The nodes at different distances from the sink have definite
energy consumption. The value is given by theoretical anal-
ysis. Considering that all nodes in network adopt the same
duty cycle. The energy consumption of nodes at different
areas is calculated.

Firstly, because nodes in different areas use same duty
cycle, the number of active nodes in different areas is the
same. Due to the same broadcast operation in different areas,
the energy consumption in different areas is the same. But the
main operation of WSDN is data collection. In the process of
data collection, the energy consumption is unbalanced, the
energy consumption for data collection is given inTheorem 1.

Theorem 1. Considering network radius is 𝑅, transmission
radius of node is 𝑟. The probability of occurrence of an event
is 𝜆, each data packet is transmitted to the sink using shortest
routing path. Considering node 𝑖 whose distance from the sink
is 𝑙, 𝑙 = 𝑧𝑟 + 𝑥, 𝜔

𝑡
is the energy consumption for transmission

of one-bit data. 𝜔
𝑟
is the energy consumption for receiving

one-bit data. After one round of data collection, the energy
consumption 𝐸𝑙

𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
for data operation of node 𝑖 is

𝐸𝑙
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

= ((𝑧 + 1) + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆𝜔
𝑡

+ (𝑧 + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆𝜔
𝑟

𝑧 = ⌊𝑅 − 𝑙
𝑟

⌋ .
(7)

Proof. Considering network radius is 𝑅, the node transmis-
sion radius is 𝑟, the generation rate of event is 𝜆. The data
packet is routed based on the shortest routing. Considering
node whose distance from sink is 𝑙, 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟 + 𝑥, where ℎ is
the hop counts from the node to the sink. The number of
transmitting data loaded by this node is

((𝑧 + 1) + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆 | 𝑧 = ⌊𝑅 − 𝑙
𝑟

⌋ . (8)

The number of receiving data loaded by this node is

(𝑧 + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆 | 𝑧 = ⌊𝑅 − 𝑙
𝑟

⌋ . (9)

And 𝜔
𝑡
is the energy consumption for transmitting data.

𝜔
𝑟
is the energy consumption for receiving data. So the energy

consumption of node 𝑖 is

((𝑧 + 1) + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆𝜔
𝑡
+ (𝑧 + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟

2𝑙
) 𝜆𝜔
𝑟
. (10)

4.3. Adjustable Calculation of the Number of Active Nodes.
Compared with previous scheme, the FPCD scheme can
adjust the number of active nodes based on the remaining
energy. Therefore, the calculating method of the number of
active nodes in different regions of the network is given in
this section.

Theorem 2. Considering node 𝑖 whose distance from the sink
is 𝑙, 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟 + 𝑥, 𝜔

𝑡
is the energy consumption for transmission

one bit data. 𝜔
𝑟
is the energy consumption for receiving one bit

data. 𝑑 is the length of program codes. The number of active
nodes in the area at 𝑙m distance from the sink is 𝑛

𝑙
in one duty

cycle, after one round of program code transmission, the total
energy consumption 𝐸𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑜
of the area whose distance from the

sink is 𝑙 is

𝐸𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑜

= 𝑛
𝑙
𝜔
𝑟
𝑑 + 𝑛
𝑙+𝑟
𝜔
𝑡
𝑑. (11)

Proof. In the FPCD scheme, for node 𝑖 whose distance from
the sink is 𝑙, 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟+𝑥. When the sink spreads program codes
to all nodes except the nodes that never receive the packet,
the total energy consumption of the area whose distance from
the sink is 𝑙 include two kinds of energy: one is the energy
consumption for receiving program codes from the last hop
node and the other energy consumption is the consumed
energy for spreading program codes to the next hop nodes.
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There are 𝑛
𝑙
active nodes in this area, this area will receive

𝑛
𝑙
program codes from the last node, and thus the energy

consumption for receiving those program codes is

𝐸𝑙re = 𝑛
𝑙
𝜔
𝑟
𝑑. (12)

But those program codes should be spread to next nodes;
in the next areas, there are 𝑛

𝑙+𝑟
active nodes, each active node

should receive those program codes once. Thus, the energy
consumption for transmitting program codes is

𝐸𝑙se = 𝑛
𝑙+𝑟
𝜔
𝑡
𝑑. (13)

The total energy consumption 𝐸𝑙pro of the area whose
distance from the sink is 𝑙 is

𝐸𝑙pro = 𝑛
𝑙
𝜔
𝑟
𝑑 + 𝑛
𝑙+𝑟
𝜔
𝑡
𝑑. (14)

Theorem 3. Considering node 𝑖 whose distance from the sink
is 𝑙, 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟 + 𝑥. 𝐸max is the maximum energy consumption
for data collection and spread program code in the network.
The number of nodes in the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink is
𝑛𝑙
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

. In the FPCD scheme, considering the optimized number
of active nodes in the area at 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟 + 𝑥 distance from the sink
is 𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑙

, it should meet

𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑙

𝛼 + 𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑙+𝑟

=
(𝐸max − 𝑛

𝑙

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐸𝑙
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

)
𝜔
𝑡
𝑑

. (15)

Proof. In the FPCD scheme, the aim is to make full use of the
energy left to increase the number of active nodes to reduce
the transmission delay. For node 𝑖 whose distance from the
sink is 𝑙, 𝑙 = ℎ𝑟 + 𝑥. According toTheorem 2, the total energy
consumption of the area at 𝑙m distance from the sink is 𝐸𝑙pro,
the energy consumption of nodes at 𝑙m distance from the
sink is 𝐸𝑙data according to Theorem 1. In order to increase the
number of active nodes to reduce transmission delay while
retaining network lifetime, the total energy consumption in
this area at 𝑙mdistance from the sink is𝐸𝑙pro+𝑛

𝑙

total𝐸
𝑙

data.Thus,
the difference between the maximum energy consumption
of the network and the total energy consumption in this
area is Δ𝐸 = 𝐸max − (𝐸𝑙pro + 𝑛𝑙total𝐸

𝑙

data). The total energy
consumption of this area should be close to the maximum
energy consumption to make full use of the energy left in this
area. That is,

𝐸max = 𝑛optimize
𝑙

𝜔
𝑟
𝑑 + 𝑛optimize
𝑙+𝑟

𝜔
𝑡
𝑑 + 𝑛𝑙total𝐸

𝑙

data. (16)

It can be seen that 𝜔
𝑟
can be instead as 𝛼𝜔

𝑡
, and 𝛼 is a

constant. Equation (16) is

𝐸max = 𝑛optimize
𝑙

𝛼𝜔
𝑡
𝑑 + 𝑛optimize
𝑙+𝑟

𝜔
𝑡
𝑑 + 𝑛𝑙total𝐸

𝑙

data. (17)

The optimizable number of active nodes in different areas
is

𝑛optimize
𝑙

𝛼 + 𝑛optimize
𝑙+𝑟

=
𝐸max − 𝑛

𝑙

total𝐸
𝑙

data
𝜔
𝑡
𝑑

. (18)

4.4. Scheduling Method. The number of active nodes is
adjusted adaptively by the FPCD scheme according to the
energy left of node. The main goal of FPCD scheme is to
increase the number of active nodes in the area far away
from the sink to reduce the transmission delaywhile retaining
network lifetime.

In this paper, program codes are transmitted to all nodes
after the sink receives the data from all sensor nodes. First,
the sink collects data from sensor nodes, and the nodes
consume energy. Second, the sink spreads program codes.
This scheme mainly studies the program codes transmission.
In the beginning of program codes transmission, the energy
of nodes is the energy left of node in data collection. In
the process of data collection, sensor nodes sense data from
the surrounding environment, and then the sensed data can
be transmitted to the sink. When those data packets are
transmitted from the area at 𝑙distance to the sink, themessage
about energy consumption for transmitting data packet is
recorded in the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink; it is 𝐸𝑙. In
the FPCD scheme, when the sink spreads program codes to
nodes in the network, the program codes can be spread to
their neighbor nodes, until the program codes to all nodes
except the nodes that never receive the program codes. Before
the sink spreads the program codes, the maximum energy
consumption𝐸max is set as 0, themessage about𝐸max is stored
in the program codes. When one node receives the program
codes, the energy consumption of node 𝑖 for transmitting the
program codes is𝐸

𝑖
, the area where the node stays will record

the energy consumption

𝐸𝑙 = 𝐸𝑙 + 𝐸
𝑖
. (19)

If 𝐸𝑙 > 𝐸max, the maximum energy consumption can
be instead as 𝐸𝑙; that is, 𝐸max = 𝐸𝑙. After a round of pro-
gram codes transmission, the message about the maximum
energy consumption of nodes will be returned to the sink.
Considering the requirements transmission delay is 𝜁

𝑟
, the

transmission delay in this transmission is 𝜁
𝑐
. In the FPCD

scheme, its aim is that the number of active nodes can be
adjusted dynamically to ensure the transmission delay 𝜁

𝑐
in

program codes dissemination smaller than the requirement
transmission delay 𝜁

𝑟
, and network lifetime is higher as soon

as possible.
The sink will send messages including (𝐸max, 𝜁𝑟, 𝜁𝑐) to

nodes at 𝑙 distance from the sink. For node 𝑖 at 𝑙 distance from
the sink, when node 𝑖 receives the message from the sink, if
𝜁
𝑐
> 𝜁
𝑟
, it shows that the transmission delay in this time is

bigger than the requirement transmission delay, the number
of active node should be increased to reduce transmission
delay. But if 𝜁

𝑐
< 𝜁
𝑟
, it shows that the transmission delay in

this time is smaller than the requirement transmission delay,
the number of active node should be reduced to improve
network lifetime.

When 𝜁
𝑐
> 𝜁
𝑟
, the transmission delay is higher than

the requirement transmission delay, the number of active
nodes should be increased, and themethod for increasing the
number of active node is as follows.

(1) When node 𝑖 receives the feedback message from
the sink, it first computes the energy difference between
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the maximum energy consumption 𝐸max and the energy
consumption 𝐸𝑙; it is as follows:

Δ𝐸 = 𝐸max − 𝐸
𝑙. (20)

When the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink increase one
active node, the energy consumption in the area can increase
𝐸Δ, the number of increased active nodes is

Δ𝑛 = Δ𝐸
𝐸Δ

. (21)

If Δ𝑛 < 1, the number of active nodes will add 1 in the
next round of program codes dissemination, if the energy
consumption of this area is lower than 𝐸max, the number
of active nodes is correct in this area. But when the energy
consumption of this area is higher than 𝐸max, the number of
active nodes does not need to be adjusted.

IfΔ𝑛 > 1, the areas at 𝑙distance from the sinkwill increase
by Δ𝑛 active nodes, the number of adjustable active nodes in
this area is as follows:

𝑛
𝑙
= 𝑛
𝑙
+ Δ𝑛. (22)

The number of active nodes will be instead with the
value 𝑛

𝑙
+ Δ𝑛 if the transmission delay is smaller than

the requirement transmission delay in the next process of
program codes transmission. But if the transmission delay
is higher than the requirement transmission delay in the
network, the number of active nodes will be instead with
𝑛
𝑙
+ Δ𝑛, and the number of active nodes in the areas nearest

the sink adds one.
When 𝜁

𝑐
< 𝜁
𝑟
, the transmission delay is smaller than

the requirement transmission delay; in order to improve the
network lifetime, the number of active nodes in the area near
the sink is reduced by 1.

Each area at 𝑙 distance from the sink has marking
informationB𝑙 which is used to express whether the number
of active node in this area should be adjusted. B𝑙 = 1
shows the number of active nodes in this area should be
adjusted in the next process of program codes transmission,
B𝑙 = 0 shows the number of active node in this area is not
adjusted in the next process of program codes transmission,
continuing the process of adjusting the number of active
nodes in different areas, until all B𝑙 are 0 in the network. It
shows the number of active nodes in this area is optimized.

When nodes are in an active status, the nodes will spread
program codes in the duty cycle time, until the program code
reaches all nodes except the nodes that never receive program
codes.The number of active nodes in the area will be adjusted
in the next cycle time, until the system reaches stable status.

The FPCD scheme algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

5. Performance Analysis in Theory

5.1. Broadcast Delay Analysis. This section analyzes the trans-
mission delay in the FPCD scheme. Program codes are
generated by the sink and then are spread to the area far
away from the sink. In this paper, the broadcast method for

r r

A
B

C

O

𝜗

l − r

r

y

l − r + y

dy

Figure 5: The illustration of the broadcast forwarding distance.

program code is that the sink sends program codes to nodes
in the transmission range, the nodes that receive the program
codes continue transmitting program codes until reach the
network boundary. In this process, each node only receives
program codes once when the program codes are transmitted
by the sink once. Program codes dissemination can be
divided into 2 stages; in the first stage, program codes are
spread to the area far away from the sink, until program codes
reach the network boundary. In the second stage, though
program codes reach the network boundary, some nodes
cannot receive program codes; program codes are broadcast
several times until the broadcast is over. The first stage is a
stage of expansion; the area for broadcasting program codes
expands outward; the second stage is the stabilization phase.
At this stage, the area of program codes dissemination is not
expanded, but the number of broadcast nodes is increased.
Thus, the delay of program codes dissemination can be
divided into two parts: (1) the delay in the expansion phase;
(2) the delay in stabilization phase.The delay in the expansion
phase mainly depends on the time for spreading program
codes to the network boundary. However, the requirement
time for spreading program codes to the network boundary
is very complex; it depends on several factors: (1) network
size: the larger the network is, the longer the transmission
delay is; (2) the transmission radius of node: the bigger the
transmission radius is, the farther the transmission distance
is when program codes are transmitted once, and thus the
lower the transmission delay is; (3) the ratio of active node:
apparently, the larger the number of active nodes is, the
farther the distance traveled is, and the smaller the delay
is. In the following, we analyze the expected distance for
spreading program codes to the area far away from the sink,
so that the expected hop for spreading program codes to the
network boundary can be got in theory, which can obtain the
minimum expected propagation delay in the first stage.

Definition 4 (dissemination forwarding distance 𝑦). As
shown in Figure 5, node𝐴 is broadcast node, node 𝐵 is in the
transmission range of node 𝐴, and the distance from node
𝐵 to the sink is farther than the distance from nodes in the
transmission range of node 𝐴 to the sink. 𝐴 line 𝑂𝐴 is used
to connect the sink 𝑂 and node 𝐴, and 𝐶 is the intersection
of broadcast radius of node 𝐴 and line 𝑂𝐴. The length from
longitudinal projection point of node 𝐵 in line 𝑂𝐴 to 𝐶 is
broadcast forwarding distance 𝑦.
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/∗∗ the requirement minimum transmission delay is 𝜁
𝑟
, the energy consumption of the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink is 𝐸𝑙 after the

data collection is over. ∗∗/
Initialize: each area at 𝑙 distance from the sink records the energy consumption in the last program code spread period: 𝐸𝑙. The
maximum energy consumption 𝐸max = 0. Δ𝜁 is a delay threshold
Part I: The action of node in message report to sink:
(1) For program code P which reach node 𝑖 at 𝑙 distance from the sink Do
(2) E𝑙 = 𝐸𝑙 + 𝐸

𝑖
; // the energy consumption will be record in
// this area

(3) If (𝐸𝑙 > 𝐸max)
(4) 𝐸max = 𝐸𝑙;
(5) End if
(6) send program code P with 𝐸max to next node
(7) If the number of active nodes in this area changes
(8) B𝑙 = 1;
(9) Else
(10) B𝑙 = 0;
(11) End IF
(12) End For
Part II: The action of sink:
(13) 𝜁

𝑢
= 𝜁
𝑐
− 𝜁
𝑟
,

(14) For each program code flow where 𝜁
𝑢
< 0 and |𝜁

𝑢
| > Δ𝜁

// the current transmission delay is lower than that the requirement
// transmission delay of application, the number of active nodes
// should be reduced.

(15) The last node in the program code path send tuple (𝐸max, 𝜁𝑟, 𝜁𝑐) along the reverse routing directions to different areas in this
program code flow path;

// feedback control the data flow which do not meet the
// requirement of application

(16) Sink get 𝜁
𝑐
, 𝐸max from program code P;

(17) 𝐸max can be updated by sink after a round of program codes transmission
(18) Sink send (𝐸max, 𝜁𝑟, 𝜁𝑐) to each area in the network;
(19) Each area receives the tuple do action as steps (20)−(27);
(20) If B𝑙 = 1

// The number of active nodes in this area is reduced to reach
// the stable state

(21) The number of active nodes in this area should be adjust according to steps (45)–(51);
(22) update 𝐸max, 𝜁𝑐;
(23) send tuple (𝐸max, 𝜁𝑟, 𝜁𝑐) to each node;
(24) Else
(25) If (the current reliability do not meet the requirement of application)
// the number of active nodes in the area near sink can be reduced.

(26) Let 𝑛
𝑙
= 𝑛
𝑙
− 1

// The number of active nodes in the area with largest energy consumption minus 1
End if

(27) End if
(28) End for
(29) For each data flow where 𝜁

𝑢
> 0 and |𝜁

𝑢
| > Δ𝜁

// the current transmission delay is bigger than that the requirement
// transmission delay of application, the number of active nodes
// should be increased.
(30) Continue steps (15), (16), (17), and (18)
(31) If the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink receives the tuples;
(32) If B𝑙 = 1

// The number of active nodes in this area is increased
(33) The number of active nodes in this area should be adjust according to steps (45)–(51);
(34) Else
(35) If |𝜁

𝑢
| < Δ𝜁

// It shows that the system is in a balanced state.
(36) Stop the process for adjust the number of active nodes in different areas
(37) Else

// The number of active nodes in the area nearest sink can be
// increased.

(38) Let 𝑛
𝑙
= 𝑛
𝑙
+ 1

(39) End if
(40) End if

Algorithm 1: Continued.
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(41) update 𝐸max, 𝜁𝑐;
(42) End for
(43) Continue the steps (13)–(42) for adjusting the number of active nodes, until |𝜁

𝑢
| < Δ𝜁;

(44)The method for adjusting the number of active nodes in the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink
(45) Let Δ𝐸 = 𝐸max − 𝐸

𝑙, 𝐸Δ = Δ𝐸𝜗;
(46) Compute Δ𝑛

𝑙
base Eq. (12) according Δ𝐸;

(47) If Δ𝑛
𝑙
> 1

(48) 𝑛
𝑙
= 𝑛
𝑙
+ Δ𝑛
𝑙
;

(49) Else
(50) 𝑛

𝑙
= 𝑛
𝑙
+ 1;

(51) End if

Algorithm 1: A fast program codes dissemination (FPCD) scheme.

Because the transmission range is 𝑟, broadcast forwarding
distance 𝑦 is in [0, 2𝑟]. If 𝑦 > 𝑟, this shows that program
codes can be transmitted to nodes whose distance from the
sink is longer than the distance from node 𝐴 to the sink. But
if 𝑦 < 𝑟, this shows that program codes cannot be transmitted
to nodes whose distance from the sink is longer than the
distance form node 𝐴 to the sink. The reason is that when
node 𝐴 broadcasts program codes, all nodes in the broadcast
radius range of node𝐴, whose distance from the sink is longer
than the distance from node 𝐴 to the sink, are in sleep states,
and areas whose distance from the sink is shorter than the
distance from node 𝐴 to the sink have active nodes, and thus
𝑦 < 𝑟. Such a broadcast ismeaningful, and the program codes
can be spread in the next time.

Theorem 5. Considering the distance from node 𝐴 to the sink
is 𝑙m, the transmission radius is 𝑟 and the density of network is
𝜌. The ratio of active node is 𝜀. When program codes are spread
once by node 𝐴, the expected traveled propagation distance is
G
𝑙
:

G
𝑙
= ∫
2𝑟

0

(𝑦 − 𝑟) (1 − (1 − 𝜀)𝜗(𝑙−𝑟+𝑦)𝑑𝑦𝜌) (1 − 𝜀)𝐴
𝑦

𝑙
𝜌 , (23)

where 𝜗 = 2cos−1((𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)),

𝐴𝑦
𝑙
= 2𝑟2cos−1𝜉 − 𝜉√(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝜉2

− 2cos−1 𝜉
(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)

(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2

− 𝜉√(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝜉2,

𝜉 =
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
.

(24)

Proof. As shown in Figure 5, when themaximumdistance for
spreading program codes is 𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦, it shows that all nodes
in the shaded areas are in sleep status, but some nodes in the
range of 𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦 distance are in active status. The area of
the black shaded area in Figure 6 is calculated as follows: the
sector area ∢𝐶𝐴𝐵 as the center of 𝐴minus arcuate area 𝐶𝑂𝐵

A

O

B

C

D

r

l

E𝜗

l − r + y

AE = y − r

Figure 6: The calculation of the broadcast forwarding distance.

which is the intersecting area of the arc as the center of the
sink 𝑂 and the arc as the center of 𝐴. The arcuate area 𝐶𝑂𝐵
is divided into two parts: one is the area of the red shaded
part, and the other is the area of triangle R𝐶𝐴𝐵. The area of
the red shaded part is the sector area ∢𝐶𝑂𝐵 minus the area
of triangle R𝐶𝑂𝐵. Due to 𝜗 = ∠𝐶𝑂𝐵 = 2cos−1((𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 −
𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)). Thus, the area of sector area ∢𝐶𝑂𝐵 is
2cos−1((𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟))(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2, the
length of line 𝑂𝐷 is (𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙, and the length
of line𝐷𝐵 is√(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − ((𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙)2. The
area of triangle R𝐶𝑂𝐵 is as follows:

√(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − (
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
)
2

⋅
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
.

(25)

Thus, the area of red shaded area is

2cos−1
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙 (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)
(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2

− √(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − (
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
)
2

⋅
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
.

(26)
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The length of line 𝐴𝐷 is (𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)/2𝑙 − 𝑙 = ((𝑙 +
𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2)/2𝑙. The area of triangle R𝐶𝐴𝐵 is

(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2

2𝑙

⋅ √(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − (
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
)
2

.

(27)

∠𝐶𝐴𝐵 = 2cos−1(((𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2)/2𝑙𝑟). Thus, the area of
sector area ∢𝐶𝐴𝐵 is 2𝑟2cos−1(((𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2)/2𝑙𝑟), the
area of the black shaded area in Figure 6 is

𝐴𝑦
𝑙
= 2𝑟2cos−1

(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2

2𝑙𝑟

−
(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2 − 𝑙2

2𝑙

⋅ √(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − (
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
)
2

− 2

⋅ cos−1
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙 (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)
(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2

− √(𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − (
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
)
2

⋅
(𝑙2 + (𝑙 + 𝑦 − 𝑟)2 − 𝑟2)

2𝑙
.

(28)

However, the number of nodes in shaded area is 𝐴𝑦
𝑙
𝜌,

the probability of which all nodes in shaded area are in sleep
status is (1 − 𝜀)𝐴

𝑦

𝑙
𝜌.

But the probability of which area within the range of
distance 𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦 from the sink has nodes in awake status is
as follows: considering the width of this area is 𝑑

𝑦
| 𝑑
𝑦
→ 0,

thus the area of this area is 𝜗(𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦)𝑑
𝑦
.

The number of nodes in this area is 𝜗(𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦)𝑑
𝑦
𝜌; thus,

the probability of which area has one node at least in awake
status is as follows:

1 − (1 − 𝜀)𝜗(𝑙−𝑟+𝑦)𝑑𝑦𝜌 . (29)

The probability of spreading program codes to the area at
𝑙 − 𝑟 + 𝑦 distance from the sink is as follows:

(1 − (1 − 𝜀)𝜗(𝑙−𝑟+𝑦)𝑑𝑦𝜌) (1 − 𝜀)𝐴
𝑦

𝑙
𝜌 . (30)

In this time, the forward propagation distance is 𝑦 −
𝑟. Therefore, the total expected forwarding distance is as
follows:

G
𝑙
= ∫
2𝑟

0

(𝑦 − 𝑟) (1 − (1 − 𝜀)𝜗(𝑙−𝑟+𝑦)𝑑𝑦𝜌) (1 − 𝜀)𝐴
𝑦

𝑙
𝜌 . (31)

Since the expected forwarding distance is shown in
Theorem 5 when program codes is spread in one hop, the
following will estimate broadcast times of spreading pro-
gram codes from the sink to the network boundary. G

𝑙
in

Theorem 5 is the expected forwarding distance of spreading
program codes from nodes at 𝑙m distance from the sink to
other node. Because the G

𝑙
in different distance has little

difference, using G to express the forwarding distance in the
network with transmission radius is 𝑟. If the distance from
the sink to the network boundary is 𝑅, the hop count can be
calculated as

H
𝑟 = ⌈ 𝑅

G
⌉ . (32)

Since the delay for spreading program codes in each hop
is 𝜏, the time for spreading programcodes from the sink to the
network boundary is 𝜏H𝑟. When program codes is spread to
the network boundary, the network will be into the second
stage. In the process of spreading program codes to network
boundary, nodes that receive program codes will broadcast
the program codes to neighbor nodes, nodes in the network
boundary will be the last to receive the program codes. Thus,
the time for spreading program codes in second stage is the
time of spreading program codes to nodes in the network
boundary. The required time in second stage is regarded as
the time in which all nodes in the broadcast cycle receive
program codes, considering the duty length of node is 𝜏, its
duty cycle 𝜀 can ensure the ratio 𝜀 of active node. Because
program codes can be broadcast once in one 𝜏, thus after
(1/𝜀)𝜏 cycle, each node will be in awake status once, all nodes
can receive the program codes. From the above analysis, it can
be obtained that the propagation delay of the entire network
is as follows:

D = (⌈ 𝑅
G
⌉ + 1

𝜀
) 𝜏. (33)

Theorem 5 gives the dissemination forwarding distance.
Many factors affect dissemination forwarding distance;
Figure 7 shows the relationship between the active node ratio
and forwarding distance. In Figure 7, the forwarding distance
refers to the transmission distance for spreading program
codes to the area far away from the sink; it is expressed as �⃗�. As
can be seen from Figure 5, if most areas in the transmission
radius of node 𝐴 do not have nodes in active status, then
�⃗� ≤ 0. The probability of this situation is (1 − 𝜀)𝜌𝜋𝑟

2
/2, it is

small. Thus, generally speaking, �⃗� > 0. The bigger 𝜀 is, the
probability that there are active node in the area far away from
the sink in the range of broadcast of node 𝐴 is bigger, and �⃗�
is larger. The results are shown in Figure 7; the bigger 𝜀 is,
the bigger �⃗� is, which shows that the forwarding distance of
broadcast once is bigger, and the delay of spreading program
codes to entire network is smaller.

Figure 8 shows the �⃗� in different 𝜌. Its trend is the greater
node density is, the greater its �⃗� is. If the number of active
nodes is large, the probability that the node far away from
the sink in the range of broadcast of node 𝐴 receive program
codes is larger, the longer the forwarding distance is. At the
same time, when the density of node is increased, program
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Figure 7: The relation of 𝜀 and forwarding distance.
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Figure 8: The relation of 𝜌 and forwarding distance.

codes are easily diffused and the delay for spreading program
codes is smaller.

Figure 9 shows the forwarding distance under different
transmission radius 𝑟. As can be seen, the bigger 𝑟 is, the
bigger �⃗� is, and the smaller the transmission delay is. But
when 𝑟 = 𝑅, the delay of network in the first stage is 0.
Figure 10 gives �⃗� under different 𝑟 and 𝜌. The rule is that the
bigger 𝑟 is and the bigger 𝜌 is, the bigger �⃗� is.

Figures 11 and 12 give the transmission delay under
different node density 𝜌 and different active node ratio 𝜀. The
transmission delay in the figure is referred to the expected
delay of network. The rule is that when the node density and
the active node ratio 𝜀 are increased, the dissemination delay
is reduced. Its reason is that when 𝜌 and 𝜀 are increased,
large number of nodes can receive the program codes in
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Figure 9: The forwarding distance under different 𝜀 and 𝑟.
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Figure 10: The forwarding distance under different 𝜌 and 𝑟.

program codes dissemination, the data can be broadcast to
other nodes by those nodes, the speed for broadcasting data
is fast. When 𝜌 and 𝜀 are increased, the forwarding distance
is longer when program codes broadcast once according to
Theorem 5, the speed of spreading program codes to network
boundary is fast, and the delay is small. The bigger 𝑟 is, the
longer forwarding distance is, and the smaller the delay is.

Based on Section 4, Figure 13 shows the value of 𝜀 in
different areas. In the FPCD scheme, the area near the sink
adopts the same 𝜀 with the previous scheme; it is the initial
values 0.2 and 0.3 of 𝜀 in Figure 13. Then, the FPCD scheme
increases the 𝜀 in the area far from the sink according to the
energy consumption. It can be seen that 𝜀 in the area far away
from the sink is higher than the initial 𝜀.

Since different areas have different 𝜀 in the FPCD scheme,
the forwarding distance in different areas is different. The
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Figure 11: The dissemination delay under different 𝑟 and 𝜌.
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Figure 12: The dissemination delay under different 𝑟 and 𝜀.

bigger 𝜀 is, the longer the forwarding distance is, and the
delay is smaller; it is shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 gives the
dissemination delay in the FPCD scheme and other schemes.
Compared to the scheme with the same 𝜀, the dissemination
delay in the FPCD scheme is reduced by 13.25%–27.57%.

5.2. Broadcast Times Analysis. In program codes dissem-
ination, broadcasting program codes is the most energy-
consuming operation; therefore, the best method to save
energy is to reduce broadcast times. There is an example to
illustrate the relationship of 𝜀 and broadcast times.The bigger
𝜀 is, the smaller the requirement broadcast times are. The
most special case is that when 𝑟 = 𝑅, it shows that the sink
broadcasts program codes once, and all nodes in the network
can receive program codes. If 𝜀 = 1, all nodes in the network
can receive data when the sink spread program codes once.
But if 𝜀 is smaller, the number of nodes that receive data is less;
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Figure 13: The value of 𝜀 in a FPCD scheme.
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thus, the requirement broadcast times are long. Theorem 6
gives the requirement broadcast times in a certain 𝜀.

Figure 16 shows the relationship between 𝜀 and broadcast
times.With the increase of 𝜀, the requirement broadcast times
of program codes dissemination are reduced. The broadcast
times can be obtained according to the different 𝜀 in different
areas in Figure 13 and Theorem 6 (see Figure 17). Finally,
Figure 18 shows the total broadcast times in the FPCDscheme
and other schemes; it can be seen that the FPCD scheme can
reduce the requirement broadcast times greatly.

Theorem6. Considering a networkwith network radius𝑅, the
transmission radius is 𝑟 and node density of network is 𝜌. The
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Figure 15: The dissemination delay in FPCD scheme and other
schemes under different 𝑟.
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Figure 16: The number of broadcasts under the different 𝑟.

ratio of active node is 𝜀. The requirement broadcast timesB of
all the network and the number of receiving dataR are

B = 𝑅2

𝑟2
1
𝜀

R = 𝜋𝑅2𝜌 − 𝑅2

𝑟2
1
𝜀
.

(34)

Proof. Thenumber of nodeswithin the communication range
is n
𝑟
= 𝜋𝑟2𝜌. When one node broadcasts program codes,

𝜀n
𝑟
−1 nodes will receive the data. Because the status of node

will change in the (1/𝜀)𝜏 cycle, thus the number of nodes
updated is 𝜀n

𝑟
each cycle. That is to say, in the (1/𝜀)𝜏 cycle,

the status of each node can be updated once, and there are
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Figure 18: The broadcast times in FPCD scheme and the scheme
with same 𝜀 under different 𝑟.

1/𝜀 nodes to spread program codes; 𝜀n
𝑟
− 1 nodes receive

data packet in one broadcast.
The number of broadcast packets in the network is n

𝑅
=

𝜋𝑅2𝜌. A total of communication cell is m = 𝜋𝑅2𝜌/𝜋𝑟2𝜌 =
𝑅2/𝑟2; thus, the amount of broadcast in entire network is as
follows: broadcast time is B = m(1/𝜀) = (𝑅2/𝑟2)(1/𝜀); the
times for receiving data are as follows:

R = m(n
𝑟
− 1
𝜀
) = 𝑅2

𝑟2
(𝜋𝑟2𝜌 − 1

𝜀
)

= 𝜋𝑅2𝜌 − 𝑅2

𝑟2
1
𝜀
.

(35)
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5.3. Energy Consumption andNetwork LifetimeAnalysis. This
section analyzes the energy consumption in the FPCD
scheme and previous schemes. Firstly, as long as the network
has energy left, the FPCD scheme can make full use of
left energy to increase the number of active nodes, thereby
improving the performance of program codes dissemination.
Thus, energy efficiency in the FPCD scheme is 100% in theory.

Considering the energy efficiency in other schemes. From
the above analysis, each node receives program codes once.
If one node receives new data, the node can spread the data
once. Thus, the energy consumption of program codes dis-
semination is balanced. But in the process of data collection,
the energy consumption of network is not balanced. The
energy left of network is given.

In the process of data collection, the energy consumption
of node nearest the sink is

𝐸max = ((𝑧
0
+ 1) +

𝑧
0
(𝑧
0
+ 1) 𝑟

2𝑙
0

)𝜆𝜔
𝑡

+ (𝑧
0
+
𝑧
0
(𝑧
0
+ 1) 𝑟

2𝑙
0

)𝜆𝜔
𝑟
| 𝑧
0
= ⌊

𝑅 − 𝑙
0

𝑟
⌋ .

(36)

The energy consumption of the area at 𝑙 distance from the
sink

𝐸
𝑙
= ((𝑧 + 1) + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟

2𝑙
) 𝜆𝜔
𝑡

+ (𝑧 + 𝑧 (𝑧 + 1) 𝑟
2𝑙

) 𝜆𝜔
𝑟
| 𝑧 = ⌊𝑅 − 𝑙

𝑟
⌋ .

(37)

Thus, the energy left in the area at 𝑙 distance from the sink is

𝐸𝑠
𝑙
= 𝐸max − 𝐸𝑙. (38)

The remaining energy of entire network is that consider-
ing a small arc area at the 𝑙 distance from the sink, the width
of the arc area is 𝑑

𝑙
; when 𝑑

𝑙
→ 0, the area of this arc area is

2𝜋𝑙𝑑
𝑙
; thus, the remaining energy of this area is 2𝜋𝑙𝑑

𝑙
𝜌𝐸𝑠
𝑙
. So

the energy left of all network is as follows:

𝐸𝑠total = ∫
𝑅

𝑙0

2𝜋𝑙𝜌𝐸𝑠
𝑙
𝑑
𝑙
= 2𝜋𝜌∫

𝑅

𝑙0

𝑙 (𝐸max − 𝐸𝑙) 𝑑𝑙. (39)

The available energy consumption of the network is
𝜋𝑅2𝜌𝐸max.

Thus, the energy efficient is as follows:

𝜇
𝑒
=

𝐸𝑠total
𝜋𝑅2𝜌𝐸max

=
2 ∫𝑅
𝑙0
𝑙 (𝐸max − 𝐸𝑙) 𝑑𝑙
𝑅2𝐸max

. (40)

Based on the above analysis, Figure 19 gives the energy
consumption of data collection in different areas. As can be
seen, the energy consumption in the area near the sink is
higher than the energy consumption in the area far away
from the sink; thus, the area far away from the sink has much
energy left. It can be seen from Figure 20 that most areas
have 80% energy left; the average energy left reaches 90%.
Figure 21 shows the energy consumption in the FPCDscheme
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Figure 19: The energy consumption for data collection in different
areas.
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Figure 20: The ratio of energy left of node in different areas in the
network to total energy of nodes.

and the previous scheme. It shows that the remaining energy
network can fully be used for program dissemination, the
FPCD scheme has a very high energy efficiency, and it ismore
than 4 times that in other strategies.

6. Experimental Results and Analyses

OMNET++ is employed for experimental verification [35].
Without loss of generality, the network parameters are as
follows: network radius 𝑅 = 400m, packet transfer radius 𝑟
= 50m, event generation probability of node in one round 𝜆
= 0.1, and 200 nodes are deployed. Other parameters settings
refer to Table 1. We compare FPCD scheme against the same
active ratio scheme. In the same active ratio scheme, the
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Table 1: Network parameters.

Symbol Description Value
𝑑
0

Threshold distance (m) 87
𝑟
𝑠

Sensing range (m) 15
𝐸elec Transmitting circuit loss (nJ/bit) 50

𝑒fs
Power amplification for the free

space (pJ/bit/m2) 10

𝑒amp
Power amplification for the
multipath fading (pJ/bit/m4) 0.0013

𝐸init Initial energy (J) 0.5
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Figure 21: The energy efficiency in the FPCD scheme and other
schemes.

number of active nodes in different areas is the same. That
is, the number of active nodes in the area far from the sink is
the same as the number of active nodes in the area near the
sink. Program codes not only are transmitted to the network
boundary but also are transmitted to the neighbor nodes.The
aim is that all nodes in the network receive the program codes
produced by the sink.

6.1. Comparative Analysis of Broadcast Times. The number of
broadcast nodes is shown in Figure 22. As can be seen, the
number of broadcast nodes in the FPCD scheme is higher
than that in the same active ratio scheme. When the ratio
of active nodes in the area near the sink is 30%, the number
of broadcast nodes in those two schemes is higher than the
number of broadcast nodes in the network with 20% active
nodes in the area near to the sink. The ratio of the number of
broadcast nodes in the FPCD scheme to the same active ratio
scheme is shown in Figure 23. From Figure 23, the number of
broadcast nodes in the FPCD scheme is 1.08889–2 times that
in the same active ratio schemewhen the ratio of active nodes
in the area near the sink is 30%. The number of broadcast
nodes in the FPCD scheme is 1.08824–2.5 times that in the
same active ratio scheme when the ratio of active nodes in
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Figure 22:The number of broadcast nodes in FPCD scheme and the
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Figure 23:The ratio of number of broadcast nodes in FPCD scheme
to the same active ratio scheme.

the area near to the sink is 20%. It shows that FPCD scheme
has better performance.

6.2. Comparative Analysis of Broadcast Delay. The transmis-
sion delay of network under different proportion of active
nodes in the area near the sink in the FPCD scheme and
the same active ratio scheme is given in Figure 24. As can
be seen, (1) with the increase of the ratio of active nodes
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Figure 24: The transmission delay under difference ratio of active
nodes in the area near the sink.

in the area near the sink, the transmission delay of network
is reduced in those two schemes. The reason is that with
the increase of ratio of active nodes in the area near to the
sink, the energy consumption of the nodes nearest the sink
is increased. Thus, there is more energy left in the areas far
away from the sink, the energy left in the areas far away
from the sink should be used to increase the number of
active nodes while retaining the network lifetime. Thus, the
program codes can be transmitted to all nodes except the
nodes that never receive the program codes with a short time.
(2)The transmission relay of network in the FPCD scheme is
smaller than that of the same active ratio scheme.

The ratio of transmission delay of network under different
ratio of active nodes in the area near the sink in the FPCD
scheme to the same active ratio scheme is given in Figure 25.
As can be seen, the transmission delay of network in FPCD
scheme is 0.63921 times that in the same active ratio scheme
when the ratio of active nodes in the area near the sink is 30%.
It shows that the FPCD scheme has better performance.

The transmission delay of network under different trans-
mission radius 𝑟 in the FPCD scheme and the same active
ratio scheme is given in Figure 26. It can be seen that no
matter what the transmission radius 𝑟 is, the transmission
delay of network in the FPCD scheme is smaller than that
of the same active ratio scheme. The transmission delay of
network is reduced with the increase of transmission radius
𝑟. The reasons are that (1) in the FPCD scheme, the number
of active nodes in the area far away from the sink is increased,
when the sink spreads program codes to nodes; there are
many nodes in the range of transmission radius; the program
codes can be spread to all nodes quickly; thus, the program
codes can be spread to all nodes except the nodes that never
receive the program codes with a very short time. In the
FPCD scheme, the number of active nodes in the area far
away from the sink is increased.Thus, the transmission delay
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Figure 25: The ratio of transmission delay under difference ratio of
active nodes in the area near the sink in FPCD scheme to PCDE
scheme.
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Figure 26: The transmission delay under different transmission
radius 𝑟 in FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme.

is reduced. (2)When the 𝑟 increase, the hop count from the
sink to nodes which are farthest from the sink is reduced.
When the sink spread the program codes to the nodes, the
program codes can reach the nodes far away from the sink in
a small hop count, so the transmission delay is reduced.

The ratio of transmission delay of network under different
transmission radius 𝑟 in the FPCD scheme to the same active
ratio scheme is given in Figure 27. The transmission delay in
FPCD scheme is 1.1076–2.05791 times that in the same active
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Figure 27: The ratio transmission delay under different transmis-
sion radius 𝑟 in FPCD scheme to the same active ratio scheme.
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Figure 28: The transmission delay under different transmission
radius 𝑅 in FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme.

ratio scheme when the ratio of active nodes in the area near
the sink is 20%.

The transmission delay of network under different net-
work radius 𝑅 in the FPCD scheme and the same active
ratio scheme is shown in Figure 28. It can be seen that the
transmission delay of network in the FPCD scheme is smaller
than that in the same active ratio scheme. The transmission
delay of network is increased with the increase of network
radius 𝑅. The larger the network radius 𝑅 is, the hop counts
from the sink to the nodes which farthest from the sink is
increased due to the fixed transmission radius. Thus, when
the sink sends program codes, the nodes which are farthest
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Figure 29: The energy consumption in different areas.

from the sink receive the program codes at more hop count,
resulting in bigger transmission delay.

6.3. Comparative Analysis of Energy Consumption and Net-
work Lifetime. The energy consumption of nodes in different
areas in the FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme
is given in Figure 29. As can be seen, (1) when the nodes’
distance from the sink is 10, the energy consumption of nodes
in the area in the FPCD scheme is lower than that in the
same active ratio scheme. (2) But when the nodes’ distance
from the sink is bigger than 20, the energy consumption of
nodes in those areas in the FPCD scheme is higher than
the energy consumption of nodes in those areas in the same
active ratio scheme, and the energy consumption in those
areas is not bigger than the maximum energy consumption
in the network, which shows that the FPCD scheme cannot
affect the network lifetime. The reason is that, in the FPCD
scheme, the number of active nodes in the area far away from
the sink is increased.The number of receiving program codes
is more, and the number of transmitting program codes is
more. Thus, the energy consumption in this area in FPCD
scheme is much higher than that of the same active ratio
scheme.

The ratio of energy consumption of nodes in different
areas in the FPCD scheme to the same active ratio scheme
is shown in Figure 30. It can be seen that (1) when the nodes’
distance from the sink is 30, the energy consumption of this
area in FPCD scheme is 0.96263 times that of the same active
ratio scheme. In the other areas, the energy consumption in
the FPCD scheme is 1.00148–10.23938 times that in the same
active ratio scheme. It shows that the FPCD scheme canmake
full use of the energy left in the area far from the sink while
retaining network lifetime.

The total of energy consumption under different ratios
of active nodes in the area near the sink in FPCD scheme
and the same active ratio scheme is given in Figure 31. As
can be seen, (1) with the increase of the ratio of active nodes
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Figure 30: The ratio of energy consumption in different areas in
FPCD scheme to PCDE scheme.
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Figure 31: The total of energy consumption under different ratio of
active nodes in the area near the sink in FPCD scheme and the same
active ratio scheme.

in the area near the sink, the total of energy consumption is
increased. (2)The total of energy consumption in the FPCD
scheme is higher than that in the same active ratio scheme.
In the FPCD scheme, the number of active nodes in the area
far from the sink is increased. When the proportion of active
nodes nearest the sink is increased, the energy consumption
of nodes near the sink is higher. Thus, there is more energy
left to increase the number of active nodes in the areas far
away from the sink. Thus, the number of active nodes in the
areas far away from the sink is more. Nodes in areas far from
the sink consume more energy, and thus the total of energy
consumption in the network increased.
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Figure 32: Network lifetime under different ratio of active nodes in
the area near the sink in FPCD scheme and the same active ratio
scheme.

Network lifetime under different proportion of active
nodes nearest to the sink in the FPCD scheme and the same
active ratio scheme is given in Figure 32. As can be seen, the
network lifetime in the FPCD scheme is not lower than that
in PCDE scheme.Though the total of energy consumption in
the FPCD scheme is higher than that in the same active ratio
scheme, the FPCD scheme cannot affect the network lifetime.

The total of energy consumption under different network
radius 𝑟 in the FPCD scheme and the same active ratio
scheme is given in Figure 33. From Figure 33, the total of
energy consumption in the FPCD scheme is higher than
that of the same active ratio scheme. In the FPCD scheme,
the number of active nodes in the area far from the sink
is increased. When the sink spreads program codes, nodes
far from the sink receive large number of program codes
from the last nodes, and the energy consumption in this
areas for receiving the program codes is increased. But at the
same time, those nodes will transmit those program codes to
many active nodes, the energy consumption for transmitting
program codes is increased. In the same active ratio scheme,
the number of active nodes is the same in different areas.
Thus, the total of energy consumption in the FPCD scheme
is higher than that in the same active ratio scheme. It can
be seen from Figure 29. The energy consumption in the area
near to the sink in the FPCD scheme is smaller than that in
the same active ratio scheme and the energy consumption in
other areas in the FPCD scheme is higher than that of the
same active ratio scheme.The total of energy consumption in
the FPCD scheme is higher than that of the same active ratio
scheme. It shows that the FPCD scheme can improve energy
efficient.

Network lifetime under different network radius 𝑟 in the
FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme is given in
Figure 34. As can be seen, the network lifetime in the FPCD
scheme is not lower than that in the same active ratio scheme.
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Figure 33: The total of energy consumption under different trans-
mission radius 𝑟 in FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme.

Though the number of active nodes in the area far away from
the sink is increased, the energy consumption of this area is
not higher than the energy consumption of nodes near to the
sink. Thus, the network lifetime in the FPCD scheme is not
lower than that of the same active ratio scheme.

The total of energy consumption under different network
radius 𝑅 in the FPCD scheme and the same active ratio
scheme is given in Figure 35. From Figure 35, the total of
energy consumption in the FPCD scheme is higher than
that in the same active ratio scheme. With the increase of
the network radius 𝑅, due to the fixed transmission radius
𝑟, the hop counts from the sink to nodes farthest from the
sink are increased.The energy consumption for spreading the
program codes from the sink to nodes farthest from the sink
is higher. So the total of energy consumption of network in
the FPCD scheme is higher than that in the same active ratio
scheme.

Network lifetime under different network radius 𝑅 in the
FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme is given in
Figure 36. As can be seen, network lifetime in the FPCD
scheme is not lower than that of the same active ratio scheme.
It shows that the FPCD scheme cannot damage the network
lifetime. Tough the FPCD scheme has better performance
from Figure 36, it makes full use of the energy to improve the
number of active nodes far from the sink.

7. Conclusion

WSDNs have the important function for propagating pro-
gram codes, but for some urgent applications, they often have
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very stringent requirements on program codes dissemination
delay. So it is important to minimum transmission delay
for spreading program codes while maximizing the network
lifetime. In previous schemes, the transmission delay and
network lifetime cannot be optimized at the same time.
In this paper, a fast program codes dissemination (FPCD)
scheme for wireless software defined networking is proposed
to reduce the transmission delay while maximum network
lifetime. The innovation of FPCD scheme is that the number
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Figure 36: Network lifetime under different transmission radius 𝑅
in FPCD scheme and the same active ratio scheme.

of active nodes in different areas can be adjusted dynamically
according to the energy difference between the energy con-
sumption in this area and themaximum energy consumption
in the network. The energy left can be full used to increase
the number of active nodes to reduce the transmission delay
while maximum the network lifetime. Thus, FPCD scheme
has better performances.
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Smart grid applications experience an extremely wide range of communication delay. Data flows of those applications are normally
aggregated at industrial network routers in substations, form infinite (long) queues termed bufferbloat issue, andmight damage the
operation of transmission control protocol. The default queue management scheme, DropTail, in such routers just drops packets if
queue is full while the others in literature are mostly based on one-loop feedback control where an optimal point of performance
between queue length and drop rate is limited. In this paper, we study the problem of managing a long queue of industrial router at
substation under heterogeneous smart grid networks. Specifically, we propose an enqueue-dequeue dropping cascade control using
a two-loop design method to control both window size and queue length. Moreover, our proposal can be easily implemented into
router firmware with provided discrete expressions. Finally, our simulation results are presented to validate the possible benefits
that can be gained from cascade control and compare the existing queue management methods as well.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview. Smart grid is going to be a geographically
widespread system soon, which integrated many diverse
real-time applications (e.g., sensor) together with energy
management applications. Smart grid, which is a digitally-
enhanced version of the traditional electric grid, provides
infrastructure to support diverse services such as finance,
information, and electrical delivery among consumers, assets,
and those users who have authorized access. A conceptual
model for smart grid communication is presented in [1].
At the customer house, energy consumption information
is monitored and then sent to service provider for further
analysis and better support. At the operator side, data is
collected to make decision according to demand response or
energy saving.

With an emerging smart grid, various applications can be
enabled to improve quality of service and consumer satisfac-
tion. Some popular examples are building automation, auto-
mated meter reading, outage and restoration management,
and electric vehicles. Most of the smart grid applications have

a strict latency requirement in the range of 100 milliseconds
to 5 seconds [2]. In [3], the delay ranges of different smart
grid applications were approximately reported. For example,
teleprotection applications allow traffic delay from 8 to 10ms
while they allow traffic delay for more than one second
for interval measurement from smart meters. To respect it,
we also need a fast communication infrastructure that can
handle a huge amount of exchanging data and is able to
provide a near real-time response. Latency is defined as the
time interval between when the state occurred and when
it was acted upon by a smart grid application [2]. Various
applications own different latency requirements that depend
on the kind of system response it is dealing with. In such
scenario, network equipment including switches, Internet
wired/wireless routers, and operating systems (O/S) are the
fundamental components to provide a fast and reliable smart
grid communication. Table 1 lists latency and bandwidth
requirements for some specific applications in smart grid
networks [4].

In such a heterogeneous environment withmultiple types
of applications, special equipment like industrial routers
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Table 1: A wide range of delays for some smart grid applications.

Application Latency Bandwidth
Metering 0–15min 10–100 kbps
Information exchange 5–30 s 14–100 kbps
Electric transportation 2 s–5min 100 kbps

Industrial router
at substation

Wired links
(Ethernet, power-line

communication)

Wireless links
(wireless local area

Long input queue

network, cellular)

Figure 1: Long input queue at industrial router at substation.

at substations are necessary to handle. Commercially, we
have seen an example product from the company, Virtual
Access, that is, GW2027, which is an industrial router with
applications like machine-to-machine (M2M), telemetry,
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), roadside,
and wireless. Figure 1 illustrates such smart grid network
situation in detail, where industrial router has to process
data from both wired and wireless links. Among several
great software features like remote configuration and fault
reporting and so forth we, however, realize that a scheme
to manage the input queue of the industrial router is not
specified in the data sheet [5] and is usually Drop Tail, a
simple scheme which drops packets in case of full buffer and
allows packets otherwise.

1.2.Motivation. In general, each part of every network equip-
ment or substation industrial router is usually preinstalled
or configured with some amount of buffering, whether it
is enough or not, to handle bursts of arriving packets and
departing packets to the next link. It is important to ensure
good utilization of the network link, especially in cases
where arriving rate is greater than departing rate causing
bottleneck point to be built up. The buffer then absorbs
high-rate traffic packets which wait and are later served
on the slower outgoing links [7]. Not enough buffering
results in high dropping rate of most of the packets and
low egress link utilization. For example, if a user transfers
files using transmission control protocol (TCP), the user
satisfaction is measured by how quickly the file transfer can
complete, which is directly related to how effectively the
protocol can utilize network links, that is, more buffering

is better. Moreover, as the cost of buffers/memory keeps
reducing, it is foreseen that large buffering would be put into
every piece of network equipment and even preconfigured
in operating systems. However, large buffering results in
long latency experience for users as well. Besides, most of
TCP schemes (Reno, New Reno, CUBIC, etc.) use loss-
based congestion control. It means that a loss-based TCP
sender continues increasing its congestion window size (i.e.,
sending rate) until a loss signal is detected by time-out or
incorrect acknowledgment packets. In [8], it is suggested that
“the widely used rule of thumb leads to buffers which are
much larger than they need to be” and could be reduced by
scarifying a small amount of bandwidth utilization. Using
too much buffering, it obviously takes longer time for loss
detection and therefore TCP may function incorrectly. The
excessive long latency and the damage of TCP due to too
much buffering are two major consequences of a problem
recently termed as bufferbloat.

The up-to-date solutions to the bufferbloat issue, or
debloat, consist of traffic shaping, TCP window size modifi-
cation, and active queue management (AQM). In the scope
of this paper, we concentrate on AQM algorithms because
they can manage queuing delay efficiently, by either a direct
or an indirect way. Most of Linux kernels and some open
source routers (CeroWRT) have been integrated with some
modern AQM algorithms [9, 10]. For example, depending
on where the bottlenecks are, a Linux user can change the
computer to use a different AQM qdisc (queuing discipline)
via a sysctl or the tc (traffic control) command. Literature
has witnessed several coexisting AQM candidate algorithms
including Controlled Delay (CoDel) [11], Stochastic Flow
Queuing CoDel (sfqCoDel) [12], and Proportional Integral
Enhanced (PIE) [13] that have been proposed using varied
theory tools (e.g., optimization, queuing, and control theory).
Among them, the control theory approach owns some advan-
tages to be implemented in smart grid network equipments,
for example, parameterization controllers and well refer-
ence tracking. Theoretically, control-based AQM algorithms
exploit the additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD)
model of TCP and the continuous fluid-flow queue approxi-
mation [14, 15]. Then the specific controller’s parameters are
designed according to a closed-loop transfer function of the
whole system. We, however, realize that these models almost
design one-loop control for queue length only which has
some problems of large overshoots and unacceptable lags
(delay) in mixed-traffic scenarios. More loops operating in
different network layers should improve the whole system
performance, especially the input delay transient (overshoot)
behaviour of the aforementioned debloat schemes.

1.3. Our Contributions. In this paper, we develop a novel
active queue management using cascade control framework
in control theory that is able to reduce large overshoot and
therefore improve delay transient behaviour. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to adapt cascade
control method to bufferbloat research field. Using the well-
known AIMD and fluid queue model [14], we decompose
transfer functions into an inner and an outer loop. The inner
one adjusts window size based on changing of traffic and
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feedback window size and the outer one mission adjusts
queue length based on feedback queue length value at time
instant. Each loop’s parameters are tuned using optimal gain
and phase margin method [16]. This scheme operates at
both the network transport layer (adjusting TCP congestion
window size) and the network link layer (adjusting queue
length). A difficulty when considering this cascade design is
the interaction in time scale between two loops. The other
side effect is complexity due to two additional controllers.
Nevertheless, we show that better delay performance results
can be achieved with EDDC via both numerical and sim-
ulation results (Section 5.2). Our primary contributions are
summarized as follows:

(i) We develop a cascade control active queue manage-
ment (EDDC) scheme by decomposing the TCP/
AQM fluid-flow model into two cascaded loops for
two independent controllers.

(ii) By applying the reliable optimal gain and phase
margin tuning method, we derive a set of parameters
for these controllers based on a given example from
single-loop AQM design.

(iii) Our simulations are conducted in network simulator
ns-2 using different smart grid application models,
including file data transmission (FTP), voice over IP
(VoIP), and video conference, which are close to the
realistic smart grid applications. In most of cases, the
related-delay results using EDDC are well controlled
around the target delay (10ms) while the large over-
shoot phenomenon disappears.

2. Related Works

In this section, we discuss the features of the famous existing
AQM schemes: one mature (RED) and two modern AQM
algorithms (CoDel, sfqCoDel) which are designed specifi-
cally for bufferbloat mitigation.

Random Early Detection (RED) is one of the first viable
AQM algorithms [17]. However, it is proved to be so difficult
to configure properly that hardly anybody uses it, even
though many carrier grade routers implement it. With an
appropriate set of parameters, RED is an effective algorithm.
However, dynamically predicting this set of parameters was
found to be difficult. As a result, RED has not been enabled
by default, and its present use in the Internet is limited
[18]. Other AQM algorithms have been developed since
RFC2309was published, someofwhich are self-tuningwithin
a range of applicability. Hence, while this memo continues
to recommend to deploy AQM, it no longer recommends
that RED or any other specific algorithm is used as a default;
instead it provides recommendation on how to select appro-
priate algorithms and that a recommended algorithm is able
to automate any required tuning for common deployment
scenarios.

“Controlled Delay” (CoDel) AQM algorithm [11] tries to
address the problems that RED could not. First, the input
signal into the algorithm (sojourn time versus average queue
length) is of a different quality; second, CoDel (in its plain

form) does drop/mark on dequeue (departure queue), while
RED drops/marks on enqueue (arrival queue). Therefore
TCP congestion control loop using CoDel responds much
quicker than using RED; thus the reaction by the sender
will probably be timely and relevant for that congestion
epoch. With RED, the congestion signal (lost packet) has to
traverse the filled-up buffer first; thus, the control loop time is
much larger (includes the instantaneous queue length of the
buffer) and is further delayed by the averaging going on. By
design, CoDel does not need to be tuned specifically for one
particular drain rate (bandwidth) of the queue unlike RED;
so it adjusts much better to variable bandwidth MACs (e.g.,
Wi-Fi and DOCSIS link).

CoDel itself, however, drops packet of a group during
each interval without considering the packet’s priority level or
user side. Recently, Stochastic FlowQueue CoDel (sfqCoDel)
[12] is a promising AQM algorithm which demonstrates a
satisfied performance to mitigate bufferbloat for users, for
example, increase 10x speed of a network under load [9],
and it has been implemented in open source routers (i.e.,
OpenWRT [10]). The sfqCoDel is a hybrid of deficit round-
robin scheduling (DRR) and CoDel. It is renamed from “Fair
Queuing” to “FlowQueuing” because flows that build a queue
are treated differently than flows that do not. It stochastically
classifies incoming packets into different queues; each queue
is managed by the CoDel AQM algorithm. Packet ordering
within a queue is preserved since queues have FIFO ordering
[19].

3. System Model

3.1. TCP State-Space Model. We exploit the TCP fluid-flow
model described by nonlinear differential equations that
has been extensively studied in network routers interacting
with TCP sources (e.g., [14, 20, 21]). This model captures
the additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) feature
from TCP [22], without slow start and time-out mechanisms.
However, this lack only affects initial start-up of the TCP sys-
tem. Once the system reaches the stable point, the differential
equations solver is able to track changes in the network well
[23].

�̇� (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑤,𝑤
𝑅
, 𝑞, 𝑝)

= 1
𝑅 (𝑡)

− 𝑤 (𝑡)
2

𝑤 (𝑡 − 𝑅 (𝑡))
𝑅 (𝑡 − 𝑅 (𝑡))

𝑝 (𝑡 − 𝑅 (𝑡)) ;
(1)

�̇� (𝑡) = 𝑔 (𝑤, 𝑞) = 𝑁𝑤 (𝑡)
𝑅 (𝑡)

− 𝐶
𝑙
, (2)

where 𝑤 is average TCP window size (packets); 𝑞 is queue
length at cable modems (packets); 𝑝(⋅) is packet dropping
probability function (0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1); 𝐶

𝑙
is transmission capacity

of link 𝑙 (packets/sec); 𝑅 is round-trip time (sec); 𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑇
𝑝
+

𝑞(𝑡)/𝐶
𝑙
with 𝑇

𝑝
being propagation delay; and𝑁 is number of

TCP sessions.
The first equation (1) describes the TCP-Reno-sender

behaviour based on AIMD while the second one (2) models
a fluid queue, which allows traffic arrivals to be continuous
rather than discrete, as in a classic queuingmodel likeM/M/1
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queue. The operating point (𝑤
0
, 𝑞
0
, 𝑝
0
) of model (1) can be

derived at with �̇� = 0 and �̇� = 0 as follows

𝑤2
0
𝑝
0
= 2,

𝑤
0
=
𝑅
0
𝐶
𝑙

𝑁
,

𝑅
0
= 𝑇
𝑝
+
𝑞
0

𝐶
𝑙

.

(3)

By doing linearization around operating points (𝑤
0
, 𝑞
0
,

𝑝
0
) [14], with 𝛿𝑤 ≐ 𝑤 − 𝑤

0
; 𝛿𝑞 ≐ 𝑞 − 𝑞

0
; and 𝛿𝑝 ≐ 𝑝 − 𝑝

0
, a

linearized small signal model is obtained as:
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𝜕𝑤
𝑅

𝛿𝑤
𝑅
+
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑞
𝛿𝑞 +

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑝
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𝛿�̇� (𝑡) =
𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑤
𝛿𝑤 +

𝜕𝑔
𝜕𝑞
𝛿𝑞.

(4)

By defining system state vectors as𝑥(𝑡) = [𝛿𝑤(𝑡) 𝛿𝑞(𝑡)]𝑇;
control input vector as 𝑢(𝑡) = 𝛿𝑝(𝑡); external disturbance
as 𝜔(𝑡); and system output vector as 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝛿𝑞(𝑡), we then
rewrite the TCP system as a continuous time-invariant type
using state-space modeling approach.

�̇� (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝐴
𝑑
𝑥 (𝑡 − 𝑅

0
) + 𝐵𝑢 (𝑡 − 𝑅

0
) + 𝐺𝜔 (𝑡) ,

𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝐶𝑥 (𝑡) ,
(5)

where matrices 𝐴, 𝐴
𝑑
, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐺 represent state (system),

input, output, anddisturbancematrix, respectively, as follows:

𝐴 =
[[[[

[

−𝑁
𝑅2
0
𝐶
𝑙

0

𝑁
𝑅
0

−1
𝑅
0

]]]]

]

,

𝐴
𝑑
= [[

[

−𝑁
𝑅2
0
𝐶
𝑙

0

0 0

]]

]

;

𝐵 =
[[[

[

−𝑅
0
𝐶2
𝑙

2𝑁2

0

]]]

]

,

𝐶 = [0 1]

𝐺 = [0 0] .

(6)

The final system model equations which map the input
(traffic flow) to the output (queue length) are

𝑃 (𝑠) = 𝑃TCPwin (𝑠) ⋅ 𝑃queue (𝑠) ⋅ 𝑒
−𝑠𝑅0

= [𝑤 (𝑠)
𝑝 (𝑠)

] ⋅ [
𝑞 (𝑠)
𝑤 (𝑠)

] = [ 𝐴
𝑠 + 𝐵

] ⋅ [ 𝐶
𝑠 + 𝐷

] 𝑒−𝑠𝑅0 .
(7)

Using the above state-space TCP/IP system model, there
are several approaches to design an efficient controller with
the following requirements:

(i) Queue length is as short as possible.

(ii) Sensitivity to network parameters is low.

(iii) Link utilization is high, which means we do not waste
the cost of link.

(iv) Packet drop rate is low.

We, however, admit a trade-off to satisfy all of those
aforementioned requirements. For example, a shorter queue
length comes along with a higher packet drop rate. Our
algorithm in the next section seeks for an optimal point.

3.2. Optimization Formulation of Infinite Buffer (Bufferbloat).
The classic M/M/1 queuing model well represents the infinite
buffer or bufferbloat phenomenon of smart grid substation
routers. Optimizing the performance of even simple queue
like M/M/1 is a difficult problem because of nonlinearity
of objective functions and constraints and running time
scales exponentially with the problem size. In [24], a convex
optimization problem was proposed for M/M/1 queues and
with purpose of minimizing the state probability 𝑝

𝑘
only.

However, minimizing queue length is the main purpose
when dealing with the bufferbloat issue.Therefore, we formu-
late our optimization problem to directly optimizing queue
length of infinite buffer, with constraints following the afore-
mentioned TCP state-space model.

minimize
𝑤,𝑞

�̇� (𝑡) = 𝑔 (𝑤, 𝑞) = 𝑁𝑤 (𝑡)
𝑅

− 𝐶
𝑙

subject to �̇� (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑤, 𝑞, 𝑝)

0 < 𝑝 (𝑡) < 1.

(8)

The optimization variables are 𝑤 and 𝑞, and the constant
parameters are𝑁, 𝐶

𝑙
, and 𝑅.

4. Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we propose an algorithm, named an Enqueue-
Dequeue Dropping Cascade control scheme (EDDC). We
present two main design steps of our proposed algorithm
from the above TCP state-space system model. The first step
is to design in the continuous time domain. The second
step is transform dropping probability formula into discrete
domain so that we are able to implement it into the smart grid
industrial router firmware (Figure 2).

4.1. EDDC in Continuous Time Domain. We design two
controllers for each loop.The inner controls drop probability
𝑝
2
based on traffic information and the outer controls drop

probability 𝑝
1
based on difference betweenmeasured average

queue length and reference queue length.

(i) Inner Loop. An important design requirement is that
the inner loop controller should behave quickly. From
(7), the inner control objective is a linear first-order type:
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Figure 2: Proposed control framework for queue management in industrial router.

𝑃TCPwin(𝑠) = 𝑘
𝐼
/(1 + 𝑇𝑠), where 𝑘

𝐼
= 𝐴/𝐵 and 𝑇 = 1/𝐵.

Hence, we design an integral I controller for inner loop:

𝐶win (𝑠) =
1

𝑇
𝐶win
𝑠
. (9)

The close-loop transfer function of the inner loop is

𝐼 (𝑠) = 𝑤 (𝑠)
𝑝
1
(𝑠)

=
𝑃TCPwin (𝑠) 𝐶win (𝑠)

1 + 𝑃TCPwin (𝑠) 𝐶win (𝑠)

= 𝑘
𝐼

𝑇
𝐶win
𝑠 (1 + 𝑇𝑠) + 𝑘

𝐼

.
(10)

The 𝐼(𝑠) transfer function is converted into frequency
domain, with 𝜔 as frequency:

𝐼 (𝑗𝜔)
 =

𝑘
𝐼

√(𝑘
𝐼
− 𝑇
𝐶win
𝑇 ⋅ 𝜔2)

2

+ (𝜔 ⋅ 𝑇
𝐶win
)
2

⇐⇒

𝐼 (𝑗𝜔)2

=
𝑘2
𝐼

𝑘2
𝐼
+ (𝑇2
𝐶win

− 2𝑘
𝐼
⋅ 𝑇
𝐶win
𝑇)𝜔2 + 𝑇2

𝐶win
⋅ 𝑇2𝜔4

.

(11)

One of quality requirements of closed-loop control sys-
tem, which is represented by 𝐼(𝑠), is that the output is same to
the input signal or the controller 𝐶win should bring |𝐼(𝑗𝜔)| =
1, ∀𝜔, which can be called optimal gain and phase margin
tuning method [16]. However, due to several reasons of real
system, that requirement is rarely satisfied for all frequencies
𝜔. An acceptable design is that |𝐼(𝑗𝜔)| ≈ 1, in a wide band
of low frequencies 𝜔. Hence, we propose to choose 𝑇

𝐶win
such

that 𝑇2
𝐶win

− 2𝑘
𝐼
⋅ 𝑇
𝐶win
𝑇 = 0 or 𝑇

𝐶win
= 2𝑘
𝐼
𝑇. This close-form

expression of 𝑇
𝐶win

is used to make decision for controller
𝐶win.

(ii) Outer Loop. The close-loop transfer function of the outer
loop is

𝑂 (𝑠) =
𝑞 (𝑠)
𝑞ref

=
𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑃queue (𝑠) 𝐶queue (𝑠)

1 + 𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑃queue (𝑠) 𝐶queue (𝑠)
. (12)

The outer control objective into zero-pole form is

𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑃queue (𝑠) =
𝑘
𝐼

𝑇
𝐶win
𝑠 (1 + 𝑇𝑠) + 𝑘

𝐼

⋅ 𝐶
𝑠 + 𝐷

=
𝑘
𝑂

(1 + 𝑇
1𝑂
𝑠) (1 + 𝑇

2𝑂
𝑠) (1 + 𝑇

3𝑂
𝑠)
,

(13)

where 𝑘
𝑂
= 𝐶/𝐷; 𝑇

1𝑂
𝑇
2𝑂
= 𝑇𝑇
𝐶win
/𝑘
𝐼
; 𝑇
1𝑂
+ 𝑇
2𝑂
= 𝑇
𝐶win
/𝑘
𝐼
;

and 𝑇
3𝑂
= 1/𝐷.

For the outer loop, the objective function is linear third-
order type, due to inclusion of 𝐼(𝑠). Hence, we choose
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller by using
the same method at the inner loop design, or |𝑂(𝑗𝜔)| ≈ 1.

𝐶queue (𝑠) = 𝑘𝑝O (1 +
1
𝑇
𝑖𝑂
𝑠
+ 𝑇
𝑑𝑂
𝑠) , (14)

with 𝑘
𝑝𝑂
= (𝑇
1𝑂
+ 𝑇
2𝑂
)/2𝑘
𝑂
𝑇
3𝑂
, 𝑇
𝑖𝑂
= 𝑇
1𝑂
+ 𝑇
2𝑂
, and 𝑇

𝑑𝑂
=

(𝑇
1𝑂
⋅ 𝑇
2𝑂
)/(𝑇
1𝑂
+ 𝑇
2𝑂
).

4.2. EDDC in Discrete Time Domain

(i) Discrete Outer Loop Controller

𝑝
1
(𝑠)

𝑒
1
(𝑠)

= 𝐶queue (𝑠) = 𝑘𝑝𝑂 (1 +
1
𝑇
𝑖𝑂
𝑠
+ 𝑇
𝑑𝑂
𝑠) , (15)

where𝑝
1
(𝑠) is the output of the outer loop controller and 𝑒

1
(𝑠)

is the difference between measured queue length and desired
queue length at the outer loop.We apply backward difference
method to get the z-transform of the outer loop controller
𝐶queue(𝑠):

𝑝
1
(𝑡)

= 𝑒
1
(𝑡) 𝑘
𝑝𝑂
[1 +

𝑇
𝑠

𝑇
𝑖𝑂
(1 − 𝑧−1)

+ 𝑇
𝑑𝑂

(1 − 𝑧−1)
𝑇
𝑠

] .
(16)

Transforming again to time domain, we obtain

𝑝
1
(𝑡) = 𝑝

1
(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑘

𝑝𝑂
[𝑒
1
(𝑡) − 𝑒

1
(𝑡 − 1)]

+
𝑘
𝑝𝑂
𝑇
𝑠

𝑇
𝑖𝑂

𝑒
1
(𝑡)

+
𝑘
𝑝𝑂
𝑇
𝑑𝑂

𝑇
𝑠

[𝑒
1
(𝑡) − 2𝑒

1
(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑒

1
(𝑡 − 2)] ,

(17)
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Figure 3: Cross-traffic simulation topology for smart grid applications.

or a compact form of the outer loop controller 𝐶queue

𝑝
1
(𝑡) = 𝑝

1
(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑎

𝑂
⋅ 𝑒
1
(𝑡) − 𝑏

𝑂
⋅ 𝑒
1
(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑐

𝑂

⋅ 𝑒
1
(𝑡 − 2) .

(18)

(ii) Discrete Inner Loop Controller

𝑝
2
(𝑠)

𝑒
2
(𝑠)

= 𝐶win =
1

𝑇
𝐶win
𝑠
, (19)

where𝑝
2
(𝑠) is the output of the inner loop controller and 𝑒

2
(𝑠)

is the difference between𝑝
1
and congestionwindow size𝑤(𝑠).

Doing similarly as discrete outer loop steps above, we obtain
a compact form of the inner loop controller 𝐶win in discrete
domain as follows, with 𝑎

𝐼
= 𝑇
𝑠
/𝑇
𝐶win

:

𝑝
2
(𝑡) = 𝑝

2
(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑎

𝐼
⋅ 𝑒
2
(𝑡 − 1) . (20)

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Setup. NS2 is a discrete event network simu-
lator, which simulates packet-level events and facilitates the
development of communication network scenarios consid-
ering the new protocols involved, either wired or wireless
technologies. We use and modify the NS2 TCP evaluation
tool originally developed by Wang et al. [25] for our AQM
algorithm evaluation purpose. We also develop our own
EDDC source code files based on the basic proportional
integral (PI) algorithm code from NS2 source code tree. The
simulation network topology as multiple cross bottlenecks
is our choice because of its realistic smart grid IP networks
(Figure 3). The simulation configuration is presented in
Table 2.

5.2. Simulation Results. We evaluate our proposed algorithm
performance according to three main characteristics of the

Table 2: Simulation configuration.

(a)

Parameter Value
Simulation time 600 sec
FTP packet size (Bulk transmission) 500 bytes
VoIP (G.711) On: 1 sec; idle: 1.35 sec
Video (MyEvalVid) Sample foreman; packet size: 1024 bytes

(b)

AQMs Configuration
RED Max average queue size threshold: 20 kbytes
FB-OCQ [6] Target queue length: 25 kbytes
PI Target queue length: 25 kbytes
CoDel Target delay: 10msec
sfqCoDel Target delay: 10msec; 32 subflows
EDDC Target delay: 10msec; 𝑎

𝑂
, 𝑏
𝑂
, 𝑐
𝑂
, and 𝑎

𝐼

bottleneck link: bandwidth (Mbps), propagation round-trip
time (ms), and packet error rate ratio. Each experiment is
compared between AQMalgorithms (in Table 2) with respect
to mean queue length, link utilization, and packet drop rate.
We expect that mean queue length is as low as possible, link
utilization is about 80 → 95%, and packet error rate should
be low.These requirements of three criteria, however, cannot
be achieved at the same time due to trade-off. Therefore, our
algorithm searches for a balance point among three of them.

5.2.1. Experiment 1: Varied Link Bandwidth. In the first
experiment, we vary the bottleneck link bandwidth from
1Mbps to 1000Mbps. This variation represents different
types of links in heterogeneous smart grid networks. For
example, a wired link such as Ethernet has a bandwidth of
100Mbps while a wireless link from wireless adapter has
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Figure 4: Experiment 1: varied link bandwidth.

varied bandwidth because of wireless signal attenuation and
fading.

Firstly, Figure 4 presents our comparison results when
we change the value of link bandwidth from 1Mbps to
1000Mbps. Our algorithm achieves very low and stablemean
queue length (≈10%); even bandwidth is varied in a wide
range. Meanwhile, the link utilization of EDDC is about
95%, which is higher than the default DropTail or RED and
nearly approaches the modern sfqCoDel algorithm (96%).
The packet drop rate performance of EDDC, however, is
almost the same as the others. Itmakes sense thatwhenweuse
a low-bandwidth link, the packet drop rate is high due to full
buffer phenomenon. We conclude that our EDDC algorithm
promisingly maintain the queue length of substation router,
while link utilization or the busy level of link is acceptable
under different kinds of links.

5.2.2. Experiment 2: Varied Link Round-Trip Time. Figure 5
shows our comparison of AQM algorithms performance in

case of varied link propagation round-trip time (RTT). This
criterion represents the latency of packets when using a loss-
based TCP congestion control scheme, for example, TCP
Reno. As mentioned before, one consequence of a large
buffer (bufferbloat) is that TCP operation might be damaged
because of untimely congestion information feedback of
acknowledgment (ACK) packets.The higher the propagation
RTT is, the higher chance of incorrect ACK feedback to
the sources is. We observe the same results of EDDC
performance for the mean queue length and link utilization.
In Figure 5(c), the packet drop rate results of EDDC, however,
are higher than the other AQM algorithms in the RTT range
from 1ms to 100ms.

5.2.3. Experiment 3: Varied Link Packet Error Rate. Lastly, we
change the packet error rate (PER) of the congested link. A
wired link, for example, Ethernet cable, usually has a PER
value of zero. A wireless link, however, has the wide range of
PER values because of wireless signal characteristics such as
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Figure 5: Experiment 2: varied link propagation round-trip time.

attenuation or fast fading. In order to simulate them, we vary
PER from 0 to 0.9; for instance, a link with PER = 0.9means
that if we transmit 10 packets, only 1 packet is successfully
delivered to destination.

In Figure 6(a), we see that EDDC keeps the router queue
length at 2% which is lower and better than DropTail, RED,
FB-OCQ, and CoDel algorithms. The modern sfqCoDel
using the stochastic fair method seems to manage queue
length to be too short (nearly 0%) which might increase
the number of packet drop. It is, in fact, confirmed from
Figure 6(c) that sfqCoDel has the highest packet drop
rate (≥2%), while our algorithm EDDC only drops packets
smartly at 1% ratio.

The above experiments support us to conclude some
important advantages of our queue management algorithm
EDDC. By smartly dropping packets with EDDC scheme,
the mean queue length is kept at a stable and low level (2–
5%) comapred with the other popular algorithms. Moreover,
link utilization value is reasonable (80–95%) while the packet

drop rate of EDDC is lower than the newest and modern
algorithm (sfqCoDel).

6. Conclusions

An algorithm for better queuemanagement of heterogeneous
smart grid traffic was proposed. The algorithm, based on
cascade control theory, smartly dropped packets waiting in
the queue based on information of inflow smart grid traffic
and current state of input queue.The algorithmwas shown to
effectively manage the queue length or the number of packets
that arewaiting in queue at a stable and low level (2–5%)while
the link utilization does not reduce too much.
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Monocular SLAM has attracted more attention recently due to its flexibility and being economic. In this paper, a novel metric
online direct monocular SLAM approach is proposed, which can obtain the metric reconstruction of the scene. In the proposed
approach, a chessboard is utilized to provide initial depth map and scale correction information during the SLAM process. The
involved chessboard provides the absolute scale of scene, and it is seen as a bridge between the camera visual coordinate and the
world coordinate. The scene is reconstructed as a series of key frames with their poses and correlative semidense depth maps,
using a highly accurate pose estimation achieved by direct grid point-based alignment. The estimated pose is coupled with depth
map estimation calculated by filtering over a large number of pixelwise small-baseline stereo comparisons. In addition, this paper
formulates the scale-driftmodel among key frames and the calibration chessboard is used to correct the accumulated pose error. At
the end of this paper, several indoor experiments are conducted. The results suggest that the proposed approach is able to achieve
higher reconstruction accuracy when compared with the traditional LSD-SLAM approach. And the approach can also run in real
time on a commonly used computer.

1. Introduction

In the robotics community, simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) refers to creating the surrounding map
and determining self-position, which is necessary for a
robot to autonomously navigate in an unknown environment
[1]. The map of the unknown environment must be built
incrementally. This means the class of methods must focus
on computational algorithms which integrate the new infor-
mation incrementally [2]. Because camera sensor is cheap, is
light, and has low power requirement when compared with
other sensors like depth camera, visual SLAM has become a
popular research topic.

Traditional visual navigation usually uses a stereo visual
system, which can directly provide the 3-dimensional infor-
mation of circumstance, and the position of cameras can be
easily estimated by utilizing the visual difference coming from
two or more cameras. Whereas the accuracy of stereo visual
navigation is limited by the length of base line, this problem
is crucial especially in applications where the base line is

seriously limited, such as remote sensing and micro UAVs.
Therefore, the monocular visual navigation tends to be more
general and commonly used.

Generally speaking, there exist two classes of monocu-
lar SLAM: feature-based methods and direct methods. In
feature-based approaches, including filtering-based [3, 4] and
keyframe-based, the geometric information is estimated from
image sequences. The whole process is usually split into two
sequential steps: extracting feature observations from the
image and calculating the scene geometry and camera pose
as a function of these feature observations only by using
multiview stereo matches.

This uncoupling predigests the overall problem at the cost
of information lose, such as information presenting curved
edges. This class of image information often makes up a large
part of the image especially inman-made environment and is
important for a robot to fulfill tasks like obstacle avoidance.

Direct visual odometry (VO) methods overcome this
limitation by calculating camera pose directly on the image
intensities, in which all information contained in the image is
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used. Moreover, more geometry information of the environ-
ment can be used in the direct methods, and that is helpful
for obtaining higher accuracy and robustness, especially in
simplex environments where few key points are available.
The geometry information about the scene is valuable for
robotics in many applications such as augmented reality. It is
well known that direct image alignment is well established for
stereo sensors or RGB-D [5, 6]. However, inmonocular visual
applications, the existed scale ambiguity problem is hard to
solve by direct approach. Until recently [7–9], the precise
and intact dense depth maps are computed with a variation
formulation. However, its computational complexity is so
large that a powerful GPU is required to guarantee the online
availability. In [10], a semidense depth filtering formulation
is proposed, which significantly reduces computational com-
plexity. Thus, it is able to run online on a CPU and even on a
smartphone [11]. With the assistance of key-points methods,
direct tracking method even can achieve higher frame-rates
on embedded platforms [12].

In both feature-based methods and direct methods,
monocular SLAM can only get the reconstruction of scene
up to a scale. There still exist more challenges of scale drift,
which is seen as the major reason for accumulated error [13].
Due to the scale-drift phenomenon in monocular SLAM, the
3D similarity transform is adopted to represent camera poses
instead of rigid body transformations [12]. And also loop
closures detection is used as constraints to correct the scale
drift. Using landmarks is also a method to reduce the scale
drift, but it only can be applied in a cooperative scene [14].
As to the scale-ambivalent for the monocular SLAMmethod,
it must be handled with either scale as a dubious factor
or some additional information, such as point coordinates
on a calibration object in the world coordinate and must
be introduced to calculate the scale [15], and exploiting
nonhomonymic motion constraints also work [16]. In our
work, we solve the two problems by using a chessboard as
a calibration reference. We need to be reminded here that
the chessboard is widely and easily used. Therefore, in our
approach, the chessboard is supposed to be involved in the
visual field at the beginning of the SLAM process.

Contributions ofThis Paper.We present a metric online direct
semidense monocular SLAM method, which calculates the
real-time camera pose and builds consistent maps of the
environment in metric scale, even in a large-scale environ-
ment.Themethod estimates the depthmaps using a filtering-
based algorithm, coupled with direct image alignment, and a
chessboard is used to provide an initial depth estimation, in
which the scale of the world is introduced into the mapping.
The method presents steady tracking of the motion of the
camera and accurate mapping of the environment and can
run in real time on a CPU. The main contributions of this
paper are (1) a method to introduce the metric scale into the
monocular SLAM system and (2) a method to correct scale
drift with a calibration object where a rule is proposed to
determine when the calibration object is within the horizon
of the camera and required to be detected for the purpose of
reducing computation cost.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, some relevant mathematical definitions and
notations used in this paper will be introduced. In particular,
we introduce the most widely used camera model, pinhole
camera model (Section 2.1), and represent the 3D poses
as elements of Lie-Algebras (Section 2.2). In addition, we
briefly introduce the solution for a weighted least-squares
minimization on Lie-manifolds (Section 2.3).

Notations. Matrices are donated by bold, capital letters (𝑅)
and vectors by bold, lower case letters (𝜉):

R
𝑎𝑏
: direction cosine matrix between 𝑎- and 𝑏-

coordinates;

t
𝑎𝑏
: relative translation-vector between 𝑎- and 𝑏-

coordinates;

K
𝑖
: camera matrix for 𝑖th camera;

X
𝐶
,X
𝑊
: 3D point coordinate in camera coordinate or

world coordinate;

Ω: set of normalized pixel coordinates;

𝐼 : Ω → 𝑅: images;

𝐷 : Ω → 𝑅+: inverse depth map;

𝑉 : Ω → 𝑅+: inverse depth variance map.

2.1. Camera Model and Coordinate Definition. The most
widely used camera model is the pinhole camera model
which is shown in Figure 1.

As described in Figure 1, the camera perspective model
can be expressed as

Z
𝑐
⋅ r
𝑂𝐼𝑃𝐼

=
[[[[[[

[

1
𝑑𝑥

0 𝑢
0

0 1
𝑑𝑦

V
0

0 0 1

]]]]]]

]

[[

[

𝑓 0 0 0
0 𝑓 0 0
0 0 1 0

]]

]

[
r
𝑂𝐶𝑃𝐶

1
]

= [[

[

𝑎
𝑥
0 𝑢
0
0

0 𝑎
𝑦

V
0
0

0 0 1 0

]]

]

[
R
𝑊𝐶

t
𝑊𝐶

0
(1×3)

1
] [

r
𝑂𝑊𝑃𝑊

1
] ,

(1)

where (𝑢
0
, V
0
) is the camera principal point, 𝑓 is the metric

focal length, and 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 denote the physical width
and height of one pixel. R

𝑊𝐶
, t
𝑊𝐶

are external coefficients
between 𝐶 and𝑊.

As described in aforementioned introduction, a chess-
board is used to initialize the depth map. During the
initialization process, the relationship between the camera
coordinate and the world coordinate is estimated. Herein, the
world coordinate is defined as follows: the original point is
the left-top point of the chessboard, the 𝑋-coordinate is the
top line of the chessboard and points to the right, and 𝑌-
coordinate is the left line of the chessboard and points to the
bottom, as described in Figure 2.
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2.2. 3D Pose Representing as Elements of Lie-Algebras. In
this section,the representation of 3D pose transformation is
described in the same way as in previous researches, such as
[9, 10]. In order to guarantee the fluency of the presentation,
we still utilize the most commonly used description of this
problem.Usually, 3D rigid body transformG ∈ SE(3) denotes
translation and rotation in 3D that is defined by

G = (
R t
0 1

) , with R ∈ SO (3) , t ∈ 𝑅3. (2)

And 3D similarity transform S ∈ Sim(3) denotes scaling,
translation, and rotation that is defined by

G = (
𝑠R t
0 1

) , with R ∈ SO (3) , t ∈ 𝑅3, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅+. (3)

But a nonredundant expression for the camera pose
is needed during optimization, which cannot be given by
definition above, so the corresponding element 𝜉SE(3) of the
associated Lie-algebra is used to represent 3D rigid body
transform and 𝜉 ∈ Sim(3) for 3D similarity transform.
Elements are transformed into SE(3) by the exponential map
G = expSE(3)(𝜉) for rigid body transform and into Sim(3)
by map G = expSim(3)(𝜉) for similarity transform, and their

inverse is denoted by 𝜉 = logSE(3)(G) and 𝜉 = logSim(3)(G).
So the transformation moving a point from frame 𝑖 to frame
𝑗 is written as 𝜉

𝑖𝑗
. As in rigid body transform description, the

pose concatenation operator ∘ : SE(3) × SE(3) → SE(3) is
defined as

𝜉
𝑘𝑖
fl 𝜉
𝑘𝑗
∘ 𝜉
𝑗𝑖

fl logSE(3) (expSE(3) (𝜉𝑘𝑗) ⋅ expSE(3) (𝜉𝑗𝑖))
(4)

which can be defined analogously for similarity transform.
Please see [10] for more details.

2.3. Solution for Weighted Gauss-Newton Optimization. The
Gauss-Newton algorithm is effective with nonlinear least-
squares problems, with the advantage of a small computation
cost [17]. The problem is usually described as follows: given
𝑚 functions r = (𝑟

1
, . . . , 𝑟

𝑚
) of 𝑛 variables 𝛽 = (𝛽

1
, . . . , 𝛽

𝑛
),

with𝑚 > 𝑛, the Gauss-Newton algorithm iteratively finds the
minimum of the sum of squares:

𝑆 (𝛽) =
𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑟2
𝑖
(𝛽) . (5)

Beginning with an initial guess 𝛽(0), the method proceeds
with the iterations [17]:

𝛽
(𝑠+1) = 𝛽(𝑠) − (J𝑇r Jr)

−1

J𝑇r r (𝛽
(𝑠)) , (6)

where if r and 𝛽 are column vectors, the entries of the
Jacobian matrix are [17]

(Jr)𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝑟
𝑖
(𝛽(𝑠))
𝜕𝛽
𝑗

. (7)

And an iteratively reweighted least-squares problem is
proposed to be robust to outliers arising, for example, from
occlusions or reflections, which can be expressed as [17]

𝑆 (𝛽) =
𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝜔
𝑖
(𝜉) 𝑟2
𝑖
(𝛽) (8)
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and can be proceeded by the iterations [17]

𝛽
(𝑠+1) = 𝛽(𝑠) − (J𝑇r WJr)

−1

J𝑇r Wr (𝛽(𝑠)) , (9)

where W = W(𝛽(𝑠)) is a weight matrix computed in each
iteration and used to downweight large residuals.

3. Metric Online Monocular SLAM

This main contribution of this paper is that it provides
a metric online monocular SLAM approach, by using a
commonly used chessboard reference. The process can be
divided into 5 parts.The chessboard provides the initial depth
estimation of the scene, and the initial guess can be seen as the
scaled source of the scene reconstruction. The initial depth
estimation results are able to correct the scale drift through
the key frames transfer, and thuswe can obtain a globalmetric
reconstruction. The whole process of this approach is shown
in Figure 3.

In this section, we introduce our work from 4 parts:
the initial depth estimation in Section 3.1, the estimation
of camera pose using alignment in Section 3.2, method
to correct the accumulated pose error with the aid of a
chessboard in Section 3.3, and the depth map estimation and
optimization in Section 3.4.

3.1. Initial Metric Depth Estimation. In the initial process,
unlike in the traditional LSD-SLAM approach, we use a
standard, key point-based method to obtain the initial depth
map with the aid of a calibration object, which is a commonly
used chessboard in this paper. We need to be reminded here
that any other reference object is also good to fulfill this initial
depth estimation process.

During the calibration process, the chessboard corners
detection should be executed at the beginning. With the
known 2D coordinates of chessboard corners and corre-
sponding 3D coordinates, the relative pose of camera to the
world coordinate can be got, which is known as the PNP
problem [18].

3.1.1. Image Points Matching. To run online, only the depth of
pixels with sufficiently large intensity gradient, which means
that the pixel is a corner or on the edges, is estimated.
We search the corresponding points of those pixels on the
epipolar lines in the second image using a window-based
matching approach with a window size of 3 pixels. Also,
parallax constraint and sequence constraint are used to
reduce the mismatching.

3.1.2. Initial DepthMap Estimation. With the known intrinsic
camera parameters, extrinsic parameters, and corresponding
image point pairs, the initial depth map can be estimated:

[R−1
𝑐1𝑤

K−1x
1
−R−1
𝑐2𝑤

K−1x
2
] [
𝑘
1

𝑘
2

] = R−1
𝑐1𝑤

t𝑤
𝑐1
− R−1
𝑐2𝑤

t𝑤
𝑐2
, (10)

where 𝑘
1
, 𝑘
2
is inverse depth of pixel in the 1st image and 2nd

image and x
1
, x
2
is the homogeneous image pixel coordinate.

3.2. Pose Tracking. As a recursive process in the visual
localization, the pose tracking is themain task. Now the com-
monly used pose tracking method is the image alignment, in
which image sequences sampled in different time steps are
consequently utilized, to provide the location verification of
the moving camera. As the same in traditional monocular
visual odometry researches, such as [7], we use the image
alignment method by utilizing the direct features. The 3D
pose 𝜉

𝑗𝑖
∈ SE(3) of a new frame related to its keyframe

is calculated using the direct SE(3) image alignment, and
pose of keyframe is tracked using the direct Sim(3) image
alignment. We need to be reminded here that, as described
in the commonly used approaches, we use the same image
alignment based pose tracking approach; please see [19] for
more details. In order tomake the descriptionmore fluent, we
use the same nomination during the problem formulation.

3.2.1. Direct SE(3) Image Alignment. The pose estimation of a
new frame is treated as a problem to minimize the variance-
normalized photometric error:

𝐸
𝑝
(𝜉
𝑗𝑖
) = ∑

p∈Ω𝐷𝑖



𝑟2
𝑝
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜎2
𝑟𝑝(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖)


𝛿

with 𝑟2
𝑝
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
) fl 𝐼
𝑖
(p) − 𝐼

𝑗
(𝜔 (p, 𝐷

𝑖
(p) , 𝜉

𝑗𝑖
)) , 𝜎2

𝑟𝑝(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖) fl 2𝜎2
𝐼
+ (

𝜕𝑟2
𝑝
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜕𝐷
𝑖
(p)

)
2

𝑉
𝑖
(p) ,

(11)

where ‖ ⋅ ‖
𝛿
is the Huber norm

𝑟
2
𝛿 fl

{{{
{{{
{

𝑟2

2𝛿
if |𝑟| ≤ 𝛿

|𝑟| − 𝛿
2

otherwise.
(12)

The Huber norm is applied to normalize the estimation
residual. The residual’s variance 𝜎2

𝑟𝑝(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖) is computed using
covariance propagation:

∑
𝑓

≈ J
𝑓
∑
X
J𝑇
𝑓
. (13)
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min
𝝃∈Sim(3)

∑
𝐩∈Ω𝐷𝑖



r
2

p
(𝐩, 𝝃)

𝜎2
r𝑝(𝐩,𝝃)

+
r
2

d
(𝐩, 𝝃)

𝜎2
r𝑑(𝐩,𝝃)

 𝛿

min
𝝃∈se(3)

{
{
{
∑

𝐩∈Ω𝐷𝑖



r
2

p
(𝐩, 𝝃)

𝜎2
r𝑝(𝐩,𝝃)

 𝛿

}
}
}

Figure 3: Overview over the whole SLAM system.

𝑉
𝑖
is the inverse depth variance, and 𝜎2

𝐼
is the image dense

noise which is assumed to follow Gaussian distribution. The
problem is solved using iteratively reweighted Gauss-Newton
optimization described in Section 2.3.

3.2.2. Direct Sim(3) Image Alignment. To solve the scale-
drift problem, direct Sim(3) image alignment is used to
estimate edges between keyframes. After the depth map
of a keyframe is refined, it is scaled to make its mean
inverse depth to be one. Then, the direct Sim(3) image
alignment is performed to elegantly incorporate the scaling
difference between keyframes. Similarly to direct SE(3) image
alignment, the pose between two keyframes, represented as
3D similarity transform S ∈ Sim(3), is estimated as a problem
to minimize the variance-normalized photometric error:

𝐸 (𝜉
𝑗𝑖
) = ∑

p∈Ω𝐷𝑖



𝑟2
𝑝
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜎2
𝑟𝑝(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖)

+
𝑟2
𝑑
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜎2
𝑟𝑑(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖)


𝛿

. (14)

Here, a depth residual 𝑟
𝑑
is incorporated, which penalizes

deviations in inverse depth between keyframes, allowing to
directly estimate the scaled transformation between them.

And the depth residual 𝑟
𝑑
and its variance 𝜎2

𝑟𝑑(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖) are
computed as [10]

𝑟
𝑑
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
) fl [p]

3

− 𝐷
𝑗
([p]
1,2

) ,

𝜎2
𝑟𝑑(p,𝜉𝑗𝑖) fl (𝑉

𝑗
([p]
1,2

))(
𝜕𝑟
𝑑
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜕𝐷
𝑗
[p]
1,2

)
2

+ 𝑉
𝑖
(p) (

𝜕𝑟
𝑑
(p, 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
)

𝜕𝐷
𝑖
(p)

)
2

(15)

and p fl 𝜔
𝑠
(p, 𝐷
𝑖
(p), 𝜉
𝑗𝑖
) denotes the corresponding point.

The problem can also be solved with iteratively
reweighted Gauss-Newton optimization, which is the most
commonly adopted approach in nonlinear optimization
problem, as described in Section 2.3.

3.3. Pose Error Correction. In this section, we will show
the outer assistance of a chessboard work in the pose error
correction and in the depth maps accumulation errors cor-
rection.This is themain contribution of ourwork.Our SLAM
approach is designed for the indoor robots, whichmeans that
it is possible for the robots to see the calibration object more
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than once while moving. So it is practical to correct the pose
estimation error accumulated with the calibration object.

3.3.1. Chessboard Corners Detection. It is unnecessary to
detect the chessboard in every frame, which is of great
computational cost. We give a principle to judge whether to
detect the chessboard with the aid of pose of current frame.

When the four corners of the chessboard can be observed,
the whole chessboard is inside the horizon, which can be
used to decide when to detect the chessboard. In the world
coordinate, the four corners of the chessboard are X1 =
(0, 0, 0), X

2
= (𝑤, 0, 0), X

3
= (0, ℎ, 0), and X

4
= (𝑤, ℎ, 0),

where𝑤 and ℎ are thewidth and height of the chessboard.The
pose of current frame to world coordinate can be calculated:

R𝑤
𝑐cf
= 𝑠R𝑤
𝑐kf
R𝑐kf
𝑐cf
,

t𝑤
𝑐cf
= 𝑠R𝑤
𝑐kf
t𝑐kf
𝑐cf
+ t𝑤
𝑐kf
,

(16)

where 𝑠R𝑤
𝑐kf

and t𝑤
𝑐kf

are the pose of keyframe and R𝑐kf
𝑐cf

and t𝑐kf
𝑐cf

are the relative pose of current frame to current keyframe.
And homogeneous image pixel coordinate can be

expressed as

x
𝑖
= K (R𝑐cf

𝑤
X
𝑖
+ t𝑐kf
𝑤
) , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4. (17)

A chessboard detection is performed only under the
condition that x

𝑖
is within the image:

0 ≤
x
𝑖(1,1)

x
𝑖(3,1)

≤ 𝐿
𝑤
,

0 ≤
x
𝑖(2,1)

x
𝑖(3,1)

≤ 𝐿
ℎ
,

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4.

(18)

Usually, successful chessboard detection is hard to
achieve when the camera is too far away from the chessboard,
even when the whole chessboard can be observed, so we add
a limitation to avoid the case:

t
𝑤

𝑐cf

 ≤ 3. (19)

3.3.2. Pose Correction. When chessboard detection is per-
formed successfully on current frame while failing on previ-
ous frame, a new keyframe will be created with a corrected
pose which is estimated with the correspondence between
the image coordinate and the world coordinate of those
chessboard corners. Then, relative pose between new created
keyframe and previous keyframe can be calculated as

R𝑐kf
𝑐cf
= 1
𝑠
R𝑤
𝑐kf

−1R𝑤
𝑐cf
,

t𝑐kf
𝑐cf
= 1
𝑠
R𝑤
𝑐kf
(t𝑤
𝑐kf
− t𝑤
𝑐cf
)

(20)

with which the depth map of new keyframe can be initialized
by projecting points from the previous frame.

3.4. DepthMap Estimation andOptimization. Thedepthmap
estimation problem is the most commonly referred problem
in monocular SLAM, and in this paper we still use the most
common method to execute the depth map estimation using
the method proposed in [19]. When a new frame is obtained,
we first measure whether the camera has moved far away
enough from its keyframe that a new keyframe should be
created using it. To do this, a weighted combination of relative
distance and angle to the current keyframe is threshold,
which is the same as in [19].

After the pose estimation process, the pose graph opti-
mization is necessary to continuously optimize the map
which consists of a set of keyframes and their camera poses.
The error function is defined in the following equation, the
same in [20],

𝐸 (𝜉
𝑊1
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜉
𝑊𝑛
)

fl ∑
(𝜉𝑗𝑖 ,Φ𝑗𝑖)∈𝜀

(𝜉
𝑗𝑖
⋅ 𝜉−1
𝑊𝑖
⋅ 𝜉
𝑊𝑗
)
𝑇

Φ−1
𝑗𝑖
(𝜉
𝑗𝑖
⋅ 𝜉−1
𝑊𝑖
⋅ 𝜉
𝑊𝑗
) . (21)

4. Experiments

In the experiments process, the SLAM approach is executed
in an indoor environment, where the visual scene is occupied
by artificial equipment. In the experiment, the camera is
selected as a commonly used industrial camera, the frame-
frequency of which is higher than 30 frames/sec.

Before the experiment, the camera is placed in front of a
chessboard for the initial alignment, from which the initial
positions and gestures between camera and word coordinate
are calculated. During the experiment process, the hand-held
camera is moved around the house arbitrarily and returned
to the start position at the end of the experiment. Based
on the same datasets sampled in the moving process, our
SLAM approach is run twice to provide the comparisons of
these two different methods. The first experiment utilizes the
most common monocular SLAM approach, as described in
[9]. The second experiment is calculated with the assistance
of the chessboard, especially in the correction of error
accumulation. Both the reconstruction results and the ego-
motion estimation results are depicted in Figure 4. Herein
the SLAM results in only two keyframes are provided for
simplicity, and the comparison in the whole moving process
is the same as in the selected keyframes.

As depicted in the experimental results, we can easily find
that there exits accumulated error in pose estimation when
the traditional LSD-SLAMmethod is used, which is shown in
Figure 4. As a result, the corresponding reconstruction results
are also degenerated obviously. Thus, we can intuitively
find that there exist ghost images of some reconstructed
objects. While the proposed method with the outer reference
assistance is used, the ego-motion estimation results can be
improved, from which the reconstruction results can also be
corrected with the assistance of chessboard calibration.Thus,
we can achieve higher accuracy mapping of the experiment
scene, and the reconstruction map of the scene in the second
method is able to obtain solely results, without any ghost
reconstruction in Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 4: Reconstruction of scene.
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Figure 5: A comparison between the reconstructed points and the
real ones. The red points are real chessboard corners and the blue
ones are those reconstructed.

The aforementioned results can only provide a visual-
ized comparison. In order to assess the proposed method
quantitatively, we also provide a numerical analysis of the
reconstruction results. Because the around scene during the
experimental process is randomly selected, without any other
information about the accurate scale and size, thus we choose
the reconstructed result of the known chessboard to verify
the accuracy of our method. As depicted in Figure 5, the
comparison between the reconstructed chessboard corners
and the real ones is shown.

As depicted in Figure 5, because our SLAM system can
achieve a metric reconstruction of scene, we can find that the
reconstruction precision is well improved remarkably with
the assistance of the chessboard measurements.

In addition, all the coordinates of a randomly selected
chessboard corner in different keyframes are also counted,
and it is used to show the variation of accuracy about the
reconstructed results.

From the results shown in Figure 6, we find that, at the
beginning of the experiments, both the original LSD-SLAM
method and the proposed corrected LSD-SLAMmethod can
achieve accurate reconstruction of the chessboard corner. But
along with the increasing measurements, the reconstruction
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Figure 6: Reconstructed chessboard corners in different keyframes.

error of the original LSD-SLAM method increases rapidly,
while that of those proposed method is kept in a limit range,
which indicates that ourmethod can correct the accumulative
error.

5. Conclusion

In this article, a metric direct monocular SLAM system is
introduced, which can run in real time on a CPU and can
obtain metric reconstruction of the scene. Based on the
assistance of a chessboard, the initial depth map is estimated;
meanwhile, the similarity transform between known world
coordinate and the map coordinate is calculated, which can
be used to convert the map to the known world coordinate.
The system is tested in a complex indoor environment, and its
accuracy is verified with a comparison between the estimated
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chessboard corner coordinates and the real ones. The indoor
experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed metric
monocular SLAM approach.
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